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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION 

THE folloWing chapters formed th~ first part of 
a thesis which I submitted for the Doctorate of 
Philosophy in 1910. I have left them unpublished 
till they are slightly out of date in certain parts. But 
even now when sending them to the press~ I feel 
that an apology is needed not for keeping them back 
so long, but for deciding at 'last to see them in print. 

I cannot Eully justify my action in this matter, 
But I shall state what led me to write on the agra
rian system of a distant land, when there was an 
extensive field for similar labours at home. It , 
appeared to me that exclusive importanc~ was 
being attached by our scholars to the history of our 
own institutions. The study of these is, no doubt, 
very valuable, for our past, lives in Us arid claims 
its share in mouldiitg our d~stiny. Still it must be 
admitted that we have left our old moorings, and 
that new forces, social, economic and political, are 
at work among us today ; For wise guidance. 
therefore, we have to tum to the history of those 
countries in which they had full play. It was at any 

'rate with a conviction like this that I carefully 
studied the land systems among other economic 
institutions of England, France, Gennany and 
Russia; and the thesis, which I have referred to, 
was the outcome of my labours in this direction .. 

The subject has re~eived exhaustive treatment 
at the hands of a number of European scholars. 
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And I feel also that my review lacks the freshness 
and directness of first-hand knowledge. But it 'Was 
written from the standpoint of an Indian and with 
an 'eye on the present needs and aspirations of 
India. Hence it is not over-burdened 'With details. 
though it may appear over-burdened with observa
tions on the merits and demerits of different types 
of property in land. 

I have beeD able to make ,some additions and
alterations in the course of the last two months. I 
wish I could do more to improve the quality of the 
work before exposing it to the criticism of the 
reading public. which may not be quite as indulgent 
as my examiners were. But my present duties will 
not permit me to do that. I must regret. however. 
that it has to go out without many of the notes 
which originally accompanied it and which have 
since been lost. 

I have draWn largely on literature in the nar
rower sense for illustrating lIlY points. But. for 
obvious reasons. I have given only translations of 
passages from Old English and Norman French 
works. 

My best thanks are due to the publishers for 
materially assisting me in the correction of proof
sheets. though I notice that the orthodox spelling 
has not been uniformly adopted in the case of two 
OJ: three words. 

MVMENsINCH. 
September 16. 1921. JAJNESWAR GHOSH 



PREFACE TO mE SECOND EDITION 

-In the present edition a new chapter has been 
-added which deals with the manner in which recent 
levents have affect~d the agricultural outlook and 
I conditions in England. A certain amount of 
. additional information has also been -furnished in 
the appendices. And a few sentences have been 
rewritten in the 6rst and second chapters to avoid 
vagueness and to remove inaccuracies. 

In presenting the book once more to the notice 
-of the reading public. I have to express my gratitude 
to Sir Paui Vinogradoff and Mr. Reginald Lennard 
for a number of valuable suggestions and references. 
I am also obliged· to Dr. Gilbert Slater for thinking 

. that a book like mine cannot be unprofitable study 
for my countrymen. I hold with him and with the 

-critic in the Pioneer and against the learned reviewer 
in the Calcutta Reoiew that "there are many points 

. of contact between the past conditions of British land 
tenure and the agrarian problems of present day 
India. .. To ignore them would be to court the 

·danger of contracted views, for they are likely to 
bring out what we have to expect from our present 
institutions and what we must try to avoid. Besides, 
it should not be forgotten that landlordism, as we 
have it in Bengal, was introduced in imitation of 
the English system. 



For assistance in revlSlng the proof. I am'. 

indebted to my colleague. Prof. S. K. Uakravartty .. 

MYMENSINGH. 1. GHOSH.. 

November. 1923. 
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A HISTORY OF 

Land Tenure in England 
CHAPTER I 

COMMUNISM 
I start with the theory of Seebohm that in rural 

England· the course of evolution h~s been from a 
state of galling servitude for the masses to· one in 
which they enjoy considerable ~conomic and political 
freedom. It is a definite .position. which ,may be 
maintained or given up acco)'ding as' the evidence' in 
support of it is adequate or otherwise. The object. 
however. of the. present work is not simply to direct 
attention once more to the facts and arguments on 
which he based his conclusion. It aims at inter
preting the agrarian history of England with a view 
to pronounce on the relative merits of different types 

, of property in land. And Seebohm' s generalisation 
is noticed at· the outset because it furnishes a con
venient view-point from which to observe the 
confusing mass of details. It will be my, working 
hypothesis which I may have to reject at last, but 
w:Jtich wiII in the meantime give order and directness 
to my enquiry. 

There is no lack of materials for the economic 
history of England from the thirteenth century to the 
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present day. But statistics speak with no certain 
voice beyond this period. And when the student 
gets into the twilight bf the age which intervened 
between the Saxon settlement and the Norman 
conquest, he feels ~at the fragmentary eVidence 
before him leaves ample room for difference of 
opinion. It is this age which fontJ.s the battle-ground 
for the controversy which was started by Seebohm. 
He maintained thai: the thirteenth century type of 
agrarian arrangement which is known as the manor
ial organisation existed without any material differ
ence even in the days of the Heptarcby, and that-in 
this temote age, as in the later and better known 
epoch. the cUltivators were rooted to the soil and 
aubject to certain other restraints which made their 
atatus indistinguishable from that of bondsmen. 
There were others, however, who were equally 
positive in their assertion that the manorial organisa
tion was a subsequent and by no means legitimate 
-development of the mark system, which had in the 
early daY8 of the Saxon settlement assured to the 
tiller8 of the soil a considerable measure of in~ 
dependence 88 members of small self-governing 
communities. 

As reproduced in Britain, the mark was usually 
a small settlement of ten or fifteen .families devoted 
mainly, but not exclusively, to agriculture. Thesite 
that was selected for it showed that isolation and 
economic independence were dear to the heart of the 
settler's. They~reeted their houses ila a rule in the 



-vicinitY oE • wood or' j( gtreirffllind at if distaiie~ £torn 
the Roiiim roadg and toWiilf. tliaf #f!if! aJicrl\red to 
faU into detay. The inaf~tialii far theft dwellings 
were readily obtained from' neighboUririg' jiiriglu • 
.and tne constrUction \<Varr rude. But to eadi of them 
w~ affacLed a titotl: or lest spacious toft ot yard. 
-part of wLich was planted witli· culinarY vegetables 
and savomy herbs. Not far from these niesSuages 
'was a wide stretch of arable land. and beyond it was 
a ring of scrub arid forest that obstructed traffic ana 
.scteeried the IiHle seHlement from the outer world. 

The economic reiations of the' mark with the 
world outside wer~ few and occasional. The mark
men sought fo produce by their own labour all that 
they i'eqaired In the way of necessaries and comfortir. 
Food graini came from their Coni fields. and the few 
vegetables that were known: to them, they gtew in 
the yards attached to their houses. The waste. on 
which theit donies6C"animal~ 'grazed. supplied them 
also with building materials. fire-wood. honey and 
.a few wild food stuffs. They kept cows, oxen. sheep 
and large numbers of swine. They prepared their 
drink from hatley. which Was lit favourite crop on 
this account. The hides of the animals which they 
slaughtered served as blankets and bed sheets and 
were also shaped into shOes and drinking jugs. The 
wool of their sheep was carded and spun- by their 
women and then woven on the hand into the 
-coarsest stuff. The only thing that of u certainty 
they acquired by means of exchange was salt. A 
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few other things might have been occasionally 
obtained from pedlars and packmen ; but they were, 
generally speaking, averse to trade, and the yield of 
their fields was so poor that, except in the case of 
important men, it barely sufficed for their sustenance. 

So much is beyond controversy. All else that 
may be said about the mark is either opf'!n to ques
tion 'ot is based on evidence the value of which is 
not at once recognized. 'But on 'One point more 
there is a consensus of opinion, viz., that the com
position and size of the holdings of peasants and the 
mode of cultivation that obtained on them remained 
materially unaltered in' the long years that intervened 
between the Saxon conquest and the· disruption <>f 
the manorial organisation. The evidence in favour 
of this view is not quite as full as one would desire ; 
but it is sufficiently cogent to establish unanimity 
between the champions of the rival theories. Their 
difference begins after this, when they come to 
discuss the status of the cultivators and their relations 
to non-cultivating classes before the Norman con
quest. So before I proceed further; I shall survey 
the common ground which they occupy. And in 
doing so I shall notice all the details that were found 
in the later and better known system of husbandry. 
Some of them might have been absent from the 
primitive economy of the Saxons. But the salient 
features were there; and owing to the silence of 
early English writers on the subject, it is difficult to 
hit upon a just principle of selection. So the entire 
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picture with all its minutiae is more likely to' give a 
correct' impression than any arbitrary' simplification 
of it by the omission of a few details. 

A noticeable feature of the agrarian arrange
ments w'as the division in most cases' ot the arable 
area into three huge fields of equal extent. They 
were more or less rectangular in shape and were 
separated from one anotiher by broad, grassy mounds. 
The reason for such a division lay in the 'dearly 
purchased experience that under the system of tillage 
which was in vogue, the land failed to grow the 
same crop for a succession . of years. Thus in any 
particular year ,one of them' would be under wheat 
and another und~r barley or rye 'or oats while the 
third would lie fallow. A necessary consequence 
of such an arrangement was that every family had 
land in each of the tihreefields, as. otherwise it would 
have been periodically dependent for subsist,ence on 
i~ neighbours. The normal holdings were also on 
this account large as compared with the possessions 
of peasants in most modem countries. There was, 
however, an additional reason for it. The'Saxons 
were indifferent husbandmen, and the yield of tiheir 
fields was small ; so more land was, required for the 
maintenance of a' family than would have been 
necessary with a better method of cultivation. 

. There was another feature besides its size which 
distinguished the holding of the Saxon settler. It was 
not a compact plot like a modem farm, but consisted 
~f small strips of equal area which' lay, intermingled 
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rwil=P 8~mil~ !>~~ ~f lanc;l be~~ngipg ~~ oth,er boldings. 
T.Q fa~t~t~ sv,ch 11- ~stributiOJl, eilch of th~ three
fields referred t,9 a}:>ove was divided iQ the ,first 
il]S~~;n.cf! into r¢ctan~ar plots wl)ich afterwards came
t9 ~f! kpowp as furlongs~ p~use their length coin· 
~~ed with Utat of the fum)w which w~, generally 
speaking. 220 yard$. And ell.ch furlong was in jts 
t1lm ~ut up l~ngtp~se into a numpf!r ,of ~owaIld 
p~iil~el Splps. wl)icJt 10imed so to say the lDlits of 
1I.11()tIn~t. They 1H,ere approached by hell.dland$' 
t~t lay at rigp'~ ~Ilgles to ~~m and se~ed to p1!p"k 

the pl~e where the plough ~hould turn. Contiguous 
plo~ werf! at tP~ same ~ll}emarlted off from one
~90t~pr by thin lines of ru.rf, so tqat they were as 
weJI-delined ashedge1ess 6eld~ ~ould be. 

Thi~ minute pjrision all<l s~1?clivision pf the 
ilrable .arf!l1aIl<l the c()mpl,et~ de~iJIcatioIl of eyery 
J?lot if!. ~t ppint. ~f ~9~rse, to p~vate appropriation 
of th~ la~~. Bu~ lfuCih ,all 1lPpropriation offers no 
sufiicient f!XpIanlJtion <;If th~ curious composition 6f 
thf! hol<lj~. Thf! det~l1Jlining JDotive for this 
p~~~iy.r ~,ang~e~t, ~t h~ b~en s~4. was the desire
t~ ¥J.v~ tp eac~ m~mber ~f ~e cOJD~~ni~ n()t only 
~9 eqvaJ ~har«;l of the villa~e 'cmd b1f~ ~lso an equal 
f!~~nt 91 !!very guality of ~lI.nd Pt~t it P()!IS~ssed. I~ 
is opell ~() Rue~o~". h()wev~r,. wh~~er such a 
~e9!f!~~ ~<ilu,ali!:y wlls ~vFr jliJD~.d ~t ~I1 Pt,e English 
s~~~.I~ments. A! ~Il! ~~. t~e ~~~j1lJty ~fthe strips
,~p ~.~ ,a!>~~n~~ !>f ~O,IPP!l~~~s~ in P,:te hol~inW' C~Il 
p.~, ~ ~,~~~n ¥ ~ ~~~c:.I~sJve pr~of of !t, for ~ey 
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were in ~videpco at a later time, when there ,Wall 
considerable inequality in respect of righf.ll IPld 
possessions. The genesis of these .features may 
probably with better reason be sought in the ignor~ 
"nee of the settlers than in their sense of justice. 
They had certainly little knowledge of land survey
ing, and some amount of proficiency in it was 
required for laying out with any measure Df accuracy 
the different shares of the villagers in an extensive 
field of more or less irregular configuration. So as 
their new acquisition was cleared and broken up by 
the plough, it was dealt out acre by acre to each 
agriculturist, and when the turn came of an important 
man, two or more plots were assigned to' him for 
every plot allotted to his humbler neighbours. 
Besides, it is safe to assume that the arable area was 
only gradually extended, and that when fresh land 
was taken up, there. was a .fresh apportionment, 80 

that after the work of reclamation was over, the 
holding of .each family came necessarily to' consist 
of a number of detached plotS in different parts of 
the field. It is quite likely, howeyer, that this primi
tive method of apportionment was continued, because 
it had the additional merit of giving to every house
holder a fair share of the good as well as the bad 
land. 

But while privilte property iQ the furlongs was 
~hql! fecogqiljet;i ~Jl.d "~fip~d by p1e~Jl.s .Qf ,~ 
elaborate arrangeJDent, the appropriation was in nQ 
instanc~ ~oll)plete, f~r any dep~re from the pr~ .. 
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cribed routine of tillage was strictly forbidden in 
.the interests of the community. All the strips in 
any particulal' flat had to be devoted to the saine 
cereal in the same season, and no one might alter 
the rotation' or enclose his plots with. a. view to try 

new methods or new crops. The hedgeless 6.eld~ 
were, no doubt. fenced in to protect them from 
pasturing animals so long as they were under tillage. 
But the temporary enclosures had to be removed as 
soon as harvesting was over. so that the cattle and 
the .sheep might graze freely in the stubble till the 
next sowing season. It is true that these restraints 
could not have been felt as galling at the time. In 
fact. they were almost necessary conditions of 
successful husbandry among a people who had not 
completely outgrown the pastoral stage. But none 
the less did they limit the right of user in so far as 
submission to them was not a matter of free choice 
with the cultivators. And probably there was as 
little of free choice or voluntary association in their 
manneroE ploughing all the strips to'gether, for the 
holding of each of them lay so wedged in among 
other people's lands as to render any separate treat-
ment of it out of the question. • . 

In villages situated near a stream there was 
generally a permanent meadow reserved for the hay 
iharvest. Owing to the absence of fodder crops, the 
hay was the only winter feed Eor cattle, and well
watered land on which it could be grown was every
where limited in area. The meadow was, therefore, 
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.almost as valuable a possession as the arable' area • 

.and. according to some historians. it was similarly 
.divided into strips and' appropriated. But probably 
individual property in these strips was even less 
-complete than in the plots in the arable mark. Sir 
frederick Pollock has pointed out that at Ii much 
later period the hay harv~st was frequently appor
-boned by lot among ,the tenants. At the same time 
it has been confidently asserted by some students of 
early English ftistory that the meadow was cut up 
like the com fields. The divergent views may be 
reconciled by assuming' that each householder had 
'his strip or strips allotted to him only for a 
season and that the allotment took place when 
the hay crop was ready to cut. This practice. says 
Dr. Cunningham. obtained at a very early period. 
though it was at variance with the p~nciple of private 
property illustrated in the holdings in the arable 
mark. 

There were thus in this primitive community 
various types of property in land. The messuage 
belonging to each 'family was a permanenf posses
sion ; but its hold on its com fi~lds was much less 
complete. being limited by the interests. real or 

, supposed. of other families. And still more shaClowy 
was its claim to any part of the meadow. as it did 
not go beyond the right to appropriate a certain pro
portion of the crop so long as such appropriation 
was consistent with the claims of other households. 
The communistic principle was. ~herefore. operative, 
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~opgh in dill.erent degrees. in determining the
c:har~c:ter of these two kinds of property. And it 
was ~mpletely triumphant in the case of the waste. 
for no kind pf individual property was allowed in it. 
thoug}J. it mighl have been fegarded as a reserve fund 
~o meet at some future time by means of appropria-· 
tion the needs of an increasing population. 

It follows from what has been just said that I 
must take the community or mark as a whole
instead of individual cultivators in studying the 
agrarian phenomena of this period. And the ques-· 
tions that have to he answered at this stage are :-. 
Was the title of the community to its possessions a 
form of tenant right. and if it was. did the consi
deration for it deprive the cultivators of all 
pretensions to freedom? Seehohm contends that the' 
mark was from the ve.-y first a community in serfdom 
und~r a manorial lordship. And in support of his. 
position he lays stress on the argument that the 
in~egrity of the holdings could he maintained only 
on the principle that each lot was an unit neither 
to he partitioned nor tagged on to other lots. This. 
principle, he observes. ran counter to the German 
law of succession. whicl. permitted the equal parti
tion of free land lWlong heirs. As. therefore. the· 
arrangement was not the outcome of Teutonic 
custom. he would trace it to Roman influence. All 
the essential felltures of a mediaeval manor. we are' 
told. had already existed in the Roman villa. There 
had been the same clustering of the dependent: 
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population ro~nd ~ )p~'. 4~sll~ .as ~" ~~~ 
and the ~e inability p", ·the ~rJ pf ,the f~ P1 
doillB ~~ it Jilt~ J,Vith ~ Po),cIings. This eim.iI~ 
)Vu, in his ppinion. ~ot a JPere ~dent. but the 
result of the adoption of ,the Ro~ 8Ya,tem by th" 
Saxons ~ jt, ~ontinuallce UQdec Norman rule. 
He goes. ~ fact ... _tep f~er ~nd asse$ that the 
of,ten-~eld sys,tem .nd' interm~ed owner.ruP. the, 
c;>,$ltanding c,hara(#ristjes of the economy of the 
mark. were really Pr.e-Roman institutions of Cell¥: 
origin. which i.t;nperial mle hOld only slightly modifieQ 
by introducing the three-c~~ roJ'MiQQ pf cropS. 
He discoyers thu. ap, ~ty j~ th~ ,gr~an l;tistory qf 
~glancl. stra,ngely, at vatjance with ¥r pqPiicaJ 
eJpe,iencee. 

His w~ of eifting the ltisb)licP.l ~vi~e is. p~ 
dopbt. ,a JeesoJ;l in methoQ. He starts with aP 
exan;ti~atjon pf ~e Winslow IlUlnor rolls and lipc:le 
~h.erefrom ~at the aI:abl~ 1I+ell> )'I~ diyideq intI? ~ 
home f~ of th.e lord and the l,;m,d in viJlein~e. T~ 
Jatter W!!-1lI in ~e .o~cupation pf a pQrober pf ~mtiYI!-. 
'ors who h~d "ttt the wilJ .o,f m,e lord ~d ~t f::!ls.t9m~ 
ary IIen'ice.s". Many of ~heQl paQ 30 tc;> 40 ~~, 
9f 1,1jId consilltip~of half~,cre ,gjp, ~~att.er~!i ~ over 
t~e o:o.en !j~.ds. A holding ,of Jb,i,s "",e Wf#J c~lled 
a viFi,ata or Wgate pr y~~anQ. There were qthelf 
who p088~ec1 p.nJy h,lE ~s m,any ~mps. and II> f~w 
whose holdings were very small. But the ~ellUl:e of 
all wa~ ~Ij~~ in Pw.Ii1~~ ,I¥J jJl.<lic!lte~. ~cwrding 
t.O $F~}tn;t, c9~pJ~~F '9PRr.9.inaHon ~~ ~~e ]l18ster •. 
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He next tums to the Hundred RoDs of the reign of 
Edward I and satisfies lllmself after a careful scru
tiny that all the manors in a considerable part of 
the country were of the Winslow type. so far as 
their economic features were concerned. 

Then he addresses himself to the problem of 
determining the stc~.tus of the holders of virgates and 
half-virgates. and comes to the conclusion that 
though they' enjoyed .certain valuable rights. they 
had in other matters the characteristic marks of 
'Servitude. They were tied to the soil. They could 
not marry or give away their daughters in marriage 
without the lord' s consent. for which a price had to 
be paid. They had to pay a fine called heriot on 
·succession to their ancestral property. And when 
they wanted to transfer it. there had to be an antece
dent surrender to the lord. who regranted it to the 
transferee to be held by him again in villeinage. 
Even when the transfer was due to the death of the 
possessor. the procedure was the same. for the hold
ing was supposed to have reverted to the master 
after his demise. Moreover. the restraint was not 
confined to imm~vable property, for if a cultivator 
'Sold an ox without permission. he. was fined. These 
were hard conditions. no doubt. and they seem to 
justify Seebohm's contention that the open-field 
system. as· described in the Hundred Rolls, was the 
'Shell of serfdom. 

He next attacks the Domesday records. and • 
.after examining the detailed statistics for Middlesex 
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and coUating the available evidence with the facts 
rec:orded in the Liber Niger, arrives at the conclusion 
that the manor was at the time of the survey and 
in the days of Edward the Confessor a lord's estate 
with a village community in villeinage upon it. It 
was, he observes further, exactly like the inanor in 
the days of Edward l. There were the same division 
of the arable area into-lord's demesne and land in 
villeinage, the same equality of holdings of culti
vators of each grade and the same intermixture of 
strips belonging to different holdings. But how far 
back can these arrangements be traced) Seebohm 
6nds .a defuUte answer to the question in the Recti
tudines Singularurn Personarum and some other 
Saxon documents. His futding is that in the days 
of King Ine there were in West.5axon manors the 
thane's land and the geneat land or gesettes land 
as it was otherwise c:aIled, which corresponded res
pectively to the home-farm and the land in villeinage 
of Norman times. The gen~at land was in the 
occupation of two dasses of cultivators known as 
geburs who held yard-lands and cottars whose hold
ings were smaller. But each holding, whatever its 
size might be, consisted as in the later epoch- of a 
number of small strips sc:attered aU over the open 
6eld. And the services which the geburs and cottars 
were expected to render were very similar to those 
which afterwards came to be demanded from villeins 
and smaIler tenants. So there was no material 
difference between the agrarian ll{I'angements in the 
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~a1s oE KiD'g Ine' anJ those: 'WtUch 'Were in eVidenee 
under Norman l'Ule~ But hi~ cl'6oms. which belong 
to· the latter L:a~ of the seventn centUry, represent 
what was akeady settled cU'Stom in W~ssex. Seebohm 
cOncludeS',: therefO're. that the sfi1'ttis of the SaXon 
cultivators in the early days of the settlement was not 
very different from thaf of the villeins 01 the post· 
Domesday period. who had no rights against their 
masters in the eye of the law. 

Seebohm is on solid ground so long as he is 
selecting econonu"C phenol'nena relevant' to the 
question at issue. But his position is not quite so 
sure when he is engaged in inferpreting them. I 
shall notice some of the· weak links' in the chain of 
his· a~ent· before setting forth the views of his 
antagonists. He refers. indeed. to the rights of the 
villeins of the thirteenth century. but does not attach 
due weight to them. Their holdings were hereditary. 
though there was the form 01 a' regrant from the 
master when the property passed from' father to son. ' 
They had even the right of testamentary disposition 
of what belonged to them. And as in the case of 
owners of freeholds, their widows were allowed 
dower'" and widowers could be tenants by the 
courtesy. The services. again. which they owed to 

• The recorda of a later time show that it was the practice 
in moat manors to allow the widow to retain poeeeeeion of her 
deceased husband's lands for a: year and a day. If she failed 
to find a husband for herself within: the period. she had to 
pay a fee for permission to live in smgle blessedness. The 
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theit lord were liitlited and well.defined.and even 
the heriot was a definite amo\ulf. which was ofteil 
reduced but never increased. Their hold over their 
property was •. therefore; stronger lind more satisfac
tozy than that of man)t classes bl tenantS in these 
~~. . 

Seebohm enumerates certain characteristic mark$ 
of servitude in their tenure and perSOnal cOndition. 
But the right to hold and dispose of proPerty was aIt 
equally urunistakeable mark of freedom. He would •. 
indeed. ascribe the permanence of their tenure and 
the de6.niteness of their obligations to custom. And 
here his standpoint is the standpoint of the. Norman 
lawyers. But the truth seems to be that the villeins 
had originally certain clear rights and responsibilities. 
though French jurists. familiar with the traditions of 
1he Roman nativi. refused to recognize them. 
Seebohm. however, can not ignore them completely. 
and so he tries to explain them away by referring to 
the fact that "sometimes the relaxed rein was 
tightened to test the obedience of the villeins and 
trivial orders were issued.--such as thilt they should 
gt) to the woods and pick nuts for their lord." 
Orders. however. of this kind were obviously 

following extraq from the Launton Court Rolls shows the 
operation of the rule:-

••••••••• gives 12d. to the lord that she may live without a 
husband until the next court after Easter .•.•..••••••••. givea to the 
lord lSd.that she may he without a 'husband to the end .of 
'her life-Launton Court Rolls. 
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dictated by the arrogance of a ruling caste. that took: 
advantage of its military ascendancy to insult now 
and then the feelings of a conquered race: 

The conditions under which the villeins lived 
and worked were. .no doubt. some of them very 
galling. Chief among them were the restraint im
posed on their movements and the control exercised 
over their domestic relations. But it may be that 
they owed' their origin to a primitive socialistic 
organisation. which limited individual freedom in the 
interests of all. Such a limitation existed in respect 
of husbandry in the open-field. and even the lord. so 
far as he was the owner of scattered strips. * was· 
subject to it. And it is not unreasonable to suppose 
that under a communistic regime based o~ kinship. 
the control extended beyond the economic sphere 
into the domain. of social relations and domestic 
morals. Many of the early English settlements were 
mreg-burgs. as is proved by the names of hundreds 
of villages and towns in England. It is quite con
ceivable that in these colonies. the mregilia or 
group of kindred families had tried to maintain its 
integrity and purity and'to shut .out foreign elements 
by means of regulations which trenched on personal 

• In the fiEreenth century. the demesne "Consisted partly of 
scattered strips and partly of separate doses. But ProE. Ashley 
thinks that at first the lord's portion consisted entirely of. 
halE'acre fields like ~ose oE the villeins with possibly II largel' 
farm-yard than theirs around his house. 
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freedom, * and that subsequently when the maegtha 
came under 'the domination of a hlaford or lord. 
these regulations were converted into sources of 
revenue. On this supposition, the open-field system 
and aU that went with it formed originally the sheD 
of communism and not of serfdom. 

There are certain interesting facts which seem to 
countenance' this view. The villeins often 'held as 
free tenants portions of the lord's, demesne and of 
terra aS8arta (newly reclaimed land),' while 80kmen 
sometimes held virgate~ or hali-virgates in villeinage. 
If follows, thc:refore, that servitude was the badge 
not of a particular class of men, but of a particular 
class oE holding, that whoever held land within a 
certain area had to put up with certain limitations to 
his personal freedom, . or in other words, that serf ... 

, land created serfs. But this eerf-Iandwas the open
field, where the composition of the holdings and the 
character of the huabimdrY were alike illustrative oE 
communistic principles. SO some DE' the restraints 

• The ·natureof the control exercised by the customary 
courta of the thirteenth ,century jUstifies 8uch a 8upp08itio~. 
Thev fized the prices of foodstuffs in the inte..,." Clf. the 
community, lITanted licenses to young men and women to 
talte aervice outside the village, permitted 'parents, !then they 
thought- lit. to apprentice their children to trades, eettled the 
time when widows should remarry and 'lized the fee to be 
ezacted from a parent' for permiaaion to IDIlrry his' daughter. 
Notice alao that the "'ed-fee wu invariably higher when the 
daughter was lDarried outside the village. 

2, 
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which are regarded as constituting servitude may 
have been originally imposed on each member of the 
maegtha in the real or fancied interests of all. 

Very signi6cant in this connection are the 
manorial rules which fastened the responsibility for 
the misconduct or neglect of duty of individual 
cultivators on the jury or whole body of villeins, if 
it failed to take due cognisance of the offence or 
delinquency. • The jury was 6ned if it did not report 
cases of waste or damage or did not take steps for 
the apprehension of fugitive villeins or connived at 
the wickedness of women belonging to its dass. 
And it stood surety for. the proper payment of the 
labour, dues by individual cultivators. It was the 
attempt made to enforce this joint responsibility for 
the obligations of each at. a time when its enforce
ment was ,manifestly unjust that Was one of the causea 
of the Peasants' Rebellion. Many of the peasants 
had died of the Plague ; their lands' lay untilled, and 
yet the masters persisted in some cases in demanding 
the total amount of services due by the community. 
Had the peasants been in the position of the Roman 
.ervi, there could be no pretext for this transference 

• The responsibility of the jury went even farther than 
this, a. h .hoWD by the following rule which' is taken from 
the Launton Court Rolls':- . 

The tenant to repair the roof of his cottage, and should 
be neglect to do this, the homage was 'to repair the roof and 

to distrain for the amount. 
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of liability to the survivors. The truth seems to be 
that each cultivator originally owed certain duties and 
.ervices to the community, and that when the master 
usurped. its place, it. was kept alive to ensure the ' 
proper performance of these obligations for his 
benefit. 

Seebohm sets store by the observation of the 
Domesday surveyors that the liberi homines and the 
.okmen Were most numerous in the shires that were 
most completely under Danish influence. But he 
<loes not sho,w that village communities of the 
Teutonic type were established there or that the 
economic and political forces that brought about the 
degradation of, the earlier settlt;ments were at work' 
in them for a sufficient length of time. His examina
tion of the Rectitudines leads him to conclude that 
the services r~ceived by the thane from his geburs 
were very similar t~ those which were rendered by 
the villeins of post.Domesday tim~. But the 
geburs whose obligations were so onerous were new 
settlers on unoccupied land,' and they had each reo 
ceivedas their stuhl (outfit) two oxen, one cow, sis 
sheep and seven acres sown besides, tool. and 
utensils. , )"hose who were so heavily indebted te) 
their landlords could not reasonably expect easier 
terms, nor could they complain if everything that had 
been given t,o them reverted in theory to their masters 
on their death. It does not follow, however, that the 
village communities which took up land at the same 
time as the thane w~re subject to the same hard 
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conditions as these late settlers on subsequently 
reclaimed land. ' 

Economic subordination of the cultivators, there 
'probably was during a considerable portion of the 
Saxon period. But. the point is, whether it was so 
complete or so associated with political disabilities 
as to be indistinguishable from bondage. The 
geneat-Iand Was also called gafol-Iand, evidently 
because it was held' on condition of paying gafoI. 
This was the first and most important consideration, 
though s~bsequently the geneat w~s saddled with 
other obligations, just as 'the trinoda necessitas was 
the consideratioh for a thane's estate, though he was 
also expected to serve the lord in certain o.ther ways. 
The tenure of the geneat was, therefore. dis
tinguished from tihat of the thane only by being of 
a non-militarY character; And the gafol which was 
received . fro,~ him was as mvch, a land-tax due to 
the administrator for protection' and other services as 
rent payable to a landlord for' the 'use of his land. 
Probably it had its origin. in the old customary pay
ment to the chief by every· freeman of a 'portion of 
the yield of .his fields or of the increase 'of his cattle. 
T aeitus says that though in form it was ,a graceful 
acknowledgment of the lord's authority, it enabled 
him to carry on the worl!; of government. The gafol. 
it may be assumed. was' this voluntary .contribution 
transformed into an unavoidable tax. That it was 
sometimes paid in the form of services makes no 
difference. This mode of discharging their obliga-
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tion might have been preferred, becaUse . the culti
vators had more of spare time than of spare com 
or spare. cattle to pay with. 

Seebohm says that the three-field system and the 
l'otation of crops which it implied were unknown in 
the sand and bog tracts of Northern Gennany from 
which the invaders came,. 'While they existed in 
Roman' districts. His argument is that the Saxons 
adopted soon after their settlement in the island the 
Roman method of tillage and along with it the 
Roman system of land tenure. But apart from the 
fact that the three-field system was not universal in 
England at this remote period, it· is too . much to 
assume that an improvement in husbandry could not 
be adopted without, at the same .time adopting . a 
radically dilferent but by no means' necessary system 
of landholding, the effect of which ~ould only be 
a degradation ~E the majority of freemen. It will be 
presently shewn that up to the time of the migration 
at least, 'theY had preserved in the main their old 
independence, though they had lost some of their 
old importance owing to the growing depenqenceof 
their chiefs on a class of pr~fessional warriors.' This 
freedom they did ultimately forfeit in a great mea
.ure. But it is inconceivable that their victory proved 
at once their ruin and converted them more easily 
than it did the conquered Celts into submissive slaves. 

There are, in Eact, a number of passages in 
Anglo-Saxon literature that show that the ceorl. or 

-charis continued 'to oCc:upy a respectable place' in 
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IIOciety in their new home. I quote below a few 
from a modem rendering of the Battle of Maldon to 
illu~trate my point. Take the passage' in which the 
messenger from the Danish host offers to Byrhtnoth 
the choice of conciliation by payment of tribute or 
war. 

If so thou orderest it. who here a~ong the 
, rest are chief 

That thou wilt set thy people free. then bid 
for their relief 

That they shall to the seamen give as 
, seamen shall decree 

Treasure for peace; then take ye peace. 
and we will put to sea. 

It is certainly not the freedom of serfs for which the 
price is demanded. nor is it on behalf of men so 
degraded as to have no voice in the commonwealth 
that the ealdorman utters his proud reply-

Wh~t saith this folk. I To you they give no 
tribute but'the spear • 

• • • 
, here. an Earl. I stay 

Undaunted with my men to guard the kingdom. 
folk and land 

Of IEthelred my lord. 
Or take the noble line in which the fiery onset is 
described.-

nus of one mind went earl to churl-=alike their 
, fell intent. 

They advance shoulder to shoulde~ without loss of 
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preltige on the one lide or the offence of prelump
tion on the other to 6ght for -the common caule. 
And when allleemi to be 10lt, the ceorll make-one 
grand dort to retrieve the fortunel oE the day at the 

. inltance oE a comrade, whose words are certainly not. 
the wordl oE a man who has no rights in the land,

Dunhere (an aged churl wal he). then spoke and 
shook his dart ; 

Each warrior to revenge the Earl he bade, and 
loud o'er all, 

','Let him", he cried, "who on the foe would 
wreak his leader·1 fan 

Brook no delay. nor care for life 1' ............ ; 
And onward went they then ........... : ....... .. 
Regardless of their lives they went .......... .. 
Fiercely the houlehold men. 

The poem was written in the period of which I am 
.peaking, * and so' the words which are put in the 
mouth of the warriors can not be taken as giving an 
idealized account oE the status of the eeorls. 

·Prof. Aehley observes that Seebohm's theory is 
based on the assumption that the Saxon invaders 
.pared the conquered Celts and even Jeft intact their 
rural organisation. His position then is that the new
cornell pro6ted by what th~y found in the island. 

• Rieaer o~rvee that the poem wu written almost 
immediately after the battle (991 A.D.). for the poet does Dot 
know the name of a single leader of the enemy. and in the 
character of eye-witness. describes only such of the movemenlll 
of the Danish host as ~u1d be discerned from the English line. 
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~oman estates, with their elaborate arrangements for 
carrying o~ the business of tillage. passed. indeed. 
from one lord to another.-but that was all. The 
tillers themselves. the ceorls of Saxon times. were 
not a new race of men, but the descendants of the 
Roman coloni and nativi who had been in complete 
economic, dependence even under imperial rule 
though some of them might have been personally 
free. But this view runs counter to the almost 
unanimous verdict of historians that the Saxon occu
pation of the island made a cleari sweep of all such 
institutions' and 'customs as had owed their origin to 
the domination of Rome. And an impartial study 
of what is known as the Saxon period leaves little 
room for doubting the correctness of this verdict. 
The barbarians did not aspire after 'political 
sovereignty. over a conquered race, nor did they re
quire obsequious slaves to ,minister to their wants. 
It was the pressure of population that had driven 
them from their homes; and what they wanted was 
land to settle on. So they cleared the country by 
the forcible dispossession of the ~atives in certain 
cases and by their wholesale massacre in others. 

"1"he victory at Aylesford and the event which 
, f~llowed it struck the keynote of the English con-

quest of Britain. For a hundred and fifty years the 
martial energy of the new-comers was employed in 
a cruel war of extermination. which was the pre
lude to I!- resettlement of the country. The ela
borate system of government which the Romans had 
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"introduced. like the exalted faith which they had 
'taught. perished with the vanquished Celts. Even 
their language left no lasting impress on the dialects 
of the i~vaders. The country was. in fact. peopled 
anew by a race which. rude as it was, clung obstin
'4tely to its c:ustoms. manners and institutions. 

It ia not strange. therefore. that eminent 
" .. cholars like Kemble. F re~man and Stubbs r~fuse to 
"8ubscribe to Seebohm' s theory of agrarian evolution. 
iF reeman accounts for the Teutonic bias which he 
'finds in English history by a"reference to the whole
"sale destruction of the Romanized" C~lts in the east 
and the reduction" to utter insignificance of the 

"survivors in the west. And Kemble emphatically 
'states that the mark. as originally established in" 
'England. was an association of free proprietors. and 
that landlordism was only a late ~wth in" the 

'country. But the best exponent of the Germani~ 
,school ia Prof. Vinogradoff. He Clm not 'l>ring him
ieH, to' believe that the Saxon occupation. like the 
"Nonnan conquest. introduced only a class of privi
"Jeged men. to whom the bulk of the population was 
'lIubordinated in every respect. Freedom. he says. was 
... an important constituent element in the historical 
-process which gave birth to villeinage" : and the 
Telations that are summed up in the Comprehensive 

. ·'term. serfdom. usurped. in his opinion. the field of 
freedom only when such an usurpation was rendered 
possible l>y BOdal competition and the increase of 
numbers. 
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The facts and arguments on which he relies for 
making out a case m~rit a careful shldy. A con
spectus, however, is all that can be attempted here. 
But.1 hope that it will give a fair idea of the strength, 
of his position. He observes that the communal: 
character of the open-field system, which existed' 
even in the fifteenth century, could not have origina
ted with the landlord and must have been maintained 
in spite· of the coercive authority vested' in him .. 
The arrangement lasted for about a thousand years, 
and 'traces of it were by no means rare even in the
eighteel)th century. But the proprietors could not
for ages have been blind to its drawbacks, and they' 
had no interest in perpetuating a system which 
seriously hampered industry. In fact, the economic . 
disadvantages of the intermixture of strips were
realised by them early enough: and it was not· 
resorted to when the demesne farms were broken up
or newiy reclaimed land was leased out. How Was 
it then that it stubbornly held its ground all througb. 
the Middle Ages and survived far into modem times}
Vinogradoff's answer is, that though under the open
field system, husbandry could not be very energetic' 
and paying, yet it was adhered to because it secured' 
Ii fair distribution of the communal land among aU 
members of the community. 

He next draws attention to the rules which de-· 
fined the mode of tillage and the right of pasturing
and were observed down to the cl,?se of the 
thirteenth century, and he says that they point dis-. 
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tinctly to the communal origin of property in land. 
The compulsory rotation of crops. like the inter
mixture. of etripe. must have obetructed the adoption 
of more efficient modee of cultivation. And yet even 
the landlords had to conform to it ; and attempts at 
innovation were met by remonstrance and eometimes 
by overt reeietance. Lastly he refers to the political 
privilegee enjoyed by the villeins. which. in his 
opinion. must. be regarded in the light of survivals. 
from a period when they owned no masters. Even 
in the worst days of the Norman rule. they were 
deemed worthy of their were and wite and were 
summoned like freemen to the, halimote to serve as 
jurors. And for police administration. they Were 
grouped under an institution. the very name of which. 
(frank pledge) indicated. as Vinogradoff justly 
obeerves. that they were still treated as representa-:- . 
lives of a free population. 

In his etudy of social and economic evolution. 
Vinogradoff • proceeds from the known to the un
known and takes his etand on the eolid ground of 

. facts recorded. in chronicles and important, docu
ments of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. It 
may be added in support of hie theory that .the little 
that ie known of Saxon society points to the absence 
of Roman influence on it. The ceorl in his "wattle 
and daub" and the eorl in his oak-rooted hall carry 
us back to primitive . simplicity and lack of refine
ment. A distinguishing trait of the Saxone was their 
hatred of citiee and love of isolation. Under their 
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. regime, the importance of towns like York and 
Lincoln steadily declined,. the roads and bridges 
which had opened up the country to trade were 

-allowed to fall into decay and the boundary marks 
-of the Roman latifundia were in some cases wan-
tonly destroyed. The village-commUnity of the 
'sixth and seventh centuries had hardly any inter
course with the outside world, which was to it a 
-world of, foreigners. But this self-sufficiency and 
jealous insulation were directly opposed to the 
centralising spirit which had created and maintained 
·the empire of Rome. Thus both in their likings and 
-dislikes, the victorious nation showed a scrupulous 
'rejection of the traditions of the civilization that they 
'had overthrown. The new rulers disdained even to 
:proflt by the elaborate fiscal policy of the Romans, 
'which . had supported their expensive government. 
A system of regular taxation did not, so far as ts 
known, find a place in the primitive arrangements of 
Teutonic England. It is open to serious question 
'under the circumstances whether the proud barbari
:.ans, who held studiously aloof from the conquered 
.and despised race, could have borrowed from it 
an agrarian system that was bound to exercise a far
-reaching inlluence on their political and social life. 

But the problem yet remains to be solved,-how 
the mark system with its democratic character lent 
:its~1f subsequently to the concentration of proI>erty in 
the hands of an aristocratic class. And it is of COD

aiderable importance to one who attempts to study. 
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the specific phase of economic development which is -
summed ~p in the evolution of different types of 
property in land. At the same time a satisfactory' 
solution can not tie obtained w.ithout an excursion 
beyond the -apparent limits of my enquiry .. For the
early English historians did not take the trouble to
describe social and economic arrangements, and 
theit: chronicle is a dry record of victories won over
the degenerate Celts and the reverses sustained at the
hands of the Vikings with a few observations here
and there that bear upon the present subject. Even 
these, however, can not be clearly understo~ except
in the light o.f the fuller information supplied by
foreign writers, who knew the people in· their ori
gina} homes, and in whose writings may be discerned'. 
the faint beginnings of some of those customs and 
institutions which subsequently acquired definiteness; 
of form and a far-reaching influe~ce over the life of 
the community. 

Of these authors, the most notable. are Caesar" 
and . Tacitus.· But their writings have not been~ 

largely drawn upon in text-books on the subject, 
though capital has been often made ola passage in 
the Germania, , which has been "understood by some
to imply a periodical· r~distributi~n of a· definite 
arable area, while others have· taken it as indicative· 
of temPorary occupation and predatory culture. The, 
testimony of' Tacitus is· certainly of first-rate import
ance; but one is likely to get a wrong perspective 
~nless the. entire testimony is taken into e~nsider-
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. ation. He gives us an interesting account of the 
social organization of the Teutonic tribes and of 
their life' in peace and war ; and in the course of his 
description he refers briefly to their husbandry and 
to their method of apportioning the ager. among the 
husbandmen. It was a subject which had not 
deeply interested· him for the simple reason that the 
extensive cultivation of the tribes compared un
favourably with the careful tillage on the Roman 
farms. His object in writing the Germania was 
to hold up before'the eyes of his degenerate. country
men the virtues of the unsophisticated T eutons and 
to caution them at the saIJl~ .time against the vices 
that are insepara1:>le from barbaris~. Hence the 
social side of the picture is of considerable import
ance. But it is not without its value for the student 
of economics. for social organisation and economic 
phenomena are so Closely related that the dearth of 
detailed information regarding, the l~tter may to a 
certain extent be remedied by inferences based on 
our knowledge of the social -elements and their re
lations to one another. 

The Germans. says Tacitus. were averse to resi
dence in towns and in contiguous houses. They 
lived in rude and detached huts in villages environed 
by unhealthy swamps and trackless forests. with a. 
clearing here and there for purposes of cultivation. 
They had learnt the art of growing cereals. but inten
sive cultivation such as is required in vineyards. 
vegetabre gardens and orchards was unknown to 
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'them. And herds and flocks were still their most 
"Valuable posse88ions, though the sheep and the cattle 
were alike undersized. 

A eonsiderable tract of land, sufficient. Eor the 
,needs of aU its inhabitants, was taken up by each 
village. The villagers as a body corporate appro
priated it in the fi~ instance and then distributed it 
:among themselves. Due account was taken of the 
.rank of the members at the time of the allotment. 
And as there was always land to spare, virgin soil 
was brought under the plough every year, so that 
-there was' an annual apportionment of the area 
.<Ievoted to cultivation. 

The property of the deceased descended to 
-children, and in their absen~e it' went t;' brothers. 
paternal uncles and uncles maternal in the order 
-here given. Testamentary disposition of realty was 
not knoWn or. if known, was. not allowed. It was 
-obligatory on heirs to continue the feuds of parents 
.or kinsmen as well· as their friendships. But even 
blood feuds could be made up, jf the (\fender gave 
the prescribed numbe~ of cattle or sheep to the 
'injured party. • 

The people were hard drinkers, and in their 
sober hours they exhibited .8 ruinous passion for 
-gambling, which sometimes led them to' stake even 
-personal liberty on the final throw. If it was lost, 
they aUowed themselves to be sold as 'slaves to 

Joreign tribes or nations without 8 demur. The treat
ment which the tribes accorded to their slaves was 
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different from what bondsmen received in the
Roman world. The yoke was gentle: corporeal 
punishment was seldom resorted to, and they were 
not even degraded to the rank of domestic servants, 
but retained possession of their huts and curtilages so. 
long as they paid the stipulated amount of grain or
clothing or cattle to their masters. Tried and loyal 
servants, again, were sometimes freed even from thi., 
liability. Freedmen, however, could never rise to
the dignity and importance of those who had been 
always free. Immunity from economic subordination 
marked them off from the slaves : but otherwise there 
was bardly any distinction between the two classes: 
in public and private .life. 

The freemen on the other hand, could, if they 
chose, exercise a real controlling influence over
state affairs. Their chief was, ,no doubt, taken on 
the ground of birth ; but the officers who under him 
maintained order and law in the different cantorut
and villages were elected in the general assembly, 
which consisted of all who were entitled to bear 
arms. The suffrage of these men had also to be 
taken on important questions l~e those of war and" 
alliance, and they sat as judges for the trial of grave
offences and misdemeanours. They were, however, 
not· particularly eager to exercise the real power· 
which they possessed in the state. They met after 
repeated summons and sometimes wasted two or
three days in useless deliberations before coming to
the business in hand. 
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The Cennans displayed a remarkable alacrity 
when any occasion arose for dealing blows. There 
was no chance grouping of the soldie~ in their 
squadron~, nor did considerations of efficiency 
detennine the order; kinship supplied the principle 
of arrangement, and it was more effective than any 
other rule could have been.. In fact, the chief inc~n~ 
tive to courage lay in this composition of their 
wedge-like battle-line, as a result of which men stood 
shoulder to shoulder with those ~ho were nearest 
and dearest to them to light for. the common cause. 

The right to bear anns, which constitUted full 
citizenship, was conferred in the assembly of free
men. in Wlhich the chief himself or some relative 
equipped the youthful aspirant with the sword and 
the spear. If he. happened to be a man of remark
able strength and courage, he might be taken into 
the service of the ruler. for the latter relied more on 
a chosen band of heroic and well-born young men 
than on the tribal militia for his safety and greatness. 
,Fighting was their profession. and though the sons 
of freemen, they considered it no disgrace to 'be seen 
in the retinue of the lord. On the other hand. the 
place of honour in it was highly prized and sought 
by signal service on the lield of battle. It was a 
reproach for them not to equal their master in 
valour and an ignominy worse than death to survive 
him after he had. fallen in light. Such was 
the nature of their allegiance : and in return' for it 
they expected to get from their master the mettled 

3 . 
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charger, the deadly spear, a lavish outfit and sump
tuous feasts. So a large retinue could be main
tained only when war and foray supplied the mate
rials for the necessary liberality. When, therefore. 
there was peace in their own community, these 
warriors sought service elsewhere on simil.ar terms. 
They preferred it at any rate to the cultivation of the 
soil, which could not promise them the glory, which 
could be won in war and adventure. 

The income of the chief was in times of peace 
derived from amercements and from the annual 
tribute ~f com or cattle paid by every householder. 
Fines were the most usual form of punishment, and 
the Germans showed a nice discrimination in the 
adjustment of the penalty to the offence. Part of 
. ihe fines went to the informer or the aggrieved party, 
while the rest was appropriated by the chief. 

Such were the Germans in the days of Tacitus. 
He tells us little dire"ctly of the economic organisa
tion of their society. But there is much in what he 
says that hils a bearing on this subject. The first 
thing to be noticed is that there were four more or 
less well-defined classes among them. There were 
lirst the important o{fi(;ers who under the chief ruled 
the people committed to their charge and led them 
forth to fight in the hour of danger. Though origin
ally appointed by the ordinary tribesmen, they 
enj~yed, from the nature of their duties,. a considera
tion, ~hich they were probably able to bequeath to 
their children. For it was obviously the interest of 
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the chief to attach .to his house a number of inJluen
tial families ; and the distaste of the people at large 
for public duties and political privileges did, it may 
be assumed. enable him to confinE! positions of trust 
and authority to certain households linked to his by 
the tie of blood or marriage. The second class 
consisted of the military attendants of the chief, who 

. were in a special sense dependent on him. They 
were generally men of noble descent, and their 
profession taught them to look down on humbler 
and more peaceful folk and on the arts of peace. 
After them ranked the great body of freemen. who 
must have formed the bulk of the population. And 
lowest in the scale were the sl~ves and the freed
men, whose number could not have been very large 
in that primitive and poverty-ridden. society. The 
descent from the class of freeman to that of slaves 
was easy; improvidence, heavy amercement and 
the fatal fondness EM gambling .. brought it about in 
many cases. But freedom once forfeited could 
never be completely re,covered, for though economic 
subordination could be got rid of under favourable 
conditions, the old political and social rights of 
freemen were irrecoverably lost. 

• There' was thus ample room for the crystallisa
tion of society into a number of exclusive castes. 
&t all of them, with the probable exception of the 
military foIlow~rs of the chief. were directly interest
ed in. agriculture. Agriculture, howeve~. was not 
the mainstay of the people. for we have it from 
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Tacitus that cattle and sheep w.ere more highly 
valued than the annual yield of com. The tribes 
had just pased the nomadic stage, and their hus
bandry was still primitive. So 'they had to combine 
the industries of a pastoral and an agricultural 
society. This was rendered possible by the fact that 
the country bristled with extensive fore~ts. Their 
settlements were, therefore, quite unlike modem, 
villages with their permanent com.fields and well
kept meado~s. They were really clusters of rude 
cabins on the fringes of trackless wilds in which 
irazed the cattle of the inhabitants, and out of which 
were taken every year fresh tracts of land for 
cultivation. 

This predatory tillage must have imposed an 
almost inelastic limit on the size of their villages, 
for any great increase in dimensions would have 
necessitated the appropriation of a considerable, 
tract for growing the food of the people. And in 
that case, the process of taking up land for a season 
and then letting it go wild could not have been 
continued for any length of time, as even these" 
barbarians could not afford to have their holdings 
miles away from their homes. So each village was 
a settlement of a small number of families, and 
there are reasons for thinking that these families 
were not unrelated to one another. The arrange
ment of the battle-line, in which kinsmen stood side 
by side in the hour of danger and their joint res
ponsibility in variou~ matters connected with the 
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administration of justice and punishment of offences 
would seem to indicate that they lived together in 
times of peace, 80 that the village community was, 
roughly speaking, a community of men, who were 
knit together by a real or supposed bond of 
kinship. 

The fact that the village as a whole took 
possession of the land and then periodically re
distributed it shows plainly enough that the organis
ation was communal, though r acitus makes it clear 
at the same time that there was room enough in the 
organisation for inequality of possessions. As,how
ever, the village communities were small and the bulk 
of the population must have been ordinary f~eemen,' 
the inequality, it may be presumed, appeared in the 
case of one or two men, who possessed some sort of 
authority over their co-villagers, as well as in the 
cases of the theows or serfs, who were allowed to 
occupy small bits of land as their remuneration for 
the services' which they were e;q,ected to render; 
for the historian observes that rank and not produc
tive power was the cause of this difference in 
possessions. There was thus in all probability a 
typical liolding,-the holding of the o~dinarY culti
vator ; and only in a very few instances and on 
special grounds was a departure from it allowed. 

But was there anything in the relation '0£ these 
agriculturists to their rulers or to any other 'section 
of society that might be construed as implying 
economic subordination ~ Tacitus remarks in this 
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connection that "it was the custom to bestow upon 
th~ chief unasked and man by man some portion of 
one's cattle or crops, and that though it was accept
ed as a compliment, it served his needs." But this 
payment, however general it might have been, wu 
obviously of the nature of a land-tax and not of rent. 
And yet there was a kind of landlordism among this . 
primitive people very unlike that with which we are 

,familiar, but which possessed some of the outstand
ing features of certain modem schemes for im
proving the character of property in land. The 
waste, which provided pasture for cattle and sheep, 
and out of which was taken the land which was to 
be devoted to husbandry, belonged not to individual 
cultivators but to'the community, which determined 
what and where their allotments were to be. Thus' 
the community was in a sense, the landlord. and the 
usufruct alone of the assigned 6elds belonged to 
each family within it. The homesteads on the other 
hand were held in'leveralty, and there 'is nothing in 
the Germania which may suggest that there was a 
periodical change of possession in their esse. 

Seebohm sets much store by the fact that the 
holdings of the villeins were. like those of the' 
Roman coloni, equal and unalterable in size. This 
unaltel'ability, however, was probably nowhere 
more fully recognized than among the Germans of 
the dayl of Tacitus, whose holdings were. owing to 
the annual apportionment of the arable area. ideal 
rather than real. Each of them was, no doubt. en-' 
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titled to a definite portion of the land devoted to 
husbandry; but as it was not the same land from 
year to :y:ear, he could not call any particular field 
his own, much less partition it or tag it on to other 
lots. The equality, again, of the villein holdings had 
ita parallel in the original rural economy, which per
mitted inequality of possessions only where there 
was difference of rank and so prescribed a standard 
!lllotment in the case of the ordinary freemen. . 

The periodical allotment of the ager is said to 
have been in evidence long after the days of T acitus* 
and even when owing to the growth of population, 
it had become impossible to carve out every year new 
slices for cultivation from the waste. But the shuffling 
of the shares on the same area was so very different 
in character .from fresh allotment on fresh land that 
even to these ignorant tribesmen one of them must 
have appeared as a needless repetition of a trouble
some operation, while the other was obviously a 
necessary condition of appropriation. The fact seems 
to be· that this periodi~ldistribution was a stage in 
the evolution of property from'its original inchoate 
form to complete individual ownership. The village 

• Letourneau says that in the canton of Glarus in German 
Switzerland each family still keeps its allotment for a number 
of years only and that after the expiry. of the periodlixed by 
the community, the shatea are reformed and drawn' Eor by 
lot: in accordance with ancient custom. In the village cif Buchs 
in th~ canton of Saint-Gall. no difference is said to be allowed 
in the possessions of commoners. 
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community was at first, an indivisible 'unit for most 
political and indusqial purposes; and the property 
vested in it was, therefore, Iheld to be inalienable. So 
when enlightened self-seeking pointed to separate 
p~ssession, the antagonistic interests of the individual 
and the community were reconciled by divorcing 
ownership from possession in the first instance and 
again by, so limiting and defining possession as to 
prevent it from becoming constructive evidence of 
ownership. There was, of course, no such analysis of 
the connotation of property as is implied in these 
expressions. But when a holding was carved out for 
any of the villagers out of the general stock, the others 
must have felt that in order to' protect their, undefined 
right to it as to every other part of the arable area, it 
was necessary to restrict the right of. user of the 
pf'rson who received the allotment. 

But the communistic principle which underlay 
their economic organisation as well as the democratic 
cast of their government was to' a certain extent 
rendered nugatory by the incapacity or want of readi
ness of the bulk of the free population to take their 
fair share in the work of administration and by the 
policy adopted by the chiefs of strengthening their 
position by retaining in their personal service or as 
rulers of cantons and villages; a number of bold and 
trained warriors, whose pride of birth and pride of 
profession led them to stand aloof from the masses. 
Thus an aristocratic element was pr~sent in Teutonic 
society, which with the growth of the state was likely 
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-to be dangeious alike to the ruling authority and to 
popular liberty. 

Cert~in facts mentioned in the Annals of Tacitus 
are illustrative of the baneful influence exercised on 
the commonwealth by the ambition or self-interest 
'Of this aristocratic class. There are others which go 
to show that there were inter-tribal wars. whenever 

" "the need for" concerted action disappeared owing to 
the absence or ina~tivity of the Roman legions. and 
that the motive for these WaTS as often the desire for 
plllnder as the recognized obligation to keep alive 
an ancient feud. These wars extended the influence 
-of the professional warriors at the expense of the 
ordinary freemen. who wee poor 6ghters as com
pared with them. For even when success attended 
their arms. the advantage was ohen lost owing to 
their eagerness to "secure the booty. At the same" 

. time. their undisciplined valour was not proof against 
reverses. so that when fortune did not favour them. 
they retired precipitately from the 6eld without any 
regard for their leaders. They were. therefore. of 
less account than men" who were soldiers by" pro
fession : and every opportunity. it may be assumed. 
was taken of promoting the latter to positions of 
co~trol. But there is also ample evidence in the 
Annals of the independent spirit of the people. who. 
far " from being" mere slaves of the nobles. were not 
always submissive even to those who had every 
right til command them. Thus the Cherusci pre~ 
ferred Arminius to Segeste~. because his counsel 
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was in keeping with their temper; but they opposed 
him when he tried to become their king. though he 
did more than anybody else to save Germany from 
the Roman yoke. On another occasion. they de
posed Italicus because he governed them with a 
despot's sternness, though he was backed by the
authority of the Roman emperor. And when Maro
bodus. ruler of the Suevi. tried. to check the growing
power of. the Uerusci. he was deserted by many of 
his tribesmen. because his title of king was offensive
to them. while Arminius was liked as the champion 
of freedom. 

It must. however. he observed that Tacitus·s. 
contempt for the spirit that prevailed in the Roman 
world leads him sometimes to invest the good qua-· 
lities of the Germans with a glory not their own and 
even to represent the characteristic marks of 
barbarism as exalted virtues. For instance. the
fondness for liberty. which he discovers in the tribes
men and extols so eloquently. was as often as not
a mere lack of the capacity to obey, which is as fu 
removed as anything can be from a rational love of 
freedom and of all that is implied in it. He himself 
observes that they were so imperfectly amenable to· 
control that their generals had to depend on the in-· 
fluence of the priests for maintaining order and. 
disdpline in the supreme hour of national danger. 
And yet these men did not hesitate to part with 
personal liberty in order to satisfy a degrading
passion; and the traffic in slaves was the most 
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important of their commercial relatio\lB with the out
aide world. The truth seeina to be that like other 
barbarians they had a horror of innovations and a 
superstitious respect for their traditions good and 
bad. and that these traits. while protecting them. 
effectually from foreign domination proved some~ 

times insufficient safegua~ds against that type of 
domestic o/lanny which left intact the forms of their 
ancient institutions and customs. Still the detailed' 
account of Tacitus leaves no room for doubting that· 
in his time they were in enjoyment of a large 
measure of freedom, economic and political. 

I now tum to the account which Caesar has left 
of the Germans. It wa's written about a hundred 
and fifty years before the Germania. and it describes. 
an earlier stage in social and economic evolution .. 
The barbarians. says Caesar, were devoted to hunt-· 
ing and warlike exercises. They lived chiefly on 
milk, cheese and flesh, and their agriculture was· 
most primitive. Their rulers allotted to families. 
'that herded together' a sufficient extent of land for 
a year, after which these families were made to
move to some other part of the country, where a 
similar allotment took place. It appears from this. 
description that the people were still nomadic in 
their habits and that thet were dependent on hunt
ing as well as cattle-rearing and agriculture for their 
subsistence. Probably all three· proved inadequate 
at times, and then they eked out the deficiency by 

. predatory excursio.nl. Caesar's account Is sketchy~ 
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anc;l he tells ~ little about the dilferent classes into 
which society was divided and the relations between 
them. But he leaves us in no doubt about the 
-character of the tenure ~f land among' these tribes. 
It was held in the lirst instance by communities 
jointly. for the magistrates of the people assigned 
land in sufficient quantities not to particular culti
vators but to families that herded together. 

It has been said that the common object· of 
procuring a food supply led to the fonnation of these 
small. societies. But, they were certainly not the out
come of a deliberate policy. which took into account 
'the inefficiency of individual' eiforts and was fonnu
lated with exclusive reference to the· material needs 
-of the villagers. Co-operation for tillage and cattle
rearing had its counterpart in the dependence of 
-each family on its neighbours for the maintenance of 
.law and order and for the proper perfonnance of 
-ceremonies enjoined by their faith. In fact. a four
fold tie united them. viz.. kinship. mutual depend
ence in matters relating to administration and 
religious worship and the need of combination in 
.industry. And besides these. there was the political 
nexus of subordination to a chief. who in all likeli
hood tre~ted them as merely members of a corporate 
and self-governing body with which alone he had 
-direct relations. 

The lirst live centuries of the Christian era 
'witnessed considerable. change in the social and 
,economic' polity of the Gennan. tribes.. With the 
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decline of the Roman power, some of their chiefs 
found opportunities of extending their possessions or 
of acquiring wealth. So they liberally rewarded the 
services of those retainers to whom they owed their 
success. And the presents consisted no longer of 
implements of war alone, but included precious 
ornaments· and land and in some cases even political 
rights over the humbler freemen. Thus the distance 
increased between them arid the military .followers. 
of the chieftain, who now came to be included in 
the ruling cla~s: Nowhere else are their status and 
importance in this period more fully described than 
in the lay of Beowulf, which was written in the 
original home of the- Angles, though it received 
certain finishing touches after the conquest of Britain 
and the conversion of the conquerors to Christianity. 
I give below a few passages from a translation of the 
poem to illustrate their relation to the chieftain on 
the one hand and to the people on the other. 

When challenged by the Danish coast-guard, 
Beowulf says of himself and his companions,-Of 
the race of the Gothic people are we, and hearth
companions of Hygelac. To the enquiry of 
Hrothgar'~ messenger, his reply is equally senten
tious, for he says simply,-We are Hygelac's table
companions (be~rd-geneatas). He evidently thinks 
that words like hearth-companion and table-com
panion . are sufficiently descriptive of the statUs of 
military followers like himself and his friends. 
Again, what they expected from their lord is hinted 
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at in the epithets given to renowned chieftains. 
King Scyld is described aa the bestower of rings 
(beaga bryttan) to his dear attendants. ~d his 
:successor. Hrothgar. lord of the Spear-Danes. is 
called the bestower of treasure and the gold-friend 
()f man (gold-wine gumena). The usual remunera
tion for military service such as was rendered· by the 
thanes is also very clearly stated in a passage of 
Judith. which. though belonging to a later date. 
describes. so far as the subject allows. a state of 
society not far removed from that which is deline
ated in the Lay. The lines in question have been 
very ably translated into modem English in the 
following manner.-

Then to the feast they went to sit in pride 
At the wirie-drinking. alI his warriors 
Bold in their war-shirts. comrades in his woe. 
Ther~ were deep bowls oft to the benches borne. 
Cups and full jugs to those who sat in hall. 
The famed shield-warriors shared the feast 

... • ... ... * . 
Then Holof~mes. the gold-friend of man. 
Joyed in the pouring out 
The haughty gift-lord till they lay in swoon. 
It thus appears that the thanes claimed a certain 

measure of ·equality with their chief in social inter
course. It was often based on real kinship as in the 
case of Beowulf. who was Hygelac' ~ kinsman and 
kinsman-thane (maeg ond maego-thegn); but some
times the ~nship was assumed. a. when a distin-
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guished warrior was invited to take service 'Under a 
foreign rtiler and to receive gifts at his' hands. 
Hrothgar, for instance, says to Beowulf after he has 
vanquished th~ monster, Grendel,-Now, Beowulf, 
best of men, I will love thee in my heart as a son ; 
hold fast henceforth the new kinship. 

So far there is substantial agreement between 
the account of Tacitus and that given by the author 
of Beowulf. But the following statements in the Lay 
show that the liberality of the chief sometimes took 
~ directioh, which, unless checked by circumstances 
or ,by the will of the people, was bound to revolu
tionise the character of the agrarian economy. 
'When BeoWulf returned victorious to his native 

'land, "The Protector of earls, war-famous King, 
bade fetch in the gold-wrought heir-loom of 
Hrethel ; there was not at that timtl among the Goths 
a greater treasure in the way of swords. That did 
he lay on Beowulf's lap and gave him seven 
thousand hjdes oj land, a house and ruler's seat." 
This' novel method of rewarding the servic~s of 
,distinguished warriors is referred to once more in the 
speech in which, before his fatal encounter with the 
lire-spitting dragon, BeoWulf gratefully acimow
ledges . the favours' which he had received at the 
hands of his former masters. "I was" , he says, 
·'seven winters old when the lord of treasu~es, the 

,gracious friend of the people. King Hrethel. took me 
from my father, maintained and retained me, gave 
;me pay and food • • • • Neve! through life 
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was a whit more unpleasing to him as a retainer 
in his burgh than his own sons _ _ I requited: 
Hygelac the treasures that he had. given me by fight
ing (for him). . He gave me land, a dwelling 
place; home-joy _ No need was there for him to 
seek among the Gifthas or the Spear-Danes or in the 

. Swedish realm a worse warrior, purchase him with 
money". 

It ·appears from the passage just quoted that the 
youthful apprentice lived like a retainer in the burgh 
of his master and was rewarded with pay -and food:, 
but that a different kind of acknowledgment was 
felt to be proper in the case of the veteran warrior, 
as after Beowulf had become the most formidable 
fighter of his time, Hygelac thought it fit to give hJm 
not only costly weapons but also land and a separate 
seat. What this implied is brought out in Wiglaf's 
instructions about the arrangements to be made for 
the funeral of the hero-king. "Orders", says he, 
"be given to many warriors, owners of homes, that 
they should bring from afar, folk-owning men as 
they were, wood for the pyre to where the brave 
one lay". 

In fact, the last extract seems to prove too 
much, for it indicates that the ordinary freeme~ had 
sunk to the leve of possessions, and that the home
owning warriors could impress them for any kind of 
work that they liked. But there is much else in 
Beowulf and other songs of the period, which 
militates against such an assumption. Take,. for 
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instance, the following passage from a translation of 
Widsith,-

, every chief must live 
Following others in his country' s rule 
By custom. who would thrive upon his throne. 

So even kings could not break with the past, 
becal.\Se long and uninterrupted possession of the 
throne was contingent on their respecting the good 
old traditions of the people. And it goes without 
saying that they could not transfer to their thanes' 
greater authority over the freemen than they them
selves possessed. Wiglaf's words must, therfor'e, be 
taken to imply a degree of political and economic 
subordination, which was still far removed from serf
dom. And there are many passages in Beowulf. ' 
which go to show that the folk were still of some 
account in the state. When Beowulf, for instance, 
has a sight of the jewels, which he has won from the 
custody of the Dragon at the cost of his life, he 
exclaims,-

Thanks do I render for. all to the Ruler 
• • • • • 

that be let me such treasure 
Gain for my people ere death overtook me 
And the messenger, who ,bears the sad tidings 

of his death, says,-

The folie now expecteth 
A season of strife when the death of the folk.-leing 
To Frankmen and Frisians in far land is published. 

No Norman prince would have expressed such 
4 
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~oncem lfor tthe ',weHare ,of ,the ·,villeins of ,his, officers 
or servants •. nor would any Nonnan chronicler have 

noticed their hopes and 'feersregarding the body
politic. 

-But. -as already,observed. there ,is :evidence in 
,the Lay·of 'the subordination ,here and thereof the 

'peasants to the mOl"e'important thanes. This. down
'ward . movement was not arrested by the conquest of 
'Britain. On the other hand. it went on at an acce
'lerated rate in consequence of the measures adopted 
'by the rulers 'for securing military efficiency I)lld 

compactness of the new states. Kemble explains 
this transition and thus bridges over the guH between 
the original socialistic arrangement and the agrarian 
economy of the eleventh century. The -invaders 
were. according to' him. not numerous enough to 
occupy the extensive territory which th~ir anns had 
won for them. Hence a considerable portion of the 
country remained in the hands of the rulers ostensib
ly as a sacred trust for meeting the growing demands 
of the infant communities. But when their authority 
was sufficiently consolidated. portions of this reserve 
were bestowed on favourites and leaders of military 
bands. Population ,was by such thoughtless ex
ploitation deprived of its natural sphere of expan
sion: and increasing numbers were. therefore. 
forced to seek subsistence at the hands of lords 
,(loaf-givers). Landlordism was thus., !in -Kemble' s 

"opinion. a late growth and was by no means a legiti-
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.lIIJlte, q~comepf ,,~~e pril}<;!p'-!fs,~at_?ad, q,i,c;tat~~ Jh,e 
()~igjIl41 S~qn,~~p'g~mc;nt. 

;!(~hie:S ,e¥p~t,ion f~as ,~8e ,JP~rit qf sjmpli
,ocit)' ;. bl,lf in, ~w. of wlwt ,P¥ peen, ,CJ.lrelJ~y ,.s,~?, .it 
,is impo~sibJe, tp..a~c~pt it ,)Vitho~t, <;o~s~d,«1r.I!-l;>'e 9.UI!-~
llication; The ~axon .comm~~ty m,~st h~ve co~sist
ed at the tin}e of .the ,e~lement, of, fC;lUr c~a~s~s,. viz., 
the earls and ~e Jhapes,! the ceQr!s or o~?i~ary free

:.men. the I~ts or dependent . wor~men and. the 
,theows or slaves. Now in the apl?ortionment<?f 
land. t1).e distinctive, ~ghts ,and privilege~ .ofthe 
. different classes could not have been lost sight of. 
'The earls, it. is certain, . got much, more than: they 
wanted for ~h~mselves and at least as much as was 
pec,essary for the, maintenance al!lo of .. th~ lrets and 
the. theows. Thus slave cqmmunities were founded 

,by the si<}e of fre~ village communities. But this 
was, not, all. In the country pL the~r adoption\ ,new 
political relations came into existence between the 
",. " . • ,. I • 

,diff~rel,lt orders of, ~he free population. In Germany, 
subdivisions ~f tribes called pagi had been subordin
ate ,to elec,tive heads called Principes by T acit:us. 
These pagi and ppncipes reappeared in ~gIish 
history und~r the names of hundreds and eald~rmen 
respec;tively, with this important differel,lce, hQwever. 
that while the authoritv of the Plagistrat~s ,had been 
limited and shadowy in. Germany.' it soon became 
1'ery real after the transplantation of the community 

. to a strange la~d. The vici and the pagi 'had to hold 
togfither for purposes of conquest an'~in a su~e-
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quent epoch for purposes of defence against the 
inroads of the Danes. Thls solidarity, however, 
could be secured only through the' medium of the 
ealdormen, who represented the state. Incessant 
wars, therefore, riveted their hold on the peasantry, 
and in doing so, trenched upon its freedom and 
modified its proprietary right to the soil. 

In view of these facts, it must be sa.id that 
Gneist's theory of the agrarian evolution is less open 
to criticism than l<emble's. While admitting the 
original freedom of the masses, he unequivocally 
states that aristocratic institutions came into existence 
at a very early period in Sa~on history, and that vast 
estates were in evidence soon after the definitive 
settlement of the barbarians in the island. But he is 
not alone in making this concession to his anta
gonists. The position taken up' by Dr. Vinogradoff 
in "The Growth of the Manor" is substantially the 
same as that of Gneist; and nothing can be more 
exhaustive than his analysis oIthe causes that led 
up to landlordism. As it comprehends the agrarian 
history of the entire Saxon period, I shall refer to 
the main points for the benefit of those of my readers 
who have not read his detailed account. 

He begins by pointing out that in the very first 
stages of the English occupation, one comes in con
tact not only with free village c.ommunities holding 
land according to the mark system, but also with 
proprietors of vast estates, "The king got to be and 
always remained a great landowner. The Church 
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with its various institutions and corporations soon 
became a great land~owning power, and it borrowed 
its methods from Roman antecedents and continental 
examples." And while the great public bodies thus 
revived the traditions of the latifundia, concentration 
of landed property in the hands of opulent· and 
powerful subjects was facilitated by the fact that 
during the settlement of the country, capital was 
needed for the spread of colonisation. Cows, swine 
and sheep and com to start with were provided by 
the more resourceful or fortunate among the immi
grants; with the consequence that those who 
accepted help forfeited . in· a certain measure their 
economic independence. . 

Vinogradoff refers next to the historical truth 
that the conquest was not achieved by a single 
below. The invaders had to fight for every inch of 
ground which they won, and so their advance was 
slow. During the unsettled times that intervened 
between their first arrival in the island and their con
quest of a considerable portion of it, the reeves and 
thanes kept· under their control large numbers of 
followers, who lived for war and by. war. . And 
when the conquest. of any part was over, these· 
leaders of military .bands were provided with large , . 

estates. Thus arose the difference between the 
holding of the than'e, which was never less than five 
hydes and the virgate or half-virgate of the peasant. 

With the establishment of the· petty kingdoms 
of the three ~bes, fresh causes of political and . . 
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economic inequality' came iiltd operation. The
princes' were' ofte\l at~ war witH one anOther ; .. and 
a:fter the kingS' ot W~ssex had triumphed over their 
rival~, they had: to hold' their own against the Danes; 
So long as' the tribesmen' had" riot' a'bandcined' tlleir 
nomadic liabits' and' semi-pastor'al liffi. th.ey-could; 
Without' difiictiltY muster' strong against an' enemy 
at Ii short' notice'. But wheri agriculhue became the
miiin irid~stry and ail extensive cotinb.y was occu
pied~ this pr~ved' alrhost impossible. The rulers had. 
tlierefore, to depend' more and more on the support 
of capt~ins of disciplined troops, and their se'rvices 
were. liberaliy rewarded by invesring' them with 
authority over the lower freemen. '''linis' these 

, • The I!-ature' of the relation between' s' prince and hi. 
thanes in these unsettled times' ana the necessitY· of such a 
relation may be seen from the following account of a notable 
event. which is taken from the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle. 

After the murder of. Cyn~wul{ by Cyneard' (in 784). th~ 
king'& tlumes having disCovered the affray by the woman'. 
c!riea; eacli,' as' he was' ready arid with his utrriOst sPeed: ran 
th the spot, And the' i£theling offered money and life to eacIi 
of them, and not one of them would accept it ;' but thet 
continued fighting till they all, fell, except one, a British 
h08t~ge, and he was sorely wounded: Then upon the morroW' 
die king's thanes, whom he had l~h behind', heard' that the 
lCiri~ was'slaiii'; then rOde'they tliither ........................ And he:, 
(CYzleard)' offered them: the ch~ice of lalid' and money if thell" 
would grant hi,.,. the ~ir\8'clom and showed them' that their 
kinsmen were with him. And they then said that no ~nllman 
was dearer to theni than their l~rd, and' that they never woulcl 
f'oll~w ~~. ~~rderer. 
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gradually lost< the character of. settled' warriors. and 
assumed,the position, of (loloni' an~'labourers ; their 
weapons, glided- out of: theill hands,. and with their. 
weapon" disappeared their main. claim' to freedom". 

Among othel' causes which contributed to bring 
about this undesirable result are to be reckoned the 
disruption of. the tiee of, kindred, the desire fol' 
prote~tion on the part of the· weaker' members of 
the community and· the policy of a government 
conscious of its inefficiency. The' weakness of the 
central power Was not felt in Germany, because a 
man's kindred did, for him what the chief leh uno.. 
done. Bur in the country of' his adoption, he was 
often separated during the process of settlement 
from· his relatives and' friends.. Besides, new' and 
complicated' political relations seri(!)usly. alfected the' 
jurisdiction of kinsmen. The poor and friendless 
ceorl- was, therefore: obliged in not a few instances 
to, apply for protection to his, rich and powerful 
neighbour; he commended himself to the latter. It 
is- true' that commendation, was at first a purely 
personal and voluntary relation ; but it. soon lost the 
character of a free contract, as one of the parties was 
tJoe)' weak to resist e~crGachments. Patronage. thus 
developed into a permanent lordship over freemen 
and their land. .The dependence imposed on them 
was not, of course .. of one unvarying pattern., Local 
usage and· the relative strength of the parties d~ter-, 
mined. ita. character itt, each case and.. thus gave rise 
to a confusing variety of bas~ tenures. 
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An important change in the fonn of government 
facilitated the cO\lversion of the ceorls into hewers 
of wood and drawers of water. They had fonnerly 
exercised their power iIi the state through re
presentatives chosen in every hundred-moot. "But 
when by the union of lesser realms, the folk sank 
into a portion of the wider state, the folk-moot sank 
with it; political supreinacy passed to the court of 
the far-off lord, and the influence of the village 
community on the administration ca~e to an end." 
The nobles, however, could still gather round the 
king;' and as the folk-moot ceased to. be a power 
in the state, the wit~riagemo~, the assembly of the 
great men, came to the foreo-front as a royal council. 
So popular freed,om,. as it expired, bequeathed as 
it were its. privileges to this conference of the 
notables. They took its share in the making' of 
laws, in the conclusion of treaties, in the control of 
war an~ in the disposal of the .public funds. They 
even claimed the right to elect and depose kings .... 
Persons invested with such powers could not in that 

• As an example, in 755 Cynewulf and the West Suon 
witan deprived Sigebert of the whole of his kingdom except 
Hampshire as a punishment for his wrong-doings. 

That the Saxon Kings could never completely emancipate 
themselves from the control of their witans appears from 
entries like the following in the Chronicle:-

991. This year the army among the Northumbrians broke 
the peace and despised whatever peace King Edward and his 
'witan offered them. 
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age be very scrupulous in the attainment of their 
ends. And so it is hardly strange that they came ,in 
Course of time to claim eminent domain over the 
possessions of the degraded and defenceles~ marks. 

, , -
As a result of such aggression, the ceorls as a 

class changed from freeholders to despised tenants 
bound to do service to their lord. to follow him to 
the field of battle, to look to his court for justice and 
to work for certain days in the week on his demesne. 
The political forces that were at work -in this period 
as well as the defects of the mark system mad~ such 
a transEormation almost inevitable. But it was a 
slow process, for it was ~lready in pr~gress when 
Hengist landed on the shore of Thimet' and was far 
from being complete when Willia~ of Normandy 
set foot on English soil. Seebohm's error, therefore. 
Consists in attributing to the' community of the6fth 
century the distinctive features of the' agrarian 
organisation of 'the twelfth. He bridges over- the 
historic gulf by assuming without sufficient evidence 
that the fully dev"eloped manorial system of lhe later 
epoch was the legitimate offspring bf -the' Saxon 
eeoncim~ of the ~ark, We may,if we choose. 
-characterise the former as a reproduction of Roman 
methods. But we muSt riot forget that it had its 

-origin in the Complete sUrrender of those principles 

1002. In thia year 'the King decreed and hi. -witaR that 
tribute should be paid to the (Danish) Beet and peace made 
with them. 
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which: had created and regulated the earlier Teutonic 
system. The fateful ages, that Seebohm apparent
ly takes no account of, witnessed the struggle and 
downfall of popular freedom. And when at last 
peace and law came with the Norman conquest, the 
rejuvenated State testified not to the triumph of the 
old order, but to the growth of a new and noxious 
arrangement which had risen on its ruins. 

But economic and political conditions had pre
pared the ground for it before ~he Conquest, and 
what the conquerors did was to give definite legal 
sanction to the arrangement as a feature of the social 

'organization and to assimilate it to the Roman law 
of slavery. There is evidence of the growth of 
landlordism and. the association of political power 
with it even in the days of Ine, and in the centuries 
that followed; the tendency, which was then observ
able, be~ame - more and more pronounced. Thus 
the possessions of the 'twelf-hynd' men or thanes 
increased at the expense of the 'twy-hind' ceorls, 
many of whom were probably too glad to buy peace 
.and security by sacrificing their precarious independ
ence and commending themselves' to some neighbour
ing lord. "The natural tendency", says Hallam, "of 
such times of rapine, with the analogy of a similar 
change in France, leads to this conjecture. And as 
it was part of those singular regulations which were 
designed for the preservation of internal peace, that 
every man should be el'rolled in some tything and 

. be dependent on some lord, it was not very easy 
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tot' tH~ tear! to exerCise the privilege (if hepollsessed'. 
it) of quitting the' soil uPon whicli he lived." 

TIie:!' last words of the extract require some ex-; 
, , . 

plluiatiori. 1\' titliin\il was' a'" groUp of ten familielf, 
each of' which' was' I'esporisible- f91" the good conducf' 
of the rest and' pledged' to Bring to justice anY" 
membet of the associatiori"who wa:s' summoned' to
answer' for his; irtisdemeanour: In this conriection, 
it' was called' Ii' frith&'rh' or securitY for peace, tlie> 
constituent' hoilseholds lita'ndibg' as' a sort of pel'ina~' 
nent bail fol' one another'. The arrangement, what- , 
ever . it's merits might have beeri~ must' have
pl'evlmted the' ceorl from migrating freely from ohe' 
plllC:; to anotliet. Buf this was riot the onlY' bond: 
'which tied him to his village, for'it Was. obligatorY 
on him lO,nave a lord, or ~ they put it~ to be in the, 
muJid' or protection of a: patron, "While the frithborh 
secured hiti tesp6nsibilitY fo justice, the mund walt 
eXpected to secure justice lor him. If lie was 
maimed" or slain, tIie mund *as said' to De broken', 

. and tTie 'culprit 'liad to offet compensation not' orily' 
to his relatives,' 1)ut' also to' the injured patron. . Thig' 
custom of tne mund' waS' ~n unniist'akeable ~estimony" 
to the progresS- of sei~orid jurisdiction a'rid, in: fact, 
one. of t"fie most significanf piepar~tioii8 for' tlie: 
feudal system. 

it should be mentioned here that the political, 
and economic forces, which subjected the pettY' 

cul6vaf6r' and his' land' f6 S'eigfiorial authority" 
effected at the same time a tel'l'iarkli&le' cllliIige jIll. 
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the charaCter of the older and higher Saxon aristo· 
cracy. In the half·forrned society before the 
conquest. the duties of the ealdorrnen to the state 
could not have been very well.defined; and prob
ably it would be correct to say that they owed only 
a nominal subordination to the chief. who was 
primus inter pares and little more. But with the 
conquest all, was changed. The need for solidarity 
and discipline was everywhere felf, especially as the 
tribal bond was in most instances destroyed during 
the period of settlement in a strange land. Conse· 
quently the ealdorrnen submitted partly owing to 
coercion and partly at the dictate of self.interest to 
a new order and exchanged their unchartered 

- liberty for a more or less stringent control from, 
above. They soon foun~' that they were not losers' 
by this readjustment of political relations,' though it 
degraded them to the rank of royal officers· and 
deputies, for their' fidelity was rewarded by grants 
'of extensive estates out of the conquered territories, 
and at a later time' they were given the command 
of the military forces of the shires and a third of the 
fines 'levied therein. The full import of the 
change was realised when Canute divided the 

• The following proclamation of Withred. king of Kent. 
in 694 throws light on the new relation :-It is the duty of 
kings to appoint ea,l. and ealdorrnen, shire-reeves and 
doomsmen and of the arch"biahop to instruct and advise ........ . 
bishops. abbots. abbesses. priests and deacons. and to select • 

. appoint and consecrate them. 
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kingdom into great military _ districts and made the 
earls responsible for their administration, whilt; 
allowing. them to appropriate the revenues as a 
reward for their services. * This measure was no 
less than the adoption of the celebrated feudal 
maxim, "Nulle terre sans seigneur". And hence
forth the alliance between proprietorship of land and 
puniti~e powers was a prominent feature of the 
English land system. 

These measures were, of course, prompted by 
the growing need of the sovereign for the support 
and co-operation of powerful subjects. With the 
development of the State, new administrative f~nc
tions were discerned and taken up. But the central 
government was not in a position to discharge all of 
them. It delegated, therefore, its powers to influen~ 
tial subjects, and with these powers it entrusted 
them with the performance of important duties. 
Influence, authority and wealth ca~e as a conse
quence to be the distinguishing attributes of these 
servants of a semi-feudalized court. And they 
improved their posItIon still further under a 
succession of weak kings, who bribed them into 

• This decentralisation amounted practically to a partition 
of the kingdom. under the weak rule of his successors. 
Godwin's earldom consisted of Wessex, Sussex and' Kent. 
Sweyo's earldom extended over Oxford, Hereford, Somerset. 
and Berkshire. and that of Harold. over Essex', East Anglia, 
Huntingdon and Cambridgeshire. 
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obedience by liberal grants of folk-lands or rather of 
jurisdictory rights over· them. 

It was the custom to establish in favour of these 
grantees. liberties which exempted them from the 
control of the Hundred. Gradually the judicial 
powers of the latter together with the income 
derived from the administration of justice (sac and 
soc) were appropriated by them. There gre~: up in 
this way a territorial aristocracy. based ultimately on 
service to the sovereign or the State. but in splendour 
and real power. far surpassing the original and less 
dependent aristocracy of blood. 

In trying to account for the disenfranchisement 
of the mass of freemen. I have dealt with all that is 
significant in the agrarian history of the Saxon period. 
A few more details will enable my readers to form 
a fair idea of the different kinds of tenure that were 
in evidence in it. The first thing to be noticed is 
the distinction that existed between folkland and 
boc-Iand. The folkland was family land under 
special obligations to the State. and no alienation of 
any part of it could be made without the consent 
of the national council. * But this restraint • 

• That the consent of the Witan was felt to ~e necessary 
will appear from the following account oE a grant to the 

Church. taken from the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle. 
Wulfhere. King oE the Mercians. announced at the time 

of the consecration of the monastery oE Medeshamstede 
(peterborough) and in the presence of dependent and friendly 
kings. earls. bishops and thanes. hiB intention of giving 
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judicious as it was, soon proved a snare, for at the 
instance of the nobles, who constituted the royal 
council, the extent of boc-Iand steadily increased 
at the cost of.the smaller men and the state revenue. 
A charter from the monarch in council, a grant 
attested by a book, placed the free district in the 
position of a private estai:e; and the number of 
such estates increased with the growing importance 
of the military and governing classes. 

Boc-Iand had a special charm, because the 
possessor of it was more of a proprietor and less of 
a tenant than holders of other kiI'!ds of land. There 
were often no limits to his power of disposal. an,d 
he was as a rule exempted from those dues and 
services, which were exacted from other possessors 
of real property. Besides, grants of hoc-land on an 
extensive scale were usually associated with the 
privilege of private jurisdiction. At the same time, 
they did not give rise to any special relation 
between the grantor and the grantee, like that which 
'was created by a benefice. Hence they ,wer~' 
eagerly sought by ecclesiastics, who! were able to 
appeal to the piety or superstition of the rulers for 
the purpose of obtaining them. It has been ascer--

extensive lands to the abbot and the monks. Then the Pope"! 
rescript was sought and obtained. And after it had' arrived,' 
Wulfhere ordered archbishop Theodore to summon the witan 
to meet at Heathlield. When the notables were assembled; 
the rescript was read out to them, and they all aaBenfed fo and 
fully confirmed it. 
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tained that so early as the eighth century, consider
able portions of the folkland had been alienated in 
this way in favour of the ministers of religion. * 
But the gifts did not long remain confined to them, 
as everyone who had influence at court could 
secure slices of boc-land .for himself. 

These transfers involved a severance of the 

• The nature of ecclesiastical property may be seen from 
the following royal proclamations, both of which belong to the 
latter part of the seventh century. 

I, Wulfhere do this day (657) "give to St. Peter and abbot
Sexwulf and the monks of the monastery, these lands and 
these waters and meres and fens ........•...•.. Ereely. so that none 
but the abbot and the monks shall have any claims upon 
them. 

1 Withred, King of Kent, forbid to all kings our successors 
and to ealdormen and all laymen any lordship whatever over 
the churches and ove~ all their possessions, which 1 or my 
predecessors oE olden days have given as an everlasting in
heritance to the glory of Christ. 

One may form some idea of the kind of influence that 
'Was brought to bear in securing these unqualified grants, from 
the Pope's rescript, which blessed the liberality of Wulfhere. 

·'1 ordain', wrote the Pope, 'on behalf of God and 
St. Peter and of all saints and of every person in orders, that 
neither Idng nor bishop. nor earl, nor any man have any 
claim or any tribute, geld or military service or any other 
kind of service from the abbey of Medeshamstede ...... Whoso 
observeth this rescript and this decree, let him be ever 
dwelling with God Almighty in the kingdom of heaven; and 
whoso breaketh it, let him be excommunicated and thrust 
down with Judas and with all the devils in hell unless he 
repents.' 
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relation between the State and the ceorIs; and so 
they could not always take their stand on theim. 
memoria,lcustom of the land against the great land. 
lords who took its place. F olk.;ight disappeared, 

. however, on the alienated land, not because there 
was a formal abrogation of it by the monarch, but be
cause his protecting authority could not be 'invoked jf 
the new master chose to ride rough.shod over it. The 
ceorls had been virtually proprietors of the folkland. 
for though their right to it had entailed heavy res~ 
ponsibilities, yet these had seldom gone beyond the 
t,inoJa neceBsitas or contribution towards the repair 
of roads. and bridges and military serv.ice in defence 
of the realm. Thus their new state of unprotected. 
ness made all the diiferel'1ce between qualified owner· / 
ship and tenancy on terms which were liable to 
modification. It is inconceivable, indeed, that there 
was a general and immediate revision of these terms. 
But the way was paved for a progressive degrada. 
tion of the cultivators by the circumstance that 
they· no longer held by a public title and on condi· 

tio~ of ~endering. public sc:rvice, but ~ad to' ~rn 
theIr claIm to theIr possessIons by servmg corpora. 
tions or powerful nobles, whose avarice or ambition 
could not be always thwarted by a mere appeal to 
ancient custom. The creation of these private 
estates was, therefore. the cause and evidence of 
a social and economic transformation, the full signi~ 

ncance of which was brought out by the Norman, 
lawyers, when they described the descendants of 

5 
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the ceorls. 'as fettered to conditions which were
entirely indeterminate in their nature. 

Besides these degraded proprietQrs, there were 
others who might be fitly called tenants-at-will. 
They held their land on no better title than the 
permission, often ,tacit, of the proprietor and paid 
for its use in money or in labour or in kind and not 
uncommonly in all three. Land thus held was 
called laeb-land or loan-land. But though. the 
tenure was precarious, the tenants were not all of 
them in the same unsatisfactory condition. For 
while some of them were no better than cottiers •. 
there were others who might be classed as substan
tial farmers. It was the size of their holding more
than the nature of their tenure that determined their 
economic condition. 

As a set-off against the picture of degradati~n 
just presented, may be mentioned the enfranchise
ment, more or less complete, of many of the theows 
and wite-tlieows. Heathen Europe had regarded 
slavery as a necessary and universal institution, and 
the frequent wars of the Dark Age had· maintained 
a ~entiful supply of slaves. But with the spread of 
Christianity, there was a distinct improvement in 
their condition. This was due mainly to the un~ 
tiring efforts of the monks and friars and to their 
ennobling example. They allowed manumission on' 
the estates of the abbeys and monasteries and taught 
the rich to regard liberation of bondsmen by means. 
of testamentary disposition, as a signal act of merit. 
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At their suggestion, I£theistane gave the slave-class 
·8 new rank' in the nation by extending to it the police 
.organisation, which had before his time belonged 
.oruy to the free. The synod of Chelsea went 'a step 
farther. the bishops assembled therein vowing to 
free all serfs on their estates, who had been reduced 
to serfdom by want or crime. Disinterested work of 
this kind could not but 'prove effective. And the 
numerical insignificance of the servi in the middle of 
the eleventh century was an eloquent testimony to 
.the success which had crowned the humanitarian 
labours of the Church. 

T urnell' says that the cultivation of the' Church 
Jands Walt decidedly superior to' that of the lands 
of the laity. And it appears from the Domesday 
records that .there was much less, wood upon them
and that they abounded in rich meadows. The 
difference' was due to' the freedom from galling 
.servitude of the tenants of the Chur-ch, to the 
personal interest taken in ·agriculture by the eccle
siastical dignitaries and to the inspiring example of 
the. monks and friars. These cho~e for their retire
ment secluded regions, which they carefully tilled 
with the labour of their .hands. 

But agriculture,' generally speaking, was in a 
very backward condition, all through this, period. 
The export trade in com disappeared more or 
less completely in the six centuries thai: intervened 
between the departure of the Romans and the estab
lishm~nt of Norman rule. And within the country 
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itself. each locality had to depend as a general rule
on its own produce. as there was very little of trade 
bt~e~n the different districts. Accordingly. in 
most years there was a real dearth in some part or' 
other. which the government of the- time could do
little to mitigate. Under imperial domination •. 
Britain had. besides meeting her own wants from, 
the produce of her f\elds. exported large quantities 
of corn for the support of the Roman populace and 
of the expeditionary forces in Gaul and Germany. 
She had also produced a number of other things. 
for foreign markets and had received in return· 
valuable building materials. costly wines and articles 
of luxury from the South. The Saxon conquest of' 
the island put an end to this international commerce-
and to the industries which supported it. so that 
there waS' a concentration of labour and capital on 
the single business of agr:Culture. Yet its retilrns 
barely sufficed for the maintenance of the inhabitants. 
and positive checks like famine and pestilence were 
frequently in evidence to adjust the demand to the 
supply. At the same time. the population was 
probably never during these six centuries larger than 
what it had been under Roman rule. It must. there
fore. be concluded that the Roman coloni did the 
work of tillage much better than the sturdy race of 
freemen that supplanted them. 

But was the life of the conquerors easier or
mor,c blessed with leisure than that of the victims 
of Roman tyranny and avarice) There is not much, 
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reaSon foil thinking that it was. Village life in the 
Sa'xo'il period 'Wall full of hard work. _ A'nd the fixed 
grooves to wl\icli it Was confined as well as the 
traditional rules by whicll It was controlled must 
h~ve robbed it of that infe'l'elrt which belongs to work 

" in which there it iI'orne rdom for the expressiOn of 
the individualitY 'of the worker~ There was lit the 
same time no compensation iIi 'the form 'of comfortS 
and converuences for the drudgery to which they were 
wedded. Their rude cabins were remarkable for 
a plentiful lack of furniture. They lay on straw 
and Wrapped themeslves up il\. half~dresse-d skinA. 
8S they had no bed-steads ilnd bed-clothes. Their 
clothin$l was of the cOarsest stuH. ind they had not 
a1waYll enough of it. When the seaadml wet'e liberal. 
they could count on having every day ry'e~bi'ead and ' 
beer to moisten it ; but even sillted pork Was a raritY 
and milk was hot muclr in evidence excepi: hi 
.ummel"'. 

Was the standard of ~omfort much higher of 
the thanes and earls; who had improved their positio~ 
at the expense of the cultivators) They could bo'ash 
indeed. of a certain kind of ilbunclance. But that 
was an. Of refinement. ease and art. th,ere was 
little evidence in their ugly. straggling houses. which 
.contrasted strangely with the beautiful villaS of the 
Roman propriet01T. with. tessellated pavements • 
.ornamental windows lind sumptuous 'baths. They 
were able. no doubt. to maintain a large rlumber of 
~tainers. But that (lilly proved that agricultur~ tould 

I '. • 
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/
i~ normal y~ars supply.with the first necessaries. of 
life the entire population of the country,which 
was not large. It was not equal to' providing even 
the highest section of the community with the means 
of procuring the requisites of a 'comfortable existence. 

The Village communities of this period were, as 
already observed, experiments in communism. .But 
the political and economic results were anything but 
satisfactory. The Saxons had very few of the com
forts of life in their father-land: and it was the 
pressure of p~pulation on the means of subsistence 
that had compelled them to \ seek a new home. 
Nearly six centuries had elapsed since then, and 
there was no lack of the agents of production in the 
country which they had occupied. It was, m~rever, 
well-stocked with that sort of capital which was 
needed for the industries with which they were 
familiar. If with advantages like these, the com
munity failed to progress for a considerable length 
of time, the failure must be set down to radical 
defects either in the character of the people or in 
their institutions. But the Saxon race was thEm in 
its infancy, and it has not even now shown any 
signs of decadence. So we should be justified in 
concluding that there was something inherently wrong 
in its institutions. The arrest of development has 
been ascribed to wars and frequent pestilences : and 
it has been said that human industry could not cope 
successfully with. the destructive revolutions and 
terrible disorder of the age. But the Saxons learnt . . 
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useful lessons in. industry and trade from the Danes 
with whom they chiefly fought. so that· though the 
wars were a disturbing element. they did not prov~ 
in the long run an unmitigated evil. Besides. there 
was hardly any improvement even in those districts 
which were least exposed to the inroads of the 
Northmen. 

The stationariness of the population during this 
dreary period is another proof of the backwardness 
of agriculture. Semi-civilized races have been 
always noted for their fecunditY. lmdthe Saxons 
were no exception to the rule. Besides. the condi
tion. which more than anything else favol\J.rs a rapid 
increase. was. present in England, as there was 
no lack of fertile soil. Wars. it is true. are held to 
been retarded growth. But the Danes with whom 
they had the most sanguinary conffictssettled on 
the land.· the possessors of which they vanquished 
and slew. so that though the Saxons might have 
temporarily declined in numbers, there .was no 
reabon for the arrest of growth of the total popula
tion"during a considerable length of time. Pestilences 
rright have caused a much greater loss. England 
was then the hot-bed of infectious diseases. which 
decimated the people with the regularity of periodical 
visitations. But these diseases were there. because 
the people were miserably housed and insufficiently 
fed and clothed. so tliat pestilence was as much the 
effect as the cause of industrial stagnation and conse
quent poverty. 
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It is not suggested that the defective agrarian and 
social organisation of the Saxons was at the root 
~f all these evils. Tyranny, lawlessness and ignor
ance were, no doubt, primarily responsible for them. 
But there can be no doubt that the institutions under 
which they lived could not exercise a decidedly 
uplifting influence or ensure the success of the 
industry to which they had special relation. The 
two objects which they aimed at were self-sufficiency 
for every social and industrial unit and an assured 
competence for every free member of it. There are 
modem advocates of self-sufficiency who almost 

. identify it with economic freedom. But it is diameti
cally opposed to freedom, in so far as it limits 
demand to the objects that are produced at home 
though other things may be much more diserable, 
and further prevents the concentration of capital and 
labour in those fields of industry in which the com
munity has the greatest advantage. Hence if the 
principle of self-sufficiency is pushed too far or if 
it becomes a regulating force in small communities 
the resources of which are necessarily limited, it 
becomes a serious obstacle in the way of industrial 
development. In the Saxon mark, however, it was 
pushed to the extremest point possible, because 
it sought to· render each family independent even 
of its neighbours by making it produce all the 
different 'things that it needed for its existence. So 
every household devoted itself not any to agriculture 
and sheep-farming, but also to carding, spinning. 
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weaving. tanning and brewing. with the result that 
no proficiency was attained in any of them. 

TIle. other object was attained by limiting in the 
.first instance the proprietary right of the free!Den to 
their posseselona and secondly by prescribing a strict 
adherence to traditional modes of culture. and of 
.sheep and cattle rearing. But by giving every familY 
a vested right to a slice of the common land-fund 
and at the same time prohibiting new methods of 
treatment of the soil. it confirmed the lazy in their' 
habits and took away the incentive to' industry {rom 
those who were ambitious. intelligent and resource~ 
ful. For industry and ability could not be a pass
port to wealth and distinction so long as the share 
-of each householc;ler was irrevocably fixed and 
determined by the shares of others. Thete was thus 
no scope for imagination. which is a potent factor 
in industrial development. Each cultivator had to 
be content with his lot and had to perform with un
lIwerving obedience his allotted task. He was a 
unitoE a regimented society and was under the con
trol of an impersonal tyrant whicJh was not the less 
tyr~ical because it had a democratic form. for its 
dead hand effectually crushed self-reliance and. the 
inclination to take risks. 

The mark system was as a matter of fact thorough_ 

1
1Y inelastic and incapable of improvement. ' When 
iit was introduce~ into England. there was evidence' 
o~ every side of the superior husbandry of the Roman 
latifundia. But its tradition of careful culture was 
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revived only in the lands belonging a abbeys and' 
monasteries. This improvement was due, no doubt. 
partly to the freedom from galling servitude' of the 
tenants of the church. But it might also have been 
the result to some extent of· the prevalence on the' 
boc-lands granted to the church of a form of tenure. 
which. though temporary in character. permitted an 
individualistic treatment of the land. 

The decline of the mark system was. therefore. 
caused partly by its inherent defects and not entirely 
by the nature of the conditions under which it wag
tried. for some of them were not inimical to progress.
These defects did not tell in a primitive and unpro
gressive society. but they developed into insuperable' 
obstacles to progress with the growth of that society 

• The nature of these leases may be found by examining 
two rather important cases of letting out land by the abbot of 
Medeshamstede; which are mentioned in the Chronicle. 

In 777, Cuthbert, the ealdorman, received ten copy lands
at Swines-head with meadow and other things belonging to 

them· on his undertaking to pay a premium of £50 and to 
give each year 30s or one day's entertainment to the monks •. 
It was understood that the lanth should refum to the minister 
on lai. d..."Ia. 

In 852, one W ulfred got the land of Sempringham on th~ 
condition that after his deceaae the land should revert to thr 
minster and that while he enjoyed it, he should deliver each.
year 60 loads of wood, 12 loads of coal, 6 loads of faggot. 
2 tuns of pure ale, 10 measures of Welsh ale, 600 loaves. 
2 beasts fit for slaughter, I horse and 30 shillings, and pay fM 
«)De day's entertainment. 
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and the consequent increase in the complexity of it&. 
internal ~d .external relations. In Germany, the
homogeneity of the village communities had been an 

. advantage. for it had facilitated concerted action for 
purposes of pillage or migration on the part of the few
communities of which each tribe was composed. But: 
when by the coalescenee of such tribes. a great 
nation was formed in England, the various needs 
of administration and defence gave rise to a growing 
dilferentiation of duties and privileges which was
at variance with the primitive simplicity of the mark. 
And the mark itself' was thoroughly incapable of 
adjustment to' altered circumstances, ,for it is the
nature of communistic organisations that they change
very slowly, .based as they are on the abnegation 
more or less complete, of freedom even on the part· 
of those who are most intelligent and alert and, there
fore, best fitted for discerning and correcting the
defects of the institutions under which they live. 

There was another defect in the' marks, which
early threatened and ultimately destroyed their 
existence as political units. The self-sufficiency,_ 
which they aimed at, could not go far ~nough as a' 
constructive principle ; and so wheri the time came
for their fusion into wider groups of greater powerr 
and responsibilities, they stood isolated from one
another and imperfectly connected with the central' 
government. They had their origin in the need' of 
solidarity, but their composition and narrow outlook 
stood in the way of their forming integral portiona; 
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oofa tnore °com.pl~xorganisation, that might have 
tnaintaih-ed its ground against dangerous l'ieighbours 
ahd foreign foes. At the same time, the communis
tic spirit which inspired them was not always strong 0 

.enough to offer an effective resistance even to petty 
aggression. It is likely that in this early period &s 
at latet tiffles, there 'was fo~ible appropriation here 
and there of pol'tions of the waste, in which indivi
dual property had not been allowed. E.very such 
ap'Propriatiol'l. wasao significant comment on the in
°herent weakness of socialistic arrangements, which 
by ruling out private property rule out at the same 
°time those motives and feelings that 'have constituted 
"the greatest safegUards against encroachment. 

There ha'Ve been apologists of village communi .. 
o ties ill recent years, and their resuscitation has been 
-conlidently suggested from certain quarters as a 
remedy for the Crying evils of the present day. 
The, were, howe'Ver, the expression of a false 
economic ideal and were based on false economic 
-principles. So long as production is inadequate, an 
equitable system of distribution can not go far to 
ore Ii eve want and distress. And if it is just adequate 
to the needs of a community and there is no effective 
-spur to improvement, then unless preventive checks 
to increase of population are in operation, even the 
maintenance of the old standard of comfort becomes 
:sooner or later impossible. I have stated that desti
tution and debt were among the cau8~s that brdught 
about the degradation of the free-born ceorls. They 
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bad piM.~ their fait1>. OQ th~ c~)JnmunisI;iG ch~racter
of· th.eiJt ecoJ1.ORlic organisatiPJl a!l ~ gqaraJ)tee. I(lgainst 
an extremely uneqq.al c;l.islirib';!tion of we/t.lth. B.J.lt 
the almost ~xclusive i.mppnancewhic~ it II-U:ac~ed. 
to agriClU~e II-nd the mann.er in which. it obetru~~ 
the development:: of tN, indQstry were primarily 
responsible for their. cb,onic poverty. It had serv.e<:l.. 
no ~bt. an useful purpose in the early days of th~ 
settlement by. prQ>riding. a system, of cooperation~ 
when without 8.Uch cooperation. the peasaJilt would 
have encountered insurmountable .obst/t.cles. Bu~ 

after the country had been fairly settled, it continued. 
to impose too many fetters on the industry and thus. 
retarded its growth. For industrial development, it 
is necessary that the workers should have the right 
to experiment on tlheir own account and to manage 
·their property in the way that appears to. them most 
economical or most profitable; but this was not 
allowed i~ the supposed interests of the community. 
The primary concern of the system was not, as it 
should have been. an increase of output, but an 
equitable allotment of the means of production. 
though in, deterinining what was equitable, ~o 
account was taken of the capacities and predilections 
of the men. 

Those who would abolish private property in 
land say that they desire the abolition in 'Order to 
assure to all the conditions of a truly human existence. 
But the 'conditions of a truly human existence 
remain yet to be defined. With widening experience 
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and outlook. men have found them 'in trade and 
.manufacture. though these were once regarded 
-with contempt. And it is due to the traders 
.and manufacturers of England to say that they 
-won back the freedom which had once been 
forfeited by the village community. It failed to 
hold its own probably because it fostered a spoon
fed docility in its members. instead of simply provid

,ing facilities for voluntary cooperation and thus 
i leaving room enough for the development of their 
}diverse capacities. 



CHAPTER II 

FEUDALISM 

The Norman Conquest introduced a new train 
.of circumstances which abruptly broke the conti
nuity of the social and economic histolJ' of the 
Saxon peasants. It is necessary. the,refore. to stop 
for a moment on the border-land and examine the 
,different sections of which the class was composed 
jn order to determine precisely their status. rights 
and obligations. Fortunately there is no lack of 
materials for this purpose. The later Anglo-Saxon 
records are a store-hou~e of information.; but more 
·valuable than even these is the systematic and accu" 
,rate presentation of facts in the Domesday Book. 
J shall in the following, account draw largely on the 
details in ~his stupendous work. as marshalled by 
Prof. Maitland. 

There .were about 25.000 servi on English soil 
,at the time of the Survey.· The}' must have forme9 
a section of the peasantry distinct alike from the 
villeins. the borderers and the cottiers. as in entry after 
entry of th~ ,Domesday Book. they are kept well 
apart from the latter. This record of rights.. 

• Their exact nu~ber. according to the Domesday records. 
was 25.156.· They were much in evidence in the Celtic side 
of the country. but were comparatively rare in the northern 

:half and in the Danelagh. 
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however, is silent about their status and obligations
and does not mention any method of distinguishing 
them from other cultivators.' But it may be safely 
presumed that they had no legal rights whatsOever
and were chattels rather than persons. As
descendants of the theows of Anglo-Saxon dooms, 
they certai~ly ranked below the villeins, the ill
starred children of degraded ceorls. 

During the Norman rule, the servi steadily de
clined in numbers, being absorbed in the IUgher class~ 
. till at last in the thirteenth century, servus and 
viIIanus came to be interchangeable names. This
amelioration was due partly to the Frenchman's 
ignorance of the worst form of slavery and partly 
to the -.eneral adoption of a system of farming in 
which the landlord relied less and less on the labour
of slaves whom he fed and more and more on the 
labour of tenants who received allotments of land 
for their services. 

Immediately above the .servi was the much 
smaller class of buri or burs, which contained less 
than a thousand members. though it was represented 
in more than a dozen shires. The status of these· 
burs was anything but well-defined. and it varied. 
from place to place. But, generally speaking, they 
were hardly better off than the serfs, though in some· 
manors they might have ranked higher than the 
borderers. If the Norman jurists re-christened. them 
coliberti because there- was a· close resemblance· 
between them and the class·so designated in france •. 
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it must be said that they were as a class less free 
than the borderers and cottiers, but not altogether 
rightless, when compared with the servi. Their 
labour-payments, like their status, depended 
on local custom, being more onerous in some 
districts than in others. But usually they worked on 
the demesne lands for two days in the week, 
except at harvest time, when three days, labour 
was exacted of them. Besides this, they had 
to do a certain amount of ploughing for the 
proprietor and to pay hearth-money and gafol in 
cash, barley, sheep and poultry. In consideration 
of these services and payments, they received an 
outfit of two oxen, one cow, six sheep and seed for 
seven acres as well as household stuff. But their 
ownership over these gifts was strictly limited, as 
they reverted on their death to the proprietor. 

The rural districts contained in addition to the 
servi and the 'buri, 108,500 villeins, 82,000 borderers 
and 6,800 cottiers. The lines which divided these 
clasSes were, as Prof. Maitland observes, economical 
rather than legal. In other words, the distinction 
between them turned upon the amount of land that 
was held.or.the amount, and not the quality, of the 
service that was rendered to the proprietor. Even 
these economic lines were not, however, drawn with 
sufficient precision or according to one uniform 
pattern, but varied in such a manner as to render 
all logical classification out 'of the question. In 
general, the villein possessed a virgate or . half 

6 
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virgate, and the bordetel', between fout and five 
acres, while the cottiet Lad probably no arable land 
af all. But caSes were not rare in which the 
oorderet had as much land as the ordinary villein. 
In course of time, the distinction between the two 
classes disappeared, the hordarii being merged in 
the more impotant sect;ion. This fusion was but 
natural, as it was impossible that the difference 
between them, shadowy and 8.uctuating as it was, 
should perpetuate itself. 

As regards the legal standing of the villeins, it 
cannot be said that they were quite unfree, for they 
were deemed worthy of their wete and wite, . and 
their were was equal to that of the socmen,-a dass 
whose pretensions' to freedom were never disputed. 
The question whether !!he, were at liberty to quit 
their lord a~d land has been differently answered. 
In !!he tweifth and thirteenth centuries, they were 
certainly adscriptae glebae ; but this might have been 
the bitter fruit of Norman tyranny and of the abor
tive attempts of the peasantry to throw off the yoke 
of the foreigner. On the whole, there is no condu
sive evidence, that they were irrevocably tied to the 
soil in the days of Edward the Confessor. But it 
must be said at the same time that the institutions 
of the mund and the tithing and their general poverty 
must have prevented them fram using the right of 
migrating, even if they possessed it and thus practi
cally converted them into 6xtures of the estates on 
which they lived. 



Th~ nei! quesnoli is "'hetliet tJliey had a lo'cus 
standr in th~ natiohal coliI'U. ot like the bbnd.sti:i~t1. 
were aubjed witliout Ii right of ap'pelil to the pto
-priel:ot's jtirlsdictio'n. Here, ligain. there ~eems to 
liave been: no genettd Me. The villeins bE tLose land
lords, who hfid sac arid so(;, i.ad. of cours~, t6 took 
lor justice to tlhe seignorial cotirls. But before the 
10riDai inltoductioii of feudalism. the sac and soc Were 
i'n the king's gift and not an invariable Incident of 
proprietorship. Consequenuy the mere fact tihat a 

, lord had villeins on: his e'states did not give him ~ 
jurisdiction over ffieni. 

Thus on the eve of the feudal epoch. the villeins 
were still baH way between servitude and freedom. 
though itresistibl, graviiatintt iowatds the foi'iiier 
Condition. They formed. together with the barderers. 
by far the largest and most Important section of the 
peasantry; and the fate of the entire class and i,f 
tihe industry to which it was wedded depended on 
the manner in which flew social and economic fotces 
-.Yere to affect their fortunes. * But lor a correct 

• A definite ide. of the bnj)orbmce of the vUleinli may 
.be formed from the folloWing calculations 01 Seebohm. 

The total num~ of villeins in the surveyed COIUltiea waa 
108407. IE each villein held a yardlamd or virgate of 30 acres, 
then, about 3.2S0.000 acres were contained in their holdingS. 
The number of vilieinli holding half virgatea waa, however, 
probably greater the the number holding half hides aDd hideal," 
80 that the average holdina' would perhaps hardly be eQual 
to the nonmd heldlns e' 30 aci'eIt. Taking th~ averap hold-
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understanding of the operation of these forces. it is 
necessary to bear in mind' that they were not all of 
them descended from freemen who. had lost their 
status' in unquiet times. Some had a more ignoble 
origin. ,and owed their partial liberation to' the fre
quent manumissions of the Saxon period. And it was 
on account of this admixture that the villeins came to. 
be subjected to many of the characteristic taints of 
bondage. In fact. their rights and duties bore un
mistakeable testimonY' to the twofold origin of the 
class. as they were derived from the incidents of 
praedial servitude as 'well as from the status of 
freemen. 

ing at 20 acres instead of 30. we should probably under
estimate the acreage. It would even then amount to 2.168,OO(). 
We shall be safe if we say that the villeins held in their 
bundles of strips 2\4 million acres, We must add the holdings 
of the 82,000 bordarii and of the 6000 or 7000 cottier tenants. 
If these lesser holdings averaged 3 acres each. we must add 
another quarter of a million for them......... ....... The holdings 
of the sochmanni and the liberi homines of the Danish district 
must be added and also the arable land (ploughed mainly by 
the villeins) on the lords' demesnes. The 23,000 sochmanni 
can hardly have held 88 little 88 a similar number of villeins. 
say half a million acres. The 12000 liberi homines. say, 
another half million. And one and a half million acres can 
hardly to' regarded as an excessive, estimate for the arable 
portion of the landlord. The Domesday survey seems, 
therefore, to show that at ita date about 5 million acres 'were 
under the ploQgh ............ And the villani in their yardlands 

• held nearly half of it, arid together with the bordarii fully halE 
of it in villeinage............ By their 'services, they tilled the 
greater part of the rest.-English Village. Community. 
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Besides these villeins. there was in Saxon England 
a resp~t~ble dass of free socagers who lte~d their 
lands at a quit rent from the lord alld possessed the 
privilege of alienating their property. They ranked 
higher than even the villein socmen of the' Ancient 
Demesne owing to the circumstance that they could 
obtain redress for injury .from th-e Common Law 
courts of the realm. The yeomen pf the fourteenth 
and fifteenth centuries. to whom England owed so 
much of her military glory. were many of them 
descended from these socagers. Their independence 
and solvency and the virtues. which these fostered 
formed for a considerable length of time an import
ant portion of the national assets. 

The landed interest included. besides these 
tillers of the soil. about 8000 sub-tenants and 1400 
tenants of the king. They were not merely recei~ers 
of rent. as they were directly concerned with the 
business of agriculture in the management of their 
own farms. which were cultivated with more or less 
servile labour. They possessed a moiety of the 

total land in the country. while of the other half. 
three-fifths belonged to the Church and two-fifths to 
the sovereign. But much of the latter was in it sense 
a national possession. as he could not .lawfully dis
pose of it without the consent of the Witan. 

! .. 

The introduction Clf the feudal system is attribut
ed by iome historians to Wi~liam of Normandy; But 

it was far from being a completely novel institution. 
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'Grants of public land and of jurisdiction over village 
communities had been for some time past a conveni
ent method with kings and earls of rewarding military 
assistance. And this expedient had been raised to 
the dignity of a national system by Canute, who had 
leased out royal rights over particular districts to his 
'most distinguished followers in consideration of 
services to be rendered in war and peace. He had 
thus established the system of national defence on a 
basis of contract, which might have developed along 
the lines which it subsequently took, even if William 
had never set foot dn English. soil. 

Still it is not without an appearance of justice 
that a complete reorganisation of society has been 
ascribed to him. The army which conquered 
England for him consisted, mainly of soldiers of 
fortune and his own feudal vassals. He rewarded 
their fidelity with the confiscated lands of Harold 
and his family and of other English nobles. In doing 
so, he stipulated for military service and saddled his 
grants with the usual feudal burdens. Thus the 
feudal system, which had been growing up for ages 
as the result of political and economic conditions, 
Was at a· critical stage taken up and worked out by 

the ruling authority. 
An enquiry into the origin of feudalism does not 

fall within the scope of my subject. So I shall content 
myself with a brief reference to the different tyJ?es of 
land tenure that 'Were associated with the in~titution 
in England. Those who held immediately from the 
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sovereign were called tenants-in-capite, and theirs. 
was the most honourable species of tenure. It was. 
originally of two kinds, viz., ut de honore, where the. 

'land was held from the king as proprietor of a parti
cular manor, and ut de corona, where it was held of
him in right of the crown. "Those who held from 
the tenants-in-capite were called mesne lords, while 
the lower tenants or those who made the "land· 
immediately available for purposes of production 
were called tenants paravaiJ." Fiefs were divided 
into feuds proper or purely military, and improper, 
which were given away for any other consideration 

than mili~ary service. The first were held on condi
tion of knight-service, which was the original ana, in 

fact, the most important feudal obligation. The ex
tent of land constituting a knight' s fee was formerly , 

supposed to be five hides. But no definite principle. 
of assessment seems to have been followed at the. 
outset. The confiscated property of the Saxon 
nobility was turned over to the leaders of the 

Norman host with no more description than that the 

lands of A were now to be the lands of B. What 
lands had belonged to A was left to be determined 
by ',a local enquiry with which the king did not 
concern himself. Thus the! nlilitary 'service which 

had to be tendered for' the grant was 'fixed without 
detailed reference to its size' or value. 'If· a . fief 
failed to' supply' its quotum, it'was, in· strict law. for
feit ; I but' in "phietice, . the' forfeit'ure 'was remitted to , 
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fine called escuage, which was at first 'determined 
arbitrarily by the feudal superior. 

"Besides the duty of military service, the vassal 
had duties of peace .. He was bound to do suit to 
the lord, that is to attend his court; the great barons 
attended the king's court and there heard causes 
under the presidency of the Grand Justiciary of the 
realm; the.minor tenants attended the courts of those 
f!;'om whom they held--courts baron as they were 
caned-and there answered complaints brought 
against them or formed a homage or jury for hearing 
complaints against others." 

.Besides these services, the lord expected from his 
tenants certain payments which are known as feudal 
incidents. First in importance among them was 
relief, a succession duty levied. on every one inherit
ing a fief by virtue of descent. As its amount was 
not fixed in the early days of Norman rule, it was 
a ready means of extortion and was so used. William 
Ru.fus exacted from the heir of the dead baron such 
an exorbitant price for permission to enter on his 
inheritance as really amounted to a redemptio or 
repurchase of the estate. Henry I and Stephen 
promised to fix a fair and proportional amount, but 
they failed to redeem their pledge. In ~he reign of 
Henry II., the relief of the inferior vassal was fixed at 
a hundred shillings on the knight's fee. but that of the 
tenant-in-capite still remained a matter of composi
tion between the crown and the payer. This indefi
niteness was at last remedied by the second clause 
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-of, the·Magna Charta, which decreed that a hundred 
pounds should be the limit of the relief in the cases 
.of earls and barons. 

Another incident, only less important, than the 
relief was the 6ne on alienation. It followed from' 
the nature of feudalism thai: the relation between the 
'grantor and the grantee of a lief could not be dissolved 
without the consent of both. Hence if ~he lord 
. .disposed of his estate, the tenants intimated their 
assent to such a transfer and accepted their new lord 
by what was called attoinment. And when' they in 
.theirtum wished to alienate, they had to pay a 6ne 
for le~ve to do so. 

Besides these, there were escheats and, forfei
.tures. A 6ef was said to he escheated, when it 
reverted to the lord after the line of the original 
tenant had died out. It was forfeited, when the 
nolder failed to perfo~ his part of the contract or 
was adjudged guilty of treason or felony.. The fourth 
c;lass of fe~dal incidents consisted of aids, which were 
nt 6rst numerous and oppressive, but were restricted 
by the Magna Charta to the three occasions of 
.knighting the lord' s eldest son, marrying his eldest 
.daughter' and redeeming his person out of captivity. 

The last and probably the most iniquitous of 
:these devices for taxing vassals were the right of 
wardship and the right of marriage. By the first, the 
lord had the custody and guardianship of orphans of 
'his military tenants, both in estate and person" while 
;t!he second permitted him to tender to a female ward 
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~ hlf~banq Qf ltis Qh99sing .,nd' iQ ~ue 9f fefusal. to' 
exacl from the fecalcitraqt vassal tls Pluch as' d~e
would-be husband might have paid to him for hi,,· 
good-will and patronage. William Rufus tried to 
introduce another feudal incident. for which neither
precedent nor equity could be pleaded. At the 
instance of his precious minister. FIambard. he' 
demanded from his barons a fine for license to marry 
their daughters. But this prerogative was never
generally 'recognized. and was expressly repudiated 
by Stephen in his charter of 1136. 

"The feudal relation was entered on with three' 
distinct processes or ceremorues.-homage, fealty 
and investiture. The act of homage by which the
vassal put himself in the hands of his lord as his 
man, homo. cOllsisted in placing his hands between 
J.lhe hands of his lord with the words. 'Devenio vester 
homo' . He knelt down unarmed, belt ungirt, sword' 
and sPllrs removed and placing his hands so, promis
ed tq become his man henceforward and to serve' 

him with. life and limb and worldlr honour faithfully 
and loyally in consideration of the lands he held of 
him. The a~t of homage concluded with a kiss. It 
could be paid only to the lord in person. The act of 
fealty consisted in an oath of fidelity to the lord: it 
might be do~e by proxr. The act of investiture was 
of tw9 kinds, p~oper or improper: in proper investi
ture. the lord actually put the vassal into possessio~. 
qf ~pe la~d b)" liv~TY Qf ~eisin ; in the improper, 1~ 



W~ dQl}~ i~ ,0m~aYPlbo~ WilY, I»' t~ pr~entinlf 
of " Flod o~ turf or " l;>rliJWh .«;>r ,.. 8WIlT." 

A,lci~ to I:h~ 'JJlili~ary tenure ",~r~ tl;te tw9 varieties
of improp.er feuds lc:no~ ~ ~and aerseantf or
teI}J1J'e P4lr 'D)a~m .emmm and petit sergeanty. JI}. 
t~ former, the vassal held his fief under ~ 9bliga. 
tio~ to do aOD)e spepal aJ)d honourable service to the-
8Overei~. a8 f~>r e~ample.·· to .carry his b;!.J1Der W" 
aword Or to b~ his butler or chamberlaiQ at tbe coro. 
I).aPol). JI) petit .• ergeanty. the co~ider;!l.tion wall a.. 
Il)eaner servic.e lia th.at of fQrester. coo~ Q.r goldsmith. 
Bellide. this. the tenaJl~ bound himself to render br. 
WaY of Jribwe to hia roral ;master ~ome -'mi'J1 weapon 
of Wi)r. 4S a bow m: ~ ~prd or a lance. bi both of 
th~e Slant!!, Jlhe yl)lge pi ~ ~mceren<J.ered Wfl.,s 
ollt oj all proportiOI) ~o ~he pepefit $:onferreq .on the 
gran~ee ; and t,hey were. t~erefore. IjberaJIy resorted 
to by Jhe T ucl01. and the Stua~ for .rewardiJl~ 
courtly favourites and powerful ministers. 

Th~e were the types of tenure J1I1cler which the
J).Obilitf of England held their estaJ:,es in lJhe MidPJe
A.s'ea. ~re were others less pjgniJi.ed. buj: more
ancient iJ.l tI).eir oriWI).~reliC$ of a distant past. which 
rmmaged ~o live .on ~nder C9Ver of feudalism. Of 
these.' two (lnly dese.rye to be ~ntipped ~re vi;.,...,. 
soca~e an4 willeipage. The lI~atua of the IIocmal) or 
free tenant ",as by the teJlI»l of his tepQre independ,.. 
ep~ ami Iillier He .owed. U: 'II tIv.e. In.~i~ allq seroce
tc? 1»s lord. anq pe pllie{ a <}JJit-n~nt. n9t a8 npw 
qiyjl)j, Imt ~,»"qlf I~'I' Jh",n th~ f1nm~al lVah,1~ ~f Jpl:' 
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land. But he was a fa~er at a perpetual lease, and 
in the best days of the feudal period, secure of enjoy~ 
ing the full benefit of all additions which his labour 
could make to the permanent value of his farm. He 
was, in fact, bette~ off in many ways than the great 
mari to whom he was subordinated. "He was 
liable to no wardship and its concomitant waste, he 
was unrestrained in the disposition of his property and 
in his parental authority, in 'the selection of occupa~ 
tions for his sons and the gift of his daughter's 
hand. .. Among special types of socage may be 
mentioned burgage tenure, in which lands which were 
formerly the site of houses in an ancient borough were 
held of some lord at a fixed rent, and gavelkind, 
which was in evidence in Kent, and the dis~ 

tinguishing features of which were that the tenant 
could devise the lands so held by will and that in 
cases of intestacy, they descended to all the sons 
equally. 

The inlluence of feudalism on villeinage deserves 
a careful study, and it is necessary for this purpose to 
.separate the effects of foreign domination from those 
which may be justly ascribed to the new system of 
tenure. It is remarkable that the villeins lost ground 
for some time after its introduction, "but that they won 
back many of their ancient rights· and privileges b& 
fore its decline. This recovery bas not been ade
quately explained in some of the text-books on the 
.subject. And due weight has not been always 
attached to the fact that whatever its cause or causes 
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might have been.,it was at least compatible with the 
character of feudal society. . 

This society was mainly agricultural in the sense 
that field I~bour constituted the chief source of il$ 
wealth and was the occupation of the bulk of the 
population. But its economic importance' did not 
assure to the workers even the ordinary rights and 
privileges of freemen. They were in the vast 
majority of cases merely agents of production and 
were, as such, attached to the soil,' sO that the 
labourer and his field were inseparable. His servile 
or semi-servile condition was not, indeed. a necessary 
corollary to feudal principles. F eudalism fo~rid him 
in this state, as We have already seen. But it recog
nized his degradation as advantageous and, therefore, 
sought" to give definiteness and fixity to it. 

It has been said that servitude was the badge of 
all but the highest under the feudal system. Great 
lords rendered menial service at . court on state 
occasions, and they expected to be simila.rly served 
by the gentlemen who held land under them. Such 
service however, was not held to be .degrading, since 
it typified the close personal relation between land
lord and tenant, which was a feature of the feudal 
system. When under it the owner of the eminent 
domain granted the usufruct of an estate to a man, 
the latter became his vassal by the terms of the grant 
and was thenceforth pledged to regard him as his' 
lord. So al the ap~x of feudal society was the king, 
who was theoretically the proprietor of all land in 
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the kMgdorn : ltl\'d b\!low him, th~re! was a beitarchy 
composed of various cllisses, each of which held 
land from and, therefore~ owed lidelity and obedi
ifince to the dass just above! it. But the peasants 
were, strictly speaking, oUfside t'hls arrangement, for 
the feudalrelafion was establisheq by means of a 
contrad and could, therefore, be entered into only 
by free agents, which the peasants were not in the 
eye of the law. 50 the creation of feuds took place 
over the heads of these unfortunate men, who, as 
bound to the soil and sharing its fate, were looked 
upon as appurtenances rather than as human beings. 

The essence of the feudal relation was the obliga
non to render military service. A 'feudal state was, 

, therefote~ aii elaborate organisation for purposes of 
defence and attack, which could be converted at 
short notice into' a well-appointed army with its full 
complement of officers. The monarch: became the 
generalissimo. ,and the tenants-in-capite. captains 
who not only commanded but raised and equipped 
their contingents. These contingents. again, were 
composed of the mesne lords and the tenants paravail 
and their followers. It is true that even before the 
Conquest, the duty of assisting the king on the lield 
of battle in proportion to their resources had been 
recognized b:v holders of real property. But feudalism 
inade such assistance the lirst condition of the land
holder's title. He was an o.fficer, settled' on the land 
rather thati its proprietor, fot the lief was created 
fo enable him to perform his militaljr duties ~roperly. 



And With the same object, he was invested With large 
poweJ'll o-ier tlbbse who held under hiol. Thus,. as 
Pollock observes, "feudalisM waS the complete uso
-Oatioh of territorial With personal dependence. and of 
both With defuute rights and duties of jurisdiction." 

The nature· of the consideration for which a fief 
Wall ereated dictated certain resuants on the holder's 
right to deal with it as he liked. His tenure was, 
.strictly speaking, the possession of • a post of defence 
and an office of cotximand', which he had been called 
upon to 6D in consideration of his· perSonal fitness. 
Hence there could be no excuse for perfect freedom 
-of alienation, and when he did alienate his property, 
the power of. doing so was regarded as having been 
delegated to him by his feudal superior. Testamen
tary disposition of alief was for the same reason 
repugnant to feudal principles. And even inheritance 
by descent was not aIiowed except where there was 
·an explicit mention oE heirs in tILe original grant and 
the heir was prepared to pay the price oE his accept
ance by the lord. 

The law 01 intestate succession was, moreover, 
modified to suit the exigencies of this military tenure. 
Under it, the eldest son took the whole of the tand 
·oE a deceased tenant, to the exclusion oE yoUnger 
sons and daughters. This lule of primogeniture Was 
not an original cUstom of the barbarians who over
threw the Roman empire and among whom the 
-feudal system was born. Not was it borrowed from 
-the Rom~ law, aCCording. to which eacL of the 
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children of the deceased took an equal share of hig." 
real property. when the succession was ab intestato~" 
It was adopted because the eldest son of a tenant was 
in most instances better able than his younger
brothe~ to perform those services which were expect
ed by the grantor of the estate. He had an excep
tional position not because he was believed to have" 
superior rights to the paternal property. but because 
he was taken to be better litted for the performance 
~f exceptional duties. His title. therefore. was widely 
different from that of the heir of a modem landlord. 
who owes no future services to the state which 
guarantees succession to him. 

The feudal system was forced on the conquerors" 
of "Western Europe by the exigencies of war and 
conquest. and it bore. therefore. on every feature the 
indelible impress of the need in whiclr it originated. 
Attention has been often drawn to some of its" 
characteristics to the exclusion of others. But if we 
go beyond the details. we shall find that the cohesive 
principle. of which it was the expression. meant no 
less than the general surrender of liberty for the sake 
of securing military efficiency. Society as transformed 
by this ppnciple ceased to be composed of a number 
of more or less independent classes bound to" one 
another by common interests and mutual helpfulness. 
Each section acquired. on the other hand. an actual 
hold on the one which was just below it. so that the 
entire social structure became an elaborate scheme of 
subordinatiop calculated to further ~e warlike policy 
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of th~ ruler. The rank. rights and privileges of even 
the gre~test nobles were the incidents. of the solemn 
pledge of f~alty and obedience that they had given 
to their lord. They forfeited all when they broke it. 
So feudalism was in a very real sense based on· 
servitude. And when we describe the villeins. alt 
bondsmen. we should bear in mind tha~ many of the· 
restraints imposed, on them' had their analogue in" 
the relation of the tenant-in-capite to the sovereign. 

The feudal organisation compares. therefore. un-
favourably with the society of allodiasts which it 
superseded. But it gav~ currency to a new concep
tion of property in land which had its merits.. Under· 
the earlier system. landed property was the birth-right
of every freeman. and it was associated with valuable 
privileges. Feudalism. on the oth~r hand. affixed to. 
it definite duties. so that its possession came to be a. 
visible symbol of an obligation to serve. 

Such was the feudal system in its original form .. 
The holder of real property under it was indebted to 
no family law for his possession. But he had heavy' 
responsibilities towards his chief. His life. therefore. 
was often one of incessant toil and worry. and '''the 
younger brother who entered Ii monastery or. turned 
soldier of fortune had perhaps little cause -to envy 
the lord of aeveral castles. whose reve~ues paid in 
kind were. devoured by hungry and turbulent re.· 
tainers." The military service that was expected of 
him was by itself 8u"Jficiently heavy. as may be in
ferred from the fact that the feudal lords were bound 
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'in the days of the Conqueror to place ~n the fi~ld if 
required a well-armed force of about five thousand 
knights. But to this obligation 'were attached, as 
almost inseparable from it, the duties of an adminis
trator. And from the begin~ing of the thirteenth 
century. if not earlier, he Was subjected to the pay
ment of a number of special taxes in consideration 
of the fief which he enjoyed. Thus feudal property 
became as last ownership of land of a complicated 
type. saddled with periodical and occasional burdens. 

The feudal organisation was not directly favour
able to agricultural development. On the other hand. 
it fostered an inordinate passion for war and the 
chase as a necessary preparation, which was a stand
ing menace to peace and industry and therefore to 
prosperity. Further. by converting the best part of 
the nation into an efficient army capable of taking 

-the field at short notice, it enabled ambitious 
monarchs to engage in needless and costly wars. And 
it gave currency to a false' and mischievous warrant 
of precedence in which the professional soldier 
occupied the highest place. while Jhe lowest was 
assigned to the tiller of the soil. The result was that 
agriculture remained the business of the mean, the 
feeble and the stupid. The system, therefore. though 
it was based on a kind of land tenuri. failed to 
ensure the best use of the land. But it is unfair to 
judge it without reference to the circumstances in 
which it had its origin and, the difficulties which it 
was expected to overcome. In the Dark Age in which 
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it was evolved, the pressing question for the rulers . 
-of Western Europe was how to retain possessioIJ. of 
what had been. won. They had to face at every step 
the hostility of the conquered and to check occasional
ly the onrush of fresh hordes of barbarians. Their 
.first object was, therefore, not economic improvement, 
but the effective defence of tiheir possessions. And 
the feudal system of tenure served this purpose fairly 
well. 

But in attaining this object. it also indirectly 
benefited agriculture and improved the lot of the 
agriculturists. The strpng central government which 
it created in England was capable of protecting them 
from domestic tyranny and foreign aggression. The 
first Norman rulers were, it is true, sufficiently 
disposed to oppress the peasants when it suited th~ir 
purpose. But they could attihe same time maintain 
order and law and check the cupidity and lawless 
.spirit of petty despots. And in this respect, even the 
supercilious contempt for all sorts of productive 
labour, which was inculcated in the higher classes by 
the system, proved a blessing, for their proud detach. 
ment allowed the humble cultivators to manage their 
own affairs and to recover the ground which had been 
lost. Feudalism thus did more good tihan harm. I 
cannot on any other supposition account for the 
satisfactory progress that was in evidence .in the 
thirteenth century. There were, no doubt, a few' 
favourable circumstances. . But by themselves, they 
could not have brought about such an amelioration, 
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if lawlessness and grinding tyranny had continued to. 
depress the industry. 

This system of land tenure improved also the
.material condition of tlhe higher classes by its efli· 
ciency as a political organisation. The military service
which tlhey were bound to render formed the heaviest 
part pfthe consideration which they paid for the
enjoyment of their fiefs, as it involved the equipment 
and maintenance of a certain number of armed 
retainers during times of national danger. But after 
the establishment of peace and order. in tlhe kingdom, 
the occasions for demanding such military service
decreased. There were, in consequence, fewer 
instances of such a dislocation of husbandry as must
have been caused in a period of industrial inefficiency 
by the commandeering of horses and cattle. and the
drafting of a large number of able-bodied men to 
temporary military service. But what was probably 
more important was the relief which comparative
tranquillity brought to the tenants-in-capite and to 
those who iheld under them. It operated like a 
material decrease in a heavy land tax and so added 
to their resources. They were thus able to increase
tAeir expenditure, and the manner in which they 
spent the additional income gave a fillip to industry 
and trade. 

The feudal system, therefore, was on the whole 
. a blessing to the land. It brought about a decided 

improvement in the material condition of the people
in spite of its patent defects as an economic organisa-
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'tion. Much of this salutary inJluence was due to 
,the modifications which were introduced by the 
Conqueror to prevent or correct the evils which he 
had noticed in continental feudalism. He did no~ 
allot more than' a county to any of his vassals, and 
·even in the largest fiefs he maintained his own autho'o 
-rity through 'the sheriff, ,who was invested with 
-considerable real 'power. He retained also such 
Saxon institutions as might act as a counte~oise to the' 
mischievous centrifugal tendency of the military 
tenure. He could not, of course, refuse territorial 
jurisdiction to his vassals ; but he upheld the native 
Hundred Court and the institution of Franc-pledge 
as a check on their political power. The most decio 
.sive step, however, lIhat he took in this direction'was 
'the exaction. from mesne lords of an oath of allegiance 
to himself, which was to be kept inviolate even when 
,it proved inconsistent with their duties to their 
immediate superiors. This measure gave bim effec
tive control over the military resources of the land 
and 'at the same time protected the country from the 
-evils of baronial anarchy. It also paved the way for 
the determination of feudal rights and duties by the 
'king'lI courts and for the incorporation of ancient 
<'Customs into the laws of the land. Thus "feudalism 
jn England tended to settle into a kind of compromise 
between the rules appropriate to military tenures and 
lIuch as would allow some tolerable convenience of 
.agricultural occupation and peaceful 'commerce ", 

While feudalism was modified in the course of 
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its naturalization by Saxon customs relating to 
property in land; it modified them in its tmn. 

in certain important respects. Before its introduction. 
succession to socage lands was governed by the
principle known as gavelkind. Gavelkind held its 
own. for some time against primogeniture. which was 
the rule in the case of military tenures. But it was 
at last confined to. the single county of Kent. and even. 
there came to be looked upon as a survival of an. 
almost extinct institution. The incident called relief. 
which could be p~perly claimed only from heirs to 
frefs. was demanded from other classes of tenants. 
and even primer seisin was exacted. if they held 
directly of the Crown. They were also' required to 
pay the usual feudal aids. though there was nothing
i'ft tihe histo'/y of their tenancies that could justify the
extension of this liability to them. In one respect. 
however. they continued to enjoy III very desirable
iMmunity. "The guardain in socage was not the lord. 
l!>ot the nearest of kin to the heir among those to
wlloni the land could not possibly descend: the
wardship lasted only till the heir was fourteen years 
old. and the guardian was accountable". 

• There is no evidence to show that the tillers" of 
. the soil were materially injured by. the introduction 
of feudalism. There are. on the other hand; reasons 
lor thinking that even those peasants who could plead 
nothing but eus~om in support of the permanence of 
their tenuye and the fixity of their rents were- in many 
instances left undisturbed in the enjoyment of their 
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privileges. It is also likely that where they had 
rights of user over the commons, their prescriptive 
claim . was not ignored or whittled down. But 
feudalism dealt in a different fashion with the national 
possession and the higher classes of tenancies. The 
distinction between estates which had been 
assigned to the king for the maintenance of his 
dignity and the land which, though nominally belong
ing to the Crown, had remained unappropriated, was 
done away with, and the .\[ing's right to dispose of 
both in any way that he liked was emphatically 
declared. This extended terra ,eg~ was divided into 
1422 manorS and let .by the king at the highest rate 
to farmers, who were allowed to· rob the people 
in consideration of the heavy line which they paid 
to him. Boc-Iand belonging to the laity had a similar 
fate. Many of the owners had fought for Harold 
and so were held to have forfeit~ all claim to their 
possessions, which' were transferred to Norman 
vassals on their undertaking to render military service. 
The property of the Church was, however, generally 
spared, though to save the credit of the feudai theory, 
it was henceforth regarded as held on condition of 
.spiritual service to be rendered to the supposed 
grantor and his heirs. 

But the effects of the introduction of feudalism 
should be distinguished from the consequences of 
those measures of the Norm~n .kings which were 
prompted by vindictiveness or avarice or a supreme 
,disregard for the feelings of the conquered. There 
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was much local suffering when William laid waste 
Yorkshire as a punishment for the desperate effort 
made by its inhabitants to shake off the foreign yoke. 
Similar distress was caused when large tracts of 
arable land in the south were converted into exten
sive forests for the pastime of the royal hunter." 
Much misery was also due to the frequent wars of 
William and his sons and to the havoc caused by 
their tours, during which their lawless followers took 
from the people what they liked and recklessly 
destroyed what they did not want. The people were 
too weak to prevent such acts of spoliation or to 
check the grasping avarice of the farmers of the royal 
demesnes, and the king was not disposed to interfere 
in their favour. Nor was his peace yet sufficiently 

• Even after the lapse of a couple of centuries. the 
chronicler spoke with considerable feeling of the misery caused 
by the heartlessness of the Conqueror, 

Vor he caste out of house and hom of men a gret route. 
And binom her lond, ze thritti mile and more ther-aboute, 
And made it al forest and lese the bestes uor to fede. 

Of pouere men deserited he nom lutel hede-Robert of 
Gloucester's Chronicle. 

Of the poverty caused by his extravagance at court and-
during his tours, the same writer observes.

Thulke festes he wolde holde so nobliche 
With so gret prute and wast and 80 richliche, 
That wonder it was wenene it come ac to susteini such 

nobleye. 
He destruede that pouere folc and nom of hom is preye, 
So that he was riche himself and that lond pouere at out. 
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"Well established to protect them from the tyranny of 
the French· nobles, who either could not or would not 
1lIlderstand their ancient rights and privileges. 

The 6rst century of Norman rule was, therefore, 
a period of great suffering, and the agriculturists 
Lad more than their. fair share of it. But it was not 
the effect of the new system of land tenure, nor .was 
it without compensation. For the political and 
<lynastic relations of the new rulers with the Continent 
destroyed the isolation of the island. Foreign 
<ommerce came in the wake of foreign wars and 
treaties, and thus a stimulus was given. to industry 
and trade. Their small beginnings are full of interest, 
hecause they were soon to provide an ~scape. from 
.the monotony and degradation of the peasant's .ife. 
But the new. land tenure could not have exercised 
any direct inBuence on them. Its inBuence, however, 
<>n agriculture was probably beneficial even in this 
'Period of trouble and un~est. It could not, of course, 
prevent at once isolated acts of tyranny or even whole
-sale 6poliation, for it had adopted as one of its 
'Principles that the peasants had no rights as against 
their lords. But it was able gradually and im
perceptibly to mO'derate the fierce spirit of exaction 
of the new aristocracy, because it did not recognize 
the liability to enhancement of the consideration 
"Which had to be paid for the possession of land. 
Tbe protection which it thus accorded. to the. nobles 
.came in course of time to be extended to their 
dependants. Custom is said to have assured to them 
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permanence of t~nure and fixedness of rent. But 
probably this custom itself is to be interpreted in the 
manner here suggested. There was, no doubt. the 
tradition of fixed charges. But like many other 
thingS, it would have been completely lost in this 
period of disturbance, had it not found a sure ally
in the principles of feudalism. 

This support was, however, far from being much> 
in evidence in the first century of Norman rule, during 
the greater part of which the lower classes were
thoroughly miserable. Their troubles arose from a 
variety of causes. The lawless followers of the king> 
pounced like harpies on particular districts and carried 
away all that they could lay their hands on. 
Moneyers robbed the realm by the issue of false coins
and brought it to the verge of bankruptcy, Wlhich> the> 
state tried to avoid by enhanced taxation'. Famine. 
Rood and pestilence added to the misery of the un·, 
fortunate people. And the measure of their distress 
was completed by the heartlessness of the French 
barons, Wlho' often arbitrarily increased the due of 
labour and made the peasants work for four or even 
five days in the week on the demesne lands and 
sometimes took them away from their holdings and' 
entrusted them with others, which they had to reclaim 
from a state of nature. 

Some attempt at reform was made by' Henry 1,.' 

• It is recotded that on a certain occasion. when Henry I' 
WIIS about to erOIB the sea to put down insurrections in hi. 
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though he systematically disregarded the complaint 
of grinding'taxation. But the anarchy which followed' 
on his death injured once more the cause of the 
socagers and the villeins. The royal power ,could: 
not extend to them effective protection against' 
tyranny during the troubled reign of Stephen, when 
England all but lapsed into political dismemberment. 
GoverI\ment and law were restored. indeed~ by
Henry II ; but he had to set a limit to the sphere of 
his activity, in order that ~thin that sphere he might 
act efficiently. The very growth of the system of 
royal writs necessitated the drawing: of a sharp line 
between the people allowed to use them and those 
excluded from this benefit. Thus the extension of 
the royal jurisdiction over aU classes of freeholders 
was counter-balanced by an almost complete' 
sul'render of it with regard to ~e villeins. 

The term villein was at this time used', 
c:omprehensively to denote variouS classes of culti
vators. who were bound to' render in return for their

,Loldings prEedial services that were accounted base-
and were sometimes uncertain. Thus among them 
were the descendants of the Saxon theo'Ws, who had' 
come with the Arimanni from, the father:land and' 

continental dominions. a large number of villeins came' to him 
and said that they were being ruined by those who had been 
commi8Bioned to collect provisions. On this the king appointed' 
the best rllen he could lind to visit every manor; and they 
made the sheriff 0' each county responsibTe for the total amount 
In,able bt the IilIlli6IW in it. 
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bad in course of time acquired a sort of interest' in 
~the land on which they were employed. There were 
also the wealhs' or . representatives of the degraded 
..celts. who now cultivated as bondsmen the holdings 
which had once belonged to their ~ncestors. As 
-lDight be expected. they were more numerous in the 
west, where the process of settlement had not been 

:.accompanied by an almost complete extermination of 
"the original inhabitants. These two classes formed 
'the lowest section of the rural population ; but their 
:ranks were swelled after the Norman conquest by 
the degradation of those Saxons. who proved in
-curably hostile to the Norman invaders. The taint 
-of rebellion or of stubborn resistance to the 
conquerors clung to them ; and so their politiciJ sub
-ordination was in theory at least quite as complete 
as their economic dependence. They were at the 
mercy of the master in everything short of life and 
-li.nb. Their holdings were precarious and subject 
'to uncertain charges. They could acquire no 
-property and could not free themselves by surrender- . 
lng all that they possessed. Their master's hand Was 
'felt even in the determination of their domestic 
--relations. For they could not marry without his 
-permission. and they bad to select wives from among 
-those who were subject to his authority. And on the 
.. occasion of a daughter's marriage. they had to pay a 
fine (merchet) for permission to deprive him of a 

"slave. They could not quit their holdings. or seek a 
.different sphere of work for their sons; but were 
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themselves liable to ejectment. Lastly their tenure
was such that they were bound to do "of villein. 
service, whatever was commanded them. and they· 
might not know at night-fall what they must do on 
the morrow an,d were ever held to uncertain dues." 

Thus these unfortunate men were in the eye of 

/

the law tied to the soil so . long as it pleased their 
master to keep them there. They were. moreover, 
taxable at his will and amenable in all human con
cerns to his control. Thraldom could not go farther 
than this; and it is mere legal pedantry to try to 
distinguish between servitude like theirs and un
mitigated slavery. But there are reasons for thinking 
that they "";ere not. except in the worst days of 
Norman rule. so badly off as one would conclude
from the definition of their status by Norman lawyers. 
The mere fact that they came to be classed with a 
higher section of cultivators to whom the title villein
belonged shows that the }ine between them was not 
everywhere clearly drawn. The . confusion was due, 
no doubt. to the supercilious refusal qf tlhe conquerors 
to recognize in theory at ieast the possession of' any 
rights and privileges on the part of the higher class 
that might seem to contravene or limit thei~ claim to
absolute authority over it. The territorial jurisdiction 
which had been conceded to them at the introduction 
of the feudal system made such an assertion 'of their 
pretended right a comparatively easy matter. For 
tile injured peasants could not possibly look for 

protection to the manorial courts. where short work. 
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-was made by their masters of prescriptive titles and 
ancient customs. The agglomeration was. therefore. 
,Que more to the degradation of the higher class than 
"to a decided improvement in the status of the lower. 
But it is a matter of common experience that when 
-there is such a fusion. the inferior class almost in-
-variably gains in spite of the apparent degradation of 
-the other to its low level. The _ reason is that ~ld 
traditions are seldom completely destroyed. and that 
-when at the first favourable opportunity they assert 
-themselves. they come to be extended even to those 
members of the new class to whom they' did not 

-originally belong. That there was such an exte~sion 
-of rights and indulgences in the present case is 
-suggested by the obvious inconsistency between the 
legal status of these villeins which was taken from 
the degraded condition of serfs and the ~ghts and 
-privileges which. according to the manorial records. 
they enjoyed in this period. 

The upward movemeni: of the servi was assisted. 
I believe. by the steady increase of population under 
Henry I. and Henry II. For though they were. as 
Bracton observes. held to uncertain dues. yet the 
agrarian ~conoiny of the period and the standard of 
-comfort that obtained among their masters imposed 
narrow limits on the desirability of increasing the 
-payments and services that were exacted from them. 
The demesne farm required a certain amount of 
labour for proper cultivation. and so the increase in 
the number of labourers might have led to a pro-
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-portionate lightening of the burden on each of them. 
Similarly there was a more or less definite lUJloun~ 
i)f work to be done. in the manorial hall : and it is, 
therefore, likely that with the increase of the 
dependent population, the services that were required 
of eadh individual ceased to be as exacting as they 
bad once been. The payments, again, were general. 
Iy in kind and consisted of poultry, eggs and cloth. 
But the local demand for them was beyond a certain 
limit inelastic, and facilities for disposing of the 
surplus in the way of trade were for some time 
absent. So though the servi were taillable at the Will 
of their master, that Will was probably seldom exer· 
cised to their prejudice in this period. On the other 
-hand, there was in all likelihood a progressive 
moderation of the taxation to which they were 
.subject .• 

It can not be said, .Lowever. that all distinction 
between the two classes of peasants was obliterated, 

-though they drew so' close to each other as to' make 
the line of demarcation between them shifting and 
indistinct. The approximation was as a matter of 
fact closer in respect of economic condition than of 
political status, for the privileged villeins were free 
men as regards the criminal law and were entitled 
to serve as jurors in the halimote. The distinction is 
sometimes indicated by saying that they were often 

. personally free though their tenure was servile'. But 
this freedom must be ~I)derstood in a very restricted 
;sense, whelil it i, attri,buted to persons who 'were 
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chained to the soil and debarred from the privilege
of seeking a new master. The ~th is that the stamp
of an ignoble origin or.an inexpiable offence was not 
attached to them in consideration of the fact that they 
were descendants of men who had not forfeited their 
liberty but had only bartered it to avoid starvation or 
to purchase immunity from injury or had been 
wheedled out of it by powerful and ambitious 
neighbours. Even the Norman lawyers, who aimed 
at ideal simplicity in respect of the status and tenure 
of dependent cultivators, could not be blind to their 
history and origin, though they emphatically asserted 
that the villein could have no right as against his, 
lord. 

The distinction to which these jurists bore un· 
willing testimony· disappeared in course of time. 
But a new set of circumstances brought about a 
sensible improvement in the status and economic 
condition of the entire class. The Norman barons 
found it necessary to resist by armed force the tyranny 
and illegal exactions of the successors of Henry II. 
And in this struggle with their sovereigns, they 
received invaluable assistance from the socagers and 
the villeins. They had no right to it even according 

• Two classes of villeins are mentione<i. 'ok., villeina in 
gross (serfs de corps). who could not &ee themselves even by 
giving up their lands. and villeins regardant (serfs d' heritage). 
who were able to liberate themselves by 8urrendering their 
property. 'Bracton refers to thi8 distinction when he says that 
of villeinage. '80me ;8 mere and other privilege<!'. 
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to feudal principles, for the modified feudalism which 
had been introduced by the Conqueror had 
exonerated every one from the obligation of support
ing his master against the supreme authority. They, 
therefore, prized all the more the 6delity an~ support 
of the peasants j and with such appreciation, there 
was a ch~nge in the sentiments with which these were 
regarded and in the treatment which was accorded to 
them. In fact, the two classes, between whioh there 
seemed to' be an impassable gulf, drew near to each 
other on 6nding that limited taxation and some check 
on the irresponsible power of the crowned despot 
were needed by both of them. Thenceforth the 
Saxon's tradition of an original. state of freedom as 
preserved in the constitution of the Hundred Court 
and the Frank Pledge could not be entirely ignored. 

This upward movement was facilitated by. the 
presence among the villeins of. a more respectable 
class, which had been wantonly robbed of freedom 

. and security almost within living memory. There 
were tenants on the crown demesnes and probably 
also on other estates, whose ancestors had befor~ the 
Conquest held by free services, but whose tenure had 
been declared servile by the new' rulers without any 
kind of excuse. The~e we~e' others. again, who, 
though they )Vere' freeholders in respect of their 
hereditary possessions, held other lands by' bond 
service, for according to the accepted theory of 
tenure, serf land created serfs~ But even the pride of 
the dominant race could not long be blind, to the . . 

8 
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iniquity of treating these respectable men as human 
chattels. So the pnedial services which they owed. 
on account of their base holdings came to be fixed. 
They were also permitted to render these services by 
deputies. And these important concessions were 
gradually ext~nded to others who could not claim 
them on the ground of status or wealth. They passed 
thus after a friendly agreement with their lords from 
the low level of taillables a merci (people who· could 
be taxed at will) to the higher rank of taillables 
abounes (people who were subject to certain dues). 
Their old rights and privileges. which had been for 
some time in abeyance. came to be recognized as 
valid by prescription. though the law with character
istic narrowness still refused to sanction them. . 

This amelioration in the condition of the 
peasantry has been attributed by some to custom. 
But custom is a conservative principle, and though 
it may successfully maintain an improvement after 
it has been made. it can not account for the genesis 
of that improvement. If. therefore. it is suggested 
that old customs asserted themselves after a period 
of abeyance. this revival itself was a phenomenon 
which has to be :xplained. It was due in part to . 
'the fact that the landlords were saddled with 
important duties of administration. for a proper 
performance of which they had to depend on the 
co-operation of their tenants. It was due also to the 
apparent divergence of the interests of the Crown 
and ,the barons and to the need which was 
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experienced by the latter of alliance with the people. 

There is. howe~er. im element of truth in the 
observation that the peasants owed their liberation 
to custom. The alliance between them and the 
nobles was short-lived. as the need for it disappeared 
under the strong rule of Edward t. But the upward 
movement. \y'hich began in consequence of it. went 
on even after its cessation. For the continued opera
tion of this uplifting tendency. an explanation has to 
be sought. and it is found in the peculiar nature of 
Mediaev~1 customs. Customs do not grow very 
readily in modem societies. because they possess an 
elaborate machinery for interpreting the law and 
defining the rights and relations that are sanctioned' 
by it. The press alSI) is an obstructive-force. because 
it preserves the memory of the past and thus gives 
the right perspective to every. new system or institu
tion. But these did not· exist in the Middle Ages. 
and so people had to 'trust more to tradition and less 
to written records. Consequently though innovations 
were comparatively rare. yet they acquired the 
binding force of customs within an incredibly short 
space of time. 

It should be observed also that the progress to 
which t have referred was kept up to a great extent 
by the active benevolence of the Church. A large 
number of monasteries were founded and end~wed 
by the Norman conquerors; and the establishment 
of these religious houses was almost invariably 
followed by the emancipation of setts. The gOl)d 
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dtat was thus done was, of course, local and limited .. 
and long years elapsed before such isolated and 
random acts of charity produced their due effect on· 
the minds of the lay landlords. But at any rate the 
iniquitous principle that the proprietor was at liberty 
to do what he liked with his tenants was tacitly and 
generally abandoned by the end of the twelfth 
century. In the thirteenth, the peasant knew exactly 
on what days be had to appear on the demesne lands 
to assist at ploughing and reaping and how many 
loads he was bound to carry. Moreover, the mano· 
rial rolls of the period refer in many cases not only 
to the duties of the peasantry, but also to those of 
the landlords. And the minute care wil!h which the 
payments and services which were due from the 
peasants is· recorded shows clearly that the lords 
could claim only the stipulated amount of labour ana 
money from their tenants. This salutary change was 
one of the greatest revolutions in English history, as 
it indicated also the fusion of the two races and the 
triumph of religion over the brutality of the Dark Age. 

The view has sometimes been expressed that 
even in the thirteenth century, the villeins were 
merely agricultural wage-earners, who were p~d for 
their services on the home-farm by allotments out of 
the lord's estate. And it can not be denied that 
there was much in their relations to him which seems 
to be quite in keeping with this view. Their tenure 

. was still in theory precarious : and they had to give 
a considerable portion of their time and the days best 
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tluited to agricultural operations, -to the performance 
of praedial services on his fields. Still, whatever the 
theory might have been, many of them were in the 
po~ition of privileged tenants, who were protected 
by custom in the enjoyment of their holdings, so long 
as they paid their dues. Moreover, they owed to 
their masters what are known as prestations; and 
these payments can in no way be reconciled with the 
theory that they were merely labourers. But the 
truth is that the economic concepts of rent and wage 
:cannot with propriety be applied to determine their 
'status. They were cultivators, not because they had 
taken their lands on lease for a definite consideration, 
nor because they had been hired to work on the 
-demesne lands, but because the incident of birth 'haa 
cbained them to the soil and prevented them 'from 
taking up any other occupation. 'There ,!as no free 
contract and no room for 'competition 'in the case. 
They were still in a sense appurtenances of the manor 
-on which they lived. 

But what was the manor? The answer is easily 
found in the records of the thirteenth century, which 
l>resent a clear and detailed picture of its farm 
'industries and of the intricate network of. its arrange
ments. We learn from them that it -was a ]ord's 
-estate with a' township or village. community on it.· 

eln the middle of the thirteenth century. the entire arable 
. -area wu divided into ,manors. averaliing about· SOOO acrealn 
estent. Ninety per cent. of the inhabitants of ·the country lived 
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A part 1)f .the estate was appropriated to the use of 
the lo«l .and cultivated partly by il number of 
l.ahow-enlwho had no .mare in the arable land and. 
1Wft& lived .an his .deme&D.e O"l in crofts near it. 
Besides these. A1here were villeins, .freeholders and 
,.anorial servanta.in e:"'ery manor. The entire popu
lation was grouped .into ·a commune which was 
edministered hy the manorial court or .halimote. The 
laibour IOn the term dominicalis .(demesne lands) was. 
.aupenoised. and peace and order were maintained 
by '. set of manorial .officers under the contr~l of the 
rlard' .. atewaul .or haililf. But the govemment wa; 
POt quite .w.toaatie or zather ceased to he' such in the 
thirteenth .century, though. every important regulation 
had the successful w.orki.ng of the home.farm in: 
~w. 

The ireehalclers iD .the village were really outside 
the labour· .QIl'gamsation. They might have occasional
J,y lIupernsed the work on the home-fazm; but.the 
landlord could never depend on .their assistance. A. 
quit .reDt was .all that he could justly claim from them 
1c# the lands thai: they .held. And though they had to 
Ael"Ye as judges in :the Court Baron. no .question relat
ing to their freeh.old co.uld he decided in it without 
a special authority from the monarch. MOI'eover, an· 
appeal lay from such decisions to his courts. Their 
tiLle to their estates was therefore perfectly secure~ 

.in .th __ Qra, anei &b. ~it;v « them _Ie villeins _d 
th .. ~ ... 
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They posseseed aJso the valuable right of sale, Still 
they were 8ubject to certain vexatious restraints and: 
humiliating obligation8~ They could not deVise their, 
property by will, and it escheated to the lord on 
failure of heirs. He had· alSOo the right to distrain· on 
their lands and to seilze 01' sell their cattle if theill 
renti was in arrear.. Thell could be called on' occa-

• sionally to sel'V~ in certain capacities at his residence • 
and on the· three oooasiona. of holding courts, they 
had to pay a· small 8um as acknowledgment of their 
tenure to his bailiff, Moreovet4, dley were perpetual~ 
Iy open to supervision ~n reference to the conduct 01 
eheir gu~ts and dependantS. 

We have· seen· that in- the thirteenth. century, the 
villeins WOD back privileges which.,. though. thell lacked 
the sanction of the law, were generally recognized 
by morality· and custom', They remained, it is boer 
subject ,to certain· mischievous. constraint&, which 
8pok& o. the lIlaf when the struggle between them 
and their Masters waif n«> mere class contest,. but an 
inter-racial one. Swlh.. for: instance" were the 
sumptuary laW8 and, the 8eignorial control over the 
choice of occupation- and. the seignorial demand for II 
pledge of gooe! conduct. But there waS much in- the 
altered relatio~ tG show that the yawning. chasm. 
betweeft the conquerors and rhe conquered wa. being 
slowry &rldged fly goodwill' and mutual confidence, 
A foreman (prcepositus) elected' in each manor by 
the once. despised class, watched over its, interests 
and repreSented ill in, all transactions with the lord. 
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And he was hardly a less important person than the 
bailiff or the hayward. Again. from it. as from 
among t1ie freeholders was ohosen the jury whose 
verdit was final in all cases between tenant and 
tenant or be~een tenant and proprietor. But much 
more valuable than these constitutional checks on 
local despotism was the right of hereditary succession. 
which was tacitly conceded throughout the length and 
breadth· of the land. It gave the villeins a substantial 
stake in the country which was the scene of their 
labours and to whicih they were chained by the 
incident of birth. 

The typical holding of a villein Was a yardland 
or virgate. i.e. an area of thirty acres of arable 
land. - and it was probably as mucih as the average 

Jreeholderpossessed for himself. It consisted of a 
multitude of narrow strips. "scattered about on all 
sides of the township. one in this furlong and another 
in that. as though some one blindfold had thrown 
them about on all sides. .. By the terms of his tenure. 
he was bound to adhere· to the customary mode of 
tillage. to abstain from felling timber on the lands that 
he occupied and to keep. the hedges and ditches in 
good order. If he was put in possession at Michael. 

• But it appears from an anonymous work on husbandry. 
which was written hi the early years of the thirteenth century 
that .the acre varied In size. "for in some countries they 
measure by the perch of eighteen feet and in Borne by the 
perch of twenty feet and In some by the perch ~ twenty two 

feet and in some by the perch of twenty four feet". 
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mas, he got besides the usual stock of a couple of 
'Oxen, a cow and balf a dozen sheep, about seven 
acres of.Iand ready sown. The services that he was 
expected to rend~r in return for the use of the land 
and the capital were well-defined, though they were 
often greater than could 'be fairly demanded. They 
included work on the demesne land for three days in 
;the week from Michaelmas to the 6rst day,.of August 
and twenty four,days' labour during the'rest of the 
year. His duties at any particular time were deter
mined by the agricultural requirements of the 
"Season, fo~ there was no sort of farm-work '~n which 
he was not expected to assist. He had to plough with 
his own team four acres of the lord's land and some
'times to provide seed for it. He' had to cart manure 
and to take 'his partin weeding and mowing the 
lord's meadow and in cutting and making the hay. 
'He was also bound to help in the guarding and rear
ing of 'his lord's sheep and in the gathering of the 

"harvest. At harvest, his obligations were particularly 
. onerous, for he had to bring every member of his 
family except his wife' and grown-up daughters' to 
the demesne lands, though there was much to be 

-done at the time ·on his own holding. But thi,s Wag 

'not all. The various kinds of agricultural service that 
.. he had to render could not be finished even by work-
ing for three days in the week on the lord'. farm. 

:50, besides the regular 'week-work, he had to do' 
boon-work or special work at request (precariae) in 

-busy 'seasons, . when he was ·generally fed by . his 
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master. And over .nd above these labour-dues, he 
owed prestatiOIls 'Or .. Herings of pigs, poultry anet 
eggs, which were demanded at Christmas, Easter, 
M~mnas and Michaelmas; and where cash pay'
ments woere .in vogue, he had to bear his share of 
the lord's taxes in the 1inn of church-shot and tallage· 
oracutage. 

The judicial and executive powers of the lord 
were exercised thrOlUgh the court baron and the 
customary court, which took cognizance of criminal 
as well as civil .cases, and perfonned certain import-· 
ant ac;lminiatrative duties. The rust had jurisdiction 
over the freeholders, who sat also as judges . in it, 
while the Jord's. bailiff registered .the plaints and 
I'ecorded the decisions. The jurisdiction of the 
second extended over all whose tenure 'was base. and 
tlbe '\rilleins .acted as jUrors in it under the presidency 
of the -bailii, who had die powe1'8 of a .judge. The
pclpular element in these courts Was powerful in the
thineenth oeatury. Besides. they were in almost: 
permanant -session .in this ,period and they .controlled 
mOle or less all the .domestic and .financial relations 
6)f the inhabitants. 

There 'Were -still .in certaiJl parts -of the countly
a f;ew -&ervi, IWhoranked, of course. below the villeins 
and the oottiell8.. But .their number was dwindling' 
very fast. and .they are only rarely noticed in the 

'later cartularies. The \lpward movement which has; 
beeD already described led to the absorption of some 
of them .in the cottier dass. while otheR! were per-· 
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mi.tted to live 88 wage.-eameI8 on the lord's demesne. 
It W88 maiDly through ecclesiastical agency that
they were able to obtain their enfranchisement. 
Even 80 early 88 the eleventh century, the voice of 
Ouistian ~sten Lad been .raised in unquaJmed 
condemnation 01 slavery. The great Council of 
Westminster had interdicted the nefarious trade of
aelling meD like beasts, ~d BOon aftet- a bull had been, 
iuued by the Pope recommending the manumission 
of slaves. Inspired by it. tLe vengeance of the Oum:h
awiftJy overtook every outrageous act of inhumanity 
to them. "But JIlOI'e powerful than the thunden
either 01 Weatminster or of Rome was the stiIl. smarr 
voi.c.e of cooscieoce. which made itself LeMa on the
death-bed. When life W88 ebbing fast. and all' 
personal interest ill and Ilecessity lor the slave WaB

at an end. 'temporal mea by Te880n of that terrOl' in 
their c:onscience' were glad to obey the behests of 
the church enG manumit thei.r slavea." While this
work of emancipation. by wbic.L. aome 01 the.em 
rose at once to freedom. was going on, the Cllurch leot
a Lelping hand also to otheI8 less fortunate by plac
ing a quaIi.6ed liberty within their reaclL The family 
lawyers of the nobles were ecclesiastics; and where
spiritual instruction failed against the obdura.cy and 
heartlessness of avarice. learned COIID8e1 proved more
effective. Besides, the humanitarian elforts 01 the
lower clergy in this matter were ably seconded by 
the bishops, who were among the hestscbolars of 
jurisprudence. These judges succeded in elevating a 
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1arge number of serfs by interpr~ting "every doubt
ful e1ause in a law and every doubtful act of a master 
as favourable to the weaker party." 

The presence of the servi was. therefore. an 
-exception in the manors of the thirteenth century. 
and the labour-force required for the proper cultiva
tion of the demesne lands was'supplied almost ex
·e1usively by the ~lleins and cottieR and a few servants 
and wage--eamers. Over them were placed a num
'her of offi~ers. chief of whom was the seneschal. He 
had usually under him four or five bailiffs. each of 
whom was 'in charge of a manor. The powers of 
the bailiff were extensive. as he combined in himself 
'the functions of a magistrate and of the manager of 
·an elaborate industrial concern. He was assisted by 
'the provost. whose. duties. according to the Senes-' 
-chaucie. were to oversee the work on the home farm. 
to look after the folds and the beasts in them and 
to maintain the houses. hedges and ditches in g~d 
order. He was elected and presented by the town
lIhip. and he usually retained his place for a year. 
Then there was the hayward. who was in charge of 
the woods and the meadows and had besides to super-" 
intend the reaping and gathering of the harvest with 
a view to prevent waste and dishonest dealing. The 
work of these officers was checked by auditors ap
pointed by the lord. WhO after a searching examina
tion of the accounts. reported on the working of the 
manor. 

" But it does not speak well of the manorial 
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economy that while about half of the labour avail-· 
able in the township was employed on the demesne: 
lands. which seldom covered more than a third of: 
the entire arable area. the profits realized were 
generally small. The poor return was partly due. no
doubt. to the drawbacks of the open-field system 
and to the dearth of agricultural skill and knowledge; 
But the chief defect lay in the character of the labour: 
organi~ation. The villeins were unwilling workers •. 
which they could not fail to \>e under an arrange
ment. that required them to give the best of their 
time and attention to the lord's farm instead of to· 
the husbandry on their own holdings. There were 
indeed a number of officers. who supervised their 
wo:k in the master's interests. But this coercion and 
surveillance did not improve their efficiency. though: 
it injured their self-respect. This defect proved the 
ruin of the manorial system and prepared the way 
for the next great improvement in agrarian economy. 
viz .• the co~utation of service dues into cash pay
ments. 

. The labour dues of the villeins would seem. at 
first sight. to have been exorbitant. But they were 
able to meet their obligations without serious diffi
culty owing to the presence of the. coHiers in the 
village. When there was much to be done on their: 
own holdings. so that even the grown-up son or 
nephew could not be spared. they ·hired some of 
these cottiers to do the work for them in the lord'S: 
fields. Still .this method of vicarious performance' 
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-of their duties could not be always resorted to in the 
important seasons of sowing and gathering the har· 

-vests. Hence under the system, husbandry suJlered 
as much on the holdings of the tenants as on the 
lord's farm. But their lot was certaiI)!y not half as 
hard as it had been in the preceding centuries, when 
they were liable to arbitrary taxation and even to 
ejectment at the will of the lord. 

The altered relations are reflected in two im· 
portant works on husbandry of the period,'" which 
laid down rules for guidance of proprietors that 
would have sounded absurd in an ·earlier epoch. 
"If," says Walter of Henley, "anyone comes into 
your court, let him be amerced by his peers; if your 
~onscience tells you that they have amerced him too 
highly, do you lessen it, so that you be not reproved 
here or before God." The good Bishop of Lincoln 
-is still more explicit, when he says that the 
proprietor's injunction to his seneschal should be in 
the following strain,-"l strictly command that 
neither you nor any of your bailiffs under you in any 
way, by unlawful exactions or fear or accusations 
or receipt of presents or gifts, vex or hurt or ruin 
those who hold of me-rich or poor; and if in any 
of these said ways they are by anyone vexed or 
hurt or ruined, by fixed inquest, which I will that 

• Walter of Henry's Husbandry was written in the early 
years of the thimieth century. and the Seneschaucie. not later 
than the time of Edward I. The date of publication of 
Croeeteste'. Rule. was either 1240 or 1241. 
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you make ......... quickly make amendment and 
redress." 

In oifering counsel like the above, Groseteste 
evidently credits the landlords with a law-abiding 
nature which was foreign to their ancestors. In 
another rule, he assumes that their respect for the 
law and for proper modes of procedure may not 
desert them even when they are· engaged in deter
mining their own rights as against the antagonistic 
rights of others. It runs thus,-'T ouching your foreign 
'lands ......... buy the king's writ, to enquire by the 
oath of twelve freemen in each manor all the lands 
by their parcels, all the rents, customs, usages, 
services, franchises, fees and tenements, and let this 
be carefully and lawfully inquired into by the most 
loyal and wisest of the freeholders and villeins and 
distinctly enrolled, so that your chief seneschal may 
have one whole roll and you another, and let each 
baililf have what belongs to his baillie: And if 
plaintiHs come to you for wrong that anyone has 
done them or petitioning, £ret look yourself at the 
rolls of the manor to which the plaintiH belongs, and 
according to them, give answer and maintain justice." 

Both William of Henley and Robert Groseteste 
bear testimony to the fact that the obligation of 
relieving distress in the manor was recognized by 
the lord in their time. William of Henley's observ
ations on the subject are of a general nature, and 80 

may be interpreted as mere counsels of perfection. 
But the detailed instruction of Robert leaves no 
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room for doubt in the matter. He takes it for 
granted that'due provision will be made for removing 
the wants of the destitute in the manor. and a~ks 
the proprietor to make his own estimate of expendi
ture under this head at the beginning of the year. 
"Also see. says he, ':how many quarters of corn you 
will spend in a week in dispensable bread. how 
much. in alms. That is. if you spend two qu,arters 
a' day. that is fourteen quarters a week. that is seven 
hundred and fourteen quarters a ~ear. And if to 
increase your alms you spend two quarters and a 
half every day. th~t is seventeen quarters and a half 
in the week and in the year eight hundred and fifty
three quarters and a half. " There is another 
passage in his work. which shows that he expected 
that the duty of ministering to the wants of the 
wretched would be taken up by the owner of the 
estate and not delegated to anyone else. It runs 
thus.-"Command that your alms be, faithfully 
gathered and kept. nor sent from the table to the 
grooms. nor carried out of the hall., either at supper 
or dinner. by good-for-nothing grooms; but freely. 
discreetly and orderly, without dispute and strife. 
divided among the poor. sick and beggars." 

This association of the ownership of land with 
impOrtant duties to those who lived on it was the 
great merit of the manorial economy. It was des
troyed by the centralized govem"ment of the Tudors. 
so that real property came at last to be almost as free 
from obligations to the state or to any section of the 
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community as aD)' other kind of wealth. The 
change was . a retrograde Itep, for there are valid. 
realODa for drawing a distinction between land and. 
other forms of wealth. the acquisition of which by 
anyone does not imply curtailment of facilities for 
acquiring wealth by others. But one hesitates to 
condemn it after taking into account all the circum
stances of the time. For -the responsibilities of the 
great had in the Middle Ages meant p~wers. for the 
due eUl'cile of which they were only imperfectly 
amenable to the nding authority. The tenants were. 
therefore. in so. many ways dependent on the land
lord, that there was nothing but the feeble barrier of 
custom to prevent them from being Cl'UIIbed' by his 
overwhelming autboriry, if that authority was 
exercised ~ their detriment. But landlords caD no 
longer be autocrats on their estates; and if de6nite 
duties are attached to the ownership of land. there 
is not much likelihood in this democratic age of their 
being converted into instruments ~f .oppression. 

It appears: -therefor~. that the manorial economy 
bad -its merits as "fell as ita defects. But quite a 
roseate p~cture is sometimes drawn of the condition 
oE the peasantry under it, though an impartial 
examination of the records of the th.irteenth centurY 
leaves no excuse for rapturee. The great barons and 
prelates possessed large revenues. derived in some 
measure from the lines and compositions levied on 
their tenants. and from tolls of fairs. markets and 
ferries. In these f.Dd many other petty feudal dues. 

9 
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they possessed an income that was not' much aHected 
by losses from murrain and bad h~ests to which their 
agricultural pronts were liable. But though no source 
<>f pecuniary gain, however small. was neglected, 

. :yet with the exception of the nobility of. the first 
nnk only a few among the proprietors were parti
cularly Bush of funds. And even those who were 
well-off wasted their means in ostentatious attend
ance and military display. 

But though the resources of the feudal lords 
were generally inadequate to th~ir necessities. yet 
the picturesque splendour of their retinue and the 
abundant fare of their castle--board were suggestive 
of happiness as contrasted with the hard lot of the 
dependent population that lived and laboured in the 
villages for them. If the church and the manor 
house are left out of account. "these villages con
sisted of lilthy lath-and-plastered huts without 
chimneys, stairs or windows." The dark and iIl
ventilated cabins stood not in rows, but in a kind 
of orderly disorder, each dwelling separated from 
its neighbours by an enclosed piece of land, its croft 
and loft. 'Qeanliness was impossible in these huts 
of the rudest description and in their dingy 
surroundings, and sanitary arrangements were con
spicuous by their absence. Partly owing to this 
reason and partly because the inhabitants lived in 
winter on inadequate and unwholesome food. they 
were decimated each spring by lilthy and contagious 
disease. The cattle and the sheep shared in this 
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Te8pect the fate of those who tended them. As roots 
and artificial grasses were unknown. stock was 
always starved in winter. and consequently the 1;'88 
«domestic animals sustained by the cultivators 
every year was heavy. But unsatisfactory as was 
this state of things. it was a decided improvement 
on the conditions under which had been maintained 
the miserable existence -of their' ancestors. Their 
livelihood. such as it was. was secured to them by 
the altered terms of their tenure. They were some
times fed by the lord. when working on his demesne: 
and on these occasions at least. they could depend 
on a su1Iiciency of victuals. And when misfortune 
or injustice deprived them of their holdings, they 
formed the met charge on the church or the manorial 
establishment. 

Justice -also requires the statement that the 
manorial organisation was found in the thirteenth 
century to be compatible with the growth of popu
lation and some improvement in the art of agriculture. 
There was a steady and appreciable rise in the value 
of arable land: and com was exported to foreign 
shores in years of abundant harvest. while dairy 
produce like butter and cheese came to be included 
among the staple oommodities of the country. There 
was also an increase in the number of agricultural 
'labourers in spite of the attractions of the woollen 
trade. Much of this improvement. however. was 
due to peace and good government. to the security 
granted to the cultivators and to the development 
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of commerce and industry." The towns rose into 
importance in this period owing to the prosperity of 
t11eir trade in woo] and leather. Coalpits were 
opened in the north and the west. salt was manufac
tured on a large scale in the coast towns. and mines 
of lead and tin were successfully worked. These 
new industn'es gave employment to a growing 
urban poplilation and thus created a new demand 
for agricultural produce. The progress. therefore. 
was not due in any large measure to' the inherent 
ments of the manorial economy. and all that can be 
said is that it did not stand in the way of such. 
progres&. 

The decline of the manorial system was almost 
conterminous with that of the feudal organisation. 
under which it had flourished. I have said that in 
England the feudal lord's interest in his estate was 
from the outset a complicated form of ownership 
and not a purely military tenure. It almost lost its 
distinctive character when Henry I permitted his 
vassals to purchase immunity from personal service 
by the payment of scutage and Henry II revived the 

• Henry ol, I:lunti.,gc!on, wb-q live4 ~n the latte~ halE of 
the twelfth century, speaks oE the trade with Germany and 
Flanders as considerable. Among tJ,e ezports were lead. tin, 
Eat cattle and fine wool, while the principal import was silver 
from the German' mi~es. The woollen tra<le was in the hands 
of· a numhM oE Florentines, who bouaht wool at Stamford 

. and .hipped it. 
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Saxon military array in which every freeholder was 
bound to serve. Henceforth there was no essential 
.diJference between the military tenant's title to his 
6ef and that of other owners of real property. And 
this ownership. lOch as it was, came to be shared 
between him and his tenants. when runty of rent and 

-certainty of possellion were guaranteed to them by 
the· custom of the thirteenth century. His pro
prietary right was still further modified by legislation 
towards the close of this period. Feudal principles 
had denied the son a vested interest in the fief of 
his father. So there was in the early years of 
Norman rule. no indefeasible right of inheritance 
even when a feud was granted to a man and the 
heirs male of his body. To remedy this state of 
things. a statute was palled in the thirteenth year 
of the reign of Edward I. which secured IUcce88ion 
to estates. according to the rule of primogeniture and 
decreed their reversion to the donor in case of failure 
oE issue. This enactment, which is known to history 
as De Donis, authorized practically a perpetual 
serles of life-estates ; and its immediate moral and 
-economic effects were unsatisfactory. 'Children' , 
says Qlackstone. • grew disobedient when they knew 
that they could not be sct aside; farmers were 

-ousted of their leases made by tenants in tail ; ......... 
·creditors were defrauded of their debts; innumer
able latent entails were produced to depRve pur-
chasers of the lands they had fairly bougLt ........... . 

. and treasona were encouraged. as estateS tail were 
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not liable to forfeiture longer than for th~ tenant's: 
life'. 

The economic;: consequences of another act of 
the same reign were of a very different character. 
It is known as Quia Emptores and was passed in 
1290. before which landlords were unable to sell any 
part of their possessions. though the right of qualified' 
alienation was allowed to them. by which the buyer 
became the tenant of the seller and so was answer
able to him alone for the services and payments 
which were due in respect of the alienated property." 
Subinfeudation of this tYPe was quite in keeping 
with feudal theory. which could not. however. 
pennit the complete alienation of Gefs. because the 
establishment of personal relations was one of the 
objects of creating them. But experience showed 
that subinfeudation might easily prove a fraud' on 
the feudal superior. for his chances of getting regu
larly the stipulated services and payments from his 
tenant depended on the probity and punctuality of 

• Before 1290. the feudal tenant who alienated the whole
of his land put the Dew tenant in hiB place as regards the
lord; but If he alienated a part only. the effect was to create 
• new and distinct tenure by suh-infeudation. Thus if the 
kl~ granted a lJUlJlor to Bisod. and Bigod granted a part of 
it to Pateahull. Blsod was tenant as regards the king and 
lord as regard. Pateahull. Bisvd remained answerable to the 
king for the services and du~ to be rendered in respect. of 
the whole manor. and Pateshull to Bisvd in respect of th ... 
JIOrtioll l3isod had granted hlm.-Pollo~·s lAnd LmD •• 
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the . under-tenants over whom he had 'no direct 
control. So it was enacted in the eighteenth year of 
the reign' of Edward I that every freeholder other 
thana tenant-in-capite might dispose of his 
possessions or any part thereof i~ such a way that the 
buyer should hold the alienated property of the 
feudal lord of the seller and be liable to him and him 
alone for the proper performance of the services 
which were due in respect of it. A similar liberty 
was conceded in 1324 to tenants-in-capite, who were, 
however, r<!quired to pay a 6ne on the occasion. of 
every alienation to secure a license from 'the 
monarch. So the legislation of 1290 and its extended 
application in 1324 destroyed the purity and consis
tency of the feudal system by depriving the holders 
of fiefs of the right of subinfeudation. But by con
ferring the right of sale on the owners, it brought 
about an approximation of feudal tenancy to the 
modem form of proprietorship. 

While Edward I corrected in this manner the 
centrifugal tendency of the feudal system, he sought 
by 'other measures to impqir the influence which ·the 
holders of fiefs possessed as leaders of the military 
force of the realm. Soon after his accession, he 
suinmoned all holders of land to the annual value of 
£20 to receive the honour and privileges of knight- , 
hood at his hands; and he ordered those among 
them whose income from real property amounted to 
£30 or more to provide themselves with horse and 
armour. His object in adopting these measures was, 
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of course. to check. the growing ascendancy of the 
barons whC) had given so much trouble to his father 
and grandfather. But whatever ·his object might 
have been. the measures improved greatly the 
political and social· condition of the smaller free
holders. 

An important political cause soon after sealed 
the fate of feudalism. The inefficiency of the 
feudal army was demonstrated at Cambus-Kenneth 
and at F aIkirk and still more conclusively on the 
disastrous field of Bannockburn. Edward III with 
the sagacity of a man of genius profited by the 
lesson and changed the entire character of the 
army. Hired troops took the place of feudal levies ; 
and instead of m~litary service. the tenants-in-capite 
were required to pay scutage. which provided the 
Crown with the means of keeping obedient and well
drilled soldiers. This altered constitution of the 
army reacted on society and modified the ties which 
existed between its different sections. 

It was observed at the beginning of the chapter 
that the inBuence of feudalism was· beneficial on the 
whole. so far as the peasants were cQncerned. But 
it simply enabled them to recove'r the ground which 
had been lost in times of trouble and disorder. 
There is not much reason for doubting that they had 
enjoyed in the best days of Saxon rule the fixity of 
rent and permanence of tenure which they got back. 
in the thirteenth century. At the same time: there 
is some reason for suspecting that some of the most 
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vexatious restraints and obligations to which they 
·were subject owed. if not their origin. at least 
their fully develdped form to the domination 
of feudal principles. The. characteristic marks of 
servitude which Seebohm discovers in the villeinage 
of the thirteenth century and attributes to the 
peasantry of the eighth. had with one notable ex
(;eption their parallels in· the jn~dents of feudal 
tenure. It is not strange that the lord who had to 
pay relief and a fine on alien..non should ha~e 
demanded similar payments from the peasants who 
held under Lim. or that he insisted on the formality 
of a re-grant at the time of succession. when his own 
tenure was only a life-estate in feudal theory .. Nor 
is it difficult to explain why he exacted merchet and 
lorbade marriage without a license. when he knew 
that at his demise. his own children miiPtt have to 
suffer from the vexatio\lS rules regarding wardship 
and mamage. 



CHAPTER III 

CUSTOMARY TENANCY AND MONEY 
ECONOMY 

One of the greatest movements in the social and 
economic life of the thirteenth and fourteenth 
centuries was that towards the commutation of 
services for money payments. It is hardly· possible 
to over-estimate its importance, for it profoundly· 
aJfected the existing agrarian arrangements and the 
agrarian outlook. It cl)mpleted the emancipation of 
the peasants, who could not be called. quite free in 
spite of their exemption from arbitrary. taxation, so· 
long as they were liable to be hauled off for work 
on the demesne, while there was important work 
awaiting them in their own fields. It enabled the 
masters to dispense with the inefficient labour of 
men, who needed constant supervision and a liberal 
use of the whip to keep them to their tasks. Th~ 

·labourers who took their places knew very well that" 
their continued employment depended on steady and' 
honest work. and so they had a direct incentive to· 
industry. It improved also the husbandry on th~ 
holdings of the vill~ins by allowing them to make th~ 
best possible use of their time. Thus it gave an 
effective stimulus to production. At the same time. 
it fostered the growth of friendly relations between 
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the peasants and their landlord, which were out of 
the question 80 long as they thought the bailiffs
invigilation harsh and exacting, and the latter could 
not shake off the suspicion that he was being cheated 
by a set of dishonest m.en. It prepared the way for
the introduction of better methods and of new 
industries on the demesne, which was not possible, 
80 long as the master was encumbered by the· 
praedial services of tenants, which coul~ be utilised. 
only in the traditional mode of culture. And lastly 
It improved the efficiency of labour by making the 
peasants feel that they were their own masters and by 
giving them the full benefit of any increase in it& 
value. 

Its inBuence on men's ways of thinking wa&' 
more subtle, but hardly less important. The 
peasants who paid a quit-rent for their holdings were 
led to think that their status and tenure were det~r
mined not by arrangements over which they had no
control, but by their decision to pay a pecuniary
consideration for their possessions. The landlords, 
on the other hand, learnt to regard their proprietary
right as absolute and to ignore the tradition of a 
divided ownership with those tenants who had 
agreed to pay a price for permission to. hold their 
lands. This conviction was a serious menace to the 
social and economic equiliprium, and it bore bitter 
fruit ere long. But the altered relation appeared 
satisfactoiy for the time being to both parties, as it 
was indicative of gr~ater freedom than they had" 
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enjoyed in the past. Lastly it sounded the knell of 
custom by familiarising people to the use of a 
medium of exchange, which facilitated accurate 
comparison of the values of different kinds of labour 
and commodities. . 

The landlords, however, took advantage of their 
superiority to shift from their shoulders their fair 
share of the national charge. Both the scutage and 
the hidage as well as the cheriset or contribution 
towards the maintenance of the Church were trans
mitted by them under new names to the lower 
stratum of the community. Yet what is known of the 
history of the time suggests the conclusion that some 
margin was' left under the new regime of pecuniary 
relations for the material progress of the peasantry. 

The conditions which favoured commutation on 
an extensive scale deserve mention, as they consti
tute a dear evidence of satisfactory social and 
economic progress., The first condition was, of 
course, the ability of the peasants to produce some
. thing more than was necessarY for their subsistence. 
The second was the existence of facilities for ex
changing this surplus for money, which might be 
'Used for the payment of the quit rent. The third 
was the presence of an effective demand for the 
surplus, which came from the growing towns in the 
country as well as from foreign parts. And the last 
was an adequate supply of a suitable currency Eor 
carrying on the business of exchange. These were 
..economic phenomena of lirst-~te importance, and 
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they indicate the remarltable advance that had been 
made on the state of things before the Norman 
conquest. The chief causes of this ~dvance, were. 
as already, observed. the estabIiahment of the king's 
peace throughout the length and breadth DE the 
island. the let-alone policy of tht: soldier landlords. 
that, m.pite of .harsh regulations. permitted the 
peasants, to improve their position. the establishment 
of commercial and political relations with 'the 
Continent and the growth of an industrial population 
in the modem sense ot the term. There was 
constant fighting before the Conquest. but it served 
only to decimate the population and to upset the 

-a';angements Jor production.. But the victorious 
wars of the Norman tnd Angevin monarchs 
strengthened and probably enriched England in the 
long run. though they ultimately lost their Continental 
possessions. They destroyed at any rate the isola
tion of England and led to the esblblishment of 
valuable commetcial relations with Flanders. France 
and Germany.· Flanders was the chie' seat of the 

• john of Trevisa. who lived ill £., latter part of the 
fourteenth century. bean eloquent lIestimoDy to the develop.. 
ment of Ensland·. millina' biduatriee uIt of her foreign eom
men:e ill the following linea.-

Again. F1aundree loveth the wolle of this lond. and 
Normandy ,the sltynnes and the fellys; Caslteyn the fre and 
the Ieed; Ireland the oar and the salt. All Europa .. .Ioveth 
and desyreth the whyt melayt of this lond. 
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'textile industry, and wool from England was in great 
request there. She was able also to export lead. 
tin, fish, meat f,md cattle to Germany and to receive 
in exchange the silver of the German mines. 
Besides, in years of fat harvest, ships laden with 
com sailed from her shores and returned with a 
-plentiful supply of the precious metal. This 
prosperous trade helped the people in more ways 
than one. It developed the urban centres and 
created a constant demand in them for the produce 
-of the country, districts. And secondly it enabled 
Henry Ill, Edward I and Edw~d II to replenish the 
currency, which now found its way to remote 

-comers of the island. Up to the time of Henry II. 
even the royal revenue was received partly in kind, 
and the rural population hardly ever touched silver . 

. But in the closing years of the thirteenth century and 
still more in the fourteenth, the peasants found it 
possible to pay their landlords in it instead of in 
prledial s~rvices. 

The new order, which was ushered in by the 
money economy, was really a death.blow to the 
manorial organisation. Where it was adopted, 
-villeinage passed away never to return, and the place 
of the villeins was taken up by the sturdy yeomen 

Straange men that neocleth that lond wei oEte releueth; 
wban bongur greueth that lond a1 8uch men feedeth ; Eat and. 
-west al lond knoweth haunea ryzt wei of Engelond; bere 
-acbypea foonda and oEte belpeth mony londea. 
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-of the later Middle Ages ~ho' laid the. foundations 
-of the present greatness of England. An agri-
cultural proletariat also appeared, for the crofters 
and cott"gers, who had so long been fed and clothed 
by the lord, elected now to work for wages to be 
paid in money.· TJ:iey liked the change because it 
meant greater freedom. They had so long been 
mere appendages to the manorial machinery; but 
in their new character of wage-earners, they were at 
liberty to work or not as they pleased. The day 
was not, indeed, distant, when they were to learn 
that they had paid' a ruinous price for their liberty. 
But there was probably at first some improvement 
even in their economic condition, as they were able 

• The following translation of a passase from an anony
mous work on husbandry which appeared at about the ...me 

·time .. Walter of Henley's book ahoWII that eveD in the early 
years. of the thirteenth century labourers were at least in 
c:ertain parta of the. country' paid in cash. 

"Know that &ve men can well reap and bind two acres 
a. day of each kind of com, more or leas. And where each 
takes two pence a dq, then you muat give &ve pence an acre, 
and when four take a penny-half penny a day and the &fth 
two pence, because he is binder, theA you mUst give four 
pence for the acre. And because in many places they do not 
leap by the acre, one can bow by the reapers and by the 
work done what they do ........ .And see then how many acres 
there are to reap throughout. and see if they agree with the da". 
and pq them then, and if they account for more da". than is 
right according to this reckoning, do not let them be paid, for 

. it ill their fault that they have not reaped the amount." 
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to work for substantial fanners in the neighbourhood' 
as well as for the lord. In any case, the fonnation 
o,f this class is of considerable interest, because in' a 
later epoch, it supplied the growing industries of 
England with a constant stream of efficient labour. 

There was some improvement at the same time 
in the econc;»mic condition of the freeholders. It was 
due to the frequent alienation of manorial lands in 
small parcels by impecunious landlords. In the 
fourteenth century, a taste for foreign luxuries and 
for greater magnificence in dress, in ceremonies and 
in buildings became widely diffused amoni[ the 
nobility. They were consequently always in need of 
money; and those whose resources were not equal 
to their wants sold portions of their estates to such 
as were willing to pay a fair price for them. The 
demesne lands were thUlt greatly reduced, while 
there was an appreciable increase in the holdings of 
substantial 'freeholders. 

But the most significant movement of the period 
was that which completed the enfranchisement of 
the villeins. I have observed that landlords permit
ted the commutation of prledial services into cash 
payments, because it was advantageous to them. 
Some of them granted also certain indulgences to 
worthy tenants and set a limit to the fines and fees 
that were occasionally exacted from the latter. 
These concessions and indulgences came in course 
of time to be regarded as perpetual, an.d so suc
cessive generations of tenants claimed a customary 
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right to be entered in the court-roll on the same 
terms and at last succeeded in getting copies of the 
entry for their security. Instances of this desirable. 
transfonnation from tenants in villeinage to _ copy
holders occur as early as the reign of Henry III. By 
the time of Edward I, the demands of the landlords. 
were, generally speaking, precise and certain. In. 
1236, the statute of Merton gave legal sanction to. 
the prescriptive right of the copyholders to the lise
oE the common, though the French lawyers of a 
previous- age had shWBed their title out of sight by 

calling it the lord's waste. In the reign of 
Edward III, it was decided that 80 long as copy
holders perfonned their part of the contract, the lord 
could not divest them of their property. Finally 
under the administration of Edward IV, the judges 
ruled that they. had a right to bring an action fo'll 
trespass agains~ their lord for dispossession, and ~. 
set aside the iniquitous principle that the villein had· 
no rights as against his master. Thus by gradual and.' 
easy ·stages did the bulk of the peasantry "slide hom.. 
tenants-at-will and on arbitrary labour rents into .. 
tenants of base holdings at fixed labour renta, then._ 
into tenants in villeinage at fixed money rents, but
at precarious lines on surrender and regrant, then
into tenants by copy of court roll, where labour rents, 
long preserved in fonn were really quit-rents and; 
where heriots and &nes on alienation were stric~ 

10 
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limited by custom and the interpretation of the 
law ... • 

,While Diany of the peasantS crept in this manner 
into property and unqualified freedom under, the title 
of copyholders, others freed themselves in a different 
manner. "The law, which treated them harshly, 
did not take away the means of escape, nor was this 
a matter of difficulty in Mediieval England ............• 
The lord had, indeed, an action against a fugitive 
tenant; but there was so little communication 
between remote parts of the country that it might be 
deemed his fault or singular ill fortune, if he were 
compelled to' defend himself. E:ven in that case, the 
law in.elined to favour him ; and so many obstacles 

• The charac~r of their tenure after the change had been 
completed may be eeen Ir~m "the fonowing extract from the 
CuetolDll of Bonowdale,' Cumberland. in 1583. 

Th. C1I8tomary lienants ale "to have th~ m_uaae& and 
tenements \0 them du~S their lives. and after the;.r decease. to 
the eldes~ iUuea of their bodies. lawfully begotten. And for lack 
of weft issue. tlte remainder thereof to" the next persona of the 
8IIJIIIt bIocid.' paying yearly for the eame the rent. accustomed 
to the lor4 or IOt~ 01 ~ aaid manor. at the feast daye of St. 
1_ the apoetle and St. W~fred b,. even proportione ••••••••• 
The tenants' .hall pay on cLange of the lord one God's penn" 
:and at theft death or on change or alieution of their holdingB 
,one ,ear'. rent. The tenanlll shall pay a fUed tithe commrdG
Hon. They shaU have aU their 6a~inaa at the unal rent.. 
They shall have all underwood and top or lop (not being 
tim~r). They' .hall have aullicient timber for, the repair of 
their ho~. hedges and Implements liy view ~, the haiJi'." 
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YeJe thrown in the way of these suits tc) reclaim fugi
tive villeins. tLat they could not have operated 
materiaDy to retard their general enfranchisement." 

Some interesting information about the condition 
of these da88es in the latter half of the fourteenth 
century as also about the moral and economic forces 
that were modifying· their relation to· one another 
may be obtained from the writings of Chaucer. The 
pictures in his gallery are; no doubt, drawn with an 
eye on the requirements of harmony and contrast, 
., that they cannot be taken as faithful photo
graphs of the types that are introduced. Still it is 
po88ib1e bymeane of a critical study to separate the 
details that are due to the artist's endeavour to make 
his portraits interesting hom those which are ilup. 
plied by the experience and knowledge of a con
temporary of more than ordinary powers of ebserva
tion. For instance. when he says that the Knight 
-had never spoken any discourtesy to any liVing crea
ture, that he had ilpent his life in qLting fer his faith 
~r ~ lord. and thai most of his year. had been 
passed in aelf-inBicted elDIe with the object .f win
ning glory fn distant landa. he is certainly not 

describing many members of the eIase ; but he does 
teD us something about the ideal· which was still 
before their eyes. and which dictated a proud detach
ment from the homely work of production. Similar
ly. when he observes that the clothes oJ the· squire 
-were • embroidered red and white as it were a 
:meadow fuD of fresh flow~,' he lets us see th~ 
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extravagance. which was proving the ruin of the clas& 
and giving an opportunity to the classes just below it 
to rise in the social and economic scale. To one of 
these classes belonged the F rankIin. who is described 
as being St. Julian in his country. "It snowed in his 
house of meat and drink. of all the dainties that men 
could think." And this afHuence was accompanied 
by a notable increase in his importance and. inBu
ence. for he presided now at the sessions and re
presented his county in Parliament and sometimes 
served as sheriff. After him came the baililf. or 
reeve. as Chaucer calls him. This worthy· bad in ' 
his keeping everything belonging to the lord. and his 
subordinates and the peasants were mortally afraid 
of him. Though sprung from the ranks. he lived in 
.an elegant hQuse shaded by tall trees and at a 
distance from the humble habitations of lesser folks. 
He was too sharp to be cheated by anybody : but he 
cheated his master and managed to have at the' 
same time a reputation for faithful service. The 
reeve and the franklin represent the two classes that 
were acquiring wealth in this period and were thus 
preparing themselves for the part which as tenant 
farmers they were to play in the next. 

Chaucer's sympathy with the lower classes leads 
'him to attribute ideal excellence to them. His. 

• Mr. Pollard thinh that he waa the bailiff of an entire
manor. while thoee whom Chaucer calla bailiff. were managera. 
of eeparate Earma in It' and. therefore. lubordinate to him. 
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ploughman was a true awinker. living in peace and 
perfect charity. " 

He wolde thresshe. and therto dyke and delve. 
For Cristea sake. for every poore wight. 
WitIwu"ten hyre. if it lay in his might. 
His tythea payed he ful faire and wei, 
Both of his propre awink and his catel.· 

I shall presently show that this peasant with his 
perfect patience and clear" sense of duty did not 
jutly represent his class. But it may be admitted 
that the poet's sympathies were on the right side. 
for though the fact, that the peasant was now paying 
his tithes. would seem to indicate that he was no 
longer a mere hind. yet there are passages in Cliau
cer's work that go to show that cases of oppression 
and arbitrary taxation were not altogether unknown 
in his day • Take. for instance. the passage in which 
the Parson "speaks of the punishment that will be 
meted out to those lords who like wolves devour 
wrongfuUy and mercilessly the P08S~Ons and the 
cattle of poor people and tells them that .. extorcions 
anddespit of their underlynges is dampnable" • 
Evidently s~me of them still required to "be reminded 
that "of swic.b seed as cherles sprynge~ of swich , 
seed springen lords." It appears, therefore. that 
though political and economic forces were loosening 
the shackles of the peasants. yet even in the latter 

• Mr. Pollard takea this dilIicult line ID mean,-l,otb of the 
fnita of the field he plouahed BDd of the mc:r- of hi. 
cattle. " 
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half of ~ fo~enth century. their influence W8.8' 

local and partial, and ecclesiastical authority W8$ 

still the laat bulw~k f)f the poor against injulltke and' 
oppression. 

But fo~ thell! few refereJl.(:e8 Ie oceasional acta of 
aggression. there is little'iil Chaucer'. writings. which. 
~uggests the ~eseN:e bf diitUrbing elements in rural 
seerie". Hs characters have the joyousnesa and 
freedcml of the delightful leasoD with a description 
of which hi. great work op~ I and the nature of 
his subje¢' as weD as IUs artistic instinct prevents him 
~m noticing in detail all that was mean or fraught 
with dangel' in thea relations to one another. For 
tile other side of the picture. we have to tum to
another remarkahle work of the period. viz .• · the
Vision of !';era the Ploughman. It is full of dark 
pr.eeages of the qoubles that were soon to overtake· 
the peOple. The time-spirit in the fourteenth century 
was one of revolt ; but. as Langland observes. it was. 
short-sighted in as much a8 it failed to discern the 
proper. limits aDd the true purpose of freedom. 
SUlJiciency of fine ,"ctuals. exemption from the
nec:e.sity of earRing their bread by labour and a 

• euppoaed right to de£,. and defraud their employer&' 
were taken by the new agricultural proletariat to be 
the sure marks of freedom. The truth ill !!hat long
yeara of' iervitude had eompletely demoralised the 
la.l;Jov:re~ ,0 ~~l tl\ey di~ I,l~ bow how .0 Pl'9perly 
u,~ tl"eit ~~wly ~cClui~ed liberty. Th. Black Deatlt. 
had given them an obvious superiority in the matter' 
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of bargaining; and they were prepared to take the 
fullest advantage of it without referent:e to the 
interesb of other dasses or of the community as a. 
whole. 

It fa interesting how Langland illUstrates the 
diaintegrabng tendefttay of th~ neW spirit and th~ 
troubles that it ,had already created. Piers decideit 
to accompany a number of pilgrims in their quest 
of truth; but he catlnot start immt!diately. lot there 
is a bit of land which blUst be ploughed without 
delay. So be asks the pilgrims to assist him in his 
work. and saYII that the;- shall share the hatTest with 
him if they coblply. But while they ~ to accept 
his proposal. blatty of them waste their time in 
idleness as lOon .. hls back is turned. Piel1l is ilfigry 

when he discovera Law dishonest they are. and be 
threatena to deprive them of th~ promised share of 
the crop. Some pretend illne8il. while othel1l are 
prepared to £gbt and they teU him point-blank that 
whether he likes it or not. they will ta1:e his flour 
and bis meat and male theinselves titetrr therewith. 
The knight ej;postulatea with them. but In vain. At 
last Hunger is called in. imd hee subdues them in 
hi. 0W1l relentlest fashion. 

The ine&ning of the allegory is dear enouP ; . 
and what is blore. I...anglimd, proved too good • 
prophet. - for hunger and harafi laws clld at last sUbdue 

• I WBnIe JOU .ne _b- ~tL whiie ;. __ • 
Hungei- hiderward ~ hiyetL him :reome. 
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these men. There were three alarming symptoms of 
social and economic disorder to which pointed 
reference is made in the Vision. They were the 
growth of a race of sturdy beggars. the adoption of a 
false standard of comfort by the wage-earners and 
their disinclination to hard labour and lastly a rapid 
increase in the number of priests and so-called 
anchorites who covered their shoulders with copes 
and made themselves hermits to have their ease. 
Labourers. Langland observes. refused to have 
vegetables for their breakfast. Penny ale would not 
satisfy them •• but the best and brownest that could 
be had. They turned their noses at bacon and 
would taste nothing but fresh meat or fish. fried or 
baked. And unless they were hired at a high rate, 
they cursed the. k~ng and his council for making laws 
to vex labourers. The labour of these men was, of 
course, inefficient, and its cost was becoming unduly 
high. But they were not the worst part of the popula
tion, for "there were in the country many beggars 
who went busily about with their bellies and their 
bags crammed full of bread ; they told lying tales for 
their food and fou~ht in the ale-house ..•.. .In gluttony 
they went to bed and rose up with ribaldry and. sleep 
and sorry sloth ever pursued them." These 'wolvish 
wasters' probably injured the community more 
than any other section of it. 

Both the Vision and the Canterbury Tales were 
written after th~ Black Death. It visited England in 
1349 after devastating the continent of Europe. 
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'Though ita ravages were feaxful, yet for a brief -spell 
-of time, it improved the condition of the peasantry by 
-relieving the congestion in the labour market. It ia 
said that at least a third, if not half, of the, population 
of England was swept away by this terrible scourge. 
Labour became searce in consequence, and the 
laboure1'8 stood out for unprecedented remuneration. 
The rise in agricultural wages generally was 6fty 
per cent, while for harvest work it was nearly sixty 
per cent. - In many places, the land could not be 
tilled and the harvest gathered for want of hands; 
And where labour was available, its exorbitant price 
stood in the way of its employment on any but the 
best fields. Prof. Roge1'8 says that after the fil'lIt 
shock of the calamity was over. food and stock were 

. only a triBe dearer. t but labour continued to com
mand a prohibitive value. The inevitable results of 
8uch a state of things were a rapid decline in agri
>cultural profits and an equally rapid shrinkage of the 

• Prof. Rogers gives the following ligures from the 
Dec:eDDial Aaaizee:-

1261-70 1391-1400 
Threshing in the Midlud Counties 2M1d. 4d. 
Reaping per acre ••• S*d. 7%d. 
Mowing per acre ... 4d. 6'Ad. 

t The ligures quoted by Prof. Rogers are:-

Wheat 
-Barley 
Rye 

1261-70 1391-1400 
.... 8%d. 5.1. 3d. 
3..S%d. 
.... 4~d. 

311. S~d. 
3.. "'Ad. 
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area bt'ldet the ploUgh. Government c:ould not ignore. 
the . aituation; find by an ordirlaficl!t of Edward 1II. 
it -Was enacted that "every man in England, of 
whatever tondiiion, bond or free. of able body and 
~thin sixty years bf age. not Jiving of his own,. nor" 
b, any trade, should be obli8'ed. when required. to: 
serv~ aily mast~r who wail willing to hire him at such 
wages as were usually paid three years since or for 

. some time preceding." This . law, however, could 
not affect the new relation be~een the employer and 
th~ employed. and in i3S1, Parliament passed another 
ordinance iiXing the wageS of husbandmen with regard
to the nalute and season of their labour. Rules were 
framed at the same time for cutting down the prices. 
of commodities in order to guarantee a living wage
to them. It Was an attempt to restore the old order, 
the regime of custom : and it failed because the two- . 
fold scarclty of labour and foodstuffs stood in the way
of such il restoration. Even the landlords were half
hearted in their support of these measures, for though 
they would have been only too glad to have labour 
at reduced rates, yet they could not like ,he proposed' 
reduction in the price of victuals, since as farmers: 
on a large scale they Lad a direct interest iIi its en
hancement. But Parliament was o1xIurate, and it 
sought to enforce i~ ordinances by penal regulations. 
It' wal ordered that those who refused to work for 
the prescribed wage should- be imprisoned and 

. branded with a ted.hot iron, that towns which' 
harbbtlred runaways from rural distric~ should be 
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heavilY &ned aad that the ineemE! ,deriYed tluriftdM 
.hould ... tG the lords. bUt diat these .hould be 
mulcted to the ment of three times the amount 0'. o. paid. if the, elected to pay more than the 
regulation wage. Punialuftent al'id reward; Lowevei. 
weJe alike iDdedive. ~ in 80 far as thq
intensified the Spirit of resistance that Lad grown up. 
among the peaslmby. 

The laftdlord _ thus thrown ort bis unaided. 
reeeureee. He bad the necessary stock and land : 
but he cOuld not alford. to pat fot the necessary
labour at the new rates. Besides. the decrease in_ 
popuiation. while thuS cmLanciilg the wages of la'bour, 
had at the Same time injuriously affected his income
in otbef ways.- For thOugh the villeins continued 
tcJ pay the cuStomarY rent of 6d. per aCre. yet owing
to the decline in their !lumbers. the rent roDs showec:f 
a falling off in the total amount rewed. except where 
the entire village community waS held responsible
for the payinent. And even in such Cases. it was 
imposible to enforce the joint responsibility Wi'tbout 
extreme oppression. Under the CirCumstan~, the-

• The pro6t and loea acccnmt of Cazham sDaDoi ... amm 
b, Pm. R0tter8. reveals tile eituatioli hi eertain Parti. of the
CIO\JIlIr7. 

P32-33 13~$l 
Recei~ ~1. ~ .. ltd. £33. s.. e'Ad. 
~diture f:t/ 7., S~d. U1 S~. 2~d. 

ProSt dtt 6.. S~d. t6 0.. 6d. 
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attempt to cultivate the demeSne lands through the 
agency of the baliff became daily more and more 
i~practicable. 

But it was thought that the bailiff could make a 
.decent income out of them and pay a fair rent, if 
he was allowed to appropriate the profits of farming. 
He knew the business, and he knew the farm-hands 
()ver whom he had probably exercised some measure· 
()f control for a considerable length of time. He had 
failed, it is true, as a servant of the proprietor. But 
he might get over the new difficulties, great as they 
were, if the prospect of gain led him to practise the 
strictest ~nomy. Very few men of his class, how
ever, possessed capital enough for working so large 
a holding as an ~tire demesne. At the same time, 
some of the capital needed existed on the estate 
in the form of stock aD(~ certain manorial rights 
which had a money value. So those lords ,who 
.decided to let out their land supplied also the neces
sary stock and transferred to the lessees the privileges 
and perquisites which they had enjoyed in their 
manors. The arrangement was usually for a short 
term of years, and the consideration was a fixed 
money payment. 

Here may. be seen the beginning of the modem 
system of leases for de6nite periods, though some
thing like it had existed on the estates of the Church 
even before the Norman conquest. It bas been com
pared to the metayer system of the Continent: but 
the consideration for the stock and land lease was 
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a defurlte cash payment and not a definite proportion 
of the produce. whatever it might be. In fact. it 
bore a certain resemblance in this respect to the 
terms on which the villein held his land. But the 
rent paid by the villein was really the money value 
of the pnedial services due by him at the time of 
commutation. It was not determined with reference 
to the productive power of his farm or to the surplus 
that remained to him after meeting the cost of its 
cultivation. The new tenant's rent on the other hand 
had direct reference to the income that he expected 
. from it. It was economic rent and not quit rent like 
that which the villein paid and which reRected in its 
amount not the value of his land, but the nature and 
extent of his original obligations to his master. Still 
it differed from the rent which is paid by the modem 
farmer in as much as it included besides the price 
paid for the possession of land. a certain sum for the 
loan of the implements and beasts which belonged 
to the land!ord. 

Competition for tenancies of this type was 
languid for some time after the Bl~ck Death, b~use 
the number of men who could undertake the manage
mene of big farms was limited. Hence pronts were 
comparatively large and rents exceedingly low. The 
result was that the stock and land lease proved a 
transitional form. In about fifty years nom its 
introduction, the lessees acquired wealth enough to 
buy up the stock and in some cases the land as weD 
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"lUlder fee-farm rents. * The landlords on their part 
found that they might avoid the necessity of supply
jng stock and put up rents at the same time, if they 
would break up the home farms into a number of 
holdings of a more convenient size. The men, who 
-took them up when they were created, were not rich 
enough to employ hired labour. Consequently they 
-did the work themselves with the help of their 
families, and as they did it much better than wage
earners, their profits were high. They had also a 
decided advantage over the copyholders, for their 
holdings were generally compact and not like those 
of the latter inconvenient bundles of small plots 
.scattered allover the open fields. 

But agrarian evolution did not in every case 
proceed along these lines. A growing demand for 
woo, had rendered sheep farming highly profit~ble. 
And those among the proprieto~, who did not like 
to break up the terra dominicalis into small holdi'ngs, 
introduced this industry. The dearth of labour could 
not compromise its success, for a shepherd with his 
.dog could manage as much land as ~ould have 
required Ii hundred iahourers for its proper cultiva
tion. But the sheep-walk had to be in the form 
-of a compact and extensive plot. And it was 
necessary to segregate the best breeds from inferior 
animals in order to· obtain the most satisfactory results. 

• As arable land did not coat more than fifteen years 
-purchaae and rent eeldom eJl:oeeded 6d. pet acre. an acre of 
web land eould be hacl for 2,. 6d. . 
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So the proprieto18 who we~t in for wool-gro~ 
had rec:oune to two distinct kinds of enclO81Ue. 
They consolidated their holdings. in the 6m: instance 
by exchanging strips which were at a distance from 
one another for othera which were contiguous. Such 
a re-arrangement involved, of course, a similar 
<oncentration of the holdings of some of the pea8ants : 
and 80 far as it took place, it cleared the way for 
improvements in tillage, which were out of the 
question under the open-6dd system with its inter
mixed stripa, But it cut down the area over whicb 
the domestic animals could graze, which was still 
further curtailed where there was partial .or total 
enclosure of the waste. The poorer agricuhurists 
~ere thus hit bard. for they had depended as mucb 
on the increase of their cattle and swine as on the 
.Yield of their farms. It must be observed, bowever. 
that enclosure in this period was not exclusively a 
landlord's movement, but that there was a distinct 
effort on the part of the industrious and enterprising 
among the cultivators to get. rid of the open-6eld 
8ystem. which involved compulsory co-operation with 

. the indolent and shiftless. And wbere cirC1Ull8tlinces 
were favourable. they fenced in thcir detached stripe 
and even indulged in sporadic encroachments on the 
waste. 

The two methods adopted by the JandIords of 
tiding over the crisis had very different r~ts, for 
while the partition of some large farms brought .bout 
·a dilIusioo of landed property. the ~~ of sheep.. 
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rearing caused in other instances its aggregation in the
hands of a few individuals. This concentration wasc 
apparently injurious to the best interests of ~gricul
tore. Where it was resorted to. a large proportion, 
of the population was deprived of its' means of sub
sistence and the shrinkage of the arable area was 
attended for the time being by a sensible decrease
in the out-tum of crops. But justice demands the 
statement that if prices of foodstuffs ruled high in 
consequence of contracted production. they were 
sometimes higher still in the antecedent period. when 
enclosures had not been thought of. The truth is 
that agriculture could not improve under the open-
6eld system and that even the incentive to improve
ment was absent so long as no rival industry disputed 
the 6eld with it. The extension of sheep farming was. 
therefore. a boon even to agriculture in the long run. 
Besides. its direct and immediate influence was not 
so bad as it is generally believed to have been. For
while it deprived a number of men in the rural dis
tricts of the means of earning a living. it provided 
occupation for .them in urban areas by powerfully 
stimulating the wooDen manufacture of the land. 
This m~ufacture. the fust of England's great indus
tries. may bft said to date from the days of 
Edward Ill. when a' number of Flemish fullers. dyers 
and weavers migrated to England after quarrelling 
with their count. They planted the. busmesa on 
English soili but that it grew rapidly was due in 
part at least to the circumstance that English weavent 
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Those landlords ~bq.t~e4 tq ~;.~I~e \~~./)f 
.. y.,.e .tj~~:and.,~~.to R~rre ift~(I!,Le~1P,anorial 
.• P.1Pr;H~?,D .. re)i~d Jor ~~~.~~ ... '?If ~e .• ~~~e 
· r;~ty .Jor.;~t"pfl .pe, vW~e.,,~~~~ea 
~.~i?9~ill~~ tqi~,~rg.,~, ~!.t;Q, ~~4 ~"~~~:~~~C:es 
\I to,'(,orqlJly ~!i\~ ""e .. la.~ur., di~R~e w.~ch 
),¥,d. beelq~J.ac:,ec1, ~Y l'flYJ..q~t.iD F-!'b. 1,.T!\eY;~,f~lt 
'itkaL~eYL~srt; ,_~ j~~na~ .. tlJiat~~~pt.<~ 
• .~tDtD~.CjlI,\,~~<\ ~n,~!\e<!..t<t,~. 1, W.~ .. ,~n-
• ,yf!.~W:~C4) ap~ . .Ih9~I;, ~<\ ~e~,,~~, ~.,I~~!Pt, ~e 
~1J\~tterl~t~tri~~vi}l~ .~d~~tl,~~,~ft,~t 

.. .~;.. ~ .j ~ diminished ..pieD" ~. die dq. 
of Edwud m; W1uIe'~ ~~Of 'tbe~~ iiitide
~ 'o.JT i,OOO p~.of·~ &Ie Aid lit _;.. been 
.~~ US+ •• Ir-.AKl.clOO p~ ~,~)~.J~.~ 
J?MO't~ iD31¥iO. 

II . 
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to . pay instead of working, when Cash payment W~ 
obviously disadvantageous to one of' the parties. 
The villeins, on the other hand, looked upon this 
attempted reversion to the old order as an unjusti
'ttable violation of an established custom. In fact. 
'they went farther and demanded commutation at the 
otes which had been previously allowed where pay
ment in prledial serVices was still the rule. The 
demand was, of course, refused. for it was difficult 
to satisfy it and to maintain the manorial economy. 
But force had to be often employed to keep the 
rilleins to their work. This was one of the causes 
of the organized general rising of the peasants in 
1381, an excuse for which was furnished by the ini
quitous poll tax of Richard II. 

The rebellion did not materially improve the 
condition of the peasants. For the landlords were 
naturally loath to risk their economic superiority; 
IlDdthey found ample scope for maintaining it in the 
new industry' which was replenishing the empty 
coffers of their neighbours. They followed in the 
footsteps of wiser men and sometimes sacrificed their 
tenants for an immediate pecuniary advantage. Thus 
throughout the fifteenth century, serious complaints 
were made of the manner in which tenancies were 
destroyed, teams broken up and parishes laid 
desolate in differ~t parts of the country. 

But as often happens in a period of transition, 
the faint beginnings of future greatness passed un

o~ticed, while the suffering caused by the disappear-
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.an~ of the old order attracted undue attention. 
There was misery, no doubt, in the rural districts • 
.and it demanded palliative measures. Government, 
however, .decided to destroy the supposed evil in its 
inception by putting a stop to the exodus of the 
peasantry and by endeavouring to revive agriculture 
.in circumstances which were inimical to its pros
perity. The policy would have been unwise 'even if 
the object had been desirable. It is not strange, 
.therefore, that the legislation prompted by it met 
with scant success. Among the abortive measures 
are to be reckoned two statutes of Richard II, passed 
in 1377 and 1385, ~hich endeavoured to check migra
tion, and another act of the year 1394, which offered 
facilities for the exportation of com. After tliese had 
proved futile, Henry IV and Henry VI attempted by 
. enactments to prevent the children of agriculturists 
from becoming apprentices in towns' and to offer new 
.opportunities for their education in employments 
aubsidiary to husbandry. But with the decline of 
tillage, they had become unremunerative and pre
carious: and consequently these regulations met 
with no better success than their predecesso;'. Oniy 
.a legislative coup-d' -etat could have set matters right 
i.l the manner desired, by de6ning once for' all the 
respective rights of landlords and tenants to the waste 

.and by giving to the latter an indefeasible title to the 
land which they tilled. But 'nothing like thi. wa~ 
ever attempted. The policy of the rulers was to 

.maintain agricultural wages at a low level and at the 



's'arne" kime· 'to ,; ~ns'ure"'an ~ ade~uate' 'supply . bE farm 
;ha~C:ls.' Stiin'gen~ lAws' were; th'erefdte:'~ulled. ~cn. 
'co~aemn~ct' theo'sorui"('f peas'abtsi to'ilife~16ng 'labour 
'on'Uu; lan(t'iuld'even'so~htt6 d~bai)th'Ose' who' luid 
oncl'don~ 'aglidUltw!al \t6i'k fro'rrt ever after applying: 
~iheiri~elves "'to' 'any 'kind ~t hiJidiCraft. 

:; These laws. '~' Ear "Wi' 'l1hey were succe~ilEuI. served 
'only to 'intensifY"lhe'sidfering'in"'the 'rural districts. 
'But "the Row{shing cotlClitionof ,j~e "wc)ollen and 
IJther' tr~des 'wo'uld 'seem to iD'dicate that 'their 
'wetdve iiiB:iience did not 'ext'endverY Jar.. " The truth. 
'is'llhat 'iowafds'the 'Close of' the" Middle' Ages, social 
relationS "wer~ 'beingreeast' 'arid new' classes were 
'being {prmed out of'the'oldubder'lhe 'operation of 
econonUc (forces. jThe ;'diilintegration "meant. 'of 
'eoune. "considera'ble·~Julfeiing. 'especially"as' it Was 
'iiot l'slow' IiDd' 'grlidtial: but' took 'place in th~· Eoi'm 'of 
a '<!ataC}ysm. "It' is"an 'error: however:'to;~fastelr the 
~responsibaitY for thli' e~il on the 'new'1noliey 'economy
'and' ~he 'spirit: '~f cOmpetition ;' 'lot' thcn:rtsis'was relilly 
'l)rought' . about' 'bl 't!h~" 'Bhick' \De~th' 'ilhd "the collse
; q'uent' scartity' of -ra1;our~ tho,tigfi it 'mus~be. 'a'dmitt~d_ 
. '\t\'at' the Lchahge~' \vbleH' 'fbllowed"Wa4 qUite' irl keep
iihg' W'ith 'the' new- 'pe~iji\i;llY "telalions"'imd j the "spirit, 
"\\7hitli it' 16st~red. '" U' 'hit \ hard~ many 'bPthe 'poorer 
'p<easants ? 'l;)u't 1ihde'i" otl1et'~ircutnstances; the'money 
'etonofuyiriitgh~ liav~·berielit~a'th~m. 'Ahd:we'must 
rremember 'that!1hey' Lad \velcdiried it as a' ~ondition_ 
.lop'freetlbm. Freedbm"has its 'risks; "ahd"events 
;showed' in I this ease 'that 'the~ peasants 'and tabourers 
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w~fe_no~ y~tr fi~,.fqv~ef!l' B~t. ,n~ithE;J:' fr~e~~~ I\or 
the, mpl\e,Y~e~9,t:l0my., C~ b~, bI~~~~ ,f,?r t~e ~~~~ 
wbic):.,hi,,~~fy~ t~lf:,. It., is" ,in~~~d.; th~, nll~~ _of'~~ 
money ,ec,Q';lqro.y \ ~jl~~it fa<:i~qi.te, lre~arra~~e'il!e~to~ 
tht;, fQJ:'c~s of, prQd9c;tjop by. rell~er:i.ng CO~I>!l~~ 
-easy, of .t~~Lvalu~ .of di.!f~rent kin~ ,of commodi~es 
,anel ~s~rvices, "Jltis\ ,however. is an acl,vantage ami 
not, B, draw,bilC;"t th~ugh)t.mll1.. b~ opp~sedt~ the 
'ContiI)UaDCe of. customary tenanci~i. 'Ther.e .. have 
be~p ap~logi~~, ot tl;1~. r~gim~ _ o(sta~s allei of the 
la~er medijleya~ .syst~m ,alS a wholq., . aut ,an. iIp~a~~ 
'examinat;iol\. of the, "sPQ~t~d a«<tuIlI!ty~' of. t~e _ a~~ 
-dillcl08~sthe : inheren~ :w:~!lkneslf of manY.' of.i~ iIlsti"l 
tutiona. Thing~ . were. b1l4" eD,l;)Ug~, throughc:)U~" t~i~ 
'period. and that they were not worse was due to the 
resqai~;ng.i~wm~e, ,o(th~, Chr,istj~ ia~t!t,apr ofili; 
Chl,U"c::b. w~~b w~ jtIJ ~lIiPIE; leIDPod;m~~, 

1~,i8.ho~ iwp~e!1.~t tihe lanc:J;l.Qr~" wile>, alWr9~ 
pri,ated .tQe.P98s~iQ~ ,of th~ir., ~oC?r, tepa~t;s "wit~Q.1;l~ 
<>fle~g. th.e~, du~ comp~saW?,~ a~ted,. ~s~I" o~' 
well .. N9~~ cp.\l,ld .. iv$fy, such, ro!:>keir,i all4 
Govel1UDeIlt. sQqulc:L i~. po~iqI.~,. ha~~, pr~ve,n~.d.. i~: 
au~ G9ye~~t. Willi we~ -.0 a. r~~y.ti; or 'th.~ 
med~yaI.. ~~1jy,: ~nd. f~pm, ~.i app're!w~o9,. ~~ 
-oIf~i~g" th~ t09" p9,)V~.rful., n,?-~iIit,yJ, it, s9:!,!n,~Ile.n,e.4 
the'&m;1,8 of.~~op'p~sq~ bY'J~l!mg fr~,s~ ,r~}ltr~,t.t,~ 
<>n th~, 0AAJ'~~<t., The., p¥tii~U~gi,sla,~9J:\. h.o~~y~,l'! 
<>£ wh.i;c;:h, ~ it, w~, ~~. w~s, i~. re,a.~it7 a,n an~rppt., t9 
r~viYe, the ~ei O~j sta~., 'VJUc~, ~a" ~~Jl, ~~q~l,f 
extolletl, ~/. c~rt~,n,da!!s ,qf, Y(fj!e~~ 
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. Here let us pause for, a moment and carefully
examine the economic and political condition of the
,different secti~ns of the landed interest towards the 
dose of the Middle Ages. History makes i1 fres~ 
start in the last decades of the fifteenth century ;' 
and it is necessary fora dear' comprehension of it 
that we should stop for a moment on the border-land' 
and study the evolution of new conditions out of the 
old. The task is not c:Ii1ficult. as a teview of English· 
societY during this period of transition bas been pre
sented by Dr. Stubbs. and it is remarkable alike for 
distinctness of outline and fulness of detail. The 
following sketch which. I believe. is sufficient for our 
PUrposes. is based on his account and consists largely 
of excerpts from it. 

The narrow and self-regarding prejudices of bizth. 
and rank made the nobles stand apart fro~ the rest 
of the community, so that there was a wide gulf 
between the poorest of the barons and the wealthiest 
of the class next below them. At the . same time .. 
there was the greatest scope for dilference in wealth, 
power and honours of descent within the ranks of 
the privileged order. While some of the earls and 
dukes were dosely connected with royalty and ex
hibited a semi-regal splendour in their house-keepiDg' 
and exercised an all but royal authority. in their 
domains. many a lesser baron was the owner of a 
poor heritage. and was by personal extravagance' 
losing his hold over the land. which was passing to. 
the city tradesman and the enterprising farmer ~ 
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"The knights and squirea of England. OD • 

smaller seale and with lell positive independenCe, 
played the iame part 88 the great lorde: their house
hold economy W88 proportionately elaborate; theu 
abare in public work, according to their condition. 
IU severe and engrossing. There W88 much, more· 
over. in their position and 888Ociations that tended 
to ally them politically with the lords. They had 
their pride of ancient blood and long descended, un
blemished coat-armour; and they had perhaps u 

a rule longer hereditary tenure of their lande than 
thOle higher barons, who had played a more hazard. 
ous game and won larger stakes." 

The ware· and attainders of the 6fteenth century 
had greatly thinned the ranks of. the peers. But the}' 
had not seriously affected the number or import. 
ance of the country gentry, who seem, on the other 
hand, to have profited by the misfortunes of thOle . 
. who were above them. for there W88 hardly any 
village in thi~ period which had not its knight or 
squire or franklin. They could not, of course, take 
an active part in the government of the country. 
which W88 controned by about half a dozen barons 
of the highest rank; but local administration was 
entirely in their hande. 

"Next after the gentry ...... ranked the great body 
of freeholders, the yeomanry of the Middle Ages,. a 
body which, in antiquity of pOllesaion and purity of 
extraction, w:ai probably superior to the cI ... es that 
looked down upon it 88 ignoble. It was from the 
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yo'uriger 'b'fb\ile~ of"th~'"yeolDe1'l'thar the' hooseholds 
of • tL~· f greit t lorc:Lf were reci-uih~d; they' furnished < 

m'enl'at'Jarm~~ arc;h'etis'afld, h'Ohelel'll'tc) therroyaI :force. 
at h~ine 'alla' abroacir; and Ise!ding~ down as tradell
meWiiii'th'c!:' citie~; fdmi~don~'of tihe'link~ithat'bound' 
,the ~ urbaii " to" th~"' nital • population,. ",... . After the 
ec'on8nuc! e'h'angelf which' ulIitke<l :the'eatly' years' of
tlie' liftee~th ceftftlry.; the~yeom~n' 'class'was stre~.; 
ened o:lthe' a'CIdi'tloti of' tlitf'b6'dy of' tenant-farmers; 
whose' interests' were: very' much' the" satne a$' those' 
of the" smalIer freehblders: ana' who shated with 
them' the ' common' name' of' y-eomeri:' These tenant~ 
fanners. succeeding to' the' work' of' the' local bailiffs' 
who' liad l farmed tlie land" of: the lords' and' of the 
nio~asl:eries in the' interests' of their masters;' wete~ 
of' cou~e'" less" abSOlutely dependent on the: will of' 
the, landibra I than' tlielt' predecessors' had b~n' oil' 
th"e WiIllof the' empldyen -: they' hild 'their'own'cat>ital r 
stich as:ih~'as;' ana: when their'rent'was'paid;' Were' 
a~coiiritable't~ rio~ one:" 

"The' Wills and iriventoribs of" the well-to-do 
freeholder ahd' famer' furnish' unmistakable" evi
dence of corrlpeteney; ahd theskare a1i'irrefrag8.bJ~; 
answer th'the p6putat' theories of thff miseil'}'" ana, 
discontent of mediaeval middle! dab' lifk ........ Th~· 
House of th~ f~eeihblder was' subs'tahti~l)ti though 
simply. futriisH~a .. his stores' of"clothei i and' lih~'it 'weri: 
ample; he -liila money iii his ptii'ile ahd' credit' at' the' 
sliop ahd'at tli~ mark'el: He'~aj'able in hie-Will'to" 

'lea\re a'MgacY'toJ his'p~1isli cliutth'atld to"relnE!-rhbet 
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all,hi.·8elYaalt.--aDd .friena. witIh .. a .pieu. o( .m()neYI 
or 'an article- of ,clothing" The- .inventory, oE.: hild~~' 
ture'· whi~ was! enrolled,.·,with-l hie .. wille e.nablea the 
antiqua1'1ftO"repR)duc& a, faU:~picture:.of every ',rGlom: 
in the bouse': ther~ were . often com1Qrts, and. eV~D; 
lwniriee.. although not~ such. as, of later. da),s.; but: 
thei-e. was" general, a'l1undaRCle." 

The· poSition,'of the .copyh'older waEl' often.. one.. 
of. in'Clependence and·even! prosperity. He' was .. cer. 
tainly. inferior to the} free-' tenant· in. status, and. po~ 
tital privileges; but . there was· not. always: mq~ 
difference- in their economic' condition: The' faU in 
the· value of money. had. benefited. him ,as .. he held. 
bis lands'8ubjei:t'to afuted 'cash,payIhent. And be' 
was prot&ted:against the' rapficity.· of· hie .landlord, 
by tlie COPT' of the' court· ro1l8 which. he possiessed. 
and which alwaY8" received. due, recognition at~ law. 
He- might, have su1fered 'an· injury: if .. there. ~ endo
sme'of thewilste in ,his 'village by the landlord •. But 
onl)'t a ·small quantity· of. land was, thu's. en~losed, in 
the fifteenth century. On the other hand. he. must 
have 'gained' immensely. if as; a· result·,oE: the., changes 
that· Were iding·. on, lie W8&' able to.· consolidate hisl 
holding!; 

In'' startling: contrast With the competence and 
freedbm·of the ~omen.anithebetter.class oEcopyl
holders· Was the' paralyslpg. uncertainty of the 
crofter's lot.· The day-w&s.no .. more when he was' an 
indiilpensllble. elemen6 of.. the niahonal organisation, 
WitlHh~ proti!ressive transference· of. the ho~e farm .. 
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to' capitalist farmers. his services were less and lesa
in request. as the favourite industry of the new
occupants was that which required the lowest outlay 
in h\Ullan labour. The old arrangement. while
jealousy withholding from him the rights and privi
leges of freedom. had guaranteed at the same time 
a sufficiency of victuals and a humble shed for his:· 
.helter. The new order mocked hi~ with the bollow 
name of liberty after condemning him to destitution~. 
And the worst of it was that there seemed for the
time being no escape from this yoke of misery. He' 
resembled in this respect the craftsmen of the urban. 
population who could never aspire to be masters,. 
for there was hardly any chance of his acquiring ~1 
rood of ground to till and leave to his children. It
was thus his hard lot to be painfully alive to all the
vaganes of the seasons and to every change in the
prices of necessaries; and thanks to the time
honoured priAciple of self-sufficiency, fluctuations in· 
price were the most prominent feature of mediaevaL 
markets. 

Socially inferior to the poverty-stricken cottager •. 
but in many respects better off. were the recipients
of public charity, among whom were included the' 
destitute widow and orphan and the invalided or' 
decrepit labourer. Mercifully for them. legislation. 
had early provided for their relief by making their 
maintenance an important charge on the land and 
entrusting the administration of the fund thus raised: 
to men who by their profession were best 6tted for 
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the noble task. The·landlorda paid a tenth of the
agricultural produce into the treaauriea of . collegiate
churc:Les f~r alleviating suffering and removing aa far. 
aa poaaible destitution. And this sacred trust WIUJ. 

diac:harged and, what was equally important,- the duty 
of benevolence was kept continually before men' a: 
eyes by the bendiced clergy, the almoners of monas·· 
teries and the mendicant friars. It is, indeed, diffi •. 
cult to state with any degree of exactneaa how far 
tithe offerings and the laboUrs of the friars were
equal t~ the needs of indigence. But probably 
down to the middle of the fourteenth century" the. 
disparity, if there was any, between the resources 
of succour and the legitimate demands of poverty. 
was not very glaring. -Any great and sudden increase
of population never occurred in the Middle Ages; 
their frequent wars and still more frequent famines 
serving 'in this respect as a Providential arrangement 
for conlining it within narrow limits. Consequently 
the supply of labour was to a certain extent com
meilaurate with the effective demand; and able.· 
bodi~d pauperism was an anomaly,if not an im
possibility. But the 6fteenth century ushered' in a 
new train of circumstances, which put the efficiency 
of the old machinery of poor relief ~o a severe trial. 
Owing to the extension of sheep-walks and the 
abolition of liveries, the ranks of the impotent poor' 
were swelled by men who, though able and MIling'to 
work, had been deprived of the mew of s~lf. 
aupport. And beside these new claimants of monastic 
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.and parcichial.'.'<lolesl tllertit~. up a xaee oE-'sturdy. 
heggilhl(.cohsistmg'~cbieflr. of .• dismisie<L':1Ioldiel1l'Cand. 
:retamers';' . w!to:-opref«ned ,thel·freedom, of vagtJallcy,.lo • 
. tlhe'" galling I restrainti! of I regular· ·Iabo~ 

Misery., and :.crimei ·thUB attainedr-coloasal·propor,., 
tioh8i·in"'tht!:.·lowel" dasses towarc:Lr~the, clos~<J·tl\e. 
:.6.fteenthcentury. Thet are; generally .asaociated with., 
the: 'progress 'of, sheep" fal1hin~ But ·it : was resorted, 
to· beeause' tillage -had proved unremunerative except 
where it·; had- been undertaken'. by, men:' whc,could. 
jntroduce improved methods and possessed sufficient. 
capital and 'exceptional. facilities for carrying. on.the 
work. Such· facilities were· enjoyed :by the lesseesot 
1I0me' of the ·demesne landS: and ,these.; were, better 
manured'and hore. heavier ICroPS· than thereat ·.of :the 
arable, area,' and· paicl i~'consequence a.higher :rent. 
The! rent I of· other ,agricultural! laBdsA was generally 
lower'per acre. thaD that'of:meadows:- In fact. an acre 

-of1 waste' with gorse! or· furze on, it· which could be 
cut for fuel was estimated.by.FitzHerbert to be twice 
aevaltiable as··all·acre of land.uncler th&plough. So 
land was'seldom 1:iroken.up.,except·where.thedoreet 
haal j compl~telyl disappeared· .and,there was-· no . othe, 
way. ofi utilising: it. It is not. strange., thecefore. the, 
the 'rent. of· all acre·of· arable: laud· was: less, than: the 
daily 'W8geof,a-..carpenterrer mason and that in .manY 
place.titdid,not-exceed·the, sum pa;'<lIor hal~rai da)"s 
Work: Tbe'c:hief,dHlieultyriD·the,wayi oS'swx:eeliful 
lXushandl}"> wett; o'r course~. the· prohibitive.. prie». of 
1.bo1U\ Bu~ it, dOd-not.sllealil. well ,of ~tite)wltwe 
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'that; it ·aouId,,,hoW' nC)'-improvemen~.iD itsl.methods. 
rlhough'io.wu bbt,had~cappc!d ,bytthe'.deattkand,the 
~onseqoentc' high, 'price.' bf labour. The' ¢Opyholders 
; 'i!tftd·maDY bf>th4!!,freehelders, wdrk.d.:their,Earms'JWitn. 
"the" all8istance"'bf i"their";EanriJies. ~The.rise in~tthe 

:J>riees "bE EoodatWfs' had ··given ',ithem, a (decided 
,dvantage. '-And yettthere-was a: progressive'dedine 

'in' 'the yield' of' thei!' ·.ne-lcls; 'The· reason· is' that , the 
-land '·had ('been 'completely '~xhausted "by "their 
. wretched' mOde 'bf cultivation. 'The 'return-- per ·acre
-was seldom,.bove nine buslhellf,of wheat."and'more' 
ItharNwd·htishelsof seed, had·tC) be''Used fop·such a, 
'retUm.~' It iallot:eurprisiDg~ I thet'efore;rthat:the; opinion, 
, had '.:gained' 'gfOt1Rd that the1i6il, bfJ tlhe'ioountry-JWaa 
'better fitted forrsheep,farmmgcthan for the cultivation 
'of ~ereaI8.· 

The: depr;essed . stp-te bE, agricyI~re in the.' latter 
half '~f' the fourteenth c¢n~ ~d :throUghout' the 

''tiEteenth was ,reflected ;iri'-the' decline iii' the a,nntial 
,falue, of l~d. Goocl.J~d hadpefc:ire'~~ Pc;stilence

,paJd as much as 'elghf or even"nine'pe~ce per aqe' 
'in the 'way'oE ,rent, ,'hut 'the" rental ji~Idom 
e;xce~ed , '1jD: ,'pence per. acre . in' , !;he years' , that 
loUow~" ,JThere 'was a 'rise, ~powever" towa'roe: 
~.the:cl~se' ,of the periOd wherever': the land was: , . 

'~The,~il~lo~ ~-'''''-'"of>.le;mor~\jn~;liItrj£~PIr 
.... d,.8fazwlr~mlUl., ~/j.~bl~ "f-,M1I;ae ,4f1cJ.~lI'voE. ;G~tDe 

by "",SOD wb"~f ~tbe,~UII,tri., is ~~!1de~~i" __ repl.~n.~h.ed,~th 
neat and' all kind' of cattle.~IeoD·j Deacription· oF' Britain. 
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-enclosed; and the. rent paid for enclosed fields 
was generally thirty-three per cent. higher than 
that of lammas lands. Those who condemn the 
,seI6sh disregard of the rights of the peasants to the 
waSte which was sometimes exhibited by the land
lorch 'are perfectly justified in doing so. But those 
who lament the departure of the old order because 
.it deprived a number of worthless labourers of the 
-opportunity of earning their livelihood by doing .cer
tain kinds of work which might be dispensed with, 
do not seem .to realise all that is implied in their 
criticism. If the change which they deplore had not 
taken place, the nation might have remained ina 
state of chronic poverty for long years even after the 
close of the fifteenth century. There are certain 
kinds of evil which attract attention because they 
seem to be preventible: while others which are 
eq1..ally preventible by foresight and the ad~ption of . 
improved methods of industry are often set down 
to the operation of laws that are beyond human 
control. The population of England at the close of 
the fifteenth century was smaller than what it had 

,been in the early years of the thirteenth. and it was 
certainly much smaller than what it had been under 
imperial rule a thousand years ago. The decrease 
was due, no doubt, in a large measure to the Black 
Death. But that there was . no' appreciable recovery 
i~ a hundred and fifty years would show that all the 
positive checks to a~ increase of population were in 
fuU activity in the period. Their operation is always ' 
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attended by a considerable . amount of suffering, 
thougb it ohen paeeee unnoticed or is ascribed to the 
perversity of fate. A large and sudden displacement 
of labour.may, it is true, cause equal, if not greater, 
misery. But there is no evidence to show that such 
Ii displacement was due mainly to economic causes 
in the fifteenth century. Asa matter of fact, only 
·a small quantity of land was enclosed in this period' 
and it was generally waste land th~t was treated in 
this way. 



CHAPTER· IV 

MODERN, lANDLORDISM AND 
,~~P{TALJ~T F.~IN.p 

C'We have seen~at at'the commencement--of-the 
modern era! Englisih society was-in a-state 'Of unsf-able 
equilibrium. so far as its economic organisation was 
concerned. Some of .~e..i~portant classes were. no 
doubt. prosperous; but there was a great and grow
ing volume of misery at the bottom. Its presence 
was recognized by government. and efforts were
made to grapple with the evil. But the economic 
forces at work were lost sight of or imperfectly ~er
stood. with the result that the remedies administered 
sometimes aggravated the disorder. The Tudors. 
howeveT. had a definite and sound policy; and so 
whatever the errors of their government mighbhave
been. they succeeded at last in establishing a rela
tively stable order of things. They had a twofold 
object in view. viz .• to make themselves absolute
rulers of England and to make England a world-, 
power with, if possible. valuable dependencies in. 
different quarters of the globe. And they felt that 
a powerful navt and a large and growing population 
were 'necessary for the attainment of their cherished
ends. Hence they could not lOok with equanimity 
on the extension of sheep farming and the growth of 
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a daaa of large farmers at the expense of the sturdy 
yeomen. 
. In the· last quarter of the Dfteenth century and in 

the century that followed, money made in trade W88' 

largely invested in land, bec~use sheep-fanning paid 
as well as any other business. And capital could 
easily take this direction, because all sorts of property 

c in land were thrown into the market in consequence 
of a variety of ,causes. Many of the great houses 
had been ruined during the Wars of the Roses, and 
so.their representatives sold their patrimony, and "the 
buyers were for the most part citizens and vulgar 
men. .. There appeared 'illso a dass of speculators 
who bought up leases in order to act as middlemen 
between the. landlord and the cultivator. These 
lease-mongers, according to Thomas Lever, "make 
the tenants to pay so muche and the landlord to take 
so little that neither of them is weI able to kepe 
house." There were others, again, who would go in 
for farming if they could get sufficient land for conver~ 
sion into sheep walks. And it was possible to accom
modate them because soine of the landlords, had 
after the discontinuance of the manorial economy 
granted leases to the cultivators for a definite period 
or for life. Their tenements were resumed after the 
expiration of the lease and then let out to the wool
growers at an enhanced rent. This was the least 
objectionable of the methods adopted by th~ land
lords for. improving their' income. For in not a few 
instances did theY get rid of customary tenants by 

12 
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demanding an impossible line on succession. or com
pel them to surrender their hereditary right in 
exchange for a terminable lease. And where they 
felt strong enough. they refused to recognize the title 
of small freeholders. unless it was supported by 
documentary evidence.' 

These high-handed measures were resented not 
only by the expatriated peasantry, but also by some 
of the most thoughtful and enlightened men of the 
age. Sir Thomas More referred in terms of scathing 
scorn to the methods of "noblemen, gentlemen, yea 
and certain abbots who enclosed all into pastures, 
who threw down houses, plucked down towns and, 
leh nothing standing but only the church to be made 
into a sheep-house. ". "The husbandmen. " he 
observed. "were thus thrust out of their own. or else 
either by coneyn or fraud or by violent oppression 
they were put beside it, or by wrongs and injuries 
they were so wearied that, they were compelled to 
aell all." Thenceforth the country ceased to be their 
home, and their places soon knew them not. For 
"by one means or anotaer, either by hook or crook 
they had to depart away. Away they trudged out 
of their known and accustomed houses linding no 
place to rest in." Such, was the impression made 

• Compare the Eollowing lines from the Ballad oE Now-a
.!ayes. which appeared about 1520. 

Grete men ma1r::yth now-a-dayee 
A ehepe-cote In the churche. 
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on a political thinker by the movement in the early 
years of the sixteenth century. And even at its close 
when the' movement showed signs of abatement, 
Bacon deplored the manner in which "arable 
land was turned into pasture, and tenancies for 
years, lives or at will, whereuPon much of 
the yeomanry lived, were turned ·.into demesnes." 
Public feeling was, in faci:, throughout the period
strongly against the enclosures and evictions. 
The sins of the peasantry were-. forgotten, 
while their sorrows, real and fancied, elicited a 
measure of sympathy that magnified the evil, espe
cially as there was little in the character and ante
cedents of the authors of the trouble, the new nobility 
and gentry, that could command respect. 

The Tudors 'were not inclined to ignore the 
popular sentiment in the matter, for they had their 
own reasons for viewing with apprehension the 
decline of agriculture, which 'was supposed to in
volve a twofold 'political danger. It threw out of 
work.a large number of men who had once been the 

. best soldiers of England, But who were now'" SQ dis
couraged with misery and poverty th~t they fell daily 
to thefts and robbery." The taste for a vagrant life 
grew quickly among them. and though they lived 
ostensibly on charity, yet when charity failed. they 
supplied their . wants by stealing and by burglary. 
The lords, wha' might have kept them in che~k, ex
hibited at this time a partiality for the amenities of 
urban life. There was. in fact, no longer any induce-
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ment for residence on their estates. Under the old 
economy. almost everything that they might require 
was produced in the manors. But the wool that was 
now grown in them had to be exchanged in the first 
instance for money; and for money they could' have 
better and cheaper things in the towns than in the 
country. Their 'migration. however. intensified the 
evil which had been caused by the new industry. for 
it meant loss of subsistence to those who had been 
formerly employed in the stables, kitchens. fish
ponds. parks and gardens of their manorial resi
dences. * The men who were thus thrown out of 
employment swelled the ranks of the new agricul
tu!al proletariat. which was already a serious menace 
fo peace and order in the country and the smaller 
towns. At the same time. the depopulation of the 
coasts. exaggerated reports of which reached head-

• George Gascoigne deplores this effect of the deserti~n of 
the countryside by. the lancl10rds in the following lines:

The gentleman. who might' in countrie keepe 
A plenteous boorde, and feed the fatherlesse 
With pigs and goose. with mutton, beefe and veale, 
(Yea now and then, a capoh and a chicke) 
Will breake up house and dwel in market townes, 
A loytring life, and like an Epicure. 

• • • • • 
And now the youth which might have served him 
In comely wise. with countrey clothes yclad. 

• • • • • 
Is faine to sell his landes for courtly cloutes. 
Or else aits still and liueth like a loute. 
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quarteI8. seemed to cut off all chances of an effective 
resistance to the disembarkation of· a hostile force. 

These· political difficulties were sufficiently alarm
ing in their nature. But they were accompanied by . 
an economic crisis. the magnitdde of which it was 
impossible to over-estimate. England was not yet a 
great manufacturing country: her nascent industries 
were unequal to her own wants; she exported chiefly 
coaI8e' stuff and the raw materials of clothing and 
was dependent on Flanders for the 6ner products of 
the loom. She could not under the circumstances 
permanently draw upon the resources of other nations 
for her food supply. and yet the progressive exten
sion of wool growing was bound at no distant date 
to lead to such a dependence. 

Such was the situation during the rule of the first 
two monarchs of the Tudor line; and" poor as Eng
land was in commerce and manufacture. it could not 
be obscured by the glamour of industrial develop-· 
ment. Attention was. moreover, directed to it by 
the champions of the new policy." who thought that 
it w~s quite fair to restrict the pursuit of" ppvate 
advantage in the interests of the commonwealth. 
England. they believed. might win and maintain a 
commanding position. if she had a large and rapidly 
growing population and a powerful navy. And both 
of them could be secured if her agriculture was so 
prosperous as to meet the needs of increasin"g num
beI8 at home and to supply at the same time the 
material for a busy maritime trade. So they viewed 
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with dismay the extension of sheep farming and the 
shrinkage' of the arable area. These were held to 
be responsible for three ljltupendous evils. each of 
which 'by itself would have been a serious menace 
to the well-being of ;ociety. First in significance and 
the order dsuccession was the growth of a vast 
proletariat; and the other two. viz .• an extraordinary 
increase of pauperism and an unhealthy congestion 
in the towns were regarded as its inevitable conse
quences. Their apparently plethoric growtih could 
not be arrested. so long as there was a rapid influx 
of the expatriated country population into them. and 
unless it was arrested. the physique and vigour of the 
race were bound to d~tenorate. Such a result. it 
was felt. must be disastrous. for England had so long 
owed her superiority on the Continent not to her 
wealth but to the courage and strength of her sons. 

So the tradition of the partial legislation of the 
House of Lancaster was revived by Henry VII. when 
unable to grapple with the cause of the disorder. he 
tried once more to keep the agriculturists away from 
the towns. The measure failed signally as it was 
bound to do; but it succeeded only too well in in
tensifying the misery in the rural disricts. He next 
tried the device. which was commended by, Bacon. 
of "making farms and houses of husbandry of a 
standard. that is. maintained with such a proportion 
of land unto them, as might breed a subject to live 
in convenient plenty and no ~ervile condition. and 
to keep the plough in the hands of the owners and 
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not mere hirelings." But the scheme fell through, 
probably because the justices of the peace who might 
have tr8l\slated it into a reality were ·themselves 
deeply intereSted in sheep-farming. A more senou. 
attempt to gauge the extent of the evil and to suppl)! 
an adequate corrective was made in the reign of 
Henry VIII. An Act of ISIS, after pointing out how 
husbandry, "the greatest commodity of the realm for 
the sustenance of men", had declined, how churches 
had been allowed to· fall. into decay and divine office 
had been suspended or given up and how the public 
health had suffered by accumulations of filth in the 
cellars of delapidated houses., decreed the recon
struction of farm sheds and the restoration of newly 
converted pasture to tillage. But the remedy reached 
not the disease, which grew with the growth of inter
national commerce. About this time, there was a 
prodigious rise in the prices of wool and sheep; and 

. consequently husbandry was, in spite of state pro
tection, in many instances abandoned. A fresh 
attempt was, therefore, ~ade by the king to stem 
the industrial revolution; Act 25 of his reign,after 
lamenting the general dearth of food crops and stating 
how some persons kept 24,000 and others 20,000 
sheep, enacted that for the future no sheep master 
should have more than 2,000. How far this statute· 
attained its object, it is now difficult to determine. 
But probably it met with no great measure· of suc
cess, as Elizabeth not long after abandoned the policy 
.of repression of the rival industry. . 
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The displacement of labour was often attended 
by considerable hardship. Where the Tudor crofter's 
holding ~as appropriated for the. extension of a 
sheep-walk, the simple things in the way of utensils 
and furniture which had taken generations to collect 
were disposed of at a forced sale and their unfortunate 
-owner was left without an honest means of subsist
ence, for though the field of employment was grow
ing in urban areas, yet he was not always able to 
secure a job at once. Hence the popular resentment 
was great against the landlords who practised this 
economy. They were called 'covetuous and insati
able comiorants',... especially as they were believed 
to "duust out the husbandmen of their own by 

. coneyn and fraud." It was all in vain that in order 
to avoid the indignation of the aggrieved party, they 
interposed the capitalist farmer as a kind of buffer 
between them and the new proletariat. This shift
ing of the responsibility for converting com fields 
into pasture was a transparent deceit, which could 
not impose on people, who were deprived of their 

• Compare the Eollowing paasage from the Jewel of /011 
by :momas Becon. 

ney whiche in tymes past wer wont to be fathers oE 
the contry, are now pollers and pyllars oE the contry. ney 
whlche in tymes past war wont to be the defenders oE the 
poore, are now became destroiers oE the same. ney by whom 
the common weale 80metime was preaervecl are now become 
the caterpillers oE the common weale •••••• ney are insatiable 
woulEee ••••• .so they may relgne, they care not who suffer pain. • 
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heritage to which they had clung as their" first and 
last resource. The proprietors were, therefore, 
prayed agai~t instead of being prayed for, and the 
Deity was 'called upon to confound the knavish tricks 
of those who employed their powers of local govern
ment in establishing a monopoly over the land. 

During the regime of the feudal system, a sort 
of employer's liability to maintain all able-bodied 
-dependants without reference to the amount of work 
that had to be done, had been tacitly recognized by 
the landlords. But with its decline, 'this expensive 
seignorial responsibility retreated to the background, 
and 'the right to shoot rubbish of this sort on the 
nearest town' was generally exercised. The credit 
'of this triumph over old traditions is given to the 
acquisitive spirit of a new race of proprietors, who 
came into existence after the gigantic spoliation of 
ecclesiastical property in the third decade of the 
aixteenth century. 'After the Reformation: says 
Hubert Hall, 'a violent land fever raged in town and 
country. The Crown was a ready seller of the con
.fiscated estates and found still more eager buyers' 
among the courtiers out of whom it made its new 
aristocracY. But the change of proprietorship was not 

·confined to the church lands, nor were the courtly 
favourites the only gainers in this agrarian revolution. 
'Officials, lawyers, successful merchants and usurers 
appeared as bidders in the market and bought out 

:many of the ancient owners, who owing' to mis-
maftagement and extravagance were losing their hold 
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over the land. . But whatever· might have been their 
rank and antecedents, these new masters adopted to 
a mail the new comme;aal principle and joined in an 
attempt to wrest from the tenants their hereditary title 
to their holdings." And when they could not effect 
this at once, they employed the exceptional offers 
of the rich and prosperous owners of sheep as' a 
sort of leverage and introduced a system of rack
rents which spelt ruin. to the poorer agriculturists at 
no distant date. 

Customary tenancy, whatever its defects might 
have been, had "preserved the greater part of the 
subjects fr~m extreme poverty and kept the wealth 
of the reaim dispersed and distributed in many 
hands. " The new order led to its concentration in 
the hands of landlords and enterprising capitalist 
farmers. This transference of property was, no 
doubt, followed by a remarkable increase in ~e 
productive power of the nation. But even where it 
was not accompanied by the decline of agriculture 
and of the demand for agricultural labour, it in-

. juriously affected many of those who had lived 
comfortably under the old regime. "My father," 

• There is some difference of opinion among scholara 
about the responsibility of the new landlords for endosures. 
For while some are positive in asserting that the moveme~t· 
received an impetus after the transference of the property of 
the church to laymen. Prof. Ashley limits the "precipitate 
change" to the sixty years between 1470 and 1530. and: says 
that. after 1530. the movement slackened. 
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said Latimer, "was a yeoman and had no lands of 
his own, only he had a farm of three or four pound 
by year at the uttermost, and hereupon he tilled so
much as kept half a dozen men. He had walk for 
a hundred sheep, and my mother milked thirty 
kine. He was able and did lind the. king a harness, 

, with himself and his horse ...... He kept me fo school 
...... He married my sisters with live pound ...... 
apiece ......... He kept hospitality for his poor 
neighbours, and some alms !he gave to the poor. All 
this he did off the said farm, where he that now ha~ 
it payeth sixteen pounds or more, and is not able to 
do anything for rus prince, for himself, Iior for his 
children. or give a cup of drink to the poor ... 
Latimer certainly did not refer to an exceptional 
case in these words ; and it may be assumed that 
wherever there was a similar enhancement of rent, 
all the social and economic relations that had grown 
up under the earlier economy were seriously disturbed' 
by it.-

The treatment accorded by proprietors. to the. 
peasa~ts i~ this period has been used by comm~sts 
as an argument against landlordism and even against 
the capitalist .mode of production. But their stat~ 
ment of the case is not free from bias ; and in tiheir 
conclusions, the distinction has not been everywhere 
maintained between the ethics of the expropriation 
and its economic consequences. This confusi~ haa. 
led to some confusion of thought about the relative 
merits of the modern system of tenure and that 
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which obtained in the Middle Ages. It is necessary. 
therefore, to review their position with care, especially 
as it ill based on a theory of the genesis of property 
in land which has been often accepted without 
.sufficient examination. The following paragraph. 
present their view of the case with all the fulness 
that is required for purposes of criticism. 

From the eleventh century to the close of the 
fifteenth the great barons were. according to these 
writers, public functionaries with important political, 
judicial and administrative duties; and rent wa~, 
therefore, more a political than a ,commercial 
paYment. Even bishops and abbots who held on the' 
condition of knight service had to maintain soldiers 
on their estates for the defence of the realm ; and 
the destitute had a share universally recognized in 
the tithes of the Church. From this fundamental 
principle of feudalism followed the fixity of rent, for. 
if the income of the landlord was a reward for the 
services which he rendered to the community, he 
had evidently no right to enhance it at his will. This 
rationale of seignorial right was originally applied 
even to the royal possessions ; the Crown had exten
sive estates; these, however, were at first its chief 
sources of revenue. But after the monarchs were able 
to secure supplies as gifts from trading cities or by 
votes of their Parliaments, they unscrupulously 
alienated the royal demesnes. A legitimate source 
of income was thereby sacrificed in favour 'of courtly 
favourites and powerful ministers. Against such 
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unwarrantable squandering of publie resources, 
Parliament protested again and again, and sometimes 
effected a resumption of the alienated estates ; but 
its remonstrances were oftener treated with supreme 
indiuerence. 

The significance of the arbitrary conduct of the 
rulers could not be lost upon .the nobles of the Tudor 
period. These astute worldlings saw pretty clearly 
how it implied that landed property was not to be 
regarded ,as a sacred trust, and that the rights of the 
landlord were not to be construed as pledging him 
to definite duties. The ruler ,favoured sU,ch an inter
pretation ; for he aimed at solid power and was at 
the iame time afraid of exasperating the baronage. 
The extension of his jurisdiction bad, its counterpart 
in the resumption of such powers and duties as had 
been delegated to the peers of the realm. In order, 
however, to disarm influential opposition, an 
adequate set-off against the loss of valuable local 
privileges and rights was provided to the nobles in 
the almost complete surrender of the labouring 
population to their mercy. They were, of course, 
quite as anxious for such a readjustment of relations 
and liabilities as the Crown itself. The annals of the 
period show how far they stretched their new pro
prietary right and how circumstances bent or adapted 
themselves to their interests. ,The cotnInutati!>n, of 
services for cash payments, which had been a genuine 
improvement in an earlier epoch, facilitated the ex
ploitation of the peasantry. The competition ,for 
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holdings could not be very keen so long as labour 
was the consideration universally demanded and 
-offered. But when money came to be accepted by 
the landlord. it became possible for comparatively 
rich men to bid for the peasants' property in order 
that they might convert it into sheep-walks or use it 
for other pqrposes. Relying on the willingness of 
the latter to come forward and pay a higher price. 
the proprietors challenged the" fixity of rent and set 
it aside. as opposed to the commercial spirit of the 
modem world. This. however. was the thin end 
-of the wedge; for in the right of the landlords to 
claim an enhancement of rent was involved the other 
right of ejecting those who were unable to pay the 
-enhanced value. 

Feudalism fell on the field of Bannockburn ; it 
may be said to have completely disappe~red with 
the close of the Wars of the Roses ; but out of its 
ashes arose a new order of things and a new concep
tion of property. which have dominated industrial 
life in the United Kingdom down to the present 
"time. The feudal baron. even when racial animosity 
and the spirit of aggression were at their height. 
eould not conceive of himself as possessing that free 
and unqualified title to his fief which the modem 
-landlord has to his estate. He was in the fullest 
sense of the expression a public officer, and was paid 
for his services in the manner which was then most 
convenient for all parties. He had to provide for the 
defence of his district and for the administration of 
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justice in It, to relieve the distressed and to educate 
at his own expense the sons of the poor in useful 
crafts. For such manifold services, rent was th~ 
consideration ; it was the wage of the highest kind 
of work done in the community. But under the 
rule of the Tudors, laws were passed in parliament 
.fter parliament to exempt the barons from such 
feudal services as they bad still to render. The 
-divorce of proprietary right from its duties and res
ponsibilities which was thus effected allowed them 
at last to enjoy their rents for nothing·. 

The centralising policy of the new monarchy was, 

I 
no doubt, a decided advance on" the feudal anarchy 
and isolation that had been in evidence since the 
days of Richard II. But in its anxiety to purchase 
absolutism at all costs, it neglected to sufficiently 
safeguard the interests of" the tillers of the soil. It 
was not perceived that the peers haa no pretensions 
to absolute proprietary powers, after they had ceased 
to perform those functions which had given them 
their exalted place in the commonweaith.* One 
could' not even pretend that the vast estates which 
they enjoyed were the rewards of services rendered 

• Gascoigne seems to endorse this view when. he saya.
o Knights. 0 Squires. 0 Gentle blouds ybome. 
You weRj not bome aI oneIl' for your selves": 
Your counlrie e1a~mes some, part of aI your paines. 
There should you live and therein should you toyle. 
To hdld up right and banish cruel wrong, 
To help the pore. to bridle back the. riche. 
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to the community by their ancestors. The great race 
of feudal barons had come to an end with the king
maker,-the race which had conquered England, 
protected her from foreign enemies and curbed the 
aggressive spmt of domestic tyrants. Courtly 
favourites had crept into their places, and they 
maintained themselves therein by the arts of the 
sycophant. And yet they claimed proprietary rights 
more complete than had ever be)onged to their 
predecessors.- The fact is that the new nobility was 
true to the spirit of the new era ; it cared more for 
wealth and splendour than for power and the duties 
that belong to it. It was anxious, above all, to have 
the highest price for its commodity and was, there
fore, opposed to the regime of custom, which had 
in the best days of the feudal period protected the 
cultivator. by assuring to him fixity of tenure and of 
rent. Competition thus became the watchword of 
the epoch which was heralded by its accession to 

. property and influence·. And in the antagonism of 
interests ~hich necessarily followed, the peasants as· 
the weaker party had the worst of the light. Even 
the capitalists and merClhants for different reasons. 
conspired against them and made common cause with· 
tht':ir tyr~nts. 

This unholy coalition was in evidence when in 
the reign of Henry VIII, the great religious houses, 
were broken up, and the abbey lands were given 
away to the temporal aristocracy. That arbitrary' 
measurf>: proved a terrible wrench to society, as it not: 
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only redistributed one-third of the wealth and one· 
fifth of the land of the country. but transferred them 
from a more .or less popular section to a needy and 
exclusive . caste. The mischievous result of the· 
resumption and regrant .howed itself in more ways 
than one. though some historians emphatically re· 
pudiate the idea that they had anything to do with 
the multiplied troubles of England in lIhe. s~teenth 
century. The clergy had always been indulgent 
landlords ; and as a consequence. their tenants had 
been comparatively well off ; but this invidious dis· 
tinction .between the tenants' of the Church and those 
of the temporal lords came to an end with the 
spoliation of ecclesiastical property. Moreover. the 
diltgence with wdrich the members of the regular 
orders had Improved their holdings and lIhe communi. 
cations between their abbeys and their properties. 
and the demand which their residence among the 
people had created for different kinds of country 
produce. were sadly missed when the land passed to. 
absentees. And at the .ame time. the obligation. 
which the Church had recognized of aiding distress 
and obviating the worst results of destitution. ceased 
practically to exist with the confiscation of the 
property which had constituted the fund for 
eleemosynary support. Parliament saw these evils ; 
but it did not care to remonstrate. It refused to 
interfere even when the peasants were "got rid of 
either by fraud or lorce or tired out with repeated 
wrongs into parting with their property." The lower 

13 
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house was composed mainly of capitalists and success
ful .traders. The latter· hoped. to acquire one day 
vast estates, and as prospective landlords, they 
.wished to" see the time-honoured rights of the cultiva
tors ignored by the legislature. The· capitalists also 
invested largely in land. Besides, it was their interest 
that the country should have a poverty-stricken 
labouIing population, eager to work on subsistence 
allowance in their manufactories and workshops. 
Thus industrialism was built up in England on the 
i~iquity of the landlords and the interested support 
which it had from influential classes. 

The growth of able-bodied pauperism ~ust also 
be connected with. the commercialism of the new 
proprietors and the introduction on their estates of 
capitalist farming. In feudal times the landlords had 
been responsible for the maintenance of paupers in 
their districts. Besides, as almost the entire rural 
population had some sort of property in land, ex-

. treme destitution was rare, and no special institution 
other than the ecclesiastical machinery for the dis
pensation of alms was required for the relief of the . 
indigent. But after the dedease in the demand for 
agricultural work caused by the extension of sheep 
farming, the nobles avoided their responsibility in 

'the matter. At the same time, the fund out of which 
the claims of poverty· had till then been met, dis
appeared with the confiscation of church property. 
The circumstances demanded, therefore. an imme
-,Hate organisation of a regular system of. poor 
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relief. But legislation at fust treated the homeless 
and occupationless agriculturists as criminals and 
assumed 'that it depended on their will to go on 
working under the old conditions which no longer 
existed. By a .statute of 1530, Henry VIII ordained 
that able-bodied adults who had no ostensible means 

'of livelihood should be tied to the cart's tail and 
mercilessly whipped, and 'that after a second arrest, 
the whipping was to be repeated and halE the ear 
sliced off, and that if this did not correct them and 
they were still unable to 6nd employment, th~y were 
to pay for their indolence or misfortune on the 
gallo~s. By such class legislation did. the jolly 
monarch get rid of no less than. 72,000 malefactoni, 
many of whom were ruJHers simply because no 
honest means of earning a livelihood was open to 
them. Even in the merry England of Elizabeth. 
unlicensed beggars above fourteen years of age were 
severely Hogged and branded on the left ear for the 
offence ~f vagabondage, and in case of a relapse. 
were executed unless some one took them into 
serVice. Thus, did the great queen "truss up ,rogues 
apace," causing the executioner to remove from this 
troublesome world every year about four hundred of 
these unfortunate men, who had been' more sinned 
against than sinning. 

At last the terrible increase in the number of 
executions led statesmen to suspect that some other 
mode of relieving the poor might be necessary, that 
the terrors of th~ criminal law could not be relied on 
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fol' scaring poverty away from the land. So in .160T 
was elaborated a new national system of helping the
poor, which allowed the parochial· authorities in 
co~sultation with the justices of the peace to tax the
inhabitants and to distribute the proceeds in charity. 
But even this arrangement was fraught with a serious 
danger which soon manifested itself. Parishes differ
ed widely from one another in their resources, and 
consequently there was a deliberate concentration of 
the poor oil those where the common waste waS 

. tolerably fertile and the parish stock large. In order 
to remedy this evil, Charles II passed a law of 
parochial settlement, which clearly pointed ~t for 
what poor each parish could be held responsible. 
It authorized the justices to remove by warrant on 
the complaint of chun::h wardens and overseers· and 
within forty days of his arrival any person who had 
settled in a tenement under the yearly value of telL 
pounds to the place where he was last legally settled, 
unless he could ~ve adequate security for the dis
charge of the said parish. 

The provisions of this Act operated like serfdom 
in tying the labourer to his native place and prevent
ing him fro~ seeking employment: elsewhere. With 
the collar th~s securely fastened round his neck, he 
naturally yearned for that ecclesiastical benevolence 
which !lad implied no galling restrictions and no 
hopeless degradation. Most of the monasteries had· 
casual wards, where the homeless wanderer in quest 
of an ho~est job had not to present any sort 
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-of credentials or to answer awkward questions in 
order to ,obtain a hearty meal ~d a few pieces of 
ailver 'to cheer him on his departure'. On the other 
hand. the cross might have been lightened for him 
by sympathetic treatroel\t and kind words ~culated 
to arm him wi~ fortitude and to inspire him with the 
hope of better days. All these arrangements which 
had disguised from miserY the extent of its degrada
tion disappeared with the old order. At the same 
time the feudal machinery of bondage w~ set in 
motion by throwing back the pauper on to the place 
-of his birth and chaining him to it. 

I have tried in the' foregoing paragraphs to state 
as fairly as I can the historical arguments advanced 
by socialists in favour of the abolition of landlordism. 
I shall now point out why it is impossible to accept 
their interpretation of history without important 
qualifications. The first thing to be noted is that 
they have imported modem ideas into merureval 
relations in their explanation of the origin and nature 
-of. rent. Baronies were not created at the Conquest 
with the object of inducing the grantees to, protect 
the people in the enjoyment of their rights and to' 
look after their welfare. They were the price paid 
by the Conqueror for service on the field of Hastings 
as we~ as a prepayment for similar service. should 
the occasion arise for demanding it. There was no 
thought of safe-guarding the interests of the masses, 
in creating these feuds. On the other hand, they 
were looked upon as necessary adjuncts, withoUt 
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which the grants ~ould have been valueless. The 
nobles acquired, th~refore, along with their estates 
an indefeasible claim to the labour of the men who 
lived on them. this right was, -in the theory of the 
Norman jurists, absolute, and in practice also it was 
sufficiently oppressive at first. The peasants had. as 
a matter of fact. very little independence even before 
the Conquest. But after it. partly as a result of 
racial animo,!ity and partly because a similar, de
gradation had taken place on the Continent. Utey 
were regarded as mere chattels. All this sounds 
very unfair; but the original iniquitous relation has 
to be taken into account in pronouncing judgment on 
the course of subsequent events. 

The landlords had. no doubt. important judicial 
and administrative functions. But rent was not the 
consideration for a proper performance of them, for 
a number of fees and fines. more than adequate for 
meeting the cost of administration. was exacted from 
the people who were subject to their jurisdiction. 
The income from them ~as. in fact. sometimes more 
important than that from payments for the oC("J1pa
lion of their lands. Besides. the lords were vested 
with magisterial powers not primarily to give the 
benefits of good government to the people. bU:t in 
order to keep them in due subordination. so _ that in 
the hour of danger they might muster round their 
landlords as their natural leaders. Their obligations' 
in this connection were. therefore. to the suzerain ; 
and it is reading history obliquely to regard them a& 
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public officers in the sense with which modem 
democratic conceptions have familiarized us. 

But even if rent were the wage of certain kinds' 
of servi~es, one does not see why it should have 
been incapable of enhancement. The labourers had 
even before the fifteenth century secured an en-

• hancement of their wag~s ; and their plea had been 
that prices had risen. There was the same justifica
tion for an increase in rents, for the fall in the pur
chasing power of money was a sourc~ of emb~rraSl
ment to the landlords as well. A distinction. may, 
indeed, be drawn hy saying that they were salaried 
officers of the government, who could' not of their 
own accord improve their incomes. But the king 
had not objected to such an improvement and the 
law had permitted it. A baron of the fifteeJ:lth 
century could not under the circumstances be expect
ed to take such an enlightened view of his duties 
and powers as would have assured to his tenants the 
e~joyment of their holdings at the old rates of pay
ment. Besides, not only rent as measured. in com
modities, but even money rent had fallen ip. some 
places below their old level in the thirteenth century. 
And those who had put up with this decline had 
certainly a right to improve their incomes; when 
circumstances permitted it. 

The truth is that fixity of rent works unfairly 
under a' money economy. The value of money 

. changes from time to time, and unless rent is 
adjusted to it, one or the other of the two parties 
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suffers. We can fonn some idea of the way In 
~hich customary tenure may -operate by trying to 
find out what the financial position of certain educa
tional institutions· in Great Britain would have been 
now. if instead of wisely deciding to receive their 
rent in kind. they had sanctioned commutation at the 
rate of six pence per acre. which was current in the 
fifteenth century. and allowed it to stand up to the 
present day. The landlord's loss is. of course. the 
tenant's gain. And since in _spite of occasional 
fluctuations. the purchasing power of money has 
shown a decided tendency to decline. the arrange
~ent may be justified on the ground that it benefits 
the large body of producers at the expense of a 
small leisured class. But customary tenancy does 
not supply. an adequate motive to the producers for 
doing their very best in the way of production. And 
it often prevents the land from coming into the 
hands of those who are best fitted to tum it to 
account. 'The magic of property. no doubt, some
times turns sand into gold.' But the proprietary 
right must be complete in order to have this magical 
effect. The tenant. who has to pay rent and fines on 
alienation and succession. does not regard himse"tf as 
the owner of his holding, even when the rent and 
the fines are incapable of enhancement. 

It may. however, be said that the existence of a 
class of rent-receivers was no longer necessary, since 
it had ceased to render that military service, to' 
which it owed its position and privileges. But a 
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price wa. paid for this exemption, and it w~s, more
·over, never complete, since every land-owner as 
such was expeeted to 6ght for the defence of the 
realm .. The price might have been inadequate: but 
it was 6xed by the ruler to whom the service was 
due; and it had enabled him to raise and keep an 
-efficient army for purPoSes of defence and attack, 
So the community had gained by the arrangement, 
though the burden of a certain section might have 
been particularly lightened. The same may be said 
·of the resumption by the Crown of the magiste~ial 
powers .which had been delegated to the landlords. 
Peace and order were, as a result of this change, 
better maintained. and the cost of maintaining them 
was probably less than it had been under baronial 
rule. 

But was it not desirable to deprive the pro
prietor. of their estates, after the important duties 
which they had once performed had been taken up 
by the ordinary machinery of government ~ The 
answer to such a question is that, apart from the fact 
that the Tudors were not strong enough for such a 
wholesale co~ation of the properties of' an im
portant and inBuential class, there remains the objec
tion that the step,even if it were possible, would 
have proved an obstacle in the way of progress. 
For what was to be done with the land Ilfter the 
resumption) The Crown could not be trusted with 
it ; it wasted valuable resources when a 6fth of the 
·.reall:)' fell into its hands in consequence of the dis-
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solution of the monasteries. A free gift of it to the
copy-holders would not have improved matters. 
They had been. in fact. joint proprietors of the land 
for about three centuries. and their records were 
against them. During this long period. agriculture-' 
had decayed. the soil had lost its fertility. and only 
famine. war and pestilence had preserved the 
balance between population and the means ~F 
subsistence. These cultivators would. in all likeli
hood. have stuck to their bad old ways and might 
have failed to free themselves from the trammels of 
an extinct communism even if their financial position 
had been bettered by taking off their shoulders' 

,the inconsiderable quitrent which they had been, 
paying. The landlords. on the other hand. took the
fullest advantage of the new opportunities ; and the 
productive power of the nation as well as the re
cuperative powers of the soil showed' a marked im
provement as a result of their careful and economical 
management of-their estates. Their enlightened and 
unfettered self-interest proved thus in the long run 
coincident with the welfare of the people. It safe
guarded the interests of posterity and paved the way 
for -the material greatness of England by securing the 
conditions of a progressive improvement in agricul
ture and other rural industries. 

The statement has often passed unchalle~ged 
that after the confiscation of the property of the 
Church. a new race of landlords ~as created who 
never paid a fair price for their possessions. It is 
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only partially true, for many of those, who acquired 
their estates from the favourites of Henry VIII, had 
to pay. an adequate consideration for them. The 
confiscation its~1f was, no doubt, an unjustifiable' 
measure, and it added to the troubles of the age by 
diverting to other purposes the endowments which 
had till then been used fo:r the relief of distress.. But 
the lay landlords were not responsible in any large 
measure for this thoughtless misappropriation, as 
Henry VIII took the step in spite of the remons
trances of his commissioners and counsellors. ~d 
Henry himself and his successors were not complete-· 
Iy indifferent to the claims of destitution at a time 
when destitution had be~n increased by a revolution 
in rural economy. But it was obviously the duty of 
the state to' distinguish between men who could not 
earn a living owing to' physical unfitness or adverse' 
circumstances and those who preferred the freedom 
and exciting uncertainties of a vagrant's life to· 
regular occupation and a modest wage. Stem laws 
were, no doubt, passed by Henry and his daughter; 
but there is a mass of evidence to show ,that a 
corrective was required.· .The civil authorities who 

• The' following 8entence occur. in the preamble of 14 
£liz. Cap. V.-

Where all the parts of this realm of England and W~les 
be presently with rogues. vagabonds and sturdy beggars ell:
ceedingly pestered. by means wbereof daily happe~eth in the 
same realm honible murders. thefts and other great outrageII' 
to the high displeasure of Almighty God, and to the irreat 
annoy of the commonweal. 
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were entrusted with the duty· of ministering to the 
wants of the destitute were certainly less indulgent 
thl!on the monks; but they did not. like the latter. 
sometimes create the distress which they relieved. 
Overseers were appointed to collect poor rates and 
to diStribute the .proceeds among the needy; but 
they had instructions to distinguish between the stal
wart tramp and the helpless poor. Special measures 
were taken to provide work for the former. and he 
was punished only if he refused to make himself 
useful.· The Tudors have been blamed for trying 
to put down able-bodied pauperism. But such a 
step was necessarY for preserving the morale and the 
industrial efficiency of the nation. 

• The following extract from 18 Eliz. Cap. III will tell the 
reader what these measures were-- ' 

.••..••.. , •. in every city and town corporate •..•..... a competent 
stock and store of wool. hemp. Bu:. iron or other lltulf •••••••.• 

shall be provided. the said .tores ..••..... to be committed to tl,e 

custody of ......••. the mayor or other head officera ......••. to the 
intent every such poor and needy person ...••.•.. able to del any 
work ••••.••.. shall not for want of work go abroad either beg-

ging or committing pilferinga or other misdemednours. --_ .. -....... . 

The collectors from time to time •..••.... shall. of the same stock 
and atore. deliver to .uch poor and needy person a com
petent portion to be wrought into yarn or other matter ......... 

for which they shall make payment according to the desert 

of the work ; ......... and if hereafter any such person able to 
do any such work .hall refuse to work ......... he. ahe or they 
.hall be received into such house of correction. there to be 
straightly kept. as well in diet as in work. and aleo punished 

from time to time. ' 
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The enclosure of the common lands has been 

found fault with by Bome writers. because it deprived 
the poor cuitivators of the opportunity of feeding 
their cattle and Bheep on the stubble after the harvest 
was over. But: if agriculture was to improve, it waB 
necessary .to abandon the bad old system of open 
fields. which had arrested development. for many 
centuries. It prevented cross ploughing of the fields 
which were long and njUTow strips. HarroWing Was 
difficult; and even if it could be done. there was· 
not an adequate motive for cleansing the land so
long as lazy neighbours allowed the thistle to run 
to seed on their plots. Lastly it stood in the way of 
a proper manuring of the fields. as they had to be 
thrown open to the beasts of the village after the
barvest. These were only some of its drawbacks I 

and it is ·no wonder. therefore. that there was an 
immediate and marked improvement in the rent of 
those fields which were enclosed. Besides. the. 
movement was beneficial not only to the landed in
terest. but also to the entire community. because by 
facilitating intensive culture. it prepared the way for' 
a considerable mcreasein the supply of foodstuffs. 

The enclosure of the waste stands on a different 
footing. But it was nota new thing. and the land- . 
lords alone were l10t responsible for it. for peasants 
had ohen taken the liberty to add to their posses
sions by encroaching on the commons. Moreover. 
there Was some lort of justi6cation for the action of 
the landlords. For though custom prescribed th~ 
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joint use of the waste by the lord and the cultivators, 
'yet it was in feudal theory his property, as the fee 
.. of the entite manor belonged to him. Rent or com
pensation was on this principle paid to' him alone, 
whenever there was alienation of any part of the 
'commons, though the question of the propriety of 
:such an alienation was decided by the whole homage. 
Besides, the statute of Merton had authorized bim 
to appropriate portions of the waste so long as suffi
cient land was left for the use of his tenants, while 
at the same time no rule had been laid down for 
determining what should be regarded as adequate 
for their purposes. Still it must be said that the 
prescriptive rights of the poor tillers of the soil were 
unjustly done away with, whenever the. whole or a 
considerable portion of the waste was enclosed with
·out offering due compensation to them. 

The extension of sheep farmirig even at the ex
.pense of agriculture was, however, a gain to the 
nation in the long run. It gave the necessary period 
-of rest to the land which had been exhausted by 
·centuries of wretched cultivation. And it enabled 
England to accumulate some of that capital which 
was subsequently utilised in laying the foundations 

. -of her industrial and commercial greatness. But its 
immediate effects were not altogether satisfactory, as 
it threw out of employment a large number of ~en 
who had formerly maintained themselves by work
ing as agricultural labourers. So there was discon
tent wherever arable land was laid down in' grass : 
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and the new tenants had sometimes to be ·.protected 
Irom mob violence. But the displacement of sur
plus labour and its migration to' urban centres proved 
.an advantage to agriculture itself when the time came 
for breaking up the soil once more for tillage. For 
,agriculture had suffered as much in the past from a 
plethora of hands as from defective methods of 
husbandry. 

The shrinkage of the area under cultivation in 
this period has been represented by some writers as 
a national calamity. But it should be observed that 
the preference shown to sheep farming at the begin
,ning of the new era was due more to the unremu
nerative character of husbandry than to the rise in 
.the price, of wool. The yield of the soil was poor 
iand was getting poorer every year : and it was better 
for the community as well as for the agriculturists 
,'that some of it should be devoted to a more lucra
. tive industry, while the rest received a morlil careful 
dressing than before. There are reasons for think
ing. that the contraction of tillage was. n~!!' accom
pained by a marked fall in the tot~l yield. Popula

·tion was almost stationary during the last two cen· 
'turies of the. feudal age j and yet the harvest· was 
'in~ average years barely sufficient for· the. needs of 
. the people, while scarcity and famine were familiar 
'phenomena.· There was a remarkable 'increase in 

• The ~erest famine ever ezperienced in England was 
-that of the two c;onsel'utive years of 1315 and 1316 .. : .. .5carcitiea. 
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numbers during the Tudor period ;* and yet England' 
was soon able not only to meet her own wants but 
also to ship -considerable quantities of grain to 

continental countries. The Tudors. in . fact. could 
not beindilferent to the fate of agriculture. t for the 
naval power that they aimed at could be secured 
only by an increase of shipping. and of such an 
increase. a flourishing export trade in grain seemed 
to be the sine qua non. And yet the course of .events. 
convinced them that the . attempt to stille the rival 
industry would. if successful. arrest economic deve
lopme'nt. So the restrictive ordinances of the early 
years of the sixteenth century were allowed to fall 
into desuetude. while every effort was made to-

or famines. almost as serious occurrecl .••... in 1321. 1351. and 
. 1369. There was only one year· of great scarcity during the 

fifteenth century. that of 1438 ....• .ln the sixteenth the dear years 
were 1527. 1550 and 1551. 1554. 1555 and 1556. when the base 
money was in circulation.-Rogers. The Economic Inferpret.!

fion of Histo",. 
• Durtng the seventeenth century. the population W8& 

certainly doubled. The cause of this was partly immigration 
from France. Flanders. and Germany. of refugees from the 
wars of religion and persecution. partly the great development 
of th'; woollen industry. mostly the settlement of England north 
of the Trent.-Rogers. The Economic Inferpret.!fion of Hi.to",. 

t There could be no better proof of this statement than 
39 and 40 Elix. Cap. II. a portion of which is given below. 

Whereas the strength and flourishing estate of this kina· 
dom •• : •..••. i. greatly upheld and advancecl by the maintenance 
of the plough and tillase. being the oceaaiOll -of the increase 
and multiplying of people both for service in the ware eo 
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directly Eoster agriculture and the export trade in 
grain. 

But the fact that the progress of sheep fanning 
was attended by satisfactory results can not justify 
the action of those landlords. who turned out their 
tenants or enclosed the waste without offering proper 
compensation for the injury~ It is not strange. there~ 
fore. that there were frequent riots and that some
times they assumed the magnitude of insurrections. 
For no amount of legal sophistry could white-wash 
their cynical indifference to human suffering or re
concile the ejected tenants to their arbitrary measures. 

in times of peace. being alao a principal means that people 
are eet on work and thereby withdrawn from idlenese. 
drunkenneae. unlawful games and all other lewd practices ...... ; 
and where ... by the lame meane .•.....•. the greater part of the 
.ubjecla are I pre.erve.i nom elI:treme pov~ ••••••••• and the 
wealth of the MaIm i. kept Gispereed end distributed in man,. 
hude ........ ,and wJ.ereu aleo the said hU8bandry end tillage 
is a cauae that the ealm doth mote .tend upon itself. without 
depending upon foreign ~untries either for 'brin)ling in of 
corn in time of scarcity. or for 'vent ud utterance of ODr own 

• commoditiee hem.. iD over great abundance; and wh_ 
nom the 27th year of King HenT)' VIII U!1til the 35th year of 
Her Majesty's most happy teip. there w... always in force 
.. me law which did ordain a _mon and continuance of 
a certain quant'ty and proportion of land in tillage not to 'be 
altered; and that in the laat Parliament.H ...... partly by reason 
of the great plenty .. cheapnese of grain ........ 'and partly Ly 
__ of the imperlectionand bbacurity of the law 'Blade in 
that cUe. the ___ discontinued; Bince whiM time there 

have grown mey depopaluOII8 by- tuming, tillace mIlD 

14 
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Parliament might· have stepped in to protect tihe 
interests of tihe poor; but Parliament meant in those 
days the landed nobility and gentry and a few 
merchants and lawyers. who hoped to rise in the 
social scale by acquiring real property, The law 
courts could not protect them. because the judges 
had a direct interest in explaining away their rights, 
and the cultivat~rs of an earlier generation had in 
many instances burnt the manor rolls and thus des
troyed the legal evidence of their title to their hold
ings. The situation illustrated only too well tihe 
dangers incidental to landlordism. when the tenants 
are small men and all real p<?wer in the state is vested . 
in the landlords and their allies. 

But the suffering caused by these enclosures and 
evictions has been greatly exaggerated by those who 
have taken their cue from certain writers of the 

pasture. than at any time for the like number of years hereto-
fore; Be it enacted ......... that whereas any lands since the 
17th of November in the6ret year of Her Majesty's reign 
have been converted to sheep-paeturee or to the fatting or 
8fIlZing of cattle. the same lands having been tillable lands' 
......... by the .pace of 12 years together at the least next before 
conversion ......... all .uch land. shall before the 6rst ·day of 
May 1599 be restored to tillage ......... and 80 shall be continued 
lOll ever. 

And be it further enacted. that all lands which now are 
ueed· in tillage. having been tillable land .......... by the space 
of 12 years together at the leaet .......... hall not be converted 
to any .heep-pasture or to the gruing or fatting of cattle ••......• 
Lut shall. ........ continue to be used in tillage. 
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-period. And there is very little evidence to support 
the statement that the population "diminished 
inestimably" on account of them, and that by the 
middle of the sixteenth century about two ... thirds of 
the land in the country went out of cultivation. The 
innovation was confined mainly to the midland dis
tricts, and even in them it was far from being general. 
It was nowhere more thorough than in Northampton-

· shire; and yet after a couple of centuries of con
solidation of separate farms by the proprietors, "the 
main body of the country was still champaign (open 
1ield) ...... the enclosures lay dispersedly up and down 
in the county. .. The change in the agrarian economy 
was really one of small beginnings; and though it 
might have been accelerated by the dissolution of the 
monasteries, yet throughout the period, it was more 
-or less of a sporadic character, resulting in the forma
tion of a number of scattered channels of enclosed 
1ields surrounded by wide stretches of open country. 

There is much, indeed, in the literature of the 
latter half of the sixteenth century, which would 

· seem to suggest that the shrinkage of the arable area 
· .nd the consequent displacement of labour were very 

rapid in this period. But a careful examination' of 
the facts that bear upon the subject does not justify 
these vociferous' compllJints. Grain prices appear to 
have been fairly steady, when due allowance is made 
for the disturbing inlluence of a considerable inllux 
'of the white metal. Besides, in the reign of EIiz'abeth, 
the exchequer relied on the duty on exported com 
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as an important source of income, and it was foun<f 
possible to double this duty in 1593. The range of 
grain prices and the growth of the export trade in 
spite of taxation are both of them conclusive proofs 
of an appreciable improvement in the total yield, for 
they were in evidence in a time of general prosperity 
and rapid increase of population. This improve
ment is not sufficiently accounted for by the superior 
husbandry of the enclosed fields, if it is assumed . 
thatl:1here was at the same time a considerable de
crease in the . extent of the land 'under the plough. 
So one feels inclined to accept a recent estimate that 
less. than five percent of the total area wa~ affected 
by this agricultural change from its inception in the 
middle of I:1he fifteenth century to the· close of the 
sixteenth. The movement was at any rate gradual 
and not of the natur~ of an alarming revolution. Still 
there must have been a good deal of suffering, though 

. it was probably caused more by the ignorance and 
conservatism and consequent immobility of labour 
in the sixteenth century than by the inevitable diffi
culties of the economic and social adjustment that 
was rendered necessary by the change in the agrarian 
economy. 

There was, as already observed. another kind 
of enclosure. viz., the fencing in of the waste. which 
hit the smallest men in the rural dismcts very hard. 
Though dating from the time of the statute of 
Merton. it was resorted to on a comparatively large
scale in the period under review. And if we are to. 
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judge by the number of actions, it caused more strife 
and trouble than the attack on the .open fields. 
Besides, unlike the latter, it was not confined to the 
midland districts, but took place in almost every part 

<of the country. The discomfort which it caused must 
have been considerable, as the crofters and labourers 
"had always improved their miserable wages by keep
ing a cow and a few pigs which had till then grazed 
-on the waste. It is not strange, therefore, that of 
the instances of oppressive enclosure which were 
brought to the notice· of the Privy Council, almost 
al! had reference to the appropriation of the 
<ommons. 

But without minimising the amount of suJfering 
mental as well as physical which was thus caused, 
it may be said that the movement as a whole was 
a blessing, in as much as it saved England from in
dustrial stagnation and poverty and brought about an 
immediate improvement in the culture level. Even 
contemporaries were not all of them blind to its merits 
-or to the drawbacks of the system that it overthrew. 
Thomas Starkey, chaplain to Henry VIII, ob~erved 
so early as 1538 that since "our food and nourishing 
atandeth not only in com and fruits of the ground, 
but also in beasts and cattle, no less necessary than 
the other, there must be provision for the breeding 
<of them as well as for the tilling of the earth, which 
.can not be without pastures and enclosure of 
ground." And ·he pointed out ·to Lis countrymen 
that if "your plenty and abundance of wool were 
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not here maintained, you should have little brought 
in by merchandise from other parties, and so we 
should live without any pleasure or commodity ~ •• 
The crofters, it is true, had no share in this pleasure 
or commodity . But useful work and better wages 
were awaiting them in urban areas: and it was sheer 
waste of resources under the circumstances to keep 
valuable land in a state of nature, in order to ensure 
to them a miserable existence in the country. 

To the suitability of enclosure for purposes of 
. tillage, equally emphatic testimony was borne by 
Thomas Tusser, who was born in 1523. After con
demning the compulsory co-operation with the lazy· 
and the shiftless under the open-field system, he 
declares unequivocally in favour of enclosure, for 
says he, 

More plenty of mutton and beef, com, butter 
and cheese of the best 

More wealth anywhere (to be brief), more 
people more handsome and prest 

Where find ye, go search any coast than 
there where enclosure is most. 

In fact, the merits of the new system were tried· 
by the two rival industries that held the field in the 
country, and it stood the test well. I.n the first quar
ter of the sixteenth century, an attempt was made· 
in certain places to combine the rearing. of sheep' 
with tillage in what is known as convertible hus
bandry. "A portion of arable land was laid down
in grass for a period 'of years, after which it was: 
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broken up again and used for tillage for a time. This 
gave a better chance for the land to recuperate than 
the fallowing every .second or third year." And 
consequ~ntly the system was largely adopted. and 
enclosure was carried out in the interests ·.of tillage 
and grazing alike. But the price of wool ceased to, 

rise about the middle of'tlhesixteenth century, and 
it remained ~tationary tlhroughout the seventeenth. 
This depression in the woollen trade gave agricul. 
ture its chance, and tillage and cattle breeding be
came once more the most remunerative industries. 
Improved methods of cultivation were introducl!d 
from Flanders and Brabant about this time j the 
fallow was utilised for roots as well as for raising 
cabbages, celery, hops and carrot. and a consider
able tract of waste land was brought under the 
plough. The progress was even more rapid in the 
eighteenth century, in the course of which mechani
cal improvements for minimising labour were brought 
into use as great common fields or waste lands were 
enclosed. The cultivation of the turnip led' at the 
same time to tihe disuse of the fallow and to a'proper 
rotation of crops. * It amounted, in fact, to an ex
tension by one-third of the cultivable area of Eng
land. while the superior cattle-food provided by it 
improved the breed of the domestic animals: "The 
average ~eight of beeves at Smithfield went up from 

• The Norfolk course, which was com, clover, com. 
turnip; while the open-field course had been corn, com. 
fallow. 
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370 Ibs. in 1710 to 800 lbs. in 1795; sheep increased 
from 28 lbs. to 80 lbs .• and calves and lambs in pro
portion. .. The new crop helped the farmer in 
another way. for by making stall-feeding possible in 
winter. it provided him with a plentiful supply of 
manure. And about this time frequent and liberal 
manuring was resorted· to in the east of the country. 

But all these improvements would have been 
impossible. if the open-field system. the bad legacy 
of a defunct communism, had continued to handicap 
industry and enterprise. The holder of a number 
of detached and unfenced strips could not profitably 
grow clover or turnips. He could not properly 
manure his lands. for they had to be thrown open 
to the domestic animals of his neighbours as soon 
as the itarvest was gathered. And lastly though he 
could buy good sheep and cattle. he could not pre
vent them from deteriorating by infection, if he bad 
no pasture of his own and was. therefore. obliged 
to turn. them out on the village commons with the 
other village beasts. The progress which I have 
described was due. no doubt. to a new race of 
farmers who bought out the yeomen and who pos
sessed superior wealth. intelligence and knowledge. 
But even they could not have accomplished much. 
if they had been encumbered by the trammels of a 
worn-out and mischievous system. 

. The superior advantages of the consolidation 
and enclosure of farms are seen most clearly by com
paring the districts in which they were most in evi. 
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.cJence with others which clung for a considerable 
time to the old economy. Kent, Essex, Suffolk and 
Northamptonshire were the enclosure counties par 
excellence in the sixteenth century, while the move
ment was fairly strong also in Oxfordshire, Berkshire 
and Buckinghamshire. And these were among the 
richest, best cultivated and most densely peopled 
counties in the middle of the eighteenth century. 
Kent, which had been described by Stafford in 1581 
as ahead of other Counties in respect of enclosure. 
was in Arthur Young' s time noted for its superior hus
bandry. And Essex, which T usser had mentioned as 
illustrating the advantages of enclosure, was the first 
county where turnips were cultivated as a field crop. 
But the greatest improvement in the first half of the 
eighteenth century was to be found in Norfolk. Its 
excellent rotation of crops and intensive culture re
ceived high praise from Arthur Young, and he gave 
seven reasons for the general prosperity of. the dis
trict. Among these were enclosure without assist. 
ance of Parliament and the division of the county 
into large farms. "Great farms," said he;' "have 
been the soul of the Norfolk culture." 

The enclosure movement which had shown signs 
of abatement since the middle of the sixteenth cen· 
tury gathered strength once more in the latter half 
of the eighteenth. And it is significant that it pro
voked little opposition and that public opinion seemed 
even to favour it in certain parts of the country. 
There were two reasons for this change in the. atti. 
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tude of the people. Labour in the eighteenth cen
tury was much more intelligent and mobile than it 
had been in the sixteenth, when the dead weight of 
old traditions· and an almost extinct system still lay 
heavy on it. And secondly, a hundred and fifty years 
of experience' had demonstrated conclusively the 
superiority of the new system of farming. Nothing, 
in fact, could be a better eye-opener than the diHer
ence in the results obtained by the two systems that 
existed side by side. Arthur Young compared the
yields of open land and enclosed fields at Risby ; 
and the figures that he obtained are shown in the: 
following table:-

Outtum of wheat per acre 
barley 
oats 
beans 

" 

Open Enclosed· 
land. field. 

Bushels. Bushels_ 
17-18 26 
36 40 
32 44 
28 32 

But even this comparative estimate could not be 
taken as an adequate measure of the inferiority of 
the open-field husbandry. Its drawbacks for the pur
poses of wool growing and cattle breeding have been 
already dwelt upon. There were others also, which 
though they could not be expressed in terms of 
pounds, shillings and pence, were none the less real. 
For instance •. it prevented enterprising farmers from 
shaping their plans without reference to the 'preju
dices pf their neighbours. It involved waste pf time 
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and energy. for less. of both would certainly have 
8ufficed for the culture of compact farms. And lastly' 
it was· a perpetual source of quarrels regarding 
boundaries and rights of pasture in the stubble and 
the commons. 

One need not. therefore. be sJrprised that the 
old system .with its manifold defects lost ground. 
among a people Wihose new watchword was progress. 
ArthUr Young obseJ;Ves that between 1760 IlQd 1770. 
there were "more experiments. more discoveries and 
more general good sense displayed in the walk of 
agriculture than in an hundred preceding ones." In 
fact. the passion for agricultural improvement be
came general soon after the accession of George III . 
• 'Farmer George" himself led the way and encourged 
the prevailing tendency by teaching that a weIl~ 
developed estate was the best investment for super
fluous wealth. The average produce of wheat was 
already 25 bushels per acre; and there was every
motive for augmenting the produce.. Even patrio
tism came to the aid of self-interest in the matter
during the long war with France, for it. was felt that 
the only chance of successfully resisting the aggressive 
policy of Napoleon lay in the abilitY of the country 
to produce all that it needed in the way of necessaries 
and comforts. But what obviously stood in the way
of such a consummation was tihe open-field system 
with its intermingled strips and communistic regula
tions. An attempt to improve it so as to avoid the 

.. necessity of breaking up the common fielda had been 
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,made py Sir W. Dolbein' s Act; in 1773 ; but it had 
failed. It still occupied, however, about half of the 
arable area in. central and southern England. So 
it had to be got rid of. if there was to be further pro
gress. A private Act of Parliament enjoining 
enclosure could~e obtained if the lord of the estate 
and eighty per cent. of the tenants jointly applied 
for it. Full advantage was taked of the option thus 
allowed. and as many as three. thousand such acts 
were passed in the reign of George III. b~ides a 
General Enclosure Bill which was introduced by Sir 
J. Sinclair. "It is impossible", said Sir J. Sinclair 
on the occasion. "to suppose that the poor should 
be injured by that circumstance which secures to 
them a good market for their labour (in which the real 
riches of a cottager consists). which will furnish them 
with the means of constant employment and by 
which the farmer will be enabled to pay them better 
wages than before." 

I have tried to show in the foregoing paragraphs 
that freedom from the trammels of communism was 
a necessary condition of agricultural prosperity. The 
movement against them was initiated and carried on 
by the landlords in their own interests. It does not 
follow. however. that landlordism is an equally in
dispensable factor of success. The case for English 
landlords rests on other grounds. But before dwelling 
-on them. I must say that I do not believe landlordism 
to be the best of all possible arrangements under all 
circumstances. The experience of England justifies 
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ita continuance there ; but the experience of many 
othe; COl,lDtries has been very dilferent. Even in 
England. the sins of the landlords have been many 
and gre;'t ; but the disservice which they have done 
has been outweighed by the services which they have 
rendered to the community. 

As regards the disservices. we have it on the 
authority of Latimer that the landlords of the sixteenth 
century often inflicted a penal rise in rents or an 
excessive fine on renewal in order to get rid of their 
old tenants. Markham who wrote in 1649 tells us that 
the custom of marling land went out of fashion. 
because a tenant on a short or precarious lease could 
not thinlt of enriching his landlord without any 
security that be should get the full benefit of his out· 
lay. And Hartlib. whose Legacy of Husbandry 
appeared a few years later. while alluding to the un· 
certainty of fines on copyholds and other customary 
tenures. lays his finger on another source of annoy- . 
ance and pecuniary loss to the poor cultivators. when 
he refers with considerable bitterness of feeling to the 
enormous increase in the number of dove.cota and 
pigeon-houses in the country. J'he remarks of these 
careful observers constitute an unimpeachable testi. 
mony to the manner in which the permanent interests 
of the people were sacrificed for the gratification of 
a short-sighted a'Varice or of an equally culpable love 
of'pleaiure. . , 

Where the· object of the landlord was ~ot to eject 
the copyholder. but to wheedle him out of his joint 
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proprietorship, advantage was sometimes taken of 
his ignorance or stupidity to persuade him to exchange 
his heritable right for a terminable lease. "Making us 
believe that our copies are void, they compel us to 
:surrender all our former writings, whereby we ought to 
hold some for two and some for three lives and to 
take by indenture for twenty one years." Such was 
often the complaint of the tenants; but when the 
gentle means of misrepresentation failed, the steward 
·had instructions to· harass them in a hundred different 
ways till they were only too glad to acquiesce in the 
terms that were dictated. It was. in this way that 
many copyholds were converted into mere lease
bolds in- the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. But 
the landlords did not stop here, for they attacked 
the property of the socagers in the last quarter of the 
seventeenth· century. This attack was more thorough 
and systematic, as it took the form of legislative 

'aggression. The moment chosen was, indeed, highly 
-opportune ; for after the Restoration, Parliament was 
supreme, and Parliament meant in those days the 
landed nobility and gentry. So after emancipating 
their estates from feudal dues at the expense of the 
general public ~md tying the labourer to the soil, 
they devised a new and speedy measure for annex· 
ing the properties of the smaller freeholers, whose 
number till then had been large. That measure was 
the Statute for the Prevention of Frauds and 
Perjuries, passed on the 16th of April, 1677. The 
very first clause in it provided tihat 'from and after 
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June 24, 1677, all estates and interests of freehold 
,created by livery of seisin only or by' parole or not 
put into writing and signed by the parties. or their 

'agents should have the force of leases at will only, 
~ny consideration Eor making any such parole leases 

"or estates or any former law or usage notwithstand~ 
ing.' This enactment was obviously intended to 
destroy, and it succeeded pretty well in destroying 

. or reducing to tenancies at will those numerous free~ 
holds which had been created by ancient forms of 
conveyance and were, therefore, not fortified by 

.documentary evidence. Such was the treatment 
accorded to those whose ancestors had in an earlier 
'f'poch constituted the strength and glory of England 
in more ways than one. But the landlords gained 
immensely by this law and by the enactment which 
abolished feudal dues: for these measures converted 
them into absolute owners of the estates to which 
-their right had once been limited by th~ eminent 
,domain of the feudal superior as well as by the 
prescriptive title of the copyholders and socmen. 

Mer securing a monopoly of realty in this 
manner, they tried to perpetuate their hold over it 
by means of uses, entails· and secret conveyances. 
The uncertainty of titles which arose from the last 

• Entails. says Adam Smith. were the natural conaequences 
·of the law .,f primogeniture. "They were introduced . • . • • 
lo hinder any part of the original estate from being canied out 

.of the proposed line either by gift. or devise. or alienation." 
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practice was even at the time of the Restoration a 
chief cause of the decline in rents and in the value 
of land. It diss~aded prudent men from a form of 
investment which involved considerable risk and 
annoyance and migl;lt end in their ruin. Free trade 
in land and a full development of its capabilities 
were even more effectually. prevented by the legal 
tricks which bound it up with the fortunes of certain 
families. Their mischievous influence on agrarian 
industry would appear from the fact that owing to 
their operation. no one possessed such an interest in 
land as would have justified the full amount of profit
able investment. "The ostensible owner. usually a. 
tenant for life. could not make it, because he was 
handicapped by the terms of the settlement. The
remainder-man could not make it, because he was 
not in possession. The tenant could not make it, 
because his interest was limited and he could not
get compen~ation for improvement .... 

It can not, of course, be said that there was no· 
alienation of land during the last three centuries; 
and one naturally wonders why in circumstances 
like these the farmers did not take care to 
purchase wherever possible proprietary rights over
the fields on which their capital and labour were 
employed. But the reason was that political and 
social considerations gave to land except in certain 
short-lived periods of depression a value which was 
generally much higher than what economic calcula
tions could pronounce as legitimate. The poor man. 
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could not alford to buy it at a price which would 
have spelt ruin to him. And even during the 
temporary spells of depreciation.· the would-be 
purchase~ of ten acres found that the expense of 
conveyance would make a weighty addition to the 
cost of lhe land. while for the l>uyer of ten thousand 
acres. the price per' acre was scarcely alfectedby 
the addition of the lawyer's bill.* Moreover. the 
maintenance of one's title to his landed property 
depended on the safe keeping of a large number of 
documents ; and this implied a risk which the small 
man was not always prepared to face. And as for 
the enterprising and educated farmers. they were 
debarred from becoming owners oJ land by the 

• The peculiar system of private conveyance which has 
grown up under the shadow of the Statute of Uees has made 

• it needful for purchasers to secure themselves against the con
stant danger hom aeaet transfers and secret charges by an 
e:o:amination of the history of ,the property as evidenced by 
titie-deeda .......... A1moat always this operation require!! some 
professional alr.ill; often it lequires much. In all but the 
simplest cases the p~ is a long and costly one. The ex
penee falls on the buyer. and in the case of small properties 
acts as an exorbitant tax added .;, the' purchase money. In
deed, large properties are better oIf;. for there are some pro. 
perties of which the pas_ion and the title are historical 
......... In 1862, an office of Land Registry was established, and 
the olfer of a state guarantee and great simplicity in future 

• dea1in';" w';' held out to owners who could satisfactorily prove 
their title......... But the inevitable weakness of this scheme 
of optional legistration i. that it is not the apparent interest 
of thl' landowner IIIve in e:o:ceptional cases to registe •. -PQIIQck. 

15 
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, extreme rarity of sales of comparatively large 
properties and by their abnormally high price caused 
by the competition of men who rated social consider
ation above pecupiary gain. There was another 
circumstance, pointed out by Arnold, which must 
have operated in favour of the lordly idler.T 0 an 
industrial purchaser, long delay in the establishment 
of his title, sometimes extending over a year, was a 
serious matter. But it did not in the same degree 
affect the man of leisure, for whom acquisition of 
realty was a mode of disposing of his cumbrous 
wealth. Thus owing to these highly artificial condi
tions, proprietary right in land was Ii luxury for the 
rich, but an unprofitable investment for others. 
because of its "costliness of purchase and the still 
more discouraging prospect of continuing costliness 
to hold." 

It has been said that landlordism has im
poverished the nation by shutting out in this manner 
a legitimate object of ambition from the farmers. 
But has the evil been obviated in any measure by 
the adoption of a liberal policy 'by the landlords"? . 
I shall first state what a determined opponent of the 
existing system of tenure has got to say on the 
subject. According to Arthur Arnold. the landlords 
have as a rule let their land. part of it on lease. but 
the greater portion on yearly tenancy. As a rule' 
too. they have thought as much of sport as of im~ 
provement. "Many. who could spare the money, 
did not feel sufficient interest in the land of which 
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'they were but life-tenants. Others who did take a. 
personal interest in their property preferred to spend 
their surplus in the purchase of more land,,'· And 
improvements could not be expected from those 
who were in embarrassed circumstances and were 
anxious to payoff charges. upon their estates or to 
·save money out of which they might give portions to 
their younger children. 

The farmer might have done what the landlords 
failed to do ; but the preferential security which the 
law guaranteed to their claim for rent often prevent
ed them in the last two centuries from being sufli

-ciently cautious as to the character. education and 
capital of the would-be tenant. "The least respon
sible men were not seldom the highest bidders in 
the matter of rent. partly beause being ignorant. they. 
were less able to judge· the real value of the land 
and partly out of the. carelessness which is often 
·seen in men who have very little to lose," Land
lords. it is true, did not always close with actual 
..adventurers; but they generally availed themselves 
of the latter's readines~ to come forward as a lever
age for forcing solvent tenants to accept more un
"favourable terms than they would otherwise agree 
to. The hard cOnditions, with which they were thus 
saddled as a result of unfair competition, were at the 
same time unaccompanied by the only circumstance 
which could have rendered them tolerable. Long 
leases were rare in England. because the proprietors 
·were anxious {or sport and hoped also to screw up 
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'rents at each recurring settlement. But improvements 
or even a generous treatment of the soil could not 
he expected from tenants when the landlord might 
at the end of the season appropriate the value of 
their unexhausted improvements. 

Arnold's account of the relation between pro
prietors and their tenants is certainly overcoloured. 
! shall. therefore. state here a few well-ascertained 
facts which show how much English agriculture 
owes to the owners of the soil. Even in the sev~n
teenth century. there were considerable tracts in 
England. which had never felt the ameliorating in
fiuence of human industry. The large district of 
Yorkshire was a wilderness with a few insulated 
patches of culture round small villages of rude 
cabins. Vast stretches of heath were in evidence in 
other northern districts. and the fiat eastern counties 
were mostly undrained swamps. while labyrinths of 

• Such was the verdict of Adam Smith among others. 
'The farmer,' said he. 'compared with the proprietor. is as a 
merchant who trades with borrowed money compared with one 
who trades with his own. The stock of both may improve. 
but that of the one. with only equal good conduct. must im
pnwe more slowly than' that of the other. on account of the 

large share of the profits which is consumed by the interest of 
the loan. The lands cultivated by the farmer must in the 
same manner. with only equal good conduct be improved more 
slowly than those cultivated by the proprietor. on account of the 
large share of the produce which is consumed in the rent. 
and which, had the farmer beea proprietor, he might have 

employed in the further improvem~nt of the' laad.· 
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~nderwood and forbidding morasses occupied no 
small portion of the land elsewhere. But they pre
sented a. very different appearance in the latter half 
~f the eighteenth century ; and the improvement was 
-due almost wholly to the wealth and enterprise of 
the landlords. Districts which had been exposed to 
c!estructive floods were drained by means of canals 
at their expense. The salt marshes of Essex and the 
low lands of Norfolk were protected by embank. 
n.ents against the e~croachment of the sea. Waste 
lands were reclaimed and rendered fertile by a 
liberal employment of manure. And permanent 
improvement of farms involving considerable outlay 
was undertaken in various places and effected. 

In the eighteenth century, the landlords address
ed themselves to the difficult task of overcoming' the 
conservatism which had characterized agriculture for 
ages. The application of science to it was attempted 
at their instance'; and others profited by the lessons 
which they were the first to learn from experts and 
Continental farmers. Their tenants took up improved 
methods of tillage and new courses of rotation 'after 
these harl hep.n tp.Rterl on their lanrls. Marlins: was 
thus revived and soils came to be treated with clay, 
chalk and lime. The result was, a remarkable in
crease of productive power which gave: to the 
farmers ,of the eighteenth century crops fout times 
as heavy as those which had been reaped by the 
copyholders of the fourteenth. But this was not all, 
lor their influence Was felt also in the more or.)esa 
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general adoption of mechanical contrivances for 
minimising labour. The example of their experi-
mental fa~s had an educative value in this respect. 
which it would be impossible to overestimate. . 

Even the mischief that they did in trying tOo 
make themselves absolute owners of their estates 
proved.a blessing in the long run. The copyholders
and smaller freeholders. who suffered in consequence
of their ambition. were wedded to a predatory 
system of tillage and often bound by communistic 
rules that stifled industry and enterprise. Besides. 
they were generally too ignorant and poor to rightly 
appreciab the trend of the new economic forces and' 
to . shape their course accordingly. Improved 
methods of cultivation were adopted by a new race 
of farmers. who took their places and who possessed 
greater wealth. intelligence and knowledge. The' 
landlords. no doubt, led the way; but even they 
could not have achieved much if their efforts had 
not been supplemented by those of men who were 
rich enough to pay for the consolidation and en
closure of their farms an.:! for an extensive employ
ment of costly tools and machines-~n them. It waS" 
really a change from subsistence farming to produc
tion on a large scale with a view to the market. and 
it had its analogue in the steady displacement of 
domestic industry by the factory system. Social and" 
economic progress had prepared the way for such 
a change. and it was probably inevitable. But the
aggressive policy of the landlords accelerated it in a. 
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manner that entailed considerable suffering on the 
yeomen. . And it must be. admitted that the 
cOQtempt which they showed for the- rights of others 
in trying to intensify their own proprietary right is 
the greatest blot on their escutcheon. 

It is not, however, correct to describe the 
transfer of property which. took place as having 
benefited only a small and exclusive caste at the 
expense of the rest of the community. For in the 
seventeenth and eighteenth· centuries, the ranks of 
the landowners were swelled by men from the circles 
of trade and finance. There was a remarkable ex· 
pansion of England's oversea commerce from the 
days of. Queen Anne to the commencement of the 
war with rebellious America. And money .made in 
trade and industry was largely spent in buying up 
small estates and binding them together by m~ans of 
entails. Capital took ~his direction partly because 
landed property was considered to be a perfectly safe 
investment and partly because when sufficiently 
large, it gave to the owner social consideration and 
valuable political privileges. It was, therefore,. not 
unfrequently the last re~ard of successful enterprise. 
just as the necessity of parting with it was the 
penalty paid for slovenly farming. Besides, the pro
perties that tlhus ~hanged hands were not always 
the holdings of unsuccessful yeomen. In the west 
of the country at least, many families which had th~ 
right to armorial bearings sold their heritage becaus~ 
they could not properly manage it. Property, there-
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fore, passed in many instances from incompetent 
hands to those who w~re resourceful and experienced • 
in· business ; and wherever there was such a chal)ge 
of ownership, the benefit of it was reaped by men 
who had originally belonged to the same social grade 
as the copyholders and small freeholders. 

But it is sometimes contended that the gain to 
society and to agriculture would have been much 
greater, if circumstances had permitted the farmers 
to acquire ownership of the lands of which they were 
merely the lessees. And in support of such a con
tention, it is said that throughout the eighteenth 
century their ardour for improvement was often 
checked by the uncertainty of 'their tenure. One 
might also ~dd that the capital spent on improve
ments would have been more judiciously applied, 
if it had come from the savings of the farmers and 
not from the revenues of the landlords·. But where 

• Adam Smith thought that great proprietors Were dis
qualified by their training and habits from becoming great, 
improvers. "To improve land with profit," says he, "like all 
other commercial projects, requires an exact attention to small 

savings and small gains, of which a man born to a great for
tune, even though naturally frugal, is very seldom capable. 
The situation of such a person naturally disposes him to attend 
rather to. ornament which pleases his fancy than to profit for 
which he has 80 little occasion ......... He embellishes perhap8 
four or five hundred acres in the neighbourhood of his house, 
at ten times the expense which the land is worth after all his 
improvements I and finds that if he was to improve his whole 
estate in the salM manner, and he has little taste for any other, 
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the same defects had to be remedied in a- number 
of farms -c:qmprised in a big estate. there was 
economy in undertakinG' the work as a whole instead 
of breaking· it up into a number of petty improve
ments to be done by dilferent men at dilferent times. 
Besides. where the work was of considerable diffi
culty. as where morasses had to be drained or em
bankments had to be constructed to shut out the sea. 
the greater .resources of the proprietor enabled him 
to secure expert advice and assistance and thus to 
execute it with broader intelligence and greater fore
sight than could have been expected from farmers. 
Lastly the co-operation of the proprietor and the 
lessee was necessaIY for the success of scientific 
farming. For the lessees had not an indefinite 
supply of capital. and what they had was probably 
just s~cient for properly stocking their farms in the 
new style and meeting current expenditure. 

There are, indeed. minor improvements which 
have to be undertaken from time to time and which 
are best done by the man who works the farm. But 
tenants-at-will could not long undertake them' in 
England. because capital sunk· in land can not be 
easily recovered and there was no certainty that they 
would be indemnified if their lease was terminated 
before they had got the full value of their improve
ments. Legislation. however. has at last interfered 

he would be a bankrupt before he had linished the tenth part 
Gf it:· 
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in their favour and established the principle that all'' 
outgoing lessee might claim as compensation a sum: 
that would fairly represent the value of his improve
ments to the incoming tenant. The principle was, 
first definitely enunciated in the 'Agricultural 
Holdings Act of 1883. and it was confirmed and' 
extended by a similar enactment in 1901. while an 
Act of 1906 gave the tenant full liberty to determine
what crops he would grow without consulting the 
landlord. With his rights thus defined by the
legislature. the yearly tenant now finds his position 
to be q'uite satisfactory. He is protected against 
appropriation of unexhausted improvements by the
landlord. And so there is nothing to deter him from 
making the best possible use of his farm. At the
same time. he can throw it up after due notice if 
the times are bad.' while if he were the owner of 
the property. it would be a mill-stone round his 
neck so long as the depression lasted. 

After what has been said about the enlightened 
self-interest of the landlords. it is h~rdly neces~ary 
to ·dwell at length on the observation that family 
settlements have prevented them from improving 
their estates. Still it remains true that the tendency 
of these settlements is to obstruct the flow, of capital 
to the land. For the tenant for life has rarely 
capital enough for taking in hand costly schemes of 
improvement. And even where he has the neces
sary funds. he lacks the inducement for applying 
them in the way. as such an application will only 
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enrich the eldest son who . has been already J)ro
vided for· by the settlement. But this defect of 
family s.ettlements has been corrected to a certain 
extent ~y the Settled Land Act of 1882. which. 
permits the life-tenant to determine in what form 
the property shall descend to those who come after 
him and so makes it possible for him to improve a 
portion of the estate by sacrificing the rest. He is 
at liberty now to leave them fewer acres than he 
inherited. provided that they are of equal or greater 
value. 

Attempts have been made from time to time to
assimilate the law of succession to estates in land 
to that which governs succession to personal pro-
perty. They have been prompted. of course. by_ 
the desire to see a wider diffusion of property in 
land. Those. who advocate such a diffusion.- are of 
opinion that though primogeniture and family settle
ments have succeeded in creating a leisured class. 
yet the benefit to society from its existence has not 
been commensurate with the sacrifice involved in 
such an artificial concentration of propertY. Its' 
members start with a standard of unproductive 
expenditure that leaves little room sometimes for 
investment of any part of their income in permanent 
improvement of their estates or in works of public 
utility. They -are generally absentees. it is said. 
with no real interest in the well-being of those who 
hold under them. They have taken their share. it 
is' true. of public duties: but the public _ virtues. 
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which they have so far exhibited. are not of that 
exalted 'order which would j~stify the allotment of 
a progressively increasing share of the national divi
dend to them. Rents have increased more than a 
hundred per cent. since 1790. Much of this 
increase is due to the growth of population and of 
prosperity. and there is no reason why a very limited 
section of the society should be permitted to appro
priate it without any corresponding return. The 
strength of, this class has been variously estimated ; 
but whether we put it down at more than ninety 
thousand or less than fifty thousand. the fact is that 
a few hundred proprietors own more land than all 
the rest together. A monopoly like this. enjoyed 
by a number of idlers, is fraught wi~h serious political 
danger and involves besides a wanton waste. of no 
small portion of the resources of the nation. 

Such are the views of those who are opt>osed 
to the present order. But it has its apologists. who 
think that rural England will be materially injured 
jf estates are partitioned once in each generation 
and if as a consequence of such division they pass 
every now and then into the hands of men who have 
no ancestral connection with the land. The scion 
of an old house enters on the management of his, 
property in a spirit very different from the calcu
lating temper of the merchant. "He is. therefore. 
prepared to do for it what no mere land-speculator 
would think of doing and no small proprietor could 
afford to do. If he is a religious man. he builds 
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churches ; if he is an agriculturist, he sinks more in 
drainage and fann buildings than he will ever live 
to recover in rent; if he is a social refonner, he 
erects model cottages, carries out sanitary improve
ments, patronises schools. In all these enterprises: 
as well as in the unpaid services which he renders 
on the magisterial bench. on local boards and 
in the varied spheres of influence open to 
him, he is actuated by no hope of pecuniary reward 
or even of personal gratification, but· rather by that 
peculiar sense of honour, compounded of public. 
spirit and family pride, which has played so large. 
a part in the history of England." 

There are not many. families in England to-day 
~hich can boast of 'long-descended coat-amiour' 
Large numbers of estates have changed hands since
the accession of the House of Brunswick, and they 
have been· generally acquired by retired tradesmen. 
who have made princely fortunes in business. Still 
the picture that has been just given of the landlord 
as an- eager refonner and patron of a dozen charities 
is not altogether fanciful. But when the question is 
asked whether even such a. landlord does more good 
to society than all the yeomen whom he has dis
placed, and if he does not, whether it will not be 

. better for the common weal to bring them back at 
his expense, the answer must be based on other 
grounds. If by yeomen are meant owners of very 
small properties that can not be worked at a profit 
at present, the' answer must be that sUelh a restora-
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tion is neither desirable nor possible except i~ cer-
. tain localities. But probably what is implied is that 

the abolition of primogeniture and family settlements 
will enable the present tenant farmers to acquire 
proprietary rights. There is little. however. in the 
past ihistory of England which would warrant such 
an assumption. A notable attempt was made by 
them in the golden days of the Napoleonic war to 

. free themselves from economic. dependence on the 
landlords. Farmers bought land eagerly and paid for 
it out of the profits of farming and where these were 
insufficient. by mortgage as well on the acquired pro
perty. But this land-ihunger disappeared when prices 
fell; and they seldom invested in land after 1820, 
while they sold what they had bought to persons who 
wanted to build up family estates. The truth is that 
they are better off as tenants than they could be as 
owners. because the whole of their capital is avail
able for the purpose of stocking their farms. 

But even assuming that the more prosperous 
among them would like to be owners. there is no 
.guarantee that property in its descent to lower grades 
of society will reach them. It may be intercepte~ 
after subdivision by men who have made some money 

. by business or service or by following one or other 
-of the professions and would. if possible. retire on 
an assured income. however modest. from rents. 
But the experience of other countries has demons
trated that the worst effects of landlordism are felt 
where the estates are small· or intermediate tenures 
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;are in existence. The owners of these can not im
-prove their property or undertake works of public 
utility, because they are seldom flush of funds. But 

i their ne~essiiies teach thClm to be alert in seizing 
·every opportunity of improving their income by 
.enhancement of rents or by petty exactions. Hence 
the tenants are rack-rented and the land is starved 
wherever they are in evidence. Landlordism has 
been found tolerable in England, because the land
lords have be'en generally big men. 

Cliff Leslie and Hoskyns have dwelt with consi
,derable bitterness of feeling on what they consider to 
be the mischievous consequences of the monopoly 
in land. "It is beyond the power of calculation." 
says Hoskyns, "to estimate the effect upon a saving 
and industrious· community of the denial of the most 
natural and preferred of all sorts of investment. We 
.see the alternative in s])eculations of the wildest and 
most wasteful oharacter in distant lands entered upon 
by the public. The thousands of small capitals !hus 
driven from the country might have at the worst 
engaged tens of thousands of labourers 'at home." 
But the law of diminishing returns prescribes a limit 
to the profitable employment of capital and labour 
on land, and the statistics of the latter. half ,of th~ 
nineteenth century indicate a surfeit and not inani
tion in this respect. Besides. farming is no longer 
the safe business that it o~ce used. to be. It par
takes now of the ciharacter of .speculation, because 
the prices of the chief agricultural products are deter-
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mined not .by the equation of the home demand to 
the home supply but by the equation of the world' s 
demand to the world' s supply. There commenced 
about the year 1873 a period of extreme agricultural 
!depression. which outlived the century and during 
which the value of all sorts of agricultural produce 
and stock and even of agricultural land steadily 
deteriorated. A considerable portion of the clay 
lands was thrown out of cultivation. and thousands J 

of farmers were ruined. According to ·Mulhall. land
lords and farmers lost between 1880 and 1895. four 
hundred and fifty millions of pounds. i.e., on an 
average, thirty millions per annum. But in 1886. 
Sir James Caird had put the figure higher and 
estimated the yearly loss of the agricultural classes 
at about forty three million pounds. And in 1905. 
Palgrave came to the conclusion .that within the 
thirty years immediately preceding. the total loss of 
capital had amounted to one thousand and seven 
hundred million pounds. But whichever estimate 
is taken. the loss appears to have been enormous ; 
and the small capitals of which Hoskyns speaks 
would have been irrecoverably lost if his heart's 
desire had been fulfilled. 

Gibbins accounts for this decline· of British 
agriculture by saying that it has been brought about 
by lack of agricultural capital. And he gives us 
data which seem to p01nt to one conclusion. viz. 
that the farmer's wealth has been wrested from him 
surely thougr not slowly by a tremendous increase, 
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in rent, "Ai: the beginning,!.' says he: "of the 
eighteenth' century, the average rent of agriculttri-al' 
land was seven shillings per acre ..... .ln 1797, we 
find land paying nearly tWenty ~hilliIigs an .acre : 
in 18 J 2 the same land pays over twenty bve shillings ; 
in 1830 again, it was still at about twenty five shillin~: 
but by 1850 it had risen to' thirty eight shillings ~J 
eight pence. Such rent as this was enormous and. 
could oniy be paid in very good years, In ordinarY 
years and still more in bad year~, it was paid. o~i 
ot the farmer's capital." 

But tlie decline of agrIculture w~s really due to 
foreign competition, The facilities for exportatio~ 
Which came to the Aniencan farmer with the 
exparision of the railway system in the S~tes induc~'l 
him to add to his output : and' t~~ Wlhe~t cr~p the;~ 
increased hvo hunch-eel per cent' betWeen 1860 anl 
1880. There was also the competition of countrie~t 
lilCe Russia anJ' (riJia~ ~h~re both l~bour a~d l~n;f 
were cheap. And the English farmer's' difficu1ti~~', 
were increased· by a succession 01 bad' s~a's~r;,s~ It 

( I l ~.;.. : j ., j ~\ 

is not' strange that. he steamly l~st gT'ouha iIi tnese 
circumstances', The pn~e or" wheat. fell' fi-C;;in 56~. 
9d: in 1877 to 22~. rod: iri1894: Such a' f~ll' ~a8' 
unprecedented hi modem times, and' it was' s1iffi~ieiit 
to account' fcir' a rapid' decline' of' agricul~reeX'cept 
in the) most' f~voured' district~. The slirinlt:ge" of 
the farmer.' s l protiis ' was l not, iiis trile~ ac~o;;;pa~e"di 
by' ari immed~attt and' prcip(;i-tionate ire'd~o~' ol( 
rents:, rWf' a'giicuTi~;f prolit~> ar~ ah~'~y~V ~or~\) 

16 
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sensitive to changes in prices than either rent or 
wages. And this is not altogether a disadvantage, 
for it the farmer is the 6rSt to lose in times of 
depression. he is also the 6rst to gain when prosperity 
returns. Be.ides. it is one of the merits of the 
English system with its .yearly tenancies that the 
adjustment to altered circumstances takes place 
within a short time. so that the farmer is able to 
throw on the landlord his share of the losses. That 
he was able to do it in the last crisis is proved by 
the fact that rents were much reduced by 1884. Sir 
James Caird calculated that the annual income of 
the landed interest in 1886 was less by forty two 
million and eight hundred thousand pounds than 
what it had been in 1876. and that of this loss. the 
landlords' share was twenty million pounds and the 
tenants' share as. much. So it is incorrect to· say that 
enormous sums in the shape of exorbitant rent 
continued to 611 the overgrown coffers of the landlords. 
while the farmers and farm-hands were in the grip 
of extreme poverty. 

It is desirable to. give in this connection a few 
details regarding the vicissitudes of· capitalist farming 
in the years that were marked by an unprecedented 
rise in rent. The 6rst great increase took place in 

, the third quarter of the eighteenth century; and it 
was coincident with a remarkable improveme~t in 
the income of the farmers caused on the'one hand 
by the adoption of scientific methods of culture and 
on the other by the growing demand for agricultural 
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produce in the new industrial centres. Between 1769 
.and 1790. there was a rapid development 01 the textile 
.factories as the result of a large number of labour
.saving in~entions. And so the towns grew at the 
expense of the country and threw on it a progressively 
'increasing burden of supplying them with food. 
· This burden was cheerfully. bo~ne by the farmers. 
because it added to their income. The landlords. 
however. were soon able to cut it down owing to 
· ~e brisk competition that there was for both arable 
· and pasture land. But the competition itself was 
-evidence of the fact that the profits of farming were 
comparatively large. English tenants were not 
Irish cottiers. and they paid high rents, because it 
was worth their while to pay them. In fact. agricul
-ture along new lines continued to be the most 
· profitable business in this period in spite of the 
enhancement of rent and the growth of a number 
-of industries in the land: 

Next came the war with revolutionary France 
and with Napoleon, during which supplies from 
f~reign parts were irregillBf and inadequate.. It· was 
a golcJen time for the farmers. for prices soared nigh 
in consequence of ,the obstruction of traffic. But 
the boom was not an unmixed good to them. as it 
led them to be careless in their farming and to' acquire 
luxurious habits, which proved a source of annoyance 
and suffering when the~e was a set-back. Besides. 
many of them were encouraged by large profits to 
bUy freeholds or to extend their holdings ; and they 
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'had to' give up their acquisitions when prices fell. 
T,he landlords gained. again. in the long run ; 'but
neither their gains nor their losses were equal to those 
of. the farm~rs in this' period of extreme fluctuation 
in prices. For rents could not be easily adjusted 
to profits when even a partial failure of the harvest 
in one year caused a startling rise in prices. while 
they sometimes fell in the next to a low level owing 
to a good crop or to unexpected shipments from 
abroad. Wheat was selling in January 1816 at 

. fifty two shillings sixpence; but owing to a poor' 
crop in the next season. it stood at one hundred. 
and seventeen shillings. A rise like this must have 
left the landlords far behind in the race. 

Agri~ulture was not in a flourishing condition 
from 1820 to the accessioJ;l of Queen Victoria. A 
succession of wet seasons injured the harvest. and, 
foreign competition beat down prices. while rates 
and taxes ranged high in co~sequence of the heavy 
burden of debt that the war had left behind. But 
if th~ profit,s. of the farmers were, low. rents also were 
diflicult t() collect in this period. so that the troubles 
of the. time were shared by the landlords and the 
tenants. And ,it appears from G\hbins's figures ~hat 
the agricultural depression was reflected in the station
ariness of ,rents. 

There was a recovery after 1836. which was not 
affected even by the repeal of the Corn Laws ten 
years after. There were various lI'easons for :the 
continuance ,of ,this pro~perity in the midst of adverse 
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circumstances. Good seasons, effective drainage 
and the use of fertilizers enabled the fanners to get 
as much Qut of 'the land as was required for leaving 
.a fair margin of profit. The disCoveries of gold, in 
California and Australia gave a 6lllp to trade, and 
so, as F mer observes, foreign competition in supply. 
ing food was accompanied by such a rise in demand 
as to absorb all that could be produced at home. 
-Moreover, this competition was not very forinidab1e 
at 6rst. The Crimlean War and the closing of the 
Baltic ports prevented importation from RUssia: lor 
,a time. And then came the American Civil ,War, 
which stopped supplies from the New World. B~t 
after 1875, English agriculture was seriously attacked. 
RentS had bee~ put up in 'the mea~while and were 
not immediately lowered. Agricultural wages had 
also risen, and the growing demand for labour in
the centres of mariufact~e rendered a reducti~n out 
of the question. The English farmer was, therefore, 
sorely himdicapped in his contest with the cultivatorS 
of virgin' soil in other partS of the world. He lost 
heavily iii consequence, but he was able at laSt t~ 
throw a considerable share of the loss on the landlord. 
Rents'were lowered and even'remitted in some cases 
after 1877, arid considerable tracts were thrown out 
of cultivation. The comparative incidence of the 
loss on the diff~rent sections of the landed interest, 
ha:s been differently estimated. Cliff: Leslie arid 
-Gibbins seem td thin'k: that' the co~centraiion of 
:;property" in the' hands' ot a -few injured tilie farmers 
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and the best interests cf agriculture in this pericd_ 
Sir Rider Haggard, hcwever, is cf cpinicn that the
landlords were the wcrst sufferers. And he pcints. 
cut in suppcrt cf his view that in ccunties like Essex, 
Ncrfclk' and SUffelk, which were ence fameus fer' 
their superier agriculture,. they have new hardly any
thing left to. them after legitimate expenses have been 
deducted frem receipts, and that theugh in ether 
parts, "they centinue to. live 0.1\ their rents, yet where
they have no. ether reseurces, they are much. 
crippled." 

If appears, therefere, that the varying fertunes 
ef agriculture have affected beth the landlerds and 
the tenants. But if a peried leng eneugh to. allew 
fer' temperary Huctuatiens is taken into acceunt, it 
must be admitted that rent and the value ef land have
censiderably increased. So. the questien ef an 
equitable apprepriatien ef the unearned increment· 
still remains. It is semetimes mixed up; if net in 
so. many werds, at any rate in the driftef the argu
ments used with the ether questien ef determining 
the relative claims ef landlerds and tenants to. the 
prefits . ef cultivatien. But the two. are radically' 
different. Fer, as Sidgwick ebserves, if the landlerd 
has no. claim to. the increase,. much less has the persen 
who. happens to. held land en lease; and so an 
attempt to. secure any pertien ef it fer him by pres
cribing 'fair rents' belew the market rate can net be 
justified, In England much ef it has been d~e to
the grewth ef industry and cemmerce; and ,,0. the-
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dwellers in towns have as good a right to it as the 
landed interest. The truth is that it belongs to the 
community and should be appropriated by the state. 
if it can be definitely foreseen and measured. Wallace 
says that the value of arable land increased a hundred 
per cent between 1830 and 1850. ,while that of land 
in the great centr'es of industry increased a hundred 
and even a thousand fold. We have a more definite 
estimate by Sir Robert Giffen. who says that the 
annual value of real property was fifty threemilliona 
in 1815. eighty five millions in 1853. one hundred and 
forty three millions in 1868. one hundred and ninety 
three millions in 1884. and two hundred and thirty 
millions in 1901-2. ·This ~emarkable increase was 
due in no small measure to the growth of population 
and the development of industries ; but the whole 
of it has 80 far been appropriated by the landlords. 
And the appropriation seems all the more unjust. 
because a small group of men own ~bout two-third, 

• .The following figures quoted 'by Prof. Marshall may be 
of some interest in this connection. But in drawing inferences 
hom them. it should 'be 'borne in mind that the figures given 
of farm capital can not include all that has 'been spent in the 
'improvement of the land. 

1679 (petty) 
1690 (Gregory King) 
1812 (Colquhoun) 
1885 (Giffen) •. 

Value of Land in Value of Farm 
millions of 

pounds. 
144 
ISO 
750 

1333 

Capital in millions 
of pounds. 

36. 
25 

143 
382 
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of the soil of ~ngland. The ,Problem of determining 
hc;>w they shc;>uld be prevented, from laying their 
hands on suc~ an increase is the problem relating 
to' the uneained increase. England ~II ~lve it in 
her' own 'way eith~r by readj~sting the burden of 
taXation or' by affixing important and onerous duties 
to l~ndlordship. I A beginru~' seems to have been 
, r r • 
already made' by increasing the rates from twenty 
Iiii'lIions sterling at which th~y stood in 1868 to thirty 
one rniilions in 1883 a~d to forty three millions in 
1900. 'and by relie~ng the occupier of half the burden 
i~posed by 'them ~; the land. ,. 

Th~ question of unearned increase acquires 
special import~nce only in those countries in ~hich 
the propriel:~rs are merely appropriators of rent and 
so can not lay' claim to any" part of the increase in 
the valu~ of' land as eamedby themselves. In 
~gland.'this 'increase is to a certain extent due to 
the liberal employment of capital by the landlords 
in: the improvement of their estates. Where this is 
the case, the line, must b~ hard to draw between the 
income that is earned and the income that implies 
no previous sacrifice on the part of its recipient. 
And even where it can be drawn. the appropriation 
of the whole of it by the landlord has its parallel in 
the appropriation by the entrepreneur of the entire 
p~~fit' of tr~de in a ti~e of extraordinary profits. 
Much or'it he'did not foresee and could not justiy 

lay his hands on. It belongs properly to the commu
nity. But he is allowed' to pocket it. because he 
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takes ris~ and ,ulIers in a time of slack trade. A 
1Iimilar ~lea can h. put ~rWard in favour of the 
landlord. who sinks his capital in land, for it may 
or may 'not return to bim with interest.· But a 

'commu,rUty sufers without cOMp-ensation, when the 
landlord is a mere rent-receiver and yet takes to him
self all or any part of the advantage that ansell from 
a rise in the value of land. 

Landlordiam in its present absolute form i8 noll 
-an old instiWrion in England; and yet. it has justi:fied 
itself on the whole. wlaidl is more thaD' can he eaid. 
o( lalldlordism,in, otheJ;countnes. But it should 
he noted, that iJ; has developed. side hy 
side with capitalist farming 011 a large scale." 
I, have already given some details of the progress. 
of, the grand~ culture and, the decline of. the, 
yeomanry. ' I shall now complete the account, hy; 
referring to the causes ,which led to the ,extinction 
of. this class. of cultivators. It was not in the naturel 
of. a, sudden catastrophe, hut was, brought about-in 
the course of long ye~rs by the .play of econoinic 
and political forces. At the time of the RevolUtion. 
of 1688. there were, according to Gregory King, 

• I-laclley very, pertinently remarks in this connection that 
thougp. .. suc:ceaaful investment of capital in the improvement 
of real, estate has been the means of making', large fortunes, 
yet the"" fortunes were not certainties from the outs~t,~' and 
that the profits of those who have bet:n 8uccessful, have been 
probably counterbalanced by the· I~ of those, who have' 

la1led. 
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one hundred and sixt)' thousand small freeholders-' 
in England*; and their total income from real' 
property was about five times as large as that of the· 
esquires and other big landowners. But they lost 
ground from the beginning of the eighteenth 
century. and their failure in the struggle was due to 
conservatism. ignorance and want of capital. New 
methods of culture were found to be remunerative ; 
but the~e could not be carried on in the open fields 
where their holdings lay. and they had not the 
money to pay for their consolidation and enclosure. 
The Norfolk rotation of crops and the cultivation of" 
certain foreign roots and grasses were tried in the 
second quarter of the eighteenth century. Rich and' 
enterprising farmers adopted them with advantage' 
on their farms; but the yeomen were compelled' 
by their circumstances to adhere to their primitive
husbandry. Again. while ~he former improved 
their lands by deep drainage.' the fields of the latter 
were as a rule covered with .sticky clay. pressed' 
here and there into puddles by horses. ploughs and' 

• The following tableg;ves the strength of the different, 
classea of land-ownera as determined by Gregory King. 

160 Barona with an average income of £3,200 
800 Baronets £880 ' 
600 Knights £650 ' 

3.000 Esquires £450' 
12.000 Gentlemen £280' 
40.000 Well-to-do Freeholders £9 I! 

. 120,000 Small Free-holders £55 
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ploughmen. They often put by inferior wheat and. 
very inferior potatoes for seed ; and it was almost 
an article of faith with them, as it is with agricul
turists in backward countries to-day, that the harvest 
depended on the quantity and not on the quality 
of what was sown. And lastly they could not avail 
themselves of the latest appliances for economising
labour partly owing to their ignorance and partly 
because the price was beyond their means. It was
clearly impossible for them to work their fanns at 
a profit with disadvantages like these. So many of 
them eagerly seized the opportunity which the new
craze for landed propertY offered them. They sold· 
their holdings at very high prices to· gentlemen
fanners or to owners of large estates and left the 
country for the towns. 

In the latter part of the eighteenth century and 
especially during the Napoleonic war, violentfluc
tuations in prices rendered fanning a highly 
speculative business. It was an advantage on the
whole for capitalist fanners, who were not under 
the necessity of realizing as soon as the harvest was
gathered. But the small freeholders could not' 
owing to their poverty hold over arid sell their pro
duce at high prices in spring or summer, as was 
done by their rivals. And the same poverty made 
them succumb in years of exceptionally bad harvest. 
which could . not, however. absolutely ruin the 
capitalists. Even in the rearing of cattle. they were· 
at a disadvantage, because they had not enoug~ 
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pasture-land and could not grow turnips. Besides. 
there was a relative fall in the prices of meat and 
.dairy produce in these years. because the high price 
of com prevented the bulk of the people from 
spending much on other articles of diet. And their 
difficulties were further aggravated by the with
drawal of manufacture from rural districts. "There 
waa less employment for their households and 
perhaps for themselves. when spinning and weaving 
were concentrated in ,factories." It is not strange. 
therefore. that they took advantage once more of 
the high price of land during the Napoleonic war: 
sold their possessions and sought Ii living in: other 
ways,. 

The contest was unequal from 'the outset. But 
the triumph of the rival system of fanning was. 
even before it was complete. signalized by an act 

-of flagrant injustice. The holdings of the capitalists, 
at first very moderate in their dimensions. soon 
exhibited a tendency to expand into. large farms. for 
capitalist enterpriSe required a comparatively exten
sive area to work on. as a necessary condition of 
·success. The landlords met the increased demand 
for land by enclosing the commons with the sanction 
of the legislature. Though the yeomen had from 
time immemorial grazed their cattle on' these. their 
right to do so' was' in· many cases disallowed; and 
where any land was reserved for them. it proved a sad 
mockery~ because the allotment was' as a rule' too 
$mall· to be· profitably' utilised; But they' were not 
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the only sufferers. for the agricultural labouret'8 alSO' 
had a right to feed their cows and pigs on the waste. 
These meR. who were injured alike by the enclo-· 
sure of.. the commODS and the general rise in prices. 
demanded higher wages. And their employers who
were entrusted with the administration of the: 
parochial funds pacified' them for a time by allow
ances of food to supplement the meagre eanpngs of 
their labour. These allowances came partly from 
the income of the yeomen. who seldom employed 
hired labour. Thus they were taxed for the benefit
of their rivals. 

There was stiU a small number of yeomen in 
the early years oEe the nineteenth century ; and they 
seem to have realized at last that their only chance 
of paying their way lay in the consolidation and· 
enclosure of their· holdings. But enclosure waS' 
expensive. and, those who put themselves to the
expense found at last that they had not capitaf 
enough for propul. stocking their fanna. It was: 
the old story over again. They sold their lands to
rich men who wanted to build family estates' and 
migrated to the towns. And their example was' 
foilowed not long after by the tenant-farmers. who
had. in the golde~ days of· the war with France. 
committed the imprudence of buying the fee simple 
of their holdings. . ' 

Under the uresent system: three classes of men
differing widely in· status' and· economic condition-. 
derive an income. from. agriculture ·in<.retum for the: 
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services which they render to it. The lirst class 
~onsists of owners of large properties, who as such 
occupy an honoured place in society. Their estates 
are, divided into a number of holdings, which are 
leased out to farmers capaPle of working them with 
the aid of hired labour. Each holding consists of 
land lit for immediate cultivation and protected by 
means of a fence. It contains also a cottage for 
the tenant, besides stables, barns and cattle sheds. 
AlI these are provided by the landlord, and he. 
bears also the expense of maintaining them in proper 
repair from year to year and often of draining the 
soil and providing a suitable approach to the farm. 
The outlay for these _ purposes is said to amount on 
the average to more than a fourth of the gross 
receipts of the landlord, so that they include in 
addition to economic rent, interest on capital 
-expended in making' the land lit according to 
modem standards for the work of production and a 
sum sufficient to cover the recurring expenditure for 
keeping it in that condition. 

The landlord' s income from the land is deter
mined only to a limited extent by competition, for 
the value of the holdings and the appurtenanc~s 
prevents him from accepting offers except f~om 
men who by their character and resources appear to 
be qualilied for turning them to acocunt. ·Such men 
often hold on yearly lease, which means according 
to establish~d usage a tenure that is renewed from 
year to year and is terminable only by a year's 
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notice from either side. These leases have answered 
fairly well •. and in estates belonging to old families. 
they have fostered friendly relations between the 
landlord and the 'tenant and prevented an undue 
.enhancement of rent. though it may be presumed 
that they have not encouraged any considerable 
outlay for the improvement of the farm by the 
latter. But the growth of a commercial spirit and 
the agricultural depression in the latter part of the 
nineteenth century have brought the twenty-one 
.years· lease into vogue. It has its advantage. 
because it enables the tenant to judge beforehand 
'how much he may safely put into the soil. But 
this advantage is accompanied by a . s~ri0U8 draw
back. which is that the tenant is tempted towards 
the close of his lease to take as much out of the 
land as possible .and thus to leave it in an 

-impoverished state. 
The holdings are often large as compared with 

those in other countries of Europe. though they 
are much smaller than ~oldings in certain partli of 

· Australia and America. The usual size in' the 
central districts is 150 to 200 acres, though the 
number of smaller farms even in them is not negli
gible. However. unless they are very small. they 
are worked with hired labour assisted by machinery. 

· The capittl employed for the purpose varies from 
£5 to £15 per acre and averages now between £7 

· and £8. though according to competent observers. 
'it ought never to be less than £10. Such as it is. 
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it is pr~vided by the tenant farmer, who spends it 
in purchasing seed~ manure, live stock and imple-· 
ments and in paying the labourers. These men. 
receive weekly wages and extra payments at harvest 
as weD as ~ertain allowances in kind determined by 
local custom. They are also helped in certain parts 
to rent cottages on easy terms and to take up small 
allotments for cultivation in leisure hours. But 
their income from this source is still almost negligi
ble, and they have to depend mainly on wages for 
subsistence and shelter. 

The income of the tenant farmer is, of course, 
determined by the difference between what be 
realizes by the· sale of his crops and what he pays 
as rent and working expenses. Ten per cent. on 

. his outlay is regarded as fair profit ; and half of this 
amount is taken to be interest· proper, while the 
other halE is looked upon as the wage of' superin
tendence. As, however, in making 'his calculations. 
the farmer omits to take account of the rent of the 
house which he occupies and the farm products 
which he consumes. about twelve per cent. on 'his 
outlay is what he really expects to make out of 'his 
farm. But .his income has generaliy fallen short of 
his expectations since· the commencement' of the· 
agricultural depression in 1875; though· the recent 
purchases of holdings by members of his ellis! would 
seem to indicate that his business has become once' 
more remunerative; 

I have. given in the foregoing paragraphs some . 
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account of the dominant type of rural economy in 
England. ·It never had exclusive possession of the 
field, ' as . in the raising of certain kinds of crops, 
there • was always an advantage in fanning on a 
small .scale without the assistance of hired labour. 
And foreign competition has in recent years 
favoured the growth of holdings of very moderat~ 
size. The capitalist fanners were, as we have seen, 
hit hard during the last agricultural depression, and· 
rent ·had to be reduced or remitted in many cases 
to, prevent them from sinking. But it was more or 
less regularly collected from possessors of small 
holdings, whose capital was in their own sinews and 
muscles. Still ~e fate of English agriculture seems 
for the present at least bound up with that of 
farming on a· large scale by tenants who are rich 
enough to employ wage-earners. And though the 
course of' events may .Iead in the future to the 
general adoption of a different type of rural 
economy. the question of interest for us is,-what 
are the merits and defects of the system, which has 
had a better trial in England than in any other 'part 
of the ~orld) , . 

Its effects on the different sections of the landed 
interest, on agriculture itself and lastly on the 
community at large have to be taken into account 
in answering, this question. The subject .'merits 
separate treatment on account of its importance; 
and a few observations are all that can be attempted 
within the limits of this enquiry. The landlords 

17 
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have gained on the whole by the arrangement. as 
they cOuld not fail to do in a community which has 
progressed rapidly in wealth and population. They 
have been able in the long run to absorb the whole 
of the unearned increment. which even in rural 
areas has been large. The average rent per acre 
was 6ve shillings in 1650. thirteen shillings in 1770 
and thirty shillings in 1878. The year 1760 is a 
landmark in the agrarian history of Englan4. as 
scientinc agriculture was taken up in right earnest 
immediately after it. From that date there was an 
upward movement of rent" with but slight interrup
tions up to the middle of the nineteenth century, 
and the rise amounted to a hundred per cent. Much 
of it was, no doubt, interest on the landlord's 
capital: but the fact that" capital continued to be 
invested in land shows that the investment paid. 
In recent years, there has been a decline in the 
landlord's income. But there are already signs of 
improvement; and in estimating the inJluence of a 
system, allowance has to be "made for transient 
oscillations. 

The capitalist farmers made handsome pronts 
up to the close of the third quarter of the nineteenth 
century: but since then they have suHered enor
mous losses. And their prospects do not app"ear to 
be very cheering even to the most sanguine 
observers. StiD their lot is not altogether hard. 
They live not unpleasantly, it is said, in decent 
houses for which they pay nothing and amid lovely 
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~urroundings which bear Battering testimony to the 
,success of their labours. Their expenses are not 
heavy. since much of what they consume i. pro.
.anced in their fanna. And they rule the country
.side. where the proprietors are not in evidence. 

The lot of the labourers Was really hard 
towards the close of the eighteenth century·. 
'When a vicious system of poor relief sapped their 
independence and practically cOnverted them into 
paupers. But their wages rose steadily throughout 
the nineteenth century. though lese rapidly than the 
wages of artisans. "In 1800 the average income .for 
.shepherds and farm labourers. even when three 
members of the family group were earners, barely 
-exceeded £28 per family (equal in purchasing power, 
to about £30 to-day), which (young children unable 
'to work being included) is equi~alent to· an income 
of £6 per head ......... An agricultural labourer to-day 
(1910) earns on an average 15s a week-in Scotland 
more, in parte of England a little lese. With extra 
payments for hawest, overtime and allowances in 
kind, hi. personal earnings will amount in the' year 
-to about £46. He bas a lad or youth earning 9s or 
lOs a week, whose yearlv earnings amount to some 

,. It was probably not much better in the early years of 
'the eighteenth century.' Ashton lIBya that in thedaya of 
Queen Anne, 'their lot w~ hard work and ~nt wage, only, 
relieved now and then by a village wake or a country fair: 

The present improvement in their condition is due to the 
-competitia of the induatriee with agriculture for their eervicee. 
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£24. He has also a daughter out in service, whose 
elective earnings may be anything between £2() 
and £45. The total income of a family thus com
posed might be .anything from £90 up to £115, 
though the income of the home-living members
would be less than ~71." . But even if the earnings 
of the younger people are leh out of account, it 
must be admitted that there has been a notable 
improvement in his ~arning power. His weekly 
wages were 7s 3d in 1770 and 14s in 1878; and 
now, in spite of the reverses that have come to
agriculture, they are seldom less than ISs. Besides, 
there is no lack of employment in the rural districts, 
and food and certain other necessaries are compara
tively cheap in them. 

The inlluence of the system on agriculture 
must be. measured by taking int~ consideration how 
far it has facilitated the extension of ,the industry 
and the improvement of its technique. There was, 
we know, steady, even rapid improvement in the 
English mode of culture from the middle of the 
eighteenth century to the middle of the nineteenth ; 
and till lately it was held up by, competent foreign 
observers as a model to be imitated by their 
countrymen. This superiority was due to the 
lavish expenditure of capital. on the land by 
the territorial magnates and to the supervision of 
the industry by men of intelligence and some 
education. There Las been a set-back in recent 
years, and the soil is said to be deteriorating· 
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~wing to lack of capital. But still "there is nc 
country 'except the Netherlands, which can 
compare. with England in the amount of produce 
per acre of fertile land, and no country in Europe 
which obtains nearly such high returns in proportion 
to the labour expended in getting them ...... And as 
for the Netherlands, there' is error in the common 
opinion that they support as dense a population as 
England does and yet export on the balance a great 
deal of agricultural produce. For Belgium imports 
a great part of her food ; and. even Holland imports 
as mueih food as she exports, though her non-agricul
. tural population is small. In France, farm crops 
and potatoes are on the average only half as heavy 
as in England proper." It is only in poultrY rearing 
and the culture of fruits that she excels. But in 
these indusbies, "her superb climate is said to give 
b.er an obvious advantage. The gross' produce of 
cereals per acre is often thrice as great in England 
as in France. This superiority· she owes not to any 
natural advantages, but to the progres~ive application 
-of science to agriculture. What it has achieved may 

. be seen by setting off the results that were obtained 
in a year of extreme agricultural depression with 
what they were wh~n agriculture was still prosperous. 

• I 

The value of the produce per farm hand was about 
£65 in 1821, while in 1881, in spite of the great 
decline in price, each hand produced to the value 
of £98. 

The evidence on the other point is not quite 
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satisfactory. There Itas been a remarkable shrinkage 
in recent· years in the area under the plough. 
Considerable . tracts have gone to grass; and it is. 
apprehended that unless prices improve or the 
present dearth of labour disappears or there is a 
eihange in the rural economy. all but the best lands 
will be laid out for pasture. But the competition 
of foreign countries will probably prevent prices from 
rising in the near future. while so long as trade and' 
manufacture furnish a growing field for employment. 
wages may continue to be higher than ordinary lands. 
can afford to pay. So the last chance of English 
agriculture lies. according to some critics. in a 
recasting of the relations· between the different 
sections of the landed interest or rather in the 
substitution' of small properties owned by cultivators 
for the present system. It is capitalist farming which· 

. is. in their opinion. ultimately responsible for. the 
decline. I shall sum up the arguments on whieih they 
rely for rnakingout a case in the following paragraflh. 

British farmers possess a market for their 
produce, which is as large as any other in the world~ 
They are neat that market. while their competitors 
are thousands of miles away. And if they cannot 
grow. wheat at a profit. so as to \ compete with· 
American. Russian or Indian wheat. there ar'e many 
othez:crops to which they can profitably turn their 
attention. Though the net return on the entire 
arable land falls short of £5 per acre. yet the profit 
of market gardening in the vicinity of seven large 
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towns is a hundred pounds and even more for the 
lame area. English dairy and orchard lands and 
hop gard~ns are not' easily eqWJled and nowhere 
surpassed i yet the products of less favoured lands 
are crowding out the English. England need not be 
dependent on France and the Channel Islands for 
vegetables and dairy produce. Capitalist farming, 
however, has no special advantages for the produc
tion of these articles. Intensive farming on a small 
scale may supply her with them. But it Will never 
succeed 80 long as the existing system of tenure 
endures. 

The weakness of the grande culture in this rea.:. 
pect has been recognized of late by the nation i and 
legislation has encouraged a movement in the 
contrary direction. I am referring to the Small 
Holdings' Act of 1907, which has allowed local 
. authorities to buy . land and to let it on the' hire 
purchase system in lots of from live to liftyacres • 
. But the petite culture has not yet undertaken all that 
the ~v~1 system has been doing: and. its success in 
what it has attempted has been demonstrateq only 
in the neighbourhoo~ of great. cen.tres of industry. 
So it is difficult to say how far it will realize expecta
tions outside the lighter branches of husbandry and in 
places at a distance from important markets for its 
produce .. Probably the traditions of the Engli~h 
race ana the example' of the great manufacturing 
industries will lead to the continuance of the present 
system i and attemp,ti may be made to tide over 
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difficulties by improvement in the method of culture 
and a more extended substitution of machinery for 
human labour. But these are mere surmises, and all 
that we are justified in saying in view of the facts 
mentioned is that landlordism and capitalist farming 
have so far failed to prevent the decay of agriculture. 

Their influence on the community has been 
pronounced by a certain section of writers to be 
positively mischievous. They have, it is said, allowed 
England to become increasingly dependent on foreign 
countries for the first necessary of life. Secondly, 
they have endangered the political equilibrium by 
encouraging the concentration of property in th~ 

hands of a small" ana rapidly dwindling class. And 
finally they have injured the strength and energy of 
the sturdy English race by bringing about a state of 
things in the rural districts, which acts as a·powerful 
incentive to migration to foreign parts or to over
crowded and unhealthy towns in the country. 

The growing incapacity of English agriculture to 
meet the home demand for food products is proved 
by facts like the following. Down "to 1773, England 
was able to supply her own wants and to send some 
surplus com to Sweden and other countries. During 
the next twenty years, the supply was equal to" the 
demand. F rom I 793, however, England became 
dependent on Russian and American wheat Jands 
for the first necessary of llfe. But even between 
1810 and 1830, only four per cent. of the annual 
consumption was imported, while in the last decade 
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'Of the century. America and Russia contn"buted over 
'8ixty per .cent. of what she needed in the way of 
.agricultural produce. 

The statements are correct so far as they go ; 
but in drawing inferences from them. due weight 
.hould be attached to the remarkable increase of 
-population in this period . and to the .~Jfect of the 
abolition of duties on forei~ corn. which. exposed 
the home producer to unrestricted competition with 
"the farmers of more favoured lands. The population 
·of England increased 6fty per cent. in the latter half 
of the eighteenth century. and since 1880 it has gone 
up at a still faster rate. This unprecedented growth· 
-of population threw Ii burden on. the agriculture oE 
the country. which it was unable to bear*. But 

'Could any system of tenure and husbandry have 
proved equal to the task. Without inte~ering in any 
way with the progress' of commerce and manufac
~ture ) No definite answer to lihis question has been 
given by those who 'have condemned without quali
ficati"on the existing order of things. Subsistence 
"farming checked the growth of population and threw 
an almost insuperable obstacle in the way of 
industrial development in the past ; and it may pro

·duce ilimilar results in the future. Intensive culture 
on a small scale has never compared favourably 
with capitalist farming in the growth of cere~ls. At 

• The population of England and . Wales was 7,400,000 in 
J781, 18,600,000 in 1841 and 26,200,000 in 1871. 
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the close of the nineteenth century when English 
agriculture- was decidedll!' losing ground. the a,verage
yield of wheat per acre was 28 b1!lShels in Great-
Britain, while it was only 12·7 bushels for the whole
wheat producing area of the world. Even France. 
which is famous for its careful husbandry, is. inferior
to Engrand in this respect. 

But the substitution of peasant properties for
large farms cultivated 'by hired labour will, it is 
supposed, ~ followed by a considerahle extension 
of the arable area. Such an extension may, indeed, 
take place _ to a certain extent, for peasants whose
_capital consists in "their sinews and muscles some
times cultivate beyond the remunerative limit. But· 
how far it will go is a question. The return per acre
will sensibly diminish when inferior land is taken up, 
and even peasants will cease to cultivate when they 
cannot make a living out of it. Speaking of the 
United Kingdom in 1904, Sir R. Giffen gave his 
opinion on. this subject in the: following words :
"Surely no one supposes that a population of forty.' 
two millions could be supported by its own agricul
ture or derive from t~at agriculture what it wants 
for its miscellaneous industries. To do so, there 
should be twelve million acres under wheat, double 
the acreage that has ever been so cultivated', with 
a similar increase as compared with the present, or 
barley, oats and other crops, along with an enor-· 
mous increase of cattle, sheep and pigs." But even 
if all this can be done, it will make no provision for-
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a further increase. of population in future, and the
rate oE growth in England has not yet shown any 
signs of slackening. 

The repeal of the Com Laws' is characterized by 
some writers as the national recognition of the im
potence of British agriculture. It was, in fact, a 

recognition of the injustice ·of taxing for the benefit 
of a eection of the community, the whole of it to the
extent of making it pay at the rate of something:
like 50s. per quarter for what could be had for a 
little over 20s. The measure was adopte4 especially 
because cheap Eood appeared to be necessary for' 
maintaining the industrial and . commercial superi
ority of Enghmd. She has since done much of her' 
farming at Second.hand and has been dependent Oil"' 

America for a considerable portion of her food 
supply. She pays America by transferring to her 
the debts .0£ China and certain other countries for 
goods received from English merchants. This. 
circuitous mode of supplying herself with food has: 
been' adopted, because it permits her to devote her
capital and labour to undertakings that promise the
best return. And by abolishing the com duties, 
Government has only removed the. obstacles. to her
adapting herself to her economic and pQIitical 
conditions. 

There are writers who regard the decline of 
British agriculture as' an alarming symptom of 
general decadence and of unsoundness in the indus
trial fabric. But whatever its significance may be, the-
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policy steadily pursued by the British Government 
.since the middle of the nineteenth century is fully as 
responsible for it as capitalist fanning. I cannot 
take up the vexed question of protection at' this 
stage, especially' as it lies outside the scope of my 
enquiry. But it is necessary to observe that the 
attitude of English statesmen towards this question 
has been determined to a great extent by the convic
tion that as the centre of a vast and detached empire, 
England should have a large and growing popu
lation, a powerful navy and ample resources for 
maintaining her hold over the different parts of it. 
These objects are best attained by giving her the 
opportunity of obtaining food and raw materials at 
the lowest price. * Hence impediments have been 
'withdrawn, and trade and industry have been allowed 
to flourish at the expense of her agriculture. Re
formers may think that it would have been better 
for the English community if it had been .smaller but 
more capable of producing all that it required. And 
much may be said in support of this view. But 
there is" a confusion of issues, when a state of things, 
which is the expression of a certain policy, is con
demned because· it does not realize the objects of 
another. Protection was withdrawn from agriculture, 

• Wheat fell from £3 6s. 4<1. per quarter in 1840 to £2 Os. 
3d. in 1850, and to £1 12s. 10d. in 1885. At the same time. 
the indez number remained almost unchansecl between 1850 
and 1885. 
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not because agriculture under the conditions that 
obtained in England was found to be hopelessly 
unsatisfactory, but because it was felt that 'the 
greatn~s~ ~f England depended on the continued 
prosperity of her secondary and tertiary industries, 
which did not require extensive areas for' their 
success. 

I have dwelt at some length on this subject, 
because the writings of men like OiJfe Leslie and 
Shaw Sparrow 8ugges~ that the worthlessness of 
capitalist farming has been demonstrated by the 
experience of England. ·If the mere fact that it has 

, declined after the withdrawal of protection is re-
• garded as sufficient evidence of its hopele~ 

inferiority, then judged by the same standard, the 
manufacture and commerce of every other important: 
country have to be condemned, because they flourish
in the shade of protection. All that the recent 
depression has proved is that there is room for 
improvement a~d possibly also for the trial of another 
system of, farming which is not handicapped by the 
antagonism of labour and capital. But if ever notable 
improvements enable English farmers to .di~pute. the 
fiela olice more with foreign agriculturists, they. will 
be in e~idence on the larg~ farms on which there is' 
scope for the co-operation of capital and science. 
For after all, the strength of the peasant consists not 
in his capacity to' excel, but in the fact that he does 
not know when he is beaten. 

On the political danger supposed to be involved 
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in the concentration of landed property, it is hardly 
necessary to say much. This concentration has, no 
·doubt, proceeded at a very rapid rate, and in conse
quence of it, the landed gentry have declined in 
'numbers, while the bulk of the rural population has 
little more than a pauper's claim on the land. But 
France with its hundreds of thousands of peasant 
proprietors has not been more immune from political 
troubles than England with its handful of landlords. 

It is true that there will be discontent wherever 
a number of men, not visibly engaged in creating 
wealth from the land, derive yet an income from it. 
because it was appropriated in years long gone by . 
by the payment of a price which is out of all pro
portion to its present value. It is also true that the 

. discontent will be great, where the number C;;f such 
men is small and their income proportionately large, 
while those who are engaged in working the land 
-can barely make a living out ,of it. But there is no 
guarantee that the cOMscation of the property of the 
landlords will lead to a decided improvement in the 
condition of the workers. If it is transferred to the 
State, the "inertness of public management, its want 
<)f flexibility" may injuriously alfect production and, 
therefore, the producers. The weakness of State 
ownership is best seen by taking into consideration 
the methods which are likely to. be followed in deter
mining rent. IE, for instance, "scientific" principles 
of assessment are adopted, they will be often at 
variance with the thoroughly practical way in which 
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'people utilise the Iancl. So however faultless the 
'rules ma'y be in theory. their operation will result in 
,considet'able inequality in the incidence of the 'tax. 
If. on the other hand. an uniform rare of e8Be6sment 

·finds favour. there will be every likelihood of its 
'injuring those who are poorest and. therefore. least 
fitted for the burden. of taxation. Besides. where 
Govemment owns' the land. there is probably a 
tendency to throw on it more than its proper share 
of the national charges. This may be· due to the 
difficulty that there is in drawing a line between 

,economic rent, which injures neither the producer 
nor the consumer. and a general land tax which has a 

·direct effect on the price of agricultural produce and 
also on the income of those peasants who' devote 

"themselves to subsistence farming. 
So even if the private appropriation of land is 

a grievance, there is no guarantee that its nation
alization ,will be less oppressive than the present 

, system. But is it not possible to .divide rural' sociel)' 
-once more into a number of small and homogeneous 
communities and to invest them with ownership over 
land. so that each of them may see for 'itseH that 

,every member of the corporation gets his lair share 
-of that instrument of production. which. according to 
a certain class of reformers. Qught to be as Eree to 
all asia the light of the sun) Such an ideaI'appeals 

·with peculiar torce to the generous instincts of those 
philanthropists, who look' upon andent institutions 

-with "a 'superstitious. eye of love." Sut there has 
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been so far no clear-cut presentation of its details ; 
and it is hardly distinguishable from the type of 
communism which was twice tried in Britain with 
unsatisfactory results.* It may. indeed. be said that 
these early experiments subjected the individual to., 
restraint in every relation of life and every depart
ment of activity. while modem schemes will be 
content with prescribing a limit to his independence 
in the region of industry or in the appropriation of its 
instruments. But economic relations are so closely 
connected with social and political arrangements 
that communism must extend its sphere of inBuence· 
in order to attain any marked degree of success. So 
however modest the programme may be at first. it 
will have to be elaborated till it includes interference 
with all the varied interests and pursuits that make 

• An elaborate account haa been already given of the· 
communistic character of rural organization in Saxon 
England. The little that is known of the Britons points to the 
conclusion that their village communities also ~e formed by' 
the cohesion of families which traced their descent through 
males to a common ancestor. and that the tradition that they' 
were in enjoyment of ·a common patrimony gave a distinctly' 
communistic stamp to their usages and customs. Where the 
villagers had not advanced beyond nomadic habits. 'collective 
interests were safe-guarded by tile intercommoning of herds' 
and Bocks' belonging to the different households. while in. 
more civilized parts. coaration was resorted to for growing the 

food crop and the eeparate holdings were periodically thrown' 
into one and repartitioned to secure an approprlatl! outfit for
every family. 
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liP our complex life. ~mmunism.in flJllt. if it does 
Dot court' failure. mUCIt' he communism in !lImost 
.everything I Eor if the politic:aJ an~ tlociill iIll!ltiwbeIJS 
remain what they are k.day. a way wiD be found by 
tho rCliourufuJ end t.h.. amb¢ioUli fa 'Wf.'rt,hrow the 
mannyof tlle JlUI,jprity, ~dtmJ ~nunpm!5m q.~f.'rfI. 
no doW>t. iJl its origill ~n<J 'Fhara~r fI9~ Pri~v, 
aJT~n!W~nts. h lIJ ~e ~t:~ ,J r~JI.1'lc:J spu~ w~ 
ar~ p.ro~1#d PY AMe W j,w~tU;~. ,~Wr t,h,:: ,l>M,. 
l?ariim 'YflHf Pupe;J~4 ,t, .i~ Py ~iP ~plpl~~l~ w~~p-~~ 
IRf Pll~ of p~1,l(;ti9n 6ln9 ,~~e ~g fp~ ffy~-q 
~her purpQ!5e Qf lif.~. !ien~ .~9U~ di\lrup~r~ 
lwCf#f ,W~~ Pl~IIl. W, lY~*' a ,~~rt,;t.ip lI~~i~~r~ ~!)~ 
i;.OmmUJW:,y ,9£ ,illl.er~tJ ,'~er~ ~l\wt~~~~d kr i,)w ~,r~~i
j:iQll of .c:orom.QD del!~~n..t ~d ,br JM joil-lt pwn~s.NP 
oj J~N dW9~rt,. it' ,1¥~8. !h,~r~~pr~ ':~e ,~nit~ 
1Vhip ~of ,~~~~.!!sity·· ~ J.}9J ~1~v,ate~',!lep.tiJllem8 ~~?~ 
mllde ,'ge w,imitjY'~~lln5~i~~ 10 ~~~i~li8m.~nd ,tP~ 
goo~~~~ch ,he, expected ho~ it ,~a8t~e good ,?f ~~8 

'kinsmen. real or l!~~~os~d. ~~~P£ hf~~V: lVlodei-J:J. 
~ommu,ni~h~s .~? "s,uch ,J)~?,ow o~~e~t ,~, vi.«;1oY:for 
'it ~m,s ,at the, e~v~ti?n of.U .w~o ,we~r, ~-da,:y , ~~e 
bad~ ~fd~~~d~tID,~ 'll~d ,~verty. S.t~l ,so l,on~a,s 
Teswcqve Jegi~atipn is ,feh . to be nlfcessary; its 
~ci~o'c~t~s ~Ji,e'v~ that 'ther'will' lt~~e t~ 're~koi; with 
'th~ lIellishness· of ~biti~us ~~ clever peopie and t~ 
count ~)Q 'th~ selfi.'sh~~~~ '"of· tqeweak ~nd' the 'l1~~r
tu~ate ,for o~erc;~mf!l8' i~. 'So eve~', the ,e~~~~ti~e 
"Value of communism cannot ,be gre,at in the pre'se~ 
state of Ltiman nature. And its' gl~ring' defect~as an 

18 
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industrial organization will prevent it from being 
widely adopted in a country like England. however 
intensely the people may dislike the exaction of Ii: 

tribute by a set of monopolizers. 
As communism is outpf the question in this age~ 

which is said to be suffering from an excess of indivi
dualism. the only other alternative is the creation 
of a large number of peasant properties. for capitalist 
farmers prefer leases to ownership. But peasant 
proprietors have not flourished in every land. for th~ 
simple reason that their success depends less on th~ 
perfection of external arrangements and more· on 
certain qualities of the head and the heart. which ar~ 
acquired probably by long years ,;>ftrainingunder 
special circumstances. Peasant properties were 
created in. various parts of Europe in the nineteenth 
century ; but they only enabled the owners to run 
into debt with a fatal facility, so thai: to-day they ar~ 
in tPe grip of money-lenders, who are more inexor
able than their landlords ever were. 

The demerits of other systems will not, of 
course, allay the popular dissatisfaction with th~ 
present arrangement:. But probably this dissatisfac
tion is not deep-seated in England. For landlordism 
is seen at its best in that country. Prof. Marshall 
tells us that on good estates the amount of the
proprietor's outlay on the land is about four times as 
large as the working capital of the farmer. And for 
this investment, he seldom receives more than three· 
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per cent. as interest. * Besides. -he is much more than 
a sleeping- partner in the business. for his judgment 
and enterprise have improved agriculture as much 
as the constant supervision and attention to minute 
<letails of the farmer. Still it must be admitted that 
even in England landlordism has been responsible 
for serious mistakes and some grave offences. The 
truth is that it is unwise and unfair to invest men 
with absolute proprietary rights over that which is the 
ultimate source of national wealth. and then to 
expect that they will administer it in th!" spirit of 
trustees. Landlordism will. no . doubt. continue to 
figure in the economic programme of England and 
certain other countries. But if there is anything in the 
present complaint. it may become so defined and 
conditioned that the ownership of large estates will 
be a mark not only of superior wealth. but also of 
superior ability Bnd public spirit. 

The third objection is much more serious. It is 

8. There is another teat of the inOuence of the system on 
the well-being of the people to which attention was drawn 
l1y Richard Jones. He wrote in 1844 and •. therefore. before 
evil days had come to the landlords: and he pointed out that 
if the sole cause of a rise of renla were "the employment of 
an additional quantity of labour with a proportionally leas 
retum and a consequent transfer to the landlords of a part of 
the produce before obtained on the better soils. then the 
average proportion of the gross produce taken· by the land
lords as rent would have increased. ff But the statistical 
history of Engl~nd' sbows that there was a progressive decrease 
on the whole in their share of the produce. 
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said with petted truth that as eapitalist fanning leant 
more ahd more on machinery I it involved a constant
ly decreasing demand fen labour. The ~xtended use of 
mechanical contrivance& was. of course, not an evil. 
But iIi the peculiar circumstances of Ertgland. the
labourers that were' displaced were lost to the
couhtry. They crossed, the sea in thousands to 
Australia, to New Zealand and to Canada. where
oWing to the abUndance bf virgin soil and the dearth 
of labour, the outlook was not 90 gloomy. It has 
been computed that in the last quartet of the' 
nineteenth ce~twyl one out of 6Ve iii. England and 
Walesl one out of four in Scotland and dne out of 
twb iIi Ireland, of the agricultural labourers deserted 
the motha country. And the pity of it was that it 
Was not 'the idlers and wastrels' who sailed, but the 
strongest and most industrious men, meil in the
prime of life and in the full Vigoui' of theit strength. 
This exodus of the flower of the peasantrY hll~ left 
behind. it is, said. a vis inertia of ignorance and stupi
dity, which is being further impoverished by the 
niigr~tibn of large 'titlmbers to the tbwrtS, 'so that 
urbafi overc'r6wcfing how proceeds hand in ha'ndwith 
rlual ,depopulation .• 

This rural depopulation is a menace even to' 
industry, for in the tilling 'of the sbil men 'find the 
rflbst h~alth.NI of a'Iletnploymenfs and thus form it 

" t d . 

. • In 1760, farmers and agricultural labourers formed 33 
per, cent. of the total population, while in 1881. 'they were only 
13 per cent. of it. 
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ready rele"e of vigorous lahour for the manufac
tUrers to draw upon. The contrast betWeen 
Germany and England ih this respect is signiJi~ant, 
While i~ the foriner country, the numerical strengtn 
of the rural population is very nearly equal to that 
of the dwellerS in towns, only about tWenty per cent. 
oE the inhabitanti of the latter dwell in country elii
tricts. The evil has another aspect which sltould .bot 
be overlooked. Although there has been of laf~ 

a decided decrease in the-total amount of pauperism, 
the number of aged. indoor paupers' has equally 
decidedly increased in certainlocillities. Booth 
estimates that nol less than two-thirds of the Un~ 
skilled labow:'ers are paupers in and mainly because
of old age ; and -he points out that this is too large 
a proportion of· any class fo make a sWeeping 
condemnation of. The fact is that old men Me

eminently unlit for the rush and scramble of town 
life and town work, and that in mail\ifa~turing induS .. 
tries and in trade, young men are chiefly wanted. 
Consequently when the infinnities of age· are upon 
these. they are thrown out of employment and 
easily become paupers. If English agriculture had. 
been prosperou~. the nation rqight ha~e usefully 
employed many thousands of these prematutely in ... 
valided inmates of the workhouse in the fields and 
dairy farms, and thus large IlUms of money which
are now yearly -spent in pl>6r relief might have been 
saved. 

The ~ituationhas, nQ do~bt, slightly _ changed 
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now. and in certain parts of the country there is a 
:real dearth of labour. It is being most keenly felt 
in the south of England and in places near the sea
:ports and manufacturing towns. But the exodus 
from rural areas continues in spite of the high price 
that is being offered for labour. of indifferent quality. 
There are several reasons for it; but it is chielly. 
as Sir Rider Haggard observes. a matter of wageS. 
··Yonder it is thirty shillings: here it is only 
eighteen. And even if the extra cash is more than 
.absorbed in the extra expenses. the .average man 
likes to have the handling of money ......... Again. he 
and his wife seek the excitement of the streets ........ . 
Lastly in towns there is a chance of rising: but in 
the country. for nineteen out of twenty. there is no 
hope that they will become farmers on their own 
accounts." 

It matters little what moralists think of some of 
these motives. They will be at work so long as 
there is not a radical change in human nature or a 
decided improvement in the prospects of agricultural 
l~bourers. A writer who has dwelt with special 
emphasis on this subject says that England has no 
longer a true rural population capable of realising 
the ends. social. political and economic. which such 
a population ought to attain. and that countrY dis
tricts are now mere "nurseries of overpopulation 
and misery in cities ... • This is certainly ari undesir-

• In 1760. only twelve provincial tOWJlll in England and 
Wales could boast of more than 10.000 inhabitants: in 1901. 
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able state of things, for town work in these days is 
exhausting athleticism and the conditions of existence 
in the. country are healthful both· morally and' 
physically. 

But is it a preventible evil? Agricultural opera
tions do no~ admit 'of such a gradation of employ. 
ments as would offer ·sufficient ~co~e for the 
ambition of an energetic imd intelligent ;oung man. 
To put it plainly, it is unskilled labour that is as a 

. Ele wanted in the country, 80 that a wage-earner, 
ho d~cides to remain there, en"ds generally where 
e begms. In towns, on the other hand, he has a 

chance of rising from the lowest rung of the ladder 
to competence and a position of responsibility and, 
therefore, of some ,importance. But if small farms 
are in evidence once more, it will be possible fqr the 
skilful and industrious labourer to rise in the world 
without changing his domicile. He may purchase 
one of them with his savings and work it on his own 
account and thus acquire independence arid a 
social status. So here at last we see the real weak. 
ness of capitalist farming. It may tide over bad 
times, if by bad times. are meant ye~rs in which 
money is lost by landlords and farmers. But it can 

the aame number counted over 200,000 souls in each, of them. 
Besides, there were about thirty, each with a population of 
over 100,000, and sixty, each with a population of over 50,000. 
The total population, however, had grown only four-fold within. 
the period. 
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pot ensure the eEietenco of a contented aDd intelli
gent peasaDtry. "There is. " as' Prof. MarsLall 
obeerves. ". public need iB eve:ry district for small 
holdings as well as large." 

9¥. 



CHAPTER V 

WAR AND ENGLISH AGRICULTURE 

THE decline of English agriculture in the last quarter 
of the nineteenth century was not viewed with equanimity 
in certain quarters. But the glamour ·of commercial 
development and the conviction that cheap bread was. 
required above everything else for the maintenance of 
England's proud position in the industrial world led peo
ple to ascribe gloomy forebodings to the discontent of 
those who had profited by dearth and high prices. And 
there was much. indeed, in the economic situation that 
lent the colour of reason to the general feeling that so. 
long as the country's a~cendancy in manufacture and the 
carrying trade was not seriously challenged. she might 
with advantage and perfect safety draw her foo<! supply 
from the American prairies and the wh~at lands of Russia 
and Australia. The volume of her trade when measured' 
in goods and not by the misleading standard of gold' 
values showed an increase of nearly a hundred per cent 
within the period. with the result. as Dr. Bowley observes, 
that the average income of an Englishman could procure 
in 1901 almost twice as much of many of the commoditielt 
ordinarily consu~ed as could be obtained with it in 1873.*' 

• According to Dr. Bowley, the total exports and imports wheD 
estimated with reference to the gold values of 1871 were worth 
£613,000,000 in ·1873 and £11,30,000,000 in 1895, or £19 and 
£29 per head of population respectively. That this growth of COM

merce led to an increase of prosperity i8 testified to by the indelL 
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And much of this genuine improvement was due. no 
doubt. to the circumstance that. while there was a steady 
increase ih the amount of imports for each person. it en
tailed owing to the decline in their value. no commen
surate increase in his expenditure. 

This ~cline was checked. indeed. in the last quin
quennium of the century. when prices showed once more 
an upward trend. But the appreciation caused no mis
givings as trade was prosperous and thece was a more 
than compensating rise in incomes. * Agricultural prices 
shared in the general improvement in the rust decade of 
the present century because the development of new 
settlements created a new demand for the yield of the 
land of America and Australia. Here therefore. was a 
chance for the English farmer. and it was not altogether 
neglected. He reduced his expenditure. improved his 
technique and showed a commendable foresight and 
enterprise in the development of the milk trade and of 
stock-breeding. Mr. Lennard. however. is inclined to 
think that the opportunity was not turned to the best pos
sible account either by the f~rmer himself or by the 
proprietor. And he offers statistical evidence in suppert 
of his opinion. .. In 1900, " says he. .. there were 
12.217.208 acres of arable land in England and Wales. in 
1905 figures had sWlk to 11.656.079. in 1910 to 11.320.444. 
and in 1914 to 10.998.254." . The number of bankruptcies 

number of average income which. when calculated as perceniage 
of the height in 1901 was 55 only in 1873. 

• According to Dr. Bowley incomes rose 15 per cent. between 
IB95 and 1901. while prices rose only 12 per cent. 
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among farmers declined, it is true, in this period; but they 
were by n~ means infreq~ent. And the lot of the farm
hands continued to be hard in spite of some iIlU"Povement 
in their wages as prices had moved up faster than their 
earnings. There was, moreover, a shortage of cottages, 
and of those that existed, many were insanitary and too 
small. Thus proverty and squalor, were the portion of the 
.tillers of the soil in a period of remarkable pr.osperity and 
progress; and deliverance from their troubles seemed to 
be out of the question unless they decided to change their 
occupation or to migrate to distant lands. 

The recovery of English agriculture was, therefore, 
slow and partial especially in comparison with its past 
achievements. Mr. Lennard mentions among the cir
cumstances which stood in the way of a more satisfactory 
progress, the indebtedness of the farmers and the:r de
fective education on the one hand, and on the other the 
anxiety of the landlords to preserve the integrity of their 
estates, even though saddled with heavy charges which 
deprived them of the funds required fo~ improve
ment, . and a sort of paternalism bred of feudal tradi
tions which made them indulgent towards inefficient ten
ants. Some of these, however, had been present when 
the high-water mark of British agrlcu:ture had been reach
ed. The proprietors, for instance, had always tried to 
maintain their estates intact inspite of the liability imposed 
on them by family settlements to payout a considerable 
portion of their income to collateral relati~ns. Their 
weakness, again, towards sitting tenants was not a new 
thing, and it did not matter much after all, as in the years 
that had preceded economic conditions had furnished a 
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searching test of efficiency. If it is reasonable to assume 
that only the more resourceful and industrious farmers 
could hold their own against foreign competition during 
the period of depression, then a process of natural selec
tion had anticipated and rendered supererogatory aU 
selective action on the part of the .landlords. 

The causes, therefore, which told must be sought in 
the cir~umstances that were peculiar to the period. I 
shaU dwell at some length on them before I conclude. and 
so all that need be stated here is that the lesson which 
had been taught by the abrupt ana ruinous break in 
pri'Ces could not be easily forgotten. Wheat had sunk 
from an average of about 54s. per quarter in the third 
quarter of the nineteenth century to a little over 22s. at 
its close, and the rise since the commencement of the 
twentieth century had not been cOElsiderable enough to 
make tenants and landlords unmindful of the past. They 
hesitated, therefore, to increase their investments in a busi
ness in which prices, they saw, would be cpntrolled by com
petitors who owing to the liberality of nature had a decid
ed advantage over them.'" If capital was shy, it seemed 
to be naturally so. At the same time its timidity did not 
prevent the expansion of undertakings like stock-breeding 
and the milk trade, in which English farmers could hold 
their own against foreign c~mpetition or the conversion of 
arable into pasture • on which the labour bill was small.' 
The shrinkage, however, of the arable was not arrested. 

• Dr. Bowley says that the average price per quarter of wheat 
was SIs. Id. in 1871-80 and 28s. 3d. in 1890-1900, while average 
imports of it in these decades amounted to 56 millions and 97 million .. 
of hundred-weights respectively. 
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as it ought to have been after prices had looked up, and 
in the quinquennium that just preceded the war, 1912 was 
the only year which witnessed a movement in a contrary . 
direction. The land, moreover, which went out of culti
vation was not always carefully sown with grass seed, 
but simply tumbled into grass land or into mere waste 
which provided no real food for cattle. It has been esti
mated that the extent of these unprofitable trads was 
about twelve million acres, and there can be no doubt 
that had they been properly laid down, they would have 
permitted a considerable increase of stock and sheep, 
In allowing them, therefore, to be covered with thorn and 
thistle, the farmers failed to do aU that they might have 
done for the improvement of industries like dairy farming 
and the rearing ·of animals in which alone there was some 
measure of progress. 

The progress, however, such as it was, was enough 
to satisfy the heart of every true Cobdenite. The cry for 
protection was not heeded, because it was feared that 
dear food and raw materials might imperil the prosperity 
which England owed to her commercial and manufactur
ing enterprise. It was probably felt also that the, increase 
of population in imperfectly developed tracts and the 
consequent levelling up of prices all over the world would 
enable English agriculture in course of time to come to 

, its own again without jeopardizing England's p'roud posi
tion as the leading industrial country. And till then the 
grass lands would form, so it was thought, an easily avail
able 'reserve of fertility which might be drawn upon in 
case of emergency for the growth of corn and other crops .• 
There was thus nothing in the political and economic 
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forecast which seemed to justify the abandonment of the 
free ~ade policy that had enabled England to exploit the 
rest of the world for her own benefit. The only significant 

"departure from it was the imposition so far back as 1902 
of a duty of 1 s. a qr. on imported corn; but its real object 
was the establishment of imperial unity on the basis of 
a preferential tariff. And no serious attempt was made 
by government before or after that to accord effective 
protection to English agriculture. because it was felt that 
all was well in the economic arrangements on which 
England's commercial and political greatness had been 
built up. 

From this dream of optimism. there was however. a 
rude awakening when the war broke out. The pr!ces of 
cereals soared up almost immediately after the commence
ment of hostilities. and by the middle of 1915 their level 
was higher than what it had been before foreign competi
tion beat them down. Yei: the improvement. marked" as 
it was. failed to evoke a corresponding increase in 
the indigenous production. The acreage of wheat and of 
oats did. indeed. increase in 1915 by 430.000 acres and 
200.000 acres respectively. but the extension was obtain
ed at the expense of the barley crop as there was no in
crease in the total area of arable land. And in the year 
that followed. the wheat area went back once more by 
280.000 acres, while there was a similar curtailment of 
the acreage under potatoes and certain other crops, the 
figure for the season showing • a decline of more than a 
quarter of million acres from the total of 1915' . The 
effect of the shrinkage was, moreover, accentuated by a 
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partial failure of the wheat and potato crops owing to 
the vagaries of the weather. 

The conduct of the farmers during this critical period 
was cavilled at. and it was pointed out that they had devo
ted undue attention to the barley crop at a time when the 
demand for bread corn was hecoming painfully intense. 
But before pronouncing judgment on them, account should 
be taken of the circumstances which must have exercised 
a certain amount of paralyzing influence on their industry 
and enterprise. The shortage of labour was distressing 
in the early days of the war; it prevented them not only 
from adding to their ventures but also from earning in 
some instances a fair profit on what they had already 
invested in their business. * The seasons were inclement 
for the culture of cereals, and the wet seeding times and 

• The following statements of a Lincolnshire farmer. quoted by 
Mr. S. C. Oswin expresses the farmer·s point of view regarding the 
shortage of labour. • I farm between 400 and sao acres. Ten years 
ago I employed 2 foremen ·and 8 labourers and had 3 married 
wagoners and 4 single chaps living in. At times I had 2 or 3 casual 
men and also 3 • day boys~. Very often there were 20 hands to pay 
on. a Saturday night. • • • Last Saturday I had only 9 men and I boy 
to pay. Instead of me wanting over £18 a week for wages. as I did 
last January, £10 is now ample. Some people are foolish enough to 
say ... Yes. look at the money you are saving in wages " .... Instead 
of saving mORey I am losing. Last week I had two pairs of horse., 
idle. because I was short of men to work them .•. ; I can't get day 
boys: they prefer to go to Lincoln and learn a trade or work in the 
foundry. The result is I have men doing boy's work .•.. At ~ne 
time the servant-girls in the house did the milking, but. they can not 
be found to do it now. It has come to this. I have made a bit of 
money, and rather than go on as I am doing now, I mean to chuck 
it. It is my intention to give up all my land next Lady Day and live 
on what I've made." 
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harvests as well as the arid springs induced naturally 
enough a spirit of timidity. Besides. as Mr. Lennard 
observes. the course of cereal prices had been marked 
by fluctuations and so could not point to • a long continu~ 
ance of the conditions which would make a large ~xtension 
of the arable area profitable.' It was Iiardly to be expect~ 
ed that farmers would in the general interest adventure 
their 'money in undertakings which owing to the un~ 
certainties of the dema'nd and the rising prices of the 
requisites of production offered no 'assured prospect of 
,a remunerative return. The call of the country might 
have been recognized by them as clearly as by any other 
class of business men. It could not. however. from tlie 
nature of the motives that prompt to industrial activity 
persuade them to conduct their business on unbusiness~ 
like principles. Other classes of workers' did. indeed. 
show a more commendable alacrity in submitting to losses 
and privations for the general safety. But the 'geographi~ 
cal dispersion' of their industry prevented the farmers 
from being so readily amenable to that mass suggestion 
which drew the urban pc;>pulation into concerted activity 
for the common good. And probably there was also the 
feeling that the risks and losses incidental to untried con~ 
ditions should have been borne by those who, by virtue 
of their privileged position were able to appropriate the 
unearned increment resulting from the progress of the 
community. 

But whatever may be the verdict on the conduct of 
the farmers, it is impossible to acquit the Government of 
irresolution and a tendency to minimize difficulties instead 
of squarely facing them. It knew better than individual 
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fanners or associations of them to what extent England 
was dependent for foodstuffs on foreign· supplies. And 
bitter experience had given the lie to its comfortable as
sumption that grass lands would be broken up to meet 
emergencies if prices of cereals rose to stimulate produc
tion. Yet it turned its back on the recommendation of 
the Milner Committee that the cultivation of wheat should 
be encouraged by a guaranteed minimum price of 45s. 
a quarter. The excuse for this policy of drift was that 
• interference with the free play of the market would 
impair the confidence of the trader and reduce importa
tion to a greater degree than the increase in pr~duction.' 
But there was absolutely no justification for supposing 
that supplies from distant quarters of the globe would 
continue to be regular and sufficient during a war like the 
one in which the country was engaged, And the true 
explanation of this 'wait and see' attitude is that govern
ment lacked the courage for ·taking a drastic measure in 
a situation that urgently demanded it. 

o For what was the situation ~ For some years before 
the war, .the United Kingdom had raised only twenty per 
cent of the wheat that was required for .its inhabitants. 
And though the disproportion was not equally gl~ring be
tween the production and consumption of other cereals, 
yet only about forty per cent of the necessary 
foodstuffs could be obtai~d from its soil. After 
the outbreak of hostilities, an attempt, not very 
serious, was made to improve the yield inl response 
to public feeling; but it was thwarted by inclement sea
sons. And an extension of the arable area at the expense 
of grass lands appeared. impracticable owing to the 
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paucity of farm-hands and the rising prices of fertilizers 
and other requisites of production. The country was thus 
more dependent than ever on distant countries for her 
food supply , and this was an element of weakness in more 
senses than one. The German submarine campaign, had 
it completely succeeded. would have starved her into sub
mission. And though it was defeated, the Government 
was handicapped in its struggle with the enemy by ·the 
necessity of allocating to food supply so large a propor
tion of the available tonnage needed for other purposes 
and of employing part of the naval strength to protect it.· 
Besides, the cost of the imported food, which had 
amounted to over two hundred and twenty million pounds 
a year before the war, rapidly increased during its pro
gress and so affected adversely the purchasing power of 
the country. Nor was it difficult to foresee that besides 
crippling her resources durin'g the continuance of the 
struggle, it would leave an almost intolerable burden on 
the shoulders of the tax-payer even after the return of 
peace. 

Government awoke at last to lIhe magnitude of the 
dange,r.The acreage ander wheat at the close of 1916 
was, inspite of the urgent need for increased production, 
fifteen per cent. less than· what it had been even in the 
preceding year, and there was a similar decline in the 
area sown with potatoes. Among the causes 'Of this 
shrinkage was the great and rapidly increasing dearth cf 
agricultural labourers. Many of them had joined the army~ 
while others had been 'attracted away from farm work 
by the higher wages which were to be obtained in muni
tion factories, in the building of camps and aerodromes 
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and in other occupations connected with the war.' The 
exodus of the country population was not, indeed,. a ne~ 
thing. It had decreased from 1,269,371 men in 1871 to 
1,00,743 in 1911 and 800,000 in 1914. But attention was 
forcibly directed to it by the exigencies of war. And then 
it came to be recognized that the growing industrialization 
of the community involved. a twofold evil. Much of 
the misery consequent on the dislocation. of trades that 
catered for distant lands and depended for raw materials 
on foreign sources of supply could. have been avoided :f 
English agriculture had been prosperous and had employ
ed a large and growing section of the population. At 
the same time a bold and hardy peasantry would have 
met without serious difficulty the increasing demand for 
effective fighters. These considerations received more 
than their due weight in the circumstances of the time. 
while the cost to the community of a prosperous agricul. 
ture and the limits in any case of that prosperity were 
naturally lost sight of for the moment. Hence it could 
not be ignored that of the 800,000 men that were at work 
in the farms ~n the eve of the war, nearly 250,000 had 
left the fields to join the .army and that fresh drafts .on the 
reduced numbers were impending. Something; it was 
felt, had to be done immediately to reinforce the de
pleted ranks of agricultural labourers and to check the 
upward sweep of agricultural prices. 

The measures adopted by the Government were 
prompt and decisive, and they made amends lor' the :r
resolution shown in the earlier years of the war. A Royal 
Commission was appointed to control the purchases of 
wheat and the operations of the milling industry, and on 
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January I, 1917, a new department was created of the 
Board of Agriculture to encourage increased production 
of cereals on the soil of the . country. As the season kad 
advanced when this Food Production Department was 
organized, it could not secure an immediate and substan
tial expansion of the arable area, though there was some 
measure of willing response to its appeal for greater pro
duction. But it was armed with extensive powers under 
a regulation, which authorized the Board to direct the 
occupiers of land to ·cultivate it in the manner .that ap
peared desirable for maintaining the food supply of 
the country, and if necessary to enter on it with 
a view to take such steps as were calculated to 
increase production. While the control of production was 
thus assumed for the national safety, an attempt was 
made to put down profiteering ~nd speculation by middle
men through the agency of the Food Controller who had 
been appointed in December,1916, with powers to fix 
prices and control the distribution of all articles of food. 
And for the next three years he regulated the supply nf 
grain. 'milk. meat, cheese, butter, potatoes, eggs, fruits 
and certain vegetables, by fixing maximum prices and en
forcing them through an army of inspectors. 

These administrative measures were followed up by 
the Corn Production Act. which received the royal assent 
on the 1st of August, 1917. It incorporated and even 
amplilied the regulatiotl. which had been issued on the 
10th of January to stimulate the production of foodstuffs. 
The Board of Agriculture was authorized, for instance. to 
prescribe the mode of cultivation and the use to which 
the land should be put and to punish nOJ\-compliance with 
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its orders or failure to abide by the rules of good hus
bandry by directing the cancellation of the. lease or by 
entering on the land and taking measures for its proper 
cultivation. Thus production was to be regulated in the 
general interest, while the regime of maximum prices, 
which dated from April of the same year, would prevent 
those who were engaged in· the regulated industry from 
taking full advantage of favourable conditions of the 
market. The situation was made tolerable for them by 
clauses in the Act which guaranteed minimum prices for 
wheat and oats and gave an assurance that the system 
would continue for the next six years. 'If,the average 
price of a quarter of wheat or oats for seven months from 
the beginning of September in any year was less than the 
guaranteed minimum price for that year, the farmer was 
entitled to be paid four times the amount of the difference 
for every acre planted with wheat and five times the 
diffe;ence in the case of oats for every acre planted with 
that grain.' While the farmers were' thus ptotected from 
the consequences of an abrupt break in prices, the un
attractiveness of farm labour was sought to be. remedied 
by establishing some sort of correspondence between its 
remuneration and the wages of unskilled workm~n in the 
towns. The Act provided that 'minimum-wage rates were 
to be fixed by a Central Agricultural Wages Board con
sisting of representatives of employers and of workmen 
in equal numbers and of certaIn members appointed by 
the Board of Agriculture, that district committees were !o 
make recommendations in the matter to the Wages 
Board, and that the minimum wage was in no case to be 
less than twenty five shillings.' 
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It is only fair to take stock of the results obtained by 
the operation of the Act before discussing its merits on 
general grounds. There'was an expansion of the arable 
area by 1,348,000 acres iIi a couple of years, and the 
yield of grain in 1918 was about forty per cent. more than 
what it had been in 1916. This increased production, 
accompanied as it was by a similar 'improvement in the 
output of potatoes, meant a saving in tonnage of 2,600,000 
tons; and shipping, as has been said, was 'the limiting 
factor in the prosecution- of the war at that time.' There' 
was, however, as Mr. Lennard takes occasion to remark, 
another side to the picture. 'With the exception of cows 
in milk, the totals of all classes of stock were lower in 
1918 than in 1916.' But the decrease of stock was certainly 
out-weighed by the increased supply of foodstuffs and 
milk in the circumstances of' the time. It should be ob
served, how~ver, that the rapid recovery of English agri
culture was' not secured. entirely by the insurance against 
loss and privation which was offered to farmers and farm
labourers by the provisions of the Act. The dearth of 
labour would have paralyzed all efforts in this direction, 
had not the War Office lent temporarily large numbers 
of men on home service, when the call for work on the 
farms was most urgent. Valuable assistance was also 
rendered by enemy prisoners of war, who, it is said, did 
excellent work and were even preferred to the available 
local labour. Then there were the boy scouts, the public
school boys, and the college students, whose services 
were much in request and were cheerfully offered during 
harvesting operations, while much of the accessary labour 
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was furnished by women.· The phenomenal increase in 
the acreage of arllble was, therefore, not wholly due to 
the two-fold protection afforded by the Corn Production 
Act. It was rather the triumph of organization and pub
lic spirit. 

The guarantees offered by the Act with regard to 
minimum prices were rendered inoperative by a ~ustained 
rise in price-levels, which could not have been foreseen 
at the time, as it contrasted with the fluctuations of the 
previous years. And the rise was, in fact, so revolution
ary as to bring into operation the orders relating to maxi
mum prices, which prevented the farmers from profiting 
to the fullest extent by the conditions of the market. They 
gained, however, on the whole by the existence of the 
guarantees, as it enabled them to extend their business 
with a certain measure of confidence. And where Gov
ernment took over the output, they were spared the risk 
and expenses incidental to the preservation of the crop 
with a view to its disposal. in the best market. At the 
same time, while the cost of production rose, many of 
the things needed for their work were supplied in suffi
cient quantities by the Food Production Department. The 
facilities which were thus offered were of inestimable 
value, as the trades on which the farmers had formerly 
depend~d for the supply of the requisites of production 

• The position of women in economic life under normal condi
tions is still a disputed question. ' There is, no doubt. much' to be 
said against their indiscriminate employment in all sorts of industries. 
But it is interesting to observe that in accounting for the' success of 
Germany in solving her food problem though her soil is not parti
cularly rich, Mr. Butterfield lays special stress on the fact tha,t 
'German society rests on the broad back of German farm women.' 
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had been disorganized by difficulties of transport. But 
they could not have expected patronage of this kind. had 
not Government decided to regulate their industry in the 
interests of the consumers. The manner in which the 
problem of labour shortage was solved and the deficiency 
in the supply of seeds and fertilizers made up enabled the 
farmers to earn handsome profits during the closing years 
of the war. And there was, in fact, the impression in 
certain quarters that the more prosperous among them 
had taken undue advantage of the public need. But it 
was evidently impossible to rule out differential gain 
resulting from superior ability and industry, while 
fixing a Bat rate of maximum prices which was 
calculated to hearten the resourceless and the 
indolent. 

The law conferred on agricultural labour the twofold 
benefit of a rise in wages and a reduction of working 
hours. Here, too, it is true that economic forces brought 
about an appreciable and general advance beyond the 
guaranteed minimum. But these forces would not have 
come into play had not the assurance of remunerative 
prices heartened the farmer arid induced him to increase 
his investments. Thi~ assurance, again, was immediate 
in its effect, as before the close of 1917 there was no 
county in England and Wales. where able-bodied labour 
earned less than 30s. a week. Besides. the increase was 
largest in those districts in which labour had been very 
poorly paid. And this was due, no doubt, to the influence 
of the Central Wages Board, which aimed naturally at the 
standardization of rates, and so 'narrowed the gap be
tween the highest and lowest paid counties.' There are 
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reasons, however, for thinking that the improvement was 
more appar~nt than real, as a comparison of the figures 
for 1914 and 1918 reveals the fact that the average rise 
in wages was only about 88 per cent. as against a rise of 
nearly 85 per cent. in the prices of those commodities on 
which they were chiefly spent. But even this improve
ment might not have been secured without strikes and 
disturbances and a consequent dislocation of the produc
tive machinery, had Government left the matter to be 
settled by the relative strength of the parties concerned. 
AU these were avoided by the timely mediation of the 
central and district committees which were constituted by 
the Act. 

As an emergency measure, therefore, the Corn Pr~ 
duction Act answered its. purpose very weU. This ob
ject, it may be thought, might have been attained if the 
dearth of foodstuffs had been left to produce its inevit
able effect in the form of enhanced prices and profits_ 
But then prices would have soared much higher than they 
actuaUy did, and a proper adjustment of supply to dema~d 
might not have taken place with that rapidity which was; 
essential in that period of crisis. The experience. of the 
early years of the war' which revealed so much inertia in 
the farming community is not, of course, conclusive '311! 

this poiri.t, as the upward trend of prices was neither 
very pronounced nor sustained before the autumn of 
1916. But as the breaking up of waste land or meadow 
becomes profitable only after a certain length of time 
some assurance was probably required that the sudden 
rise in price-levels would not be followed by an equally 
sudden and revolutionary fall, to bring about an imme-

2 
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<liate and considerable extension of the cultivated area. 
And such a pledge was offered by the Corn Production 
Act. when it fixed the minimum prices of wheat and oats 
for six years ahead. At the same time it facilitated the 
increase of production by creating a suitable machinery 
for preventing friction between capital and labour which 
t()() often hampers progress in periods of augmenting d~
niand and rising prices. 

The Act. therefore. ensured an adequate supply of 
foodstuffs at prices .which were not unduly high in the 
circumstances of the time. It gave also a much needed 
stimulus to agriculture which. when every thing is taken 
into consideration. must be regarded as of special im
"portance even· to an industrial community. * And lastly 
it enabled labour to avoid the losses which are usually 
inAicted by a depreciation of the currency without having 
recourse to those violent expedients which even when 
they attain their end injure the communitY by disturbing 
the arrangements for production. These were its achieve
ments. and it is impossible to overestimate their import
ance when we bear in mind that disturbed relations be
tween the ",gents of production or a slackening of produc
tive activity might have led to national disaster. 

But it had also the drawbacks of an emergency mea
sure. The amount of restraint and surveillanc~ which 
was put up with when 'patriotism and ,a spirit of willtng 
helpfulness pervaded all classes' must have pr~ved in-

• The arable area was 10,998.254 acres in 1914 and 12.398.640 
. acres in 1918. while the acreage under wheat increased within tt.e 

.ame period hom 1,807.498 to 2.556,661. 
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tolerable after the return of normal conditions. Besides, 
guarantees which rendered even indifferent farming remu-' 
nerative were calculated, when operating with a flat rate 
of maximum prices, to stereotype the methods of produc
tion and to make the farmer indifferent to the quality of 
the produce. And so they were bound in the long run 
to defeat the very object foi which they were offered viz., 
a progressive increase of production, by placing the 
weaker and less enterprising producers above the fear of 
loss. Their maintenance would have imposed, therefore, 
an increasing burden on the tax-payer without securing a 
permanent advantage. At the same time, owing t. "the 
alternative nature of the farmer's business," they could not 
be expected to ensure the disposal of his produce in the 
manner which appeared to be' of special importance or 
urgency in the national interests. for instance, there was 
nothing to deter him from using the yield of his fields as 
food for domestic animals and' selling them instead of 
selling die crops when their prices were not sufficient}" 
attractive. It was possible, no doubt, to prevent this by 
adopting a scale of parity of agricultural prices; but such 
a scale could not be easily constructed, nor could it give 
universal satisfaction, as the relative importance of the dif
ferent kinds of agricultural produce varies in different places 
and at different times. Lastly, the fixed maximum prices, 
which, though they were not established" by the Act, form
ed part of the same system, entailed a heavy respon
sibility on the Government in the matter of distribution. 
The various parts of the country were not equally fertile, 
nor did they enjoy the same facilities in the way of com
munications. The attempt, therefore, to meet their de-
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mands for foodstuffs at uniform prices inspite of the vary~ 
ing expense of transport required a costly and intricate 
machinery of supervision and control which could not 
have worked very satisfactorily and was likely to break 
down at every stage of its acitvity. 

These difficulties did not appear serious at the time 
and were at any rate counterbalanced by the advantages 
that were secured so long as the need for sacrifice and 
for concerted action was regarded as imperative in the 
face of national danger. Hence the idea gained ground 
that the principles underlying the Act might form the 
basis of a constructive policy for agriculture in normal 
times. .. Visions of a self~sufficient England. indepen~ 
dent of foreign supplies of cereals, and of the English 
countryside repeopled and prosperous floated before the 
imagination. of not a few." And their hopes and wishes 
found authoritative expression in the report of the 
Selborne Committee which recommended a permanent 
extension of tillage as the only effective safeguard against 
the possibility of the nation' s being starved into sub~ 
mission in the event of another war. But State encourage~ 
ment and protection seemed to be the only means of 
attaining such a consummation. And the Prime Minister 
echoed the general sentiment in the matter when he said 
that " it ought to be a primary concern of every Govern~ 
ment and every statesman to do what in them lies to 
promote agriculture." that. therefore. the record of in~ 
difference and inaction must be rolled up and .. a new era 
in the relations of the State with the greatest and most 
important of its industries .. must begin. 
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This new era seems to have been inaugurated with 
the appointment in July 1919 of a Royal Commission' to 
enquire into the ecoaomic prospects of the agricultural 
industry in Great Britain.' And the policy of the Premier 
was foreshadowed in the terms of reference which re
quired the Commission to devote special attention to the 
problem of a suitable adjustment between the prices of 
agricultwal products, the costs ·of obtaining them from the 
land of the country, the remuneration of labour and the 
hours of employment. But the evidence of those who 
were examined did not point to an identical solution of 
the problem. * And it is noteworthy that the National 
Farmers' Union of England observed that while the 
question of an extension of cultivation was one of national 
policy to be determined with reference to the diverse 
interests of the community, ," farmers 8S business men 
could adapt themselves to a regime of low prices and 
would face tho abolition of all controls and guarantees· 
with perfect equanimity." 

Aher duly weighing the various shades of opinion, 
the Commission found it difficult to come to a unanim-

• There was, in fact, considerable difference of opinion among 
thosa who appeared to give evidence before the Commission., ," The 
~epresentatives of the Board of Agriculture advocated a system of 
guaranteed prices fo~ cereals and for cereals only, because cereal 
production was the branch of farming iB which the pressure of 
foreign competition was most severe. On the othe~ hand, the 
Secretary of the Ministry of Food told th~ Commission that it was the 
poliq of the Ministry of Food to maintain the lOilk supply by 
guaraateed prices and pointed out that milk was an essential which 
could only be produced at .home and that, therefore. it was more 
jmportan!, to keep up tite output of milk thab of any other agricultural 
produce. 
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ous verdict. And in the interim reports which they 
presented. the majority advocated the determinati'ln 
from year to year of the minimum prices of cereals with 
reference to the average costs of their production.- But 
they held at the same time that no control should be 
exercised ov~r market prices except in cases of nat!onal 
emergency. The minority recommended on the other 
hand the abolition of all guarantees and all res~raints 
on the freedom of the farmer with regard to the use 
of ,his land. so long as the rules of good husbandry were 
respected. They proposed. however. that measures 
should be taken to increase his sense of security in his 
holding and to place within his reach all useful informa
tion relating to agriculture and the course of world prices. 
These they trusted would enable him to attain that 
measure of success which could be reasonably expected 
in the economic circumstances of his community. 

The grounds on which these recommendations were 
based are quite as worthy of attention as the recom
mendations themselves. The majority were of opinion 
that while an increased production of corn might be 
required for the national safety. it could be obtained only 
by a certain measure of coercion calculated tei bring 
about an intensified use of the arable and an extension 
of it even where the land might be profitably devoted 
to o~her purposes. They L.eld. therefore. that if an 
attempt was made to rehabilitate English agriculture. it 
must b. accompanied by guarantees which would prote~t 
the growers of com from the risk of loss which was ·parti
cularly great in their industry owing to the pressure of 
fO!'eign competition. The minority contended on their 
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part that the measure of protection recommended by tlae 
majority would prove ineffective and might fall even t~ 
prevent a' shrinkage of the arable area, that a policy of 
guaranteed prices would if consistently followed add. 
materially to the burden of the already over-burdened 
tax-payer and that in any case it must be difficult to 
safogua~d the interest of the producer without recogili!!:
ing at the same time that the consumer had as good a 
right to be protected against him when prices ruled high. 
They met also the argument that increased production 
of com would diminish the volume of imports and" thus 
tend to correct the foreign exchanges, by pointing out 
that the same object might be attained without hardship 
to any party if cheap corn from outsid." enabled the 
country to increase its exports. Lastly they laid stress on 
the obvious consideration that the hot-house growth of 
the industry might be followed hy a serious decline, If 
Parliament decided a~ any future time to withdraw the 
protection, which had fostered that growth. * 

The Commission had no opportunity of presenting 
their final reports, as the Prime Minister anticipated them 
by pledging the Government to the policy of guaranteed 
minimum prices. That pledge was redeemed' by the 

• There were other reasons for their dissent. •• In the opinioh 
of the minority, the recommendations of the majority were likely to 
be unfair to the producer of meat and to the large number of small 
farmers who do not derive their income largely from cereal produc
tion~ Besides, it would bE. detrimental, they thought. to' the best 
interests of agriculture were it to be obliged to Conduct its operations 
on the uncertain basis provided by guaranteed prices. Guarantee .. 
could only be given by Parliament, and no Parliament can bind it. 
successors .•• 
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Agriculture Act of 1921, which replaced the Corn Produc
tion Act of 1917. But the provisions of· this new law 
show clearly enough that Government tried to steer a 
middle course and to combine as far as possible the 
conflicting recommendations of the Commissioners. For· 
instance. the galling control over modes of cultivation 
and the uses to which the land might be put. that had 
been exercised by the Board of Agriculture under the 
Corn Productiofl Act. was replaced by the milder super
vision of the Ministry of Agriculture which was to take 
drastic measures only where an estate was being grossly 
mismanaged and to let owners and tenants work their 
property in their own way so long as the rules of good 
husbandry were not violated. These powers. moreover. 
of the Ministry were delegated to cultivation sub
committees of the county. agricultural councils which 
h~d been created by the Ministry of Agriculture Act of 
1919. and it was provided that an appeal should lie to 
the High Court if in exercising them it was felt to be 
neeessary after an open enquiry to appoint a receiver of 
8 mismanaged estate. 

Security of tenure and a certain. measure of freedom 
in the treatment of land were at the same time given 
to farmers by certain provisions. which modified consi
.deraoly the Agricultural Holdings Acts. These provisions 
were.-" that a tenant should receive compensation fe-r 
.disturbance equal to not less than a year' s or more than 
two years' rent; that adjustments of rent should be subject 
to arbitration and that Ii tenant should receive compen
sation for improvements under certain conditions even 
if the landlord had not consented to their execution." 
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But it was also provided that compensation for distur
bance could not be claimed by those tenants who had 
violated the rules of good husbandry or failed to pay up 
arrears of rent or to agree to the ter:ms determined by 
arbitration. These measures, it was hoped, would check 
indolence and carelessness and tend to increase produc
tion by assuring to the farmer the fruits of his industry 
and foresight. 

An effective stimulus was sought to be given at the 
same time to the cultivation of cereals by the system of 
minimum guaranteed prices which was revised and 
established on a new principle to be in keeping with 
the increased and increasing cost of production. .. Basal 
prices of 68s. for wheat end 46s. for oats were taken fl)r 
the year 1919, and commissioners were appointed who 
were charged to determine from year to year how far 
the average costs of production of wheat and oats had 
changed in that year from those of the basal year 1919, 
whereupon the guaranteed figure of 68s. or 46s. was 
varied in like proportion. .... But since the verifica
tion of the actual quantities grown presented great 
administrative difficulties the crop was assumed to be 
4 qr. to the acre, and the undertaking of the Act was 
to pay four times the difference between the average 
realised price and the guarantee on every acre of wheat 
grown and five times the difference in the case of oats, 
on the assumption of an average crop of 5 qr. to the 
acre. • • • . The payments made to any individual were, 
therefore. to be independent of the actual price he 
ltappened to obtain for his particular sample. '0 
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There can be no doubt that the rulers had profited 
by the experience of the working of a flat rate of maxi
mum prices, as no attempt was made in this Act to inter
fere with the economic forces that regulate distribution. 
Nor was the mistake committed of ignoring the nature of 
the effective demand for different qualities of the same 
commodity and their varying costs of production. Pro
vision was simply made for indemnifying the producer if 
market prices were cut down by foreign competition in 
such a manner as to deprive him of what appeared to 
be a fair remuneration for his labour and expenses. 
The machinery of trade was not to be controlled or dis
turbed in any way, so that the farmers could feel that 
there was nothing to prevent them from getting the full 
benefit of any improvement in the demand or in the 
quality of their produce. Effective protection against 
loss was thus sought to be combined with the assurance 
that the exceptional profits resulting from particularly 
favourable market conditions would remain with the pro
ducers. If. however, encouragement of this kind failed 
to bring about a satisfactory increase of production, the 
Ministry were authorized to give four years' notice of the 
termination of those powers which it enjoyed under the 
Act for the maintenance of the system of guarantees. 

As regards labour, ,the law renewed the provisions 
of the Com Production Act and moreover enabled the 
occupants of farm-tied cottages to claim compensation 
for disturbance if they were evicted by their employers 
without sufficient grounds. In April 1920, the lowest rate 
of remuneration for able-bodied adult males was raised 

I 

to 42s. a week of 50 hours in summer and 48 hours in 
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winter. It was also decreed that the increase should in 
no case be less than 4s. where current wages were lower 
than the standard thus fixed. And there was a further 
revision of the rate in August of the same yea!:. when 
the minimum was increased from 42s. to 46s. These 
improvements established some sort of correspondence 
between the reward of agricultural labour and the rapidly 
increasing cost of living and probably also a certain 
measure of equality with the scale of wages in other in
dustries. Thus ampl~ security was apparently offered to 
~he two chief interests concerned of an adequate return 
for what they might do to prevent agriculture from going 
back • to the dismal pre-war conditions.' 

But this assurance .. against ruin through the violent 
fluctuations of foreign agriculture .. could not arrest the 
decline of British husbandry. while it materially added 
to the expenses of Government at a time when nothing 
was more important than economy. Even so early as 
1919. there had heen a. decline in the prices of cereals 
in spite of a shrinkage in cropping to the extent of about 
half a million acres. The year that followed witnessed 
a further decrease of 346.000 acres of the area under 
wheat .and of 292.000 acres of the area und~r oats. 
while there was a notable increase in the acreage of 
barley. And the decline did not stop even in 1921 in 
spite of the encouragement given by the Agriculture Act 
to the cultivation of cereals. for there was a fresh diminu
tion of 285.000 acres in the breadth of grain. \ The cost 
of the experiment appeared. therefore. to be extravagant 
in the light of the disappointing results. And so in June 
of the same year. the Minister of Agriculture informed 
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Parliament that Government was not prepared to face 
any longer the financial liability. imposed on it by the 
system of guaranteed minimum prices an~ that it had 
decided in conseq~ence to give up the policy at the 
earliest opportunity and to/abrogate along with it the 
provisions relating to the wages of agricultural labour. 

Effect was given to this decision by the Com Pro
duction Repeal Act, which came into force on Oct. I, 
1921. .. The Government arranged to pay the farmers 
£3 in respect of every acre under wheat and £4 in respect 
of every acre under oats, the crop, of course, remaining 
the farmer's to sell at market pri&es. One million. sterl
ing was allotted to agricultural education and research. 
Part II. of the Agriculture Act-the part which dealt with 
tenants' rights-was to remain in force, save for a 
minor alteration in regard to the farm-tied cottage aDd 
with the exception of the provisions as to improvements 
executed without the lord's consent. As regards the con
trol·of cultivation the Minister of Agriculture only retained 
powers to order the destruction of noxious weeds. The 
whole fabric of minimum wage regulation was abolished, 
in its place voluntary conciliation committees were to be 
set up, and if a wage was agreed upon by one of tho.3e 
committees for its district and was afterwards confirmed 
by the Minister of Agriculture, it was provided that a 
workman who had been paid less than the agreed wage 
might sue his employer for the difference." 

The abrupt change in the policy of Government must 
have . caused a certain amount C;;f unexpected and 
undeserved loss in spite of the compensation that. was 
allowed to the farmers. For great as had been the 
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decline of the arable area since the summer of 1919. it 
might have' been greater still but for the assumption 
which was not altogether unreasonable in the circum
stances that the protection which had been allowed to 
agriculture would be continued at least for'.some time. 
The fall in the prices of cereals was immediate and con
siderable, and though it was' more or less counterbalanced 
by an equally remarkable fall in the cost of cultivation. 
yet there can be no doubt that those who had started 
farming or extended their holdings of arable land during 
the years of inflation were hit hard by' the downward 
sweep of the prices of agricultural produoe. Labour too 
suffered during this sudden transition to the old order of 
things, for though it was marked by a certain decline 
in the cost of living, yet wages, we are told, were very 
variable and • there was a distinct movement in the 
direction of ,longer hours.' 

The course of British agriculture during the war, the 
influences that were brought t9 bear on' it and the motives 
and ideals that prompted interference have revived old 
controversie,s and cast a new light on them. But though 
they have revealed the one-sidedness of certai~pre-w'tr 
modes of thought, they do not yet justify the assumption 
that the principles which underlie the present economic 
order must be abrogated or completely recast in the light 
of recent experience. And so one finds an irreconcilable 
divergence of views among the writers who have given 
their thoughts to the problem of reconstruction. Some 
of these are of opinion that national industry must have 
one mind and will, working through the agency of the 
State in the co-ordination of its different branches and 
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in the establishment of a harmony between the economic 
and other interests of the people. Others, however, ar.e 
fully convinced that the nation has gone a long way 
towards solving its problems by sweeping aside the 
onerous legacy ·of the war .in the form of State control 
and State assistance. And while the former object to 
the free play of the economic motive in the sphere of 
industry because it leads to anarchical individualism and 
impairs the national spirit, the principal article in the 
faith of the latter is that the economic motive, when 
unfettered, points to conduct which is coincident with 
public interest. All that is wanted is the absence of all 
sorts of governmental interference. • Governm~nt.' say 
they, • should keep the ring and leave it to the producers 
to play out the game.' Their opponents, however. 
invoke the authority of the State to right what appears lo 

be wrong in the present order and to ensure a due 
regard for communal interests in the pursuit of individual 
advantage. The country, they believe, has been punished 

I 

severely for the political indifferentism which was induced 
by the unrestrained pursuit of self-interest in industry. 

It is a controversy which is as old as the science of 
economics. And just now it seems to possess more than 
a passing or a local interest, as the war has. in the opinion 
of many revealed and even created conditions, which 
were not duly allowed for in lhe generalizations of the 
science., But for a clear comprehension of the question 
at issue, it is necessary to observe that the ordinary 
functions of the State cannot be the same as those which 
it assumes when under the pressure of abnormal condi
tions it becomes the trustee of the rights and immunities 
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which the individual temporarily relinquishes in its favour. 
At the saine time it must be conceded that the absten
tion, of the State from all interference may inean simply 
the restoration of the old order under which progress 
was attended with troubles and dangers and marked by 
occasional set-backs. This' 'intermittent course of pro
gress has been attributed, by some to defects in the 
system that are said to have favoured certain classes to 
the detriment of others and thus established industry on 
an insecure basis. And if there is any truth in the 
contention, State intervention is certainly needed to cor
rect the aberrations and to remove, if possible, those 
drawbacks that stand in the way of steady and satis
factory development. Besides, economists of every 
shade of opi'nion have ~elcomed it for the purpose of 
preventing industrial arrangemen~ that shock the public 
sense of justice or threaten the public security. And in 
doing so, they have tacitly' admitted that self-interest 1S 
not an unerring guide especially where other interests 
than the economic are concerned. Thus something more 
is expected by all of the State than the suppression of 
violence and the enforcement of contracts. And the dis
pute is really about the extent to which industry may barter 
its freedom in' order to secure a more healthy growth. 

The question. when thus simplified, resolves itself 
into the following enquiries, to which more or less definite 
answers may be. given. What are the evils which it 
is sought to remedy) Are they preventible at all. and if 
they ,are. what is the price that lJlust be paid for the ~ure ~ 

,Lastly, is~tate action absolut~ly necessary for the pur
pose or will social and economic forces work off the 
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defects without outside control or assistance, now that 
their real charact~r has been disClosed by bitter ex
perience ? So far as the subject of the present work is 
concerned, one of these evils is the exodus of the country 
population, and it is admitted on all hands to be a serious 
menace -to the well-being of society. The peasants, 
says the Bishop of Exeter, are healthier and saner than 
people living in the towns. They have less of training 
but more of judgment and they make finer soldiers than 
their town brothers. Besides, not being addicted to 
celibacy, they have generally large families, so that Eng
land may be sure of having an effective anny if their 
numbers are maintained. Their departure, therefore, 
for the centres of industry or for other lands is a loss to 
the country in war as in peace. 

But how is it to be arrested? The expedient of a 
minimum rate of wages was tried, but it had to be 
~bandoned 'when Government ceased to assure to the 
farmers a fair remuneration for their investment, what
ever the prices of their produce might be. It was a re
trograde step according to some; but the rulers were 
forced to' take it to avoid financial difficulties. The 
health and the morale of the people are, of course, more 
important than material wealth, and so a reckoning of 
costs may appear to have been unstatesmanlike when 
these were at stake. But supposing the costs were cheer
fully met, where was the assurance that agriculture would 
have continued to employ an increasing number of well
paid labourers? Lord Gascoyne-Cecil observes that 
scientific farming on a larger scale than at present and 
With electric-driven appliances will probably be the me-
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thod of the future. and he assumes that it will create a 
demand for· a more numerous as well as more efficient 
rural population. But it is more than likely that the 
expected development will be associated with a liberal 
use of machinery and a sparing use of human power 
unless . the state of the inarket justifies a considerable 
increase of production. * Improvements in agriculture do.· 
indeed. extend the field of employment in the long run. 
but their immediate effect is to restrict it except where a 
saving in expenses appears less important to the farmer 
than an increase of the yield. But he can have this 
privileged position in England only if normal profits are 
assured to him even when his methods appear extrava-. 
gant in relation to the world prices of his produce. Thus it 
is not a stinted measure of protection or a sliding scale of 
minimum prices fixed with reference to • normal costs • that 
will prevent a shrinkage in the demand for labour when 
advantage is taken of recent improvements in engineering 
and applied chemistry. 

Besides. even if the demand improves; it may fail to 
bring about a rehabilitation of rural life in England. for 
it is not merely the dearth of employment or the 10wne85 
of wages that is making the farm-hands desert the coun
tryside., And Sir J. Crompton-Rickett lays his finger on 
a root cause which is operative in other countries as well 
when he observes that both social and economic condi
tions are tending to-day to draw men together instead ~f 

• • It is the better ideal; says Sir Daniel Hall. • to be able to> 
manage a farm with 2 men per JOO acres minding ~chrn~sancl 
earning 30 •• per week, than with 10 men digging or its equivalent _, 
JO.. a week each. 

3 
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<lispersing them. These new conditions have brought 
urban and rural areas sufficiently close to one another ; I) 

suggest a comparison at every step and the comparison 
·is seldom favourable to the latter. For the loneliness and 
monotony of life in the coUntry contrasts strangely with 
the amenities of town life and the varied interests which 
-it creates. And even its exciting uncertainties have 
greater charms for the more ambitious among the agri
cultural labourers than the so-called peace and restfulness 
which are generally supposed to be theirs, because their 
work is done amid tranquil and even lovely surround
ings, but· which mean too often no more· than a stale of 
torpor bred of devotion to an occupation which promises 
no advancement and offers no scope for exultation in its 
results. At the same time they are far enough from the 
garish and artificiai life of the towns to miss its squalid 
details of crime and misery. Hence homilies -about the 
bracing effect of Nature on the body and the soul have no 
inlluence on them. They fly from fellowship with her tll 
fellowship with kindred spirits which they can enjoy. 
There is variety, it is true, in her aspects; but it requires 
a greater or more trained intelligence than theirs to ap
preciate it. To them 'the spring is known only as the 
time of the scythe and the autumn as the time of the 
sickle, and the sun only as a warmth, the wi.nd all. a chill 
and the mountains as a danger.' It is not strange, there
fore, that they are attracted by the many-coloured, many
·sounding life of the towns and decide to share in it by 
abandoning an existence in which there is neither attain
ment nor genuine repose. 
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The soil has been found to be more patriotic than 
the streei:, and there is certainly an advantage if it pro 
vided home, health and opportunity to a considerable 
portion of the population. So this exodus from the land 
has been characterized as a fatal blot on English: agricul
ture, and Government has been asked repeatedly and 
earnestly to take measures for stopping it. * But what Rre 
the measures to be ~ The drain, undesirable as it is, is 
an effect of modern civilization in the widest sense and 
has shown itself more or less in every country in which 
agricultural operations are not exceptionally remunera
tive. And so Mr. Joynson-Hicks is perfectly right in 
saying that a mere incre'ase in wages will not stem the 
efflux, as men will go in increasing numbers wherever 
life and light are to be found so long as they have no 
roots driven deep into the soil. The remedy which he 
suggests is well worth a consideration, especially as it may 
be efficacious in other lands even if. the peculiar circum
stances of England render its application there a matter 
of extreme difficulty. .. Mere tenancies," says he • 
.. will not do-there is some magic in ownership and the 
smaller the owner, the greater the magic." So he would 
cut up over-grown properties into farms of moderate size 
to be owned and worked by the peasants, who should 
be accommodated in cottages provided by the State and 
assisted in meeting the initial expenses of cultivation by 

• Mr. Joynaon-Hicka drawa attention to the fact that in 1842 out 
of a population of 16 millions in England and Wales. there were 2~ 
millions engaged in agriculture. while prior to the war out of a. 
population of 35 millions. there were less than I million 80 engaged. 
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pledging the credit of the country in their favour.* These 
measures, he admits at once. must appear drastic and 
even revolutionary to many; but they are fully justified in 
his opinion by the e~periences of the late war. 

The necessary land is to be obtained, of course, by 
compelling the owners of extensive estates to sell por
tions of their property. Such a step, he contends. can 
not be a more unwarranted attack on the rights of pro
perty than the appropriation of fifty per !cent. of the 
income of the people by taxation, which has been found 
to be necessary for maintaining the solvency of the State. 
And it may be added that the freehold of the land be
longs in the last resort to the community which has an 
inalienable right to prevent its diversion to selfish pur
poses. If, therefore, the uses to which it is being put 
constitute a menace to national life, there is . every justi
fication for recovering the freehold, so long as a taU' price 
is paid to its present owners on the ground that their title 
to it was acquired during the suspension of the superior 
claims of the community. So here we are confronted 
with a couple of questions which must be carefully 
examined in the interests of justice as well as of expe
diency. Does the course of history countenance the as-

• Against this recommendation we ' have the authoritative opinioD 
of· Sir Daniel Hall who expressed himself as follows in the early days 
of the war. .. The extension of the use of machinery would give 
to the more intelligent labourer the opportunity for raising his 
economic position to the level of the skilled mechanic in other forms 
of industry. and with this the housing difficulty would settle itself. 
Thus it may be that the great disaster in which we are involved may 
give a great and much-needed stimulus to the further industrializing 
of British agriculture." 
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5umption. that "life will flow once more into the channels 
that have been too long choked" if large properties are 
broken into units that may be cultivated by peasants;> If 
it does. will the benefit from the proposed arrangement 
outweigh the price which must be paid for it and will 1t 

be unattended by peculiar drawbacks that may neutralize 
the gain? 

Mr. }oynson-Hicks himself observes that at no very 
remote period the bulk of the land in the country was 
owned by small men and that these were gradually 
bought out by their neighbours. So the fact that the pre
sent concentration of property has taken place in the ordi
nary way of trade must be reconciled with the theory that 
small holdings cultivated by their owners represent a na
tural. healthy and economically sound state of things. 
The usual explanation of this apparent anomaly is that 
the liberty of the market which permitted the aggrega
tion of land in a few hands was more or less illusory and 
that bad laws and esp~cially bad poor laws sealed the fate 
of the yeomanry. It may also be added that the laws 
of entail and the cost of transfer which was often pro
hibitive stood in the way of a diffusion of property in 
land when circumstances seemed to favour it. But there 
remains the fact that during the Napoleonic war and in' 
the years that followed the yeomen failed to hold their 
own against capitalist farmers mainly because their 
methods were uneconomical and even wasteful. It must 
also be borne in mind that when a notabie attempt to 
create a race of peasant proprietors. was made by the 
County Councils after the passing of the Small Holdings 
and Allotments Act of 1907. only a negligible percentage 
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of the applicants for small properties went in for owner
ship, while the rest elected to lease the allotments instead 
of purchasing them outright.. There has been a change, 
indeed, in the outlook since the war, and the first-hand 
knowledge of rural France has created, it is said, a liking 
for peasant properties among those whose opinion really 
matters.'" But even in France the small owner does not 
thrive in those parts which are the granaries of the 
people. He survives and flourishes only in those dis
tricts which offer special advantages to la petite culture. 
and such is also the experience of other progressive 
countries on the continent of Europe. 

Mr. Joynson-Hicks would, therefore, protect peasant 
families by making .. all mortgages of farms or holdings 
of less than fifty acres invalid." Thus he advocates not 
merely the abolition of the old restraints on free trade in 
land, but also the creation of new ones in the interest 
of peasant proprietorship. Hot-house culture of this 
kind may, however, stereotype the present methods o( 
production, though recent advances in applied chemistry 
and engineering point to more effective processes of ex
ploitation. The weakness of small men consists in their 
want of capital and of the ability to take risks. So it is 
proposed to finance them by means of land banks 
established and supported by Government. Concerns of 

• Lord Northdiffe refers to this new ambition and· to its proximate 
cause in the following lines. • The men in the dug-outs talk of a 
good many subjects, but there is one on which they are all agreed. 
That is the land question. They are not going back as labourers 
or as tenants, but as owners. Lots of them have used their eyes 
and have learnt much about small farming out here.' 
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this type have indeed an educative value also. but they 
cannot po~sibly place expen~ive appliances .within the 
reach of individual peasants or enable them to, effect 
those improvements which have been so far .obtained by 
the combined resources of capitalist farmers and land· 
lords. And co-operation among them cannot remove 
the drawback. as the successive use of the same machi
nery by Ii number of men is precluded by tlie dependence 
of agricultural operations for their effectiveness on favour
able meteorological conditions. So manual labour must 
still be the chief instrument of small men for obtaining 
an increased yield from the land. They may. of course, 
apply it ungrudgingly when the land is their own. But 
in the more important' branches of agriculture and 
especially in the cultivation of cereals. their methods have 
been seldom as productive as scientific farming with me
chanical appliances and with all the economies of produc . 

. tion on a large scale. Besides. while intensive culture of 
the kind which is open to them employs a greater number 
of men. it may collapse sooner than capitalist farming 
for the very same reason. when the necessity arises again 
for considerable drafts on the man-power. of, the com
munity. 

It is necessary also to observe here that one of the' 
reasons for proposing a change in the ownership of land 
and the nature of cJliture is that they are expected to ren
der the country less dependent on foreign corn. But 
though they may maintain a larger number of workers on 
the land. it is by no means likely that the 'surplus avail
able after feeding them will suffice for the teeming mil. 
lions of the towns. Indeed. there is every reason fo~ 
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assuming that it will be less than what is left over after 
meeting the costs of farming on a large scale. The ex
perience of the Netherlands seems to· be conclusive on 
this point, for Holland is dependent to a great extent 
on foreign com though her non-agricultural population is 
relatively small, while in Belgium the lands which are 
most productive in cereals and in stock are in the hands 
of capitalist farmers. So their triumph in England over 
the smaller men cannot be set down wholly to unequal 
laws. The contest was mainly though not exclusively on 
the economic plane; and an attempt, therefore, to re
verse its issue by legislative coup d' elat may be eco
nomically unsound. But if the future of agriculture lies, 
as it seems to do, with farming on a large scale, there 
is a distinct advantage in the divorce of ownership from 
occupancy. if.-the owners and occupiers co-operate as 
they did in· the eighteenth century. For their combined 
resources are required, and what is equally important, 
they must put their heads together if agriculture is to profit 
by the latest inventions. This, however, is out of the 
question so long as estates are held primarily for pur
·poses of sport, and agriculture is the occupation of 
people who lack ambition and evince a distaste for 
trouble and activity. 

English agriculture cannot be said, therefore, to be 
established on a secure basis so long as the present apathy 
of the owners and occupiers of land endures. It had its 
origin in the last quarter of the nineteenth century when 
falling prices led to a considerable shrinkage of the arable. 
But the cultivation of com continued to decline even after 
prices had looked up, and in the quinquennium just before 
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the War •. 1912 was the only year which witnessed 
a movement in a contrary direction. It has been said that 
the alarm caused by the radical programme of Mr. Lloyd 
George was in some measure responsible for the failure 
of English agriculture to respond to stimulating influences. 
But besides the temporary flutter caused by the contem
plated legislation against dass interests. there was a 
change in the attitude towards the industry of those who 
controlled it. Nothing in the economic history of England 
is more significant for us than this new way of looking 
at land as property and as instrument of production. which 
was possible only because it was owned by rich men 
and cultivated by substantial farmers. We have seen 
how they had co-operated to make English husbandry the 
pattern of excellence when rising prices and the absence 
of foreign competition had held out the prospect of un
intertupted prosperity. Here. however. do we see '.he 
other side of the shield. for a community of small owners 
could never have slackened their efforts to maintain their 
position merely because there were rivals in the field who 
had. some advantage over them. Moreover. they have 
as a rule more staying power than tenant-fanners. who as 
residual claimants in the distribution of income have to 
bear the whole of the loss when times are bad. The 
peasant proprietor on the other hand is labourer. landlord 
and farmer in one. So when declining prices rob him of 
expected profits. there is still his income as owner and 
labourer to fall back upon. ~d even if bare wages are 
all that remain to him as the reward of his industry. he 
knows that he cannot be much better off elsewhere. He 
is thus at any rate more of a fixture than the tenant who 
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works his holding with hired labour and pays for its 
possession from year to year. For unless the latter lacks 
enterprise or prefers other things to the maximum return. 
he will withdraw his capital from his business and invest 
it in more attractive undertakings when he is threatened 
with loss in his own. . And if there are serious difficulties 
in the way of a change of occupation. he will at least 
cut down his investment as far as he can. since his losses 
must be commensurate with the, amount of capital in~ 

volved. The proprietor too. if he is a rich man. wiD 
abstain from taking risks by sinking his capital in land for 
the sake of a doubtful gain. Thus economy will be set 
by them b~fore an increase of pr~duction, and the land 
will consequently produce less than it can be made to 
yield by strenuous cultivation and a liberal u~e of capital. 

All this, \l.owever, does nol prove that there is greater 
economy or greater production when the land is owned 
and worked by small men. And so an attempt to create 
and maintain small properties at the expense of the State 
cannot be justified on economic grounds, especially as 
patronage of this kind may prejudice farming on a large 
scale in more ways than one. The truth is that in every 
country of any extent there is a diversity of conditions 
fitted to give proper scope to each of the rival systems 
of farming, and that the maximum produce is obtained 
by removing all legal impediments. to their development 
in suitable circumstances. Such a consummation. how
ever, is out of the question so long as land is owned in 
quantities that make effective administration impossible 
and is valued mainly because it offers the means of a 
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comfortable. existence unattended by the worries and 
uncertainties of industrial competition. 

Many of the estates in England measure ten thousand 
acres or more and so cannot be properly managed "r 
controlled by their owners.'" They are valued chiefly for 
the social position and political influence which they 
confer. Hence much of the land is under-rented. other 
considerations than the economic weighing with the pro
prietors in the choice of their tenants. And this enables 
the farmer to lead an easy life on a modest income. He 
has lost his old taste for experiments and. above all. his 
ability to take risks. which has been felicitously described 
as the life-blood of progress. while he has learnt to prize 
a placid existence untroubled by the harsh struggles and 
the tempting spec!llations of industrial life. This attitude 
of mind was the outcome. of course. of the disconcerting 
experience of competition with countries which possessed 
an advantage over England in the production of food
stuffs. But it has been fostered and strengthened by the 
uneconomical· administration of their properties by the 
landlords. t 
---------_. __ .. _-----------

• Such is the opinion of Mr. Joyrioon-Hicks. who thinks that it 
i. only a • monstrous abuse of the land laws' that has led to this 
concentration of real property. 

t Compare what the Bishop of Exeter says on the subiect. .. With 
the low rent the landlord requires. the farmer has no need to brinlt 
more land under the plough or in any way to improve the condition 
of his holding. In fact. .he not uncommonly. lets land drift into 
almost uncultivateable conditions. • • . He does not want intelligent 
people. he thoroughly despises any scientific development that would 
need intelligence. he rnistrustseven those agricultural experiments 
that his Canadian son has used these twenty years.' 
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Landlordism is tolerable only so long as the landlords 
are active partners With their tenants in the work of 
production. giving it the benefit of their broader outlook 
and financing it in the. manner that may be expected of 
them. It will be hardly contended to-day that the attempt 
to limit the uses to 'which property may be put is an un
warrantable encroachment on the rights of ownership. 
Land is a commodity of far other importance than any
thing else. and there can be no doubt that its use for selfish 
or temporary objects may seriously injure the national life. 
Moreover. the principle. which underlay the feudal system 
under which these properties originated. associated im
portant duties to the State with the ownership of land. 
Those duties may have changed in course of time; but 
no legislative measure of a previous generation could 
absolve the proprietors of all sorts of obligation and thus 
rob posterity of its inherent and inalienabl~ right to see 
that the land is not diverted from the purposes which are 
conducive to the public good. 

Besides. as Mr. Joynson-Hicks pertinently observes. 
there is no greater invasion of the rights of property in 
making it difficult for a handful· of men to keep vast 
stretches of land simply for their enjoyment than there is 
in taxing millions to the unprecedented extent of about 
ten shillings in the pound. But his proposal that over
grown estates should be cut up into manageable holdings 
has materialized to some extent owing to the change 
in the economic situation and outlook. There 's 
to-day a wider diffusion of property in land than there 
was before the war. For in the years that witnessed the 
control and protection of agriculture by the State. the 
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landlords were impelled by the rise in the rate of interest 
and the pressure of enhanced taxation to part with what. 
had proved for some time a costly luxury to them, while 
the farmers bought up all that was thrown into the market 
tl) avoid the disagreeable alternative of quitting their 
holdings. But was this transfer of ownership a gain in 
every respect) It might have deprived the agriculturists 
of that capital which was urgently needed for improve
ment of their farms and in their methods. .. Besides since 
land fetched very high prices, it meant that, instead of 
paying an augmented rent from year to year as the profits 
of farming allowed, the farmer did what was equivalent 
to promising an increased rent for the rest' of time, either 
in interest on borrowed capital or in foregoing the income 
which he might have obtained from an alternative 
investment. " 

The history of landlordism in England is particularly 
interesting, because it is an accOWlt of high achievements 
and miserable lapses. So the conditions of its success 

,ali well as the circumstances which condemn it to failure 
are better studied here than in the annals of countries 
where' its traditions are traditions of ineptitude if not of 
positive inj'ury to the community. It is mere 'pedantry 
to characterize a system which has had a long though 
chequered existence as . absolutely bad on a priori 
grounds. Nor is it quite fair to justify it where it has 
uniformly. disappointed expectations by assuming that it 
is bound up with important social and political advantages. 
For economic well-being and social and political progress 
are so closely related that they seldom move in contrary 
directions. The institution worked well in England so 
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, 
long as agriculture was prosperous, hut ceased to exercise 

\ a salutary influence when it fell on evil days. It is ,-e
'markahle, therefore, that it should prove a noxious weed 
where everything makes for agricultural prosperity. But 
a key to the riddle is to he found in the very manner in 
which English landlordism has changed its character with 
the alternating fortunes of the industry. English landlords 
<lid well so long as they were thoroughly imhued with tI,e 
commercial spirit and had reasons for thinking. that the 
improvement of their estates was the hest of all invest
ments. But this harmony hetween their particular interests 
and those of the community disappeared when they ahan
<loned the idea of making money out of their property and 
came to prize it simply as a means of acquiring social 
and political influence and obtaining an occasional an-:J 
welcome change of scene.s and amusements. *-

It mllst he ohserved, however, that the commercial 
.pirit of the landlords did not always produce satisfactory 
results even in England. It proved a hlessing on the 
whole in the eighteenth Cf"ntury hecause the landlords 
bad to deal with men who had some measure of enterprise 
and some command of capital and could, therefore, earn 
their livelihood in other ways if agriculture appeared 
unremunerative. The proprietors had no strategic ad
vantage over them and were perforce content with what 
remained after meeting the demands of capital and 
lahour as determined in other fields of industry. But they 

~~-------------------------------------------------
• A competent observer says that the landlord .. a8 little thinks 

of making money out of his land in country districls as he does out 
of his wife'. diamond liara. or his own molor car," 
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tried very naturally to increase their share by increasing 
the produCtivity of the land or by pointing the way to 
new and, more effective methods of exploitation. And 
they succeeded very well so long as there was a brisk 
and growing demand for the home produce. Their 
surplus wealth fertilized the soil much better than the 
individual or united resources of the farmers could have 
done. But such a result cannot be expected where pro
perty in land is sought as the last stronghold of privilege 
in the decay of ancient order and tradition. And it is 
out of. the question also where -the cultivators are small 
men destined to till the land or to starve and incapacitated 
by their training and their meagre . resources. for co
operating with the proprietors in the improvement of 
agricultural methods or of their holdings. Landlordism 
is doomed to failure where these conditions are present. 

They are not, indeed. in evidence in England even 
to-day. And yet the interest of the landlords in their 
property is progressively declining. This is obviously 
due to the demoralizing conviction that no effort of theirs 
can restore to English agriculture its lost prosperity. so 
long as home producers have to compete on terms of. 
equality with the foreign growers of wheat. * The com-

• The manufacturing and commercial interests of England will 
'not probably tolerate protection to agriculture a8 a permanent policy. 
Besides; as Sir Joseph Crompton-Rickett observes, the nation mllY not 
be willing to surrender itseff to the mercy of the variable climate of 
·the country. There is- a distinct and obvious advantage to the English 
bread consumer in the fact that' the miller's grist is made up from 
wheats drawn' from various parts of the world: And the nature of 
England's commercial relations with the rest of the world may still 
enable her to obtain the necessary supplies with comparative facility, 
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plaint has been loud and persistent that they have allowed 
extensive tracts of land to lie waste in the heart of one 
of the most densely peopled countries. But they have 
probably done so because the letting value of such land 
is next to nothing and not because their passion for sport 
is more intense than that of their ancestors. Such at any 
rate seems to be the legitimate inference from the fact 
that the area of the arable has shrunk once more to iis 
size in 1914 as a result of the withdrawal of protection 
from agriculture. The truth is that the economic motive 
is weak among the landlords if not quite in abeyance. 
and that it is weak beca~use the agricultural situation and 
outlook do not furnish ample scope for it. 

so ·that • if the harvests of the northern Hemisphere are disappointing. 
the Southern Hemisphere will come in to redress the balance.· Hence 
though the question whether protection is a remedy for present evil .. 
has been asked with greater insistence than ever and it has led to a 
considerable difference of opinion among those who are in authority 
or are interested in agriculture. the policy of open doors for food 
products or some modification of it in the form of a preferential 
scheme will probably be maintained. But the policy of England may 
not be the right policy for every other country. The time is past 
when the protectionist creed could be dismissed with the observation 
that if adopted it would lead to a decrease in the national income. 
International trade may result in mutual gain, when that g~n ill 
measured in rupees, annas and pies. But recent events ·have shown 
clearly enough that the balance of imports and exports cannot be 
taken as . a reliable index of national well-being or national safety. 
And 80 there has been 10 readjustment of emphasis, as it were, which 
doeS not tally with market values. Political Economy cannot, 
therefore. brand protection as uneconomical unless it is merely 
applied arithmetic. Those, who inveigh against the policy of free trade 
lay stress, ae Prof. Nicholson justly observes, on the .. Iutary in8uence 
of organization and good Covernment. 
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, Additio~1 ~es' on the land will not strengthenthi_ 
motive, 'though they may lead to the enhancement of 
rent where~er the tenants ~e paying less than the neC 
prod~e of the soil. They may discourag~ also the 
investment of capital on the land by the landlords, who 
eo Jat as they are the owners of things that require 
periodical renewal are capitalists as well. So the oniy 
important· object that is likely to be attained by an aug-. 
mentation of their burden is a Wider diffusion of ownership 
in land. But e~ept where peasant' properties can be 
successfully created, such a consequence is hardly 
desirable from the point of view of production. For one' 
of the advantages of landlordism is that the self-interest 
of the proprietors brings about the elimination of the 
weaker producers, since generally speaking those are able 
to offer the highest rents whose methods are most econo
mical or most productive. But for the same reason it can 
serve no useful purpose, where the soil 'is on the margin 
of utilization or below it unless the prospect of future 'gaiIt 
induces the owners to improve it. So there can be no 
justification for the private ownership of vast stretches of, 
wilderness, which their owners mean to keep' as such fOf 
their own enjoyment. Nor can there be any' for their 
taking advantage of the high price of l~nd, ,as many of 
them did at the close of the war, when they sold their 
estates and invested the proceeds in iilt-edged securities. 

It is now' generally acknowledged that individual 
property in land cannot be quite as absolute as 'property 
in other instrumental commodities~ which have been 
created by human effort and are suSceptible of multipli .. 
cation by it. If 'the c~mmunity has an implied right to 

4 
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its freehold" it follows, indeed, that individual ownership 
should be tolerated only so long as there is a harmony 
between individual and social interests. But the aggrega
tion of real property in the hands of a small number o~ 
men is not nece!,sarily incompatible with such a harmony,' 
and so it may continue to figure in the programme of lite 
future. It, has been contended, no doubt, that free trade' 
in land is o};>structed where land ,is held in large' estates. 
But there JIlay be a similar impediment' to experiments on 
a large scale where the land is held in small properties. 
And aher all, what is really want~d is free trade in its use. 
which is quite consistent with landlordism. This bare 
cons~tency, however, cannot justify landlordism as an 
economic. institution, as the same object may be attained 
by vesting proprietary rights in the State. But the State 
cannot, except in, a general way, assist or encourage the 
primary industries. while in favourable circumstances. it 
is the obvious interest of the private owners of land te 
employ their resources in its impro~ement. And they are 
as a matter of fact alive to this interest except where the 
size of their properties or their own prejudices and habits 
prevent an active co-operation with the occupiers. This 
co-operation. however, is rendered difficult by any attempt 
on the part of the Government to come between them 
and tlius to interfere with the free play of economic forces. 
Interference is, it is true, advocated on the ground that 
one of the parties is too weak to hold his own. while 
the other is ohen too high to think of co-operating with 
him. But where it is out of the question owing to the 
weakne'ss of the tenants or to the apathy of the prO-: 
prietors, landlordism ~as no right to e!-ist. . ' . 
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But though cQ-operation of this type' will increase the' 
productivitY of the soil, it will, not ensure the maximum, 
production so long as the relation between capital and 
labour is one of mutual s~picion if not of covert anta-, 
gonism. In agriculture the cry to-day is for more efficient 
and reliable labour. And a greater fairness in the distri
bution of wealth as well as an ampler provision fOJ: the 
training of the workmen in scientific methods has beeD 
suggested as a remedy for the defect. Mere training. 
nowever, will not remove it and even higher wages may 
prove ineffective so long as the workers are treated too 
much like material.instruments of production. which have. 
to be taken care of for the sake, of their utility. Man' s 
place in industry, it has been well said, is II not to be 
mastered but to provide free and willing service." But 

. this is out of the question so long as industrial conditions. 
do not permit the worker to take a genuine interest in his 
work. Production, however. on 'a large scale offers him 
no inducement at present for caring for the actual produce 
of his labour. Industry suffers, therefore, from the 
unnatural combination of agents that recognize no com
munity of interests. • Man is just now divided against 
himself,' and so his achievements are not' quite as· 
satisfactory as' they might have otherwise been. The 
evil can be cured only in one'way, especially as English 
farmers do not possess that degree of agricultural advant
age which will allow them to offer wages quite as high 
as those that are earned in town' employments. The 
efficiency of labour is conditioned by one or the other 
of two motives, viz. the fear of dismissal and the hope . 
of pranting by special exertions. But as things ale, the· 
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fust must be weak in the countrYside, as loss of employ
ment in rural districts is viewed with alarm only by the 
weak 'and, the resourceless. Henceagriculniral industry 
must be so organized as to offer free scope to the other 
incentive to labour, which is certainly more potent and 
more salutary in its effects. 

It has been proposed, therefore. to create small 
properties where this motive may have free play. The 
magic of ownership has been known to convert sand intO' 
gold, and there are some who think that the smaller the 
owner, the greater is the magic. This, magic, however,. 
is effective only in <::ertain surroundings and in certain 
forms of culture which require much careful manual 
labour for their success. And the main lines of agricul
tural progress lie in the adoption of scientific methods and 
the use of the most up-to-date, machinery. both of which • 
appear to be beyond the reach of the peasant proprietor 
even where he has decided to co-operate with his 
fellows." There is. therefore, much to be said against 

• The cost to the community of such an experiment is not alway. 
taken into A(:count, while there is often a tendency to assume thal 
ita patent disadvantages can be got over by co-operation. Lord 
Cascovne-Cecil refers to them in the following sentences. .. It i. 
obviously cheaper to build one cow-house for two hundred cows than 
lifty for four cows each. How can a man who can only buy by the 
hundred-weight compete with men who buy by the ton) Again, hIS' 
i. handicapped by being unable to use machines. The people who 
talk about the co-operation of small holders in tlte matter of machinery 
forget the uncertainty of our English climate. Supposing there I. • 
&ne week in hay time, and one small holder has, the reaping machine. 
He will cut his 'crop. make it and prosper, the next holder will fall 
_ • wet period, lose hie crop and be' ruined." But what Lord .' 
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the assumption, of finality in his methods of production. 
And such' a finality is tacitly assumed in the proposal to 
.supersede the present system of farming by an indisc~i
minate creation of small ·owners. Those who realize the 
weakness of this scheme place their ttustin the growth 
.of trade unionist organizations. But trade unionism;. 
the outcome and symbol of the struggle with capital, and ' 
.though it may have effectually protected labour in certain 
.industries. its strength is of that type which, risks a quarrel 
.and fosters a spirit that is akin to, class hatred. So there 
may be truce, under its auspices. but not lasting peace 
.and amity. The ~en in the hostile camps will work to
;gether for their common advantage but under a cloud of 
mutual suspicion. And they will be anxious above all 
not to recede an inch from their real or fancied, rights. 
The best results cannot be attained. of course, with " 
,spirit of unfriendliness like this. And the sooner it dis- . 
. appears, the ,better will it be for the community in more 
ways than one. 

It is, however, more than doubtful that a healthy co
.operation of this type will be' soon in evidence in the 
~om~ercial -and manufacturing enterprises of. England. 
'They have done fairly well, though difficulties' are 
·thickening upon them in the form of industrial conBicts 
and social unrest. And 50 they may still ignore the signs 

·of the times which indicate that things are drifting rapidly 
'into a state of cruel class warfare. But even this false 
:sense of security is denied to a~riculture, which sulfezs 

.Gaseo~e-Ceeil characterizes as the peculiar drawback DE' co~perati ... 
an England ill an obstacle in ita way in other countrieS as weD. 
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to-day not from occasional dislocation caused by tem-
- pOl'ary disagreement between the different agents of pro

duction but from a chronic dearth of labour on the one
hand and the stolid indifference of the landlords to agri
cultural interests on the other. So it is not the dread pos
sibility of a future collapse but the- poor result of a present 
lack of co-ordination that has to be confronted. And the
re-medy for it seems to lie in an honest recognition of 
identity of interests by all the classes that derive

'their income from agriculture." The record of in-
efficiency and progressive decline may not be 
rolled up so long as they do not evince a, 

ready willingness to work for the common good. 
The champions of peasant proprietorship would meet the
difficulty by vesting the divergent interests in the same
person. But in trying to do so, they must dispense to -a
great extent with the ameliorating influence of capital and' 
trained intelligence. It will be, therefore, a desperate
remedy, while the disease may not be quite so desperate. 

-Dr. Bowley justly observes that so long 88 industrial conditions;. 
and price.levels remain unchanged, a material and enduring rise in 
wages is - possible only where there are considerable monopolistic 
pr06ts or where the rise compels employers to be more economical in 
their methods. But perhaps economy _ would diminish aggregate em
ployment so long as other things remain unaltered. And under ordi-
nary conditions, farmers' pro6ts are not in any sense of the term 
the gains of monopolists. So if wages rise, rents must fall. But the 
landlords are capitalists as well, and so the enhancement may be at 
the cost of the upkeep and improvement of the buildings and plant" 
required for production. But it may be possible to interest the la
Lc_a in the fruits of their labour by making wages vary with the>' 
Iac:ome from farming. 
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But whether England will immediately adopt a perfect 

system of co-operation like that fore-shadowed here Duiy 
be seriously questioned. The traditions of capitalist 
fanning are against it. And legislation may prove futile~ 
as unless the right spirit pr~ails, it will be evaded by ._ 
travesty of profit-sharing in which stinted doles will be 
meted out to labour in years of fat harvest to supplement 
its meagre earnings. Such at any rate is the apprehen
sion . of those who look upon the organization of labour 
as a potent and even indispensable means of securing an 
effective co-operation of the physical and meQtal energies 
that are employed in ·production. But a critical study of 
its aims and methods does not justify this enthusiastic 
faith in its beneficent influence. There has been, it is 
true, a notable change in public sentiment towards the 
movement, and important sections of the public credit'it 
to-day with the power as well as the intention of allaying 
the present troubles. It is not clear, however, how it can 
remove them or put' an end to the social and economic 
.unrest which threatens to ruin industry and to cOnvuls~ 
the political fabric. It is generally speaking an effort to 
meet concentration of power on the part of employers by 
similar concentration on the part of the employed, though 
the best unions have other objects in view besides a con
Oict with capital for the improvement of wages. So the 
reconciliation which it may effect will not destroy that feel
ing of aloofness or create that spirit of comradeship whicb 
alone can give the most satisfactory re·lUlts. What is 
wanted is the' association of capital and labour on lhe 
basis of perfect con6dence and good-will and actuated 
by a genuine desire on the part of each of them to 
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undertake the responsibilities" for the well-being of the 
:Other. Such an association will be durable because it will 
Lave no enemies to fear and no awkward economic 
dilemmas to f~ce. 
. Trade unions. when they are modest in their 
demands. claim that labour should have a living wage. 
And they have sometimes shown a repugnance to pro
tracted strikes ~nd a preference for the gentler method of 
compulsory arbitration. But the apparent fairness of their 
claim is only a rhetorical device for prejudging the case 
when there is much to be said against their contention on 
economic grounds. For it is only where the worker pro
duces an equivalent for what he demands as his subsis
tence that he can get it for any length of time. It is. of 
course. open to him to refuse to work for less. but he 

-This remedy was suggested as early as 1893 by Mr. H. E. Moore. 
0'11 a labourer. said he ... be offered a share in the profits. and 
brought to see that he is pecuniarily interested in the farm. it wiD 
cause many. a man to give additional thought. energy and care to his 
'Work. It may give in some cases an incentive to the younger and 
more competent men to remain at farming 'WOrk." But in order to 
1.c thoroughly beneficial. it must be more than a sharing of extra
ordinary profits in exceptional years; 

tT 0 those who propose that the price of a commodity should 
be raised till all concerned in its production obtained a • living wage.' 
'Dr. Bowley's reply is that if this is done in a single industry. 0 it 
'Would result in a smaller sale of the product and less employment. 
while if wages generally were raised from the proceeds of higher 
prices. then all prices would be higher and the purchasing power of 
the new wage would be no greater than before: But he takes care 
"to say that this criticism is not valid in the case of those industries the 
o';tputof ~hich is exclusively consumed by the richer sectiODS of the 
tcommunity. The cultivation of cereals. however. is Dot on~ of these 
industries. 
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cannot insist on being paid adequately so long as there is 
no commensurate return· for· the payment. This impor
;tant hUth, however, is ignored by trade UniO~iS. when in 
-¢he interests of their members they encourage slow work. 
.and thus fail to set the necessary standard of efficiency. 
And the gentler method of compulsory arbitration by 

-which they expect to enlist public sympathy is not alto
gether unobjectionable, for while the award binds the 
..employer, it cannot be enforced against the employed, 
-except by a revival of the fourteenth century measures 
against change of occupation and domicile. So capital 
must be shy wherever there is this one-sided liability un-
1ess effective protection is granted to it at the cost of the 
.consumer or the tax-payer. But it is in the interest of th~ 
.consumer that increased produdionis sought, while 
any considerable augm~ntation of it must be doubtful so 

10ng as industrial conditions discourage capital and busi~ 
ness ability. 

Trade Unions have certainly improved the material 

land even intellectual condition of the labourers in certain 
industries. They have also successfully combated the dis
position to treat labour as a mere commodity and won for 
it in favourable circumstance'.! a certain 1') easure of that 
"industrial and s~cial power ,,·hich it once possessed. Jiut 
they tend to perpetuate the feeling that the interests of the 
~apitalist and of the labourer are divergent and they are 
-only too prone to ignore the interests and even the rights 
·of the consumer. Besides. unionism has never achieved 
much for farm-hands owing among other reasons to the 

l>aapu! P!P ~I . .{qsnpU! at{1 JO • uo!slads!p l1r.J!qd1!nJoa8 • 
;gain ground among them during the days of the war~ But 
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there were special reasons for it. In its endeavour to' 
utilize to the fullest extent the resources of the country .. 
Government naturally turned to representative bodies for 
support and assistance. and so it recognized the agricul
tural trade union as an integral part of the economic and' 
political structure. It was called in. to co-operate with. 
State departments in the control of the various rural indus
tries and in the selection of men for the colours. And it 
had a determining voice in the fixiiig of the minimum 
rate of remuneration for the different countries. So what 
it did to force up wages and to enable the farm-hands to. 
recover arrears of pay led to a· considerable increase in 
the number of unionists. especially as their enhanced' 
remuneration enabled them to pay the prescribed fee for 
membership. But circumstances have changed since 
then. and it is not certain that the union will retain the 
commanding position which it held under the abnormar 
,conditions introduced by the war. 

The traditions of English industry and even of English 

\ 

agriculture which throve in the past at the expense of 
labour and the methods which labour has so far adopted 
to come to its own again may prevent the adoption of 
more pacific measures than those that are open to trade 
unions. Moreover. a satisfactory or durable uQderstand
ing with capital may be out of the question so long as
iabour does not recover some of the ground that it has lost 
in the long years of capitalist aggression.'" But itremaintr 

• Dr. Ashley seem. to think that a development of the rival or
ganizationa is required at present in the interests of .industry and :)( 
those who are ·engaged in it. • In spite: says he. • of recent stormlF 
the eituatioll ia really far more l'Iopeful than it was When the cam-
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true that the attitude against the possible invasion of its' 
rights whi~h is taken up by trade unions is noi: the right
way of reconciling it to capital. And so long as it is 
necessary to .maintain this attitude, industrial peace will. 
be liable to be disturbed by 'occasional labour disputes. 
IE industrial success means increasing control over the' 
forces of nature, then it mUst be difficult of attainment so
long as there is division in the ranks of the producers. 
The experience of England, therefore, points to a danger 
which should be avoided wherever the need is being felt 

t 
of replacing the effete, old-world methods' by scientific 
production on a large scale. In our .:ountry, there has
been only a bare realization of this need; but the ripplings 
of that discord which is shaking both Europe and Ame-
rica. have already touched our shores. Those who place 
their trust in the strife of labour and capital ought to bear" 
in mind that a ready willingness to be helpful is of the 
essence of industrial efficiency and that a militant organi~ 
zation of labour of . any kind fosters an ill-concealed 
antagonism not merely with capital but also with other" 
forms of labour as well. This new spirit lias not yet in
vaded Indian agriculture, which is still mainly 9n a small· 

t 
scale, though hired labour is being more and more large
ly employed. Its increasing emptoyment will, however. 

Lination of the workpeople was actually far weaker: and the remedy" 
would seem to lie in the direction of an even completer combination or 
the parties concerned: He apprehends, however, that their increased' 
.. Iidarity and strength may not always lead to a satisfactory agree~ 
ment or safeguard the interests of the consumer, And so he add"" 
that • the industrial organization . of the futulIB will probably emerge
hom • union of state regulation from. above with spontaneous com-
Lination from Lelow" . 
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:prepare the way for large scale fanning with scientific 
.. appliances, and if the latter is more economical or more 
.productive, there is no reason why its advent should be 
iregarded with misgivings. But the transition must be 
closely watched to prevent, if possible, the inroad of feel

"ings and forces that might justify the association of labour 
·.in self-defence.· 

Is labour then to be consigned to the tender mercies 
,of the employers? The obvious answer to' such a ques-
· tion is that labour is perfectly justified in combining in 
· order to drive a hard bargain with capital where there is 
· danger of its being exploited and the State cannot or will 
not afford effectual protection. But this danger is or ought 
to be remote so long as labour has some sort of permanent 
. interest in the land which it work. t At the same time 
such a dispersion of property need not be an impediment 

"In the way of production on a large scale if the necessary 
capital and enterprise are forthcoming. What is. wanted 

'for the purpose is a sort of chivalry in business, an amoWll: 
of public spirit that reconciles the promptings of good-will 
and generosity to the pursuit. of wealth. Chivalry of this 

-Capitalist farming is already in evidence in our country in the 
·tea gardens and indigo plantations, and the relations between capital 
and labour are not always satisfactory in them. Some of them illua
trate also how labour may be improverished and injured where the 

· employer is also the landlord. 
tThe mere possession of a curtilage by the labourer i. not, of 

course, an adequate safeguard against exploitation, as it will not enable 
'him to tide over a season of unemployment, if haggling is necessary to 
Becure fair wages. But where he possesses enough to maintain him 
for some time at least, capital must come to terms with him if it 

d:onsidcr. farming to be a pro6table business. . 
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type is nOt alto'gether foreign to human nature, and the-
course of events appears to indicate that it must be the' 
best policy in the long run. That it is not much in evi
dence to-day is due mainly to ignorance or to short
sightedness, which tends to perpetuate itself owing to an . 
Wlcntical faith in the finality of the present .arrangements· 
Eor prOduction and distribution. 'There is, • says J. S. 
Mill, 'no action of a man's life in which he is n.either under 

I the immediate nor remote influence of any impulse but: 
the desire of wealth.' But the other impulses have fot"· 
some time ceased to influence business men to the extent: 
that they ought to do. A wider outlook may cure the evil. 

All this may sound like economic idealism. But 
idealism seems· to provide the only escape out of the 
hideous realities of the present day. The union of work~· 
men has been tried and it has hitherto ruled out friendly 
relations with the employers even where its methods have· 
been kept within the bounds of law and order by the good' 
sense and authority of the leaders. Besides, industrial' 
hOlltility, however regulated, is certainly adverse to an 
increase of production which is felt to be the crying need" 
of the hour. In England to-day the general cpmplaint 
of the farmers is that labour is scarce and that what is'· 
available is not worth the price which h~ to be paid for it. 
The labourers feel ~n the other hana that in the country~· 
side nothing is left to them beyond the darkness of an 
existence which offers no prospect and denies ·at the same.' 
time the amenities of the dwellers in town. 50 what is 
wa'nted is not an organization of labour agai~st capital, 
which. may bring. about. a cruel class warfare, but an 
organization of labour ~th capital in every separate"'. 
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undertaking and on the principle that each of them will 
share, with the ,other the risks and profits of the business. 
Such an association of the two human factors in produc
tion will be natural because it will reflect their inter
dependence in industry. And it will be durable because 
in' case of difference. no other arbitrement will be required 
than that of. self-interest. Lastly though it may fail to 
solve the food problem' of England or to bring about a' 
considerable extension of the area under cereals. it will do 
more than any other arrangement to check the rapid 
decline of English agric'ulture. But before partnership of 
this,type can come into existence. labour must learn that 
a material improvement in wages will be possible only 
when there is a marked improvement in productive effi
ciency resulting in increased output.· And capital must 
realize more clearly than it has done so far that the first 
condition of the efficiency of labour is not technical train
ing or close supervision but the intere~t of the workman in 
the actual. product of his industry. 

• Any great increase in wages must be out of the question so long 
as there is not a considerable improvement in business ability and iD 
the efficiency of labour. There i~. therefore. as Dr. Bowley says. a 
Tisk of disappointment. • if there is an attempt to grasp the fruita pI 
progress before the tree that might produce them has been cultivated.· 
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The Village Community and the 'open Field System 

Certain facts which have been brought 'to light by 
-recent research cannot b~ ~ade to square with the view 
that the interest and authority of the masters created and 
maintained the open-field system with its equality of hold
ings. Of these, the most interesting are to be found in 
-the social and economic history of the Saxon or Ditmar
schen portion of Jutland from the tenth to the fifteenth 
oeentury. There is no proof here of foreign influence or 
of the domination of owners of extensive estates over a 
dependent population within this period or before it. The 
land was held by clans which were composed of brother~ 
'hoods or groups of related families. There was the same 
intermixture of strips within the 'arable area. But what 
was more significant was that the hufe or hof, the holding 
of a family, was never partitioned, but passed to the 
eldest' or the youngest son, while, his brothers elected 
-either to remain as members of his family or to leave the 
,shelter of their paternal roof after receiving some sort of 
compensation for ,their relinquished claims. This com
pensation, however. was more of the nature of an outfit 
-required for setting them up in life than of a'just price of 
'the title of co-heirs to ancestral property; Similar treat
ment was accorded to super-numerary heirs' in certain 
districts of Norway and Denmark, where r;ormal holdings 
bore no necessary relation to the size of the families that 
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owned them. but appear to have been detennined with. 
reference to the conditions of effective exploitation of the
land. In all these cases. however. we are on entirely 
free soil that spurned foreign interference and did not: 
permit the enslavement of the cultivators by an aristo
c:ratic class. And yet the integrity of the holdings was. 
maintained by prohibiting alienation into strange handS' 
and ruling out the equal and independent rights of co
heirs. The over-ruling authority must, therefore. be 
sought in the communal conception that underlay tribal 
customs and showed itself even more clearly in the period
ical distribution of the meadow and the undivided pos
~ssion of the waste. 

This communism. however. was radically different in 
character from the political and economic principle of 
equality which has received that name in modem times. 
The primary object of the T eu'tonic arrangement was not" 
that the individual should have the means and opportunity 
of earning a decent livelihood. but that the well-being of 
the clan should be assured. To it belonged the land. and' 
th~ rules relating to its disposal and management had dis
tinct reference to collective interests and not to those of 
individual appropriators. The nature of agricultural in
dustry prescribed that'the cultivator should have a particll-· 
lar personal interest in the soil which was under his care. 
But as the communal group had a right to them. he waS' 
forbidden to enclose his plots. though it was obviously 
difficult to prevent trespass on them so long as they reo. 
mained ·open. The first concern. therefore. of this prohi:
\>itive regulation (and the same may be said of many 
others) was n~t to assure to individuals or families the: 
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fruits of their honest labour but to protect the clan or' com,. 
mWlity of kinsmen from injury or injustice. 

Pure tribal' commWlities were not J'Duch' in evidence 
in England as conquest and settlemen,t brought togethe~ 
men of different tribes. But the traditional rules of hus
bandry and land-holding remained unaltered, and new 
elements were fitted into the old framework by stan
dardizing the holdings of ordinary freemen. Indeed, nQ 
other mode of forming shares could be thought of so long 
aa there was no change in the method of cultivation and 
of supplementing it by pastoral industry. And so when 
the manorial system appeared, it adopted the co"mmunal 
arrangements as necessary for the effective exploitation ()f 
the estate. But Meitzen goes too far when he says that 
the principles which dictated the medireval rural arrange. 
ments were identical with those that have found expre~ 
aion in modem joint-stock companies. The tribal com
mWlities of the T eutons and the village commWlities which. 
took their places were certainly not artificial association. 
for mere material gain. And it is much more correct tq 
repres.ent them as • natural corporations,' rooted in tra, 
dition and bound and protected by customs that governed 
their political and social relations as well as their 'industrial 
activities. 

Sir Paul Vinogradoff anticipates an objection to this 
view of the original character of the village commWliti~s 
and meets it. 'The holdings, it may be said, .were not cu~ 
to a imiform pattern in Saxon villages: there were vir
gates, bovates and cotlands and even subdivisions and 
multiples of these, whkh were sometimes ignored by the, 
landlords of a later age, because an imaginary scheme of. 

5 
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equal holdings • offered a ready basis for computing renrs 
and assessing labour services. ' But the inequalities. 
flagrant as they were, simply indicated that the communi
ties had swerved from the path of their original develop
ment. We have seen that forces were at work even from 
the outset which tended to warp them from their original' 
shape and that these forces became irresistible after the 
settlement of the Saxons in the island. They could not. 
however, completely override the coriununal principle 
which dictated the original arrangements. For when the 
aberrations from the typical holding are closely examined, 
they are seen to fall into certain classes marked off from 
one another by abrupt transitions. They were, as Mr. 
Meredith observes, %, ~ or ~ virgates, or I~, I~, I~ 
virgates, or ~ hides, % hides and so on. So the question 
naturally arises why there were no intermediate deviations 
from the norm. And the only answer that can be offered 
is that the variants were the outcome of opposing forces. 
one of which led to departures from the type, while the 
other set limits to those departures in the interests of th~ 
community . 

The theory of a proprietary origin of the open-6eld 
system may, of course, be made to 6t in with the incidents 
of conquest, if we suppose that the original Saxon States 
in the island were really small bands of warriors in pos
session not only of extensive stretches of land but also of 
large numbers of the defeated Britons, who were the 
slaves' of the victors by the ancient rules of war. But It 
has to face the rebellious fact that co-operative farming 
on intermixed and unenclosed plots existed in the most 
exclusively Te.utonic parts of Europe. Besides, due 
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weight must be given to the close similarity in other .details 
between the land settlement of the Saxons in their new 
.domicile ·and the land settlement in their father-land. The 
Hundert and the Gowe of Germany reappeared as Ihe 
Hundred and the Shire in England, and both of them, it 
it said, were originally settlements of a popular or com
munal character, while estates like those of the king's 
thanes had a distinctly military origin. If the villages of 
the Saxon conquerors were only proprietary domains, 
there· could be no reason for the introduction of these 
earlier units with their semi-independent life, which com
prised and even controlled them in certain respects, 
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THE CEORLS AND VILLEINS 

The degradation of the Ceorls is a subject of peren
Dial interest,. as it illustrates how economic inferiority and 
the surrender of administrative functions led to the en
slavement of a class which was originally quite as free and 
had as good a title to the soil as any other section of the 
community. It was not foreign domination but militarism 
and the centralization of power and the growing costliness. 
of a form of government, which -strengthened its position 
by creating a class of influential men who had an obvious. 
interest in supporting it that converted the ordinary allo
diasts into hewers of wood and drawers of water for others. 
Th~ disenfranchisement was gradual and slow and by no
means uniform all over the country. We are, therefore, 
far from the truth whether we represent the process a", 
cataclysmic and as brought about by the Norman conquest 
or assume with Seebohm that English society started with 
prledial servitude as the outstanding feature of its economic 
organization. Both these views are met by a reference to' 
certain facts which have been brought to light by recent 
research. There are, however, a few others which seem 
to point to a different conclusion. In the West-Saxon 
laws, for instance, nO' distinction is made between the
ceorls and the lrets. The distinction exists, however, in 
the earlier laws of Kent. So it is permissible to assume
th.t its disappearance in the later codes w~s due in pare' 
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at least to some improvement in the economic and social 
status of the dependent workmen. which . probably syn~ 
<:hronized with a decline in the importance of the ceorls. 
Then. again. there is the fact that in the treaties with 
the Danes. the twihyndemen or ceorls are.' equated wit!! 
the Danish leysings or freedmen. • But these were entered 
into by the great men who had profited by the' decay in 
the ceorl's estate and so could not be expected to vindi .. 
cate it in their negotiations with formidable foes. 

The real character of this downward movement and 
the circumstances that contributed to it are revealed by 
certain facts to which attention is drawn by Mr. Lipson in 
his Economic History oj England . . There were. as he 
observes. numerous villages at the time of the survey of 
William I. which owned no service or tribute to anyone: 
and some of these existed in districts like Cambridge~ 
shire which had not been seriously disturbed by the in
roads of the Danes. So i~ cannot be claimed that all of 
them were settlements· of Danish freelances. And. those 
which· were not ~ust be looked upon as relics of a period 
when the village community was not a community in vil· 
leinage. exceptional political and economic conditions 
having protected them from that degrading ~8uence to 
which the rest of the country was subject. Mr. Lipson 
refers also to the presence even in the thirteenth century 
of a considerable number of free tenants. all of whom 
could not have been of Danish or Norman extraction. 
Were they then holders of new feoffments or only prredial 
lIerfs who had improved their status by commuting labour 
dues for money payments) He offers unhesitatingly a ne~ 
gative answer to such a question. as the aervices ren~ 
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deredby these tenants were merely a formal acknowledg~ 
ment of some measure of economic subordination to the 
landlord and their money payment was too small to be an 
aoequate equivalent for an original liability to week-work. 

Thus the fetters which bound the ill-starred descen
dants of the ceorls were not forged at one stroke. nor 
were they equally effective in every case. In this connec-

. tion. the diversity of the manorial organization. which is 
noticed by Mr. Lipson. is of special significance. At the 
'time of the Survey. there were besides manors occupieJ 
by semi-servile tenants who were bound to render labour 
services on the home-farm. others in which the lord's 
house was the seat of judicial and political authority. tl ... 
due exercise of which was paid for by agricultural work: 
by those who were subject to his jurisdiction. Another 
type was the tributary organization in which the manorial 
hall formed' a convenient place for the collection of dues. 
And lastly we come across manors. which were 'merely 
small farms supporting a single household and cultivated 
i,l person by the freemen to whom they belonged.' This 
variety of structure is. as Mr. Lipson justly remarks. a 
rebellious fact that cannot square with the theory that the 
open-field system with its indivisible bundles of strips was 
introduced by the landlords for the effective cultivation 
of their estates. It is also conclusive evidence of .te 
operation of a number of adverse circumstances whost. 
influence. however. was not equally sinister till the Nor
man conquerors completed the degradatioh of the ceorIs
by assimilating the different classes of manors to the do
minant type' of a large estate worked by means of semi~ 
servile labour. 
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These circumstances were' mainly economic. though 
political conditions must have intensified their .malignant 
in8uence., And Mr. Lipson appears to be on strong 
ground when he observes that • the burden of taxation 
imposed by the Church and State was a powerful factor in 
the movement that transformed England .into a land of 
manorial communities and servile tillers of the soil.' The 
Danegeld and the Tithe took away, nearly half of what 
the husbandman e~ed by his labour, and this was cer" 
tainly more than what he could conveniently pay even in 
years of plenty. So he fell as a rule without hope of de;~ 
liverance into the clutches of his rich neighbour from whom 
he borrowed the means of payment. For the only consi': 
deration that he could offer was a perpetual liability. to 
work for his creditor, land being absolutely valueless 
without the labour' that was required to work it. Then. 
again, manors like those of the twelfth centUry were 
created by rich landowners in outlying districts by settling 
landless people on the condition that' they' would work 
Eor their masters in return for their holdings. The terms 
were hard, indeed; but their full significance was probab,; 
ly n~t appreciated owing to the appearance of other 
classes whose status was intermediate between freedom 
and slavery. Lastly the Church, which was in 
a later epoch the strong champion of the weak 
and the unfortunate, contributed in this to their 
ruin by claiming and obtaining exemption from 
all outside interference 0 n its estates. It thus set 
an 'example which was eagerly imitated by others 
with the result that their tenants were deprived of the 
protection of the King's laws. 'For the men who ceased 
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to plead their causes in the national courts and learned 
to look for justice to their landlords lost their legal status 
and fell practically into a rightless condition. Thus as Mr. 
'Lipson observes, ··the distinction between those admitted 
to the King's court, and these excluded from it, became 
subsequently the decisive test that separated the free from 
the unfree." 

But probably the most conclusive evidence of the fact 
that villeinage was the outcome of a process of deteriora
tion is afforded by its·exceptional character in the Ancient 
Demesne of the Crown. This Ancient Demesne consisted, 
as Sir Paul Vinogradoffobserves, of the manors which had 
belonged to the King at the time of the Norman conquest. 
The peasants who lived on them retained their personal 
freedom and an indefeasible title to their holdings. And 
even in the worst days of the Norman rule, no attempt was 
made to modify the terms of their tenure by increasing or 
altering the nature of the services that they "Were expected 
to render. But they were not, like the free tenants, pro
tected in the enjoyment of their righb. by the law of the 
land. They owed their security to special writs which f".D

forced the custom of the manors in which they lived. 
Thus seignorial authority was limited by a recognition of 
their ancient status, which was only too readily ignored 
where it collided with the interests of private proprietors. 
For as Sir Paul Vinogradoff points out, it would be wrong 
to regard the privileged villeins on the Ancient Demesne 
as a class of free tenants, since the certainty of their con
clition was not assured to them by the common law courts. 
At the same time, their number was too large to justify 
the assumption that they were new settlers who were 
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-protected by their previous history from praedial bondage. 
Their superior status was,. therefore, a case of arrested 
decline due to the circumatance that the King did n"t 
-deprive them of the rights which they had once shared 
-with their less fortunate bre~ren in other parts of the 
country. 

--.....,. 
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FEUDALISM' AND THE MANORIAL ECONOMY. 

English society was from the very outset divided into 
a number of classes. all of which but the lowest had their 
special weregeld or money price. But the highest section 
differentiated early into the fEthelings or Kinsmen of the 
prince and the eorls or warriors. while the ordinary free
men cake to be designated as ceorls owing to their almost 
exclusive devotion to agriculture. Quite early also in 
English history do we come across the significant appella
tion of hlaford or lord wJUch was given to the eorls or' 
gesithcundmen. The Saxon laws mak~ it clear that they 
were masters not only of serfs. but also of the lower 
freemen who as gafolgeldas worked for them besides 
paying tribute to the King. But if the extensive estates of 
the warriors, and the churches were worked mostly by the 
lesser freemen who paid their rents in kind or in services 
or in both. it must be said that the manorial economy. 
which formed a prominent feature of feudal organization. 
existed in England before the advent of the Norman. 

There was a further approximation of English society 
to the feudal type wherever the hundred-moots ceased to 
be under the direct supervis!on of the aldermen or their; 
deputies. For the administrative and judicial functions 
which they had exercised came to be vested in the, 
churches or in other great proprietors. thus bringing about 
the fusion of landownership with gubernatorial powers .. 
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which was a distinctive feature of feudalism. Where such 
a surrender 'of authority took place in favour of the clergy, 
the kings were prompted, of course, by their anxiety to 
purchase safety for their souls. But elsewhere the deter
mining factor was the weakness of the central governme~lt. 
which compelled it to have recourse to the great landlods 
for a proper discharge of its judicial and executive duties. 
And this, according to Sir Paul Vinogradoff, w~s the real 
motive that led to the elaboration of the feudal organiza
tion. He compares the state of things that obtained :n 
the later Empire with what must have been the situati.,n 
in the newly acquired territories of "the Franks, and ob
serves that the barbarians stood in greater need of the co
operation of the landlords than did the rulers of Rome. 
Hence • after the great efforts of conquest and invasion, 
Western European society relapsed into aristocratically 
constituted loc~l circles', which owned some sort of allegi
ance to the central government, but were practically 
independent in all internal matters. 

If this were feudalism, then surely something like it 
had existed on English soil before the Conquest. The
Saxon Witenagemot and the Norman Curia Regis were 
.much alike, and there was very little difference in" character 
and functions between the courts of the English ecclesias
tics and halfords and those of the feudal barons. The
latter, however, performed their duties as incidents of f\ 

private contract with the person from whom they heler 
their fiefs. Thus the obligations of a citizen or of an im
portant official were transformed under the new arrange
ment into a species of land-rent, and all proprietary right 
in land was concentrated in the hands of the sovereign. 
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Feudalism of this type never grew up of itself in the island, 
but was introduced by· the foreigner. The system, in its 
.completed form. had in fact, two aspects, one of which 
.ensured the exploitation of the material resources of the 
land. while the other supplied the machinery for the dis
.charge of fiscal and administrative functions on behalf or 
the monarch. The first of these appeared in' England 
without much interference from outside; but the principle 
-underlying the second was not distinctly recognized til~ 
the Normans set foot on English soil. 

It has been said that Anglo-Norman feudalism attained 
.. a logical completeness and a uniformity of practice' which 
were Inot to be found elsewhere. The reason for this 
unique development lay in the circumstance that political 
feudalism had been almost perfected in Normandy before 
it was imported into England. The Conqueror is some
times represented as having modified the feudal system 
'With a view to establish his authority on a firm basis. But 
-the principles which he adopted, liowever repugnant they 
might have been to the prevalent type. involved no 
.departure .from the practice of the duchy. There. too, 
-the supreme judicial authority belonged to the ruler; private 
'warfare, baronial coinage and independent engagements 
'with foreign powers were strictly forbidden. and an oath 
·of allegiance was. exacted from all freemen. Thus the 
concentration of the functions of sovereignty in his own 
'hands was quite in keeping with the best traditions of his 
native land. though it contrasted with the centrifugal ten
.dency of feudalism elsewhere. 

Now the question which is of' interest to us is, how' 
'this feudal system of a rather unique type affected the 
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tillers of the soil. And in dealing with it, we have to take: 
into account" and to reconcile, if po~ible, two conflicting. 
views on the' nature of the organization, each of which, 
contains important elements of truth. According to one. 
of them, feudalism was confusion' roughly systematized" 
in which exceptions ruled under a mere semblance of 
order and uniformity. Such government as there was was
primitive and undifferentiated. 'the essential operatiVe 
element' being the holder of the fief. who by virtue of the, 
private contract with his lord was able to manage things 
in his own way. Hence as head of the court of his . vassals· 
which acted as judiciary, legislature and executive council. 
he exercised a complete control over revenue and admin
istration. and in exercising it respected or ignored local. 
customs just as self-interest o~ a sense of -justice was his 
guiding principle. It has been held on the other hand 
that feudalism gave to England a lex terrie, 'not a law for' 
the English and a law for the Normans. but a law of the 
land. ' In about a century of the conquest, the law of the. 
King's court became. as Jenks observes. the law of the 
realm after swallowing up the local and tribal customs· 
which had been recognized by the English. "J1tus t~e 
foundation was laid of the King'!! peace and the King's 
justice which offered equal protection to the high and th~, 
low. to the conquered as well as to the dominant race . 

. All this was rendered possiple because the disrupti ~e 
forces inherent in feudalism were kept under control by. 
the decision of the Conqueror to retain the full powers of a, 
80vereign in his hands. His successors jealously guarded 
their prerogative against encroachments and appointed a 
highly organized and trained body of officials to make-
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regular visitations of the counties and to discharge import
ant judicial, administrative and fiscal functions on their 
behalf. Thus the best feudal customs had an opportunity 
of crystallizing into definite and permanent rules under 
their watchful eye especially as these were embodied in 
judicial decisions of which an accurate record was kept 
from year to year. The writs and rolls of the King's court 
came thenceforth to be regarded as the repository of the 
cominon law of the land, the benefit of which might be 
claimed by all freemen living therein. It took about a 
couple of centuries to complete the work, but completed 
it could be only because the Kings had never surrendered 
the right to dispense justice and lay down the law for the 
realm. . 

They could not, however. deny private jurisdiction to 
their vassals especially with regard to the servile and semi
servile population that existed on their estates. Hence. 
besides the general disappearance of free villages, there 
was an assimilation of the different kinds of manors to the 
dominant type. •• The new lords of the administrative or 
jurisdictional manors consolidated their hold over the po
pulation under their control, and by imposing labour ser
'vices completed the final stages towards manorialism ... 
At the same time some attempt was made to impose certain, 
restraints on their authority. Bracton says that the royal 
courts did interfere occasionally to prevent or punish wan
ton injury like the destruction of the villein's plough
team. Gradually, however, this position was given up, 
and the lawyers justified the sur~ender of the king's right 
to supervise and control by ap,plying to the villeins the 
the ,principles of the Roman law on slavelY. But it was 
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really the ~ecessary consequence of the business contract 
between the Crown and 'its vassals, 'and it had some 
measure 'of support in the traditions of the boc-Iands 
granted to the Church by Saxon monarchs. In any case, 
however, the refusal of the royal courts to entertain the 
complaints of a class that formed thirty eight per cent oE 
the total population would seem to warrant the charge 
that feudalism was • confusion only roughly organized: 

The degradation of the villeins ,was completed when 
their relation to their lords. came to be regarded as per
sonal and not merely praedial. Thenceforth every one 
born nf villein parents acquired the hereditary taint and 
became liable to render any service that might be de
manded of him by his, master, while proprietary rights of 
aU kinds were in theory at least withheld from him by. th~ 
application of the legal rule • quicqid servo acquiritur 
Gamino acquiritur.' His civil disabilities, however, did Dot 
exonerate him from the payment of taxes or from the 
obligation to serve in the militia. Nor did 'they prevent 
him from claiming the protection of the king's court in 
crimi~al matters or from being regarded all a free agent 
in his relations with persons other than his lord. And 
whatever the theory might have been, the circumstance 
that his payment in labour and in kind was fixed as a 
rule by custom would seem to show that there was a 
tacit recognition of his right to what he earned by his 
labour. He possessed no remedy, it is true, if his labour 
due was, arbitrarily enhanced or he was tallaged out of 
his savings; but even then his status was 'one of ,uopro.. 
tectedness rather than of rightlessness.' 
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What his position was ~hen undue advantage was. 
Dot taken of the inability of the central Government to 
guard his rights is very clearly illustrated by Mr. Lipson 
with the help of an extract from the Court Rolls of the 
manor of Brightwaltham at the end of the thirteenth cen
tury. .. To this court," thm runs the report, •• came the 
whole commonalty of the villeins of Brightwaltham, and. 
of its mere and spontaneous will surrendered to the lord. 
all the right and claim that the said villeins have hereto
fore claimed by reason of common in the lord' s wood. 
called Hemele. • • . • and in return for this surrender the 
lord of his special grace has remised to them the, common. 
that he had in the field called East-field ., . to the intent 
that the lord shan have no beasts pasturing in the 
said common:' Two things are, as Mr. Lipson observes. 
clear from this record of exchange, viz., that the villeins 
of a manor were treated as forming a communitas and. 
that ancient custom which . was generally respected per
mitted them to hold property and to enter into agreements. 
with their lord. 

We have seen how economic and political conditions~ 
Dot the least important of which was the scarcity of labour 
caused by the Black Death, enabled the villeins to shake 
off the yoke of their masters. It has been sometimes held 
that praedial servitude was a thing of the past when the 
pestilence broke out and that the ill-advised attempt of 
the landlords to bring it back was responsible for' the 
formidable Peasants' Rebellion of 1381. There is pro
bably not much reason for doubting thllt the landlords
tried in certain' parts of the country to meet the new situa'; 
tion caused by the dearth of workingmen by restoring the-
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old order. But elsewhere the manorial economy was 
still undisturbed. and the villeinS of these districts joined 
in the revoh with a view to share. if possible • .in the good 
fortune of free labour. They failed in their object; per-
80nal servitude remained'a~d labour dues were not com
muted as they desired for a fixed rent of 4d. ·an acre. But 
the progress. which. they had sought to accelerate by a, 
political crisis continued owing to the operation of econo
mic forces which had been at work before· it. And so' 
though villeinage as a status was not altogether obsolete 
even in the sixteenth century. yet it practically lost its· 
original character in the fifteenth. In' its later form ·it· 
Ineant only a liability to be taxed at the will of the lord 
and not that obligation to render labour services on his
estate which had made it the keystone of the manorial 
economy. 

Valuable support was lent to this movement by the. 
crown lawyers of the fifteenth century. They took cogni
zance of the customary relations of the peasants. to their 
lords. when they were recorded in copies granted by the. 
manorial courts. Thus "in the formula of copy-hold. viz .. 
tenement held at the will of the lord and by' the custom' 
of the manor. the lirst part lost its significance and the, 
second prevailed. in downright contrast with former times. 
when on the contrary. the second part had no legal vali
dity and the first expressed the view of the courts ... 
There was no doubt. a good deal of vacillation at the out-· 
set. and the first cases pf interference were treated as 
manifestations of equity. But wL.at was exceptional once 
grad~lly became' the rule. and thus disappeared that; 
denial of protection against the master of the estate. which 
had constituted the legal basis of villeinage. 

6 
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ENCLOSURE 

It appears from the Inquisition of 1517-19 and the 
rentals of the period that land was held in the early years 
of the sixtee~thcentury by three classes of men, viz., 
freeholders, copyholders and lease-holders. The free
holders who formed nearly twenty per cent. of the 
occupiers of land, were some of them men of considerable 
property, while others were mere cottagers. But in spite 
of the difference in their economic condition, all of them 
gained by the fall in the value of money, which cut down 
the fixed rent paid by them to a nominal charge. The 
lease-holders were less numerous on the whole, but they 
'Were well represented in certai~ parts of the Midlands 
and o·f the West, while in some districts of the South they 
were twice as many as the freeholders. The most impor
lant class, however, in the rural districts was that of 
customary tenants, among whom must be included not 
only those who held by copy of court roll but others who 
without a documentary title to their holdings, could still 
appeal to the custom of the manor in support of their 
claims. Together they formed about two-thirds of the 
total land-holding population, and their preponderance 
was e~en more marked in the extreme north and in some 
other backward districts. Their holdings, however, were 
no longer cut to a uniform pattern except in the non
indQStrlalportions Qf the country in which virgates and 
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semi-virgatea or allobnents varying only slightly in size 
from them ·:were still in evidence, Elsewhere some of 
them were large farmers with a ·hundred or even two 
bundred ~eres under the plough, while others tiDed 
only small curtilages of five or ten acres and were not 
infrequently tenants of the more fortunate and substantial 
members of the class. Tillage, moreove~, was no more 
their only occupation, as the more enterprising and 
resourceful among them had profited by the new situation 
created by the development of the textile industry and 
had devoted themselves to sheep farming on a consi
derable scale. 

Some explanation is required of this confusing diver
siry of economic condition and methods which meets us 
in the sixteenth century and appears to be so very unlike 
the stereotyped organization of the feudal age. It has 
been said that free trade in land and so inequality of 
possessions were not forbidden under the older economy. 
because the thing of consequen~ .to the lord was the 
virgate and not the person wllo held it. ., It was the 
virgate which paid rents which mowed the lord's meadow 
and reaped the lord's fields; and so long as his. meadow 
was mowed and his harvest gathered, the question how 
many individuals held the virgate was a quite subsidiary 
one for him." But the view which is here expressed 
represented only within narrow limits the interests and 
'Sentiments of the masters up to the middle of the fdur
teenth century. For the various services that were' 
demanded of the tenants could not be perfo~ed unless 
all of them were properly equipped with the means of 
subsistence. Economic equality was, therefore, insist~ 
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on, though instances were not rare even in the fourteeatn ' 
century of the transfer of holdings. by sale or by lease
or. of their .partition among heirs. But the situation 
changed aher the Black Death and mainly in consc::quence 
of it. The nature of that disintegrating influence has 
been already described and need not be dwelt upon 
once more. It is enough for our purpose to observe 
here that the weaking of the old bonds led to a consider
able shifting of property in land. •• The customary 
tenants," says Mr . Tawney, .. were buying and leasing 
land from each other before the Plague; and before the 
Plague some lords were leasing out thea demesnes.·· 
But he takes care to add that .. after the Plague the deatn 
of many holders and the poverty of many survivors 
caused land fo come into the market on a ~astly greater 
scale and at a cheaper rateil with the result that the 
aggregation of holdings proceeded with vastly increased' 
rapidity." 

Whatever inducements there still remained for the 
maintenance of the old order and the old economy dis
appeared when the Tudors prohibited livery and main
tenance and took over administrative functions from the· 
local magnates. Landownership was thus shorn of terri
torial sovereignty, and the command of money came to 

be more valuable than the command of men. The 
change accentuated the tendency to substitute compact: 
holdings for scattered strips encumbered by communal 
restraints and to replace small men by substantial farmers 
who could offer a higher rent and a better security for its 
pimctual payment. It also gave an. impetus to the prac
tice of leasing the demesne lands, which were either 
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transferred e~ bloc to large farmers or divided into a 
number of small tenancies to be taken up by those who 
c:ould afford to increase their holdings. Thus ample 
opportunities were given to the more active and pushing 
spirits of the age of improving their position, and they 
.often strengthened it still further by abandoning agricul
ture for the more lucrative industry of wool growing. 
This change in industrial methods and in the area and 
character of the holdings was not much in evidence in 
"the north and the west: but these outlying districts were 
not seriously affected by the enclosure movement of the 
period. Elsewhere there were striking divergences ~n the 
size of the possessions of the tenants, so that the village 
community was no longer composed of men among 
whom an equality of economic condition was maintained 
by custom and the authority of the lord. 

Pointed reference is made by Mr. Tawney to this 
appearance of the large copyholder by the side of his 
smaller neighbours and sometimes even at their expense. 
1t is a fact which must be kept steadily in view in stud>-
ing the enclosuure movement which certainly . did not 
affect all classes of tenants in the same way . For among 
them were mhny whose slender resources and inconsider
·able allotments stood in the way of a' departure frOlQ 

subsistence farming and so prevented them from profiting 
. by the sustained 'rise in price-levels. Hen~ when the 

landlords tried to indemnify themselves for the deprecia
tion of the currency by demanding an increase of rent. 

'they could not always hold their own against their more 
1Iuccessful neighbours, who had only to surrender the 
'Unearned increment resulting from a fall in the value of 
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money in order to meet the augmented demand. More
over, their difficulties were often accentuated by the un
certainty of their status and the extension of pasture. 
Some of them were merely cottagers who held a few strips 
ill the open field and depellded chiefly on wages for their 
subsistence. Others were squatters on the waste with no 
legal title to their tenements, or tenants-at-will on what 
had been once the lord's demesne and from which they 
could be evicted without violation of contract. The copy
holders, again, were not all of them in the same predica
ment, for while some of them had a heritable right to their 

. holdings, others were merely tenants for their lives or 
for a definite number of years, And even of those who 
possessed an estate of inheritance, the majority were liable 
to uncertain fines at succession, which, liowever, had 
never been prohibitive under mediieval conditions of pro
duction and distribution. 'It· was not strange, therefore. 
that they could not appreciate the forces that swept them 
out of their accustomed ways and brought about an un
equal struggle with men who were more alert and r~
sourceful than themselves, men who could not only tide 
over an economic crisis but even tum it tOo the best pos
sible account where it paved the way for a genuine im
provement in methods of production. Enclosure and the 
conversion of arable to pasture as well as the' concentra
tion of holdings which followed in their wake affected all 
classes of landholders in Tudor England; but the effect 
was dissimilar in th the various cases, for while they were 
undertaken at the instance of the large farmer, they led 
to the depression and even expatriation of important 
classes of the community, 
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,But b~fore pronouncing judgment on the' movement. 
it is de!lirable to advert to certain facts which are some
times lost sight of in the dusty 'atmosphere of controversy, 
It has' been pointed out that even before the landlords 
decided on a de6nite plan of consolidating holdings ana 
extending their dimensions, their tenants had occasionally 
exercised the liberty of building up compact farms by a 
mutual exchange of intermixed strips in the oi>en field 
and of 'nibbling away 'the waste' to meet the needs of a 
growing population. Thus enclosure was not quite a, new 
thing in Tudor England, nor was it always sporadic in 
character, as it was discovered by the Commission' of 
1517 that portions of the common pasture had been appro
priatedand ploughed up in certain places in accordance 
with a concerted plan of the villagers to add to their 
holdings of arable land. The practice, m~reover, had 
spread with the increase of numbers, so that as 
Mr. Tawney observes, the peasants, were more busy than 
ever in hedging and ditchi~ their own little holdings and 
in carving out slices for themselves from the waste just 
when they agitated most bitterly against the ,highhanded
ne,ss of the landlords. These would seem,therefore, to 
have been apt pupils of their own teriantsor at any rate 
not quite innovators. And if they were thorough and 
unsparing in the application of their lesson, there was 
some excuse for it in the revolutionary rise in prices. 
which had injuriously affected their income while it had 
immensely benefited some of the f~ers. Whe~e then 
was the justification for regarding ~heni as public male
factors who deserved to be 'prayed against iftStead of 
being prayed for ~ What again. could' be the reason for 
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condemning as a m.Psance a movement, which in m~ 
)nstances was the sign, if not the necessary condition, of 
"4 genuine improvement in the technique of production? 

In an~wering these questions, it is necessary to bear 
'. in mind that the -term • enclosure • has been applied to 
four distinct processes which did not necessarily involve 
one another. They were, according to Mr. Lipson, • the 
consolidation of scattered strips into compact properties, 
the conversion of arable into pasture, the concentration of 

· holdings and the occupation of the waste.' Of these, the 
first was a much nee'ded reform in a period of augmenting 
demand for food-stuffs, and whatever its disadvantages 
might have been, they were amply counterbalanced by the 
increased efficiency of labour on the independent farms. 
The second, on the. othe. hand. adversely affected the 
supply of food and the _ demand for labour at a time 
when labour had not ~any avenues of employment. 
though itbrought wealth to important classes of the com
munity and laid the foundation of England's industrial 

· greatness. And much the same' could be said of the 
,third where it took place with a view to facilitate sheep 
farming, while the fourth benefited agriculture as often 
as it did the rival industry and so did not necessarily 

,entail the displacement of labour while it could not have 
materially stinted the supply of fuel and of food for domes-

· tic animals in the earlier period of which I am st>eaking. 
· It follows, therefore, that the consolidation of inter
inixed strips and the appropriation of fragments of the 

· waste could not have injured the community or any 
'eection of it. And for these alone could the responsibi
;lity Jie i~ any measure with the peasants. The landlords. 
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em the other hand, enclosed in the interests of sheep 
fanning because sheep paid better than men; and in their 

"hands the movement attained a thoroughness that dis-
. organised existing arrangements and ruined large num
. hers of men who could not easily adapt themselv~ 10 
the altered circumstances. The process of readjustment 
would have been less painful and unpopular. had the 
transition been less rapid and mOl'e in keeping with. the 
needs and resources of the peasants. But the new condi~ 
'tions were imposed with a high hand from without by 
the action of the proprietors or their agents who consoli
dated small. holdings into large properties. The econo
mic crisis. which was thus brought about. was .heightened 
by legal issues which gave a distinctly sinister turn to the 
entire movement. The tenants-at-win on the demesnes 
were often unceremoniously swept away because they 
had no legal title to their holdings, though the experience 
of the preceding centuries had taught them. to look for
ward to undisturbed possession' of their plots. Copy
holders and lease-holders for de6nite periods were rack-

. ~ented at the expiration of the indentures, and where 
they could not meet the new demand were evicted with:. 
out cOmpensation, while even those who succ;.eeded to 
estates of inheritance were sometimes confronted with ' 
claims to impossible admission fees. because the amount 
of the heriot which they could be aslted to pay had not 
been determined by the custom of their manors. 

These drastic expedients of the" landlords for improv- ' 
ing their income must have caused considerable. suffering: 
to small men who wanted only to plough the lahd like 

: their ancestors and were, in fact. un6t by their training 
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and resources for a sudden and revolutionary change in 
methods of production. They involved also a notable 
departure from ancient custom which had assured to all 
classes of copy-holders a sort of prescriptive right to 
their holdings, though the law had failed to take cogniz
ance of it. 'The result was the general substitution of 
lease-holders for copy-holders in the affected areas. It 
was, indeed, in a sense the natural outcome of the new 
commercial relation between masters and peasants which 
had cut at the root of ancient obligations and loyalties 
by dissociating landownership from territorial sovereignty 
and freeing the dependent population from the liability 
to render effective service on the demesne. And the 
commercial spirit was exhibited not only by the landlords 
but also by the more enterprising and alert among the 
farmers and even by labour where it had an obvious ad
vantage in bargaining. Thus those who had extensive 
estates saw clearly enough that they had much to gain 
by adapting themselves to the altered conditions and 
much to lose by adhering to old and out-of-date principles. 
Their decision was in the circumstances readily taken, and 

"it gave a rude shock to rural society, as it contained 
large numbers of men who had made their arrangements 

, on the supposition that the old order would continue and 
were not yet ripe for the new. Their lot would have 
been less hard if the landlords had ken more consi
derate. But seldom in the history of mankind have entire 
classes of men gone beyond the letter of tlie law to 
benefit others, or to extend to them that protecting care 
which under a centralized Government is expe~ted from 
the ruling authority. The Crown could have allevi/ltecJ 
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distress by legalizing the prescriptive title of the coPY;'" 
holders ~o their lands. But instead of adopting such 'a. 

course, which must have given offence to its supporters, 
it enacted laws against the putting down _ of ploughs. the
destruction of houses and the reduction, of employment 
in rural districfs. and supplemented these by pious wishes
and exhortations. There were. however. no rational 
grounds for assuming that' people who had been invested 
with full proprietary rights over the land would administer 
it in the spirit of trustees. 

Opinions differ about the economic importance of 
the enclosure movement of the sixteenth century. Prot 
Gay is inclined to think that it was the necessary con
sequence of the upward movement of price-levels and 
culture-levels and an almost indispensable condition of 
further advance. Hence those who suffered during itS' 
progress owed their misfortune to irresistible forces. 
which they could not always' ~omprehend and much less 
combat. Mr. Tawney holds." on the other hand. that 
the ~ncentratiori of holdings was not a necessary condi~ 
tion of improvement, and that the agony of transition 
might have been mitigated if economic forces had been 
left to themselves to weed out the weak and t,he resource
less. And he cites the examples of Kent and Essex f<>
show how enclosure by common consent and without in
justice to any party could take place where it was the 
obvious interest of the cultivators to enclose. But in those 
sea-board tracts. 'commercial forces were earlier and more 
obtrusively in operation and the peasantrY were more 
enterprising and intelligent than in the inland dish-iets. 
And' it is risky to conjecture haw long these might have 
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remained in a state of organised torpor If the new order 
had not been imposed on them from outside, while there 
can be no reason for doubtilJg that the element of time 
-was of supreme importance .in the struggle for industrial 
ascendanc;.v. England had the start in the race because 
:she obtained at the right time a plentiful supply of labour 

. and of raw materials, both of which might have been 
'Scarce if medileVal conditions of agriculture had conti
nued to rule over the country. The question, however, 
-remains whether industrial greatness is worth the price 
that it costs, if it entails the depression of iI(lportant classes 
of men that have done nothing to earn their misfortunes. 
'But it cannot be discussed here since it involves the con
sideration of the' relative merits of different economic 
'ideals "and so merits a much fuller treatment than a mere 
·side-issue. 

At the same time, it must be conceded to Mr. Tawney 
that the economic transition would have been less abrupt 
:find revolutionary in character inspite of the change in 
price-levels and culture levels, if custom and tradition had 

- -not been brushed aside whenever they appeared fo~ess 
and out of keeping with the precision and simplicity which 
were affected by the judges of the King. The old manor
Jal courts had respected them Bnd they had received the 
. powerful support of successive Chancellors. But they 
'failed to acquire substance under the new admInistration 
with the result that small holders of land were juggled 
out of their property and cast adrift by legal tricvs. The 
change wail thus precipitated by new legal issues without 
-which it would not have been catastrophic. England'lt 

. industrial success might then have been less striking or 
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II1pid. but it would not have caused the impoTerishment.' 
of large numbers of men. who had nothing -but the un
written law of the land to cling to. Whether it was good 
on the whole or in the long run for England to ignore
this unwritten law may very well be' disputed. But there 
remains the historical truth that the Government of the 
day disapproved of the -methods of the landlords but was
unable to check them because they had the law on their 
aide. And it reveals the weakness -of the principle of 
laisser faire which is based on the comfortable. though. 
mistaken. assumption that economic forces operate in 
IUIcuo when as a matter of fact they operate in a frame
work of rights and liabilities created by laws and human. 
institutions and capable in -certain circuInstances of giving 
them a thoroughly mischievous turn. 

An attempt has heen made to belittle the amollnt: 
of suffering caused by the enclosure movement 'by point~ 
ilJg out that only about half a million acres or less than' 
three per cent. of the entire area were enclosed between 
the middle of the 6fteenth century and the close of the
sixteenth. But there is not much 'reason for assuming
that the returns which point to this conclusion were based' 
on an exhaustive survey of the affected areas and an im-
partial examination of all classes of witnesses: Besides.-, 
it is a mistake to gauge the gravity of the situation by 
comparing the extent of the enclosed land with the totar 
acreage of the country. In the sixteenth century vast 
areas of forest and waste land encircled the area under 
the plough. and it is only with reference to the effect of 
the movement on the latter that the volume of the trouble 
and disturbance should he estimated. The character alsa 
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.of the movement and the environment in which it showed. 
itself must be taken into ,account. It had for' its 
.object the enclosure of com 'lands for pasture, and it 
.affected chiefly the Midland districts which, fonned the 
,granary of- the country. These, moreover, were the very , 
places where the number of small holders was excep
tionally large, while there were very few manufacturing 
industries which might absorb a surplus population. So 
those who were forced off the land found themselves in a 
world which needed their services no longer and had to 
migrate from it amid real difficulties. 

it must be clear from what has been said that the 
enclosures of the sixteenth century hit the smaller tenants 
ltard, while holders of medium-sized properties throve at 
their expense. The number and importance of these 
l'espectable farmers and free-holders increased subse
quently owing to the alienation in small parcels of much 
of the land that had originally belonged to the monasteries 
and to the confiscations and compositions that followed 
the Civil War. And political power gravitated into their 
hands owing to the decline of, the landed aristocracy and 
the restraints ~mposed on the power of the sovereigI).. 
The two inHuentialland-owing classes were thus brought 
closer to one another, and their common interest came to 
be ~epr~sented as the interest of the nation, especially 
as after the Revolution of, 1688, they were masters not 
only of the central executive and legislature but also of 
local administration and justice. ,Thus the attitude of the 
Government ,towards the enclosure movement of the 
eighteenth century was very different from what it had 
been in the sixte~nth" for while .in the earlier period, it 
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had tried however ineffectually to stand between the rich 
and the poor and to maintainor establish an equitable 
distribution' of wealth. in the later it was only too eager: 
to sanction enclosure as one of the most effective means 
of increasing the national wealth and power. So the voice 
of discolltent. loud though it was, was drowned by the 
iterated and authoritative assertion of -experts and of men 
in power that freedom froll} communal restraints of aU 
sorts was the one thing needed for ensuring the prosperity 
of British agriculture. 

But there were differences which lay deeper than the 
change of front on the part of the rulers. The enclosures 
of the earlier period appear sporadic and insignificant 
:when compared with th08~ of the last two centuries, which 
affected about twenty per cent. of the total area' of Eng
land. But in this wider area of disturbance, the waste was 
largely broken up for purposes of agriculture, which 
proved highly profitable owing to a rapid increase in popu
lation. Thus while in Tudor England enclosures led to 
a diminution of the arable area, they led to. its extension. 
in the days of the Drst three Georges. And this extension. 
moderated the upward movement of the price of food
stuffs which might have soared higher than it did during 
the industrial revolution and the war with rev~lutionary 
France. It paved the way also for the adoption of scien
tific culture, which could be undertaken only by men who 
had some command of capital and so could not he con
tent with the small holdings of peasants. They reaped 
golden harvests during the years of rising prices and were 
thus amply' rewarded for their enterprise. But equal 
enterprise and foresight were shown· by. ~e landlorc:Lt iJJ. 
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making at no inconsiderable expense the necessary _ 
arrangements for the adoption of improved methods and.. 
sometimes in showing the way. And they had their fair 
share of the gain in the form of enhanced rents. Here 
then we come across another difference between the two
enclosure movements. While the landlords of the 
sixteenth century <lid very little beyond enclosing open _ 
fields and making over compact holdings to wool-growers. 
thos~ of the eighteenth improved as well as enclosed and. 
the increase in their rents was thus to a certain extent 
legitimate profit on their outlay. 

The later movement began in a period of declining 
prices. which led the landlords to improve their income 
by enclosing the waste. But it gathered strength with the 
growth -of industries and the development of London. 
And it attained its climax during the war with Napoleon. 
while it declined when English agriculture fell on evil 
days owing to the withdrawal of protection and the com
petition of the wheat lands of America and Russia. By 
1876. says Mr. Johnson. the movement was practically at 
an end. though communal rules remained in force in 

r certain counties. The change in public opinion which 
was in some measure responsible for the abatement was 
due partly to the belief that small holders might have held 
their own against foreign competition where capitalists 
failed. It was also influenced by the experience that the 
growing industrialization of the country and the disappear
ance of open spaces were injuriously affecting the 
physique and morale of the people. Thus between 1876-
and 1889. 'there were only 73 applications for -enclosure. 
aZKl. of these two-thirds were rejected.' And in 1893 it 
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was enacted that no proprietor was to approve the waste 
and no waste was to be enclosed without the sanction of 
the Board, of Agriculture. Since than there has been 
some improvement in the number as well 'as in thecondi
tion of the small holders. 

The yeomen. it has been said; were hit hard by 
the enclosure of the waste. But there remains the fact 
that their number increased instead of declining in the 
last quarter of the eighteenth century which witnessed 
the culmination of the movement. It must, however, be 
admitted that where the waste was enclosed, they could 
not easily obtain their firing and a suitable place for graz
ing their cattle while they cultivated their holdings. But 
the greatest &ufferers were the agricultural labourers, who 
seldom received adequate compensh.tion for the loss of 
their rights legal or prescriptive over the waste and in the 
open fields. They suffered also in their character of con
sumers when with the extension of capitalist farming, the 
business of retailing articles of food was taken over by 
middlemen' who bought their stock in the rising markets 
of the towns and brought it back to the country districts 
for sale. The retailer's profits and an unnecessary cost 
of transport both ways were thus added for them to the 
price of the commodities which their labour. had pro
duced. At the same time all auxiliary resources were 
taken from them by the enclosure of wastes and the dis
appearance of domestic industries. The situation, there
fore, must have appeared eminently unsatisfactory to 
them. Nathaniel Kent calculated that the rise in wages 
in the latter half of the eighteentli century was 
only twenty five per cent. as against a rise of sixtY per ' 

7 
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cent. in the price of provisions. "Thus the labourer who 
lived on wages atone at its close earned wages of a lower 
purc1asing power than the :wages which he had formerly 
supplemented by his produce:' 

The enclosures. therefore. even of the later period 
wer~ ·not the unalloyed blessmg that they were represent
ed to be. Indeed. both small owners and labourers 
suffered moire or less in consequence of them. as they 
could not fail to do. so long as private bills were largely 
-employed to get rid of communal restraints. Up to 1774 
, the original {)etition for enclosure was often the act of 
a big landowner whose sole signature was enough to set 
an enclosing process in train,' and m the majority of cases 
he must have placed his own interest before that of his 
poorer neighbours wherever they seemed to conflict. 
When, again. the law interfered in their favour by stipulat
ing that the holders of four-fifths of the land must agree 
to the proposed arrangement, the protection proved 
Illusory, as the owners of the remaining one-fifth some
times outnumbered them. Besides. as Mr. Johnson 
observes. the copyholders and lease-holders were often 
prevented from going against the Wishes of the landlord 
even when they felt that he was prepared to· sacrifice 
them for his own gain. Still all of them received a share 
of the enclosed waste, and where the strips in the open 
field were redistributed and they could meet the expense 
of enclosure, they profited by the compactness of thell' 
new holdings. Quite different, however, was the treat
ment accorded to cottagers who had no recognized rights 
on the waste where they lived. for. as Prof. Gonner 
points out, ultra-legal claims were seldom allowed. ~d 
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their fate was shared by the old village officials. 'who lost .. 
their employment and with it the ·plots of land they had 
held in payment of their services.' Besides. even 'when 
greater consideration came to be shown to them. the bit· 
of waste that was reserved for their· joint uSeorparti~ 
tioned -among them proved generally so small as to be 
practically valueless except where they decide~ t~ part 
wi~ it for money. 

But were these evils counter-balanced in any measure 
by the superior productivity of an individualistic treat
ment of the enclosed areas) Some write1!l arc; of opinion 
that it caused loss of employment and depopulation in 
rural districts and ultimately prevented English agricul
ture from holding its own against foreign competition by 
the encouragement which it gave to farming on a large 
scale. The question has been already discussed. and it 
is enough for my purpose to quote here the testimony of 
two thoughtful writers on the subject. According to Prof. 
Conner. there· is no evidence that the enclosures of the 
eighteenth century caused depopulation or checked the 
rate of increase over extensive tracts. though it is easy 
to point to particular townships which suffered on 
account of them. Indeed. it would have been strange in 
his opinion if they had produced such results. as they 
must have created additional work after the fencing in 
of the 6elds and the introduction of the Norfolk rotation. 
And he is convinced that they added to the productive
ness of labour by permitting the use of every hit of land 
for the purpose for which it was best 6tted and by putting 
o,J\ e~ to that constant bickerins and litisation which had 
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prf?ved de~unental to agriculture ,since the ,abolition of 
.the. 'manorial ~c.onomy. _., _ -

, Those -w"ho: -entertain a high-c) pinion .of the staying 
power of peasant proprieto;s' ,ignore the-, fact that they 
,.have. flourished. in circumstances, which. are' more or less 
e~eptio~8I in Wester~ EUr~Pe: at the" present ·day. In 
Beigi~.and Fr~ce, 'for instarice, they a~e chiefly found 
where- market-gardening is profitable or where side indus
tries enable' them to ,supplement their earnings' from agri
c~lture. They are, on tLe other hand, much lessnumer
oWl iIi those distr:cis which are mainly devoted to the 
cultivati9n . of -cereals. And 'sucli is, according to 
Mr. 10hns;n the experience of England also, since even 

! 
to-day the small farmers thrive in the neighbourhood ~f 
large towns or. where subsidiary in<lustries enable them 
or. their dependants to eke out a livelihoo.:!. . 
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